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Foreword

It is altogether fitting that a book reporting research on individual
differences in humanattributes be edited by two psychologists with
ties to the University of Minnesota and contain chapters written by
authors who also have ties to that same university. Interest in and
support of researchin this area has a long history at Minnesota.In the
beginning and for many years thereafter, Donald Paterson was the
primary person responsible, and he had the support of the department’s
chair, Richard Elliott. For many years, they were Minnesota in the
eyes of fellow psychologists.

Research in individual differences at Minnesota from thestart
emphasized applications to the real world. The Journal of Applied
Psychology originated in that department while several industrial
selection tests bear the Minnesota name.

Interest in individual differences at Minnesota wasnotrestricted to
the industrial area, however. John Anderson, who directed the Insti-
tute for Child Welfare, brought Florence Goodenoughfrom Stanford
and Merrill Ruff from his participation in the Army Air Forces Avia-
tion Psychology Program. Starke Hathawayofthe clinical faculty was
largely responsible for the development of the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (MMPI). Fundamentalprinciples in the use of
tests for predictive purposes, such as the importance of base rate in
real-world phenomenaand thesuperiority of actuarial versusclinical
prediction, are associated with Paul Meehl and the University of Min-
nesota. Leona Tyler, a Minnesota graduate, wrote one of the best and
most influential books concerned with individual differences that
appeared in mylifetime (Tyler, 1965).

Research at Minnesota became described very early on as “dust-
bowl empiricism.” A bit later, Fred Skinner added grist to the critics’
mill. Make no mistake, the phrase was used demeaningly. Theatti-
tudes revealed by its users were detrimental to the development of our
discipline. What passed for theory in the time of William Jamesisstill
all too popular today. Change in our discipline from philosophy to
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science has been slow. Unfortunately, few test theorists accept data on

predictive validity as a critical ingredient of construct validity.

This topic could lead to a long discussion of the philosophyofsci-

ence, but I am not qualified for that task. As a fellow “dust-bowl

empiricist,” I believe strongly in the importanceofthe following propo-

sitions: Scientific theory largely evolves from dependable data. The

theory that is developed must be vulnerable to a reasonable standard

of statistical disproof. Our discipline requires more dependable data

in many areas, so sophisticated use of meta-analysis has been a wel-

come development. An indirect source of support for these proposi-

tions is furnished by the substantial negative correlation one observes

between the success of a discipline as a science and the degree of

ferment within the discipline about philosophicalissues. (I was pleased

to see that manyof these sentiments were reinforced in John Holland’s

chapter in this book.)
A largely overlooked attribute of scientific theory that Paul Meehl

has described should be added. Theory should become more vulner-

able as research progresses. Predictions made early in the develop-

ment of a theory may be quite gross, but finer distinctions should

gradually emerge. Psychological research that follows the pattern of

simplistic hypothesis testing follows the opposite course. Ability to

reject the hypothesis of a zero difference in meansor a correlation of

zero in the population becomeseasier as research proceeds. A p-value

of .05 provides a modest degree of confidence in only the sign of a

difference or correlation. Reporting an effect size provides a small

amount of additional information. In contrast, a developing science

needs to predict the size of differences and correlations.

It is altogether proper that Minnesotans take a contemporary lead-

ership role in research on individual differences. As one surveys the

entire discipline of psychology, the dependable data andscientific theory

from research on individual differences have moreto offerin the solu-

tion of present-day social problems than any other subarea of psy-

chology. Both the data and the theory behind individual differences

are a critical, though typically rejected, componentof the data based

on socially defined groups that the social sciences frequently apply to

the same problems (Humphreys, 1991). The magnitude of individual

and group differences on measures of humanattributes andthe real-

world performances that measuresof theseattributesare able to fore-

cast are responsible for the underappreciation or outrightrejection of

the psychology of individualdifferences and its quantitative methods.

This is unfortunate from

a

scientific point of view, because an objec-

tive appreciation of these methods andthe data that they produceis

sorely needed acrossall of the social sciences.
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One drawbackI see to the rational discussion of the conclusions
from research on individual differences and their implications for im-
portant social issues is the continuing controversy over genetics and
the rejection of generic contributions to individual differences in
important humanattributes (cf. Waller, Lykken, & Tellegen, this vol-
ume). The idea that there is a genetic contribution and not determina-
tion, to individual differences in measured intelligence has been
criticized as implausible to impossible. I maintain that the only basis
for suchcriticism is a conception of mind as an immaterial entity inde-
pendentof the physical body. Thereis no basis for such conclusionsin
biology. Andthis is not the consensus among a numberof psychology’s
mainstream empirical scientists on the topic of intelligence (Arvey,
Bouchard, Carroll, Cattell, Cohen, Dawiset al., 1994).

This volume underscores the importanceofassessing individualdif-
ferences in human behavior across multiple psychological contexts:
clinical, counseling, and experimental (including psycholinguistics),
along with new methodsfor assessing both traits and types. Behav-
ioral as well as social scientists who choose not to assess parameters
of individual differences might consider the possibility that assessing
traditional dimensionsof individual differences could very well pro-
vide clarification to the behavioral domains that they are currently
examining, and whicharein needofintensivescientific study.

This book should contribute to a revival of interest in research on
individual differences. A renewedinterest in individual differences has
surfaced, offering possible insight into addressing the pressing social
problems facing us. Whatever our society ultimately adopts as
solutions to problems such as crime, education, and poverty, the psy-
chology of individual differences will factor prominently in the most
effective ones.

Lloyd G. Humphreys
University of Illinois-Champaign
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Introduction

Psychology, in Cronbach’s 1957 phrase,is two disciplines: experimen-
tal and correlational. The first, which exists in the service of psycho-
logical theory, attends to meansand functions; the second, which pro-
vides the basis for most of psychology’s applications, attends to vari-
ances and covariances, that is, to individual differences. Indeed, the

seconddiscipline of psychology is, or should be, better known as the
psychology of individual differences.

It was the study of individual differences that provided the occa-
sion for the discovery/invention of co-relation. Galton, of course, was
the discoverer/inventor of this concept, but it was his supporter and
admirer, Karl Pearson, who almost single-handedly developed the
mathematics of correlation. Starting with his introduction of the stan-
dard deviation (defined with respect to the normal curve oferror),
Pearson developed, in fairly rapid succession, the product-moment
methodof calculating correlation, partial correlation, multiple corre-
lation, tetrachoric correlation, biserial correlation, correlation ratio
or nonlinear correlation, chi square (which has turned outto be in-
valuable to statisticians and psychometricians), and even the “method
of principal axes” (which, published in 1901, anticipated Spearman,
the acknowledged founderof factor analysis, by three years).

To Karl Pearson (E. S. Pearson, 1938), correlation was a

category broader than causation,...of which causation was only the
limit.... Galton...freed me from the prejudice that sound mathematics
could only be applied to natural phenomena underthe category of
causation. Here...was a possibility...of reaching knowledge—as valid
as physical knowledge...in the field of human conduct.(p. 19)

Correlation is a different mode of explanation. Where causation
relies on functional relations, that is, one-to-one mappings, correla-
tion encompasses one-to-many and many-to-one mappings(and,there-
fore, one-to-one mappingsas well). Correlation, unlike causation, is
symmetrical and thus can look backward (“postdiction”) as well as

Xl
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forward (prediction). Unlike causation,it is not bound to the arrow of
time. As Pearson pointed out, causationis only a special case of corre-
lation. Yet students of psychology are routinely taught that causation
is superior to correlation.

Also unappreciated by most people is the fact that much of scien-
tific psychology’s contribution to everyday life results from correla-
tional psychology. Much of applied psychologyis the application of
the psychology of individual differences—witness educational psychol-
ogy, industrial and organizational psychology, and counseling psychol-
ogy. The single mostsocially significant psychological invention is the
psychologicaltest, an invention originally intended to aid thefirst psy-
chologists in their observations(thus filling the same function as the
telescope to astronomer-physicists and the microscopeto biologists).
The psychological test has since evolved into an instrument for map-
ping the domains of humanskills, abilities, achievements, aptitudes,
attitudes, preferences, interests, values, needs, and personalitytraits.
As such, the psychological test has found great use in the assessment
and evaluation of individuals and, hence, in the selection and place-

ment of people in school and in the workplace.
Even applications that originated from experimental psychology

(e.g., conditioning and humanfactors engineering) or from the other
major contemporaryfields of psychology, such as social psychology,
developmental psychology, and clinical psychology, have dealt with
individual differences. This is because human variability and human
variation are ubiquitous and inevitable characteristics of human be-
havior. If variance is the phenomenonto be explained, then account-
ing for variance is the name of the psychologist’s game.If individual

differences are to be accountedfor, then correlation is the way—per-

haps the only way—to doit. Thus, the psychologyof individualdiffer-

ences lies at the very foundation of the science of psychology. And yet

not too many psychologists would be willing to acknowledgethis.

At least one group of psychologists are invested in individual differ-

ences. Since Donald G. Paterson joined the University of Minnesota’s

Department of Psychology in 1921, Minnesota graduates have been

steeped in the individual differences point of view and have been ma-

jor contributors to the individual differences research literature. This

book, written by Minnesota graduates, aspires to be one such contri-

bution, occasionedasit is to honor one of Minnesota’s own: Lloyd H.

Lofquist, founder of the university’s Counseling Psychology Program.

In a larger sense, this volumeis intended to underscorethe vital but

relatively unnoticed role that the psychology of individual differences

plays in our current understanding of human behavior. It is intended

to showcase the wide range of issues—theoretical as well as practical,
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substantive as well as methodological—that are addressed by indi-

vidualdifferences psychology.It is intended to rekindle interest in what

is possibly the fundamental puzzle of human behavior—its variability

or, put another way, its inconsistency.

This volumeis organized into five parts. Part 1 is given over to one

of the last pieces of writing by the late Leona Tyler, for years the elder

stateswoman of counseling psychology and authorof one of the most

widely read texts on the psychology of individual differences. In this

remarkably wide-ranging chapter, Tyler surveys the high points in the

evolution of the psychology of individual differences, making numer-

ous pithy observations, pointing out the relevance of individualdiffer-

ences to the cultural diversity controversies of our time, and arguing

one moretime for her favorite cause, that of individuality.

Part 2 focuses on method. In Chapter 2, Susan Embretson writes

about construct representation in the measurementof individual dif-

ferences. She bridges the gap between cognitive psychology and indi-

vidual differences psychology, a current version of the experimental

versus correlational disjunction. She demonstrates how cognitive theory

(and findings) can be used to drive test design and, in particular, item
writing. Embretson’s unique contribution vividly illustrates how con-
struct representation can be accomplished in methodical fashion, given
theory. With her approach, test constructors need no longerrely
solely on nomothetic span to demonstrate constructvalidity for their
measures.

In Chapter 3, David Weiss writes about a paradigm revolution of

sorts in psychometrics, whichis essentially the measurement ofindi-
vidual differences. He showsin reasoned detail how the “new”para-
digm—item response theory—in conjunction with adaptive testing,
improves on the “old” paradigm of Spearman and Pearson—classical
test theory—the paradigm on whichthefirst generation of individual
differences psychologists essentially “cut their teeth.” Weiss provides
a welcomeintegration of material widely scattered in the literature
and shows how computerized psychological testing can realize Binet’s
dream of truly individualized psychological assessment. Weiss goes
farther and sketches out new directions for individual differences re-
search to pursue, taking off on the potentialities offered by item re-
sponse theory.

Chapters 4 and 5 are about a basic question in individual differ-
ences research: the problem of distinguishing between variables that
are quantitative or dimensional—thosereflecting differences in degree—
and variables that are qualitative or categorical—thosereflecting dif-
ferences in kind. The dimensional trait model has so dominated the
discipline that few psychologists have paid attention to the possibility
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of identifying truly qualitative traits. Paul Meehlis one of the few who
has doneso. Since the 1960s, he has intensively studied the question
of inferring the existence of a taxon from quantitative indicators when
an acceptable criterion is unavailable. Meehl, with the help of his stu-
dent, Robert Golden, has developed a numberof search procedures
called maximum covariance methods, so called because they take ad-
vantage of the statistical truism that variance and, therefore, covari-
ance, are at a potential maximum when p = g = .SO. These methods
are premised on the assumption that the indicators are uncorrelated
both within the taxon and within its complement,a situation not usu-
ally found in practice. In Chapter 4, Meehl proposes a method that
gets aroundthis limitation by making use of the extremesof thedistri-
bution where the proportion of taxon members or complement mem-
bers presumably approaches 1.0. _

In Chapter 5, Robert Golden and Mary Mayerrevisit the question
of inferring taxonicity from quantitative indicators. They show thatif
the indicators used are peaked—which occurs whentheseveral indi-

cators maximally discriminate at about the samelevel of the trait, as
they often do when rating scales or psychometric scales are used—

there is a high risk of identifying spurious taxons. With peaked indica-

tors, even if all the tests for taxonicity required by current methods
can be met, there is no guaranteethatthetrait is truly taxonic. What

is more, pseudotaxons can haveface validity, appear cohesive, and
even make good intuitive sense. Only by using indicators with truly

interval scale properties (e.g., time, weight, distance) can we avoid

this problem.
Part 3 focuses on what might be considered traditional individual

differences variables, the variables of original concern to the psychol-

ogy of individual differences. In Chapter 6, Nancy Betz deals with the

“first variable” of individual differences research: gender differences

(or what was oncecalled sex differences). Betz fills a gap by focusing

on gender-related personality traits and, in particular, on so-called

“masculinity” and “femininity.” (The topic of gender differences in

ability has been amply discussed in theliterature.) She reviews the

research and the controversies, showing how the terms masculinity

and femininity have outlived their use (to many, they couldn’t be called

useful). She criticizes the proliferation of concepts and measures, the

impoverishmentof method,and the paucity of integration and theory

and suggests a different tack for researchers to take.

David Campbell, in Chapter 7, reports on psychological test data

compiled on a relatively underreported but societally vital occupa-

tional group: U.S. military leaders. He reviews a variety of data sets—

ability, behavioral assessment, personality, and interest—on a large
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group of brigadier generals. These data paint a clearly delineated

psychological portrait of what Campbell terms the “decisive warrior,”

whose (modal) personality pattern if it lacks the “softening patina

of education and democracy,” could be that of the “aggressive

warmonger.”

Chapter 8 by James Roundsis about one of the variables that indi-

vidual differences psychology put on the map—vocationalinterests.

Roundsuses a large collection of data (60 correlation matrices with

large Ns) and complex data-analytic methodology (multidimensional

scaling, among others) to examine and map the domain of vocational

interests in meticulous detail. He reports confirmation of some old

findings (Holland’s order and calculus hypotheses, Prediger’s two di-

mensions), disconfirmation of others (Holland’s hexagon hypothesis,

Roe’s circular hypothesis), and new findings (gender differencesat dif-

ferent levels of abstraction, failure of basic interest factors to map

onto the Holland model). Rounds concludes by contending that circu-

lar (two-dimensional) structure-of-interest models do a poor job of

mapping the domain of basic interest dimensions.
Niels Waller, David Lykken, and AukeTellegen report in Chapter 9

on a large data set (occupationalinterests, leisure time interests, per-

sonality traits) on a large adult sample of same-sex twins (almost 800

pairs), including 67 pairs separated at infancy and reared apart. Their

chapter includes original contributions in measurement and method-

ology (new methodsfor ipsative scaling and nonmetric multidimen-

sional scaling), as well as new findings. They conclude that the three

domains of occupationalinterests, leisure time interests, and person-

ality traits, although related in meaningful ways, are essentially sepa-

rate domains, psychometrically speaking. Along the way, they describe
numerous interesting findings (e.g., the heritability and stability of
interests, another fundamentalinterest dimensionto add to Prediger’s

two, and the polarity of occupational andleisure time preferences).
Part 4 is about new areasin individual differences research, topics

unexaminedbythefirst generation of individual differences psycholo-
gists. One of these is interpersonal behavior. In Chapter 10, Stanley
Strong presents an interpersonal influence theory based on his premise
that “much of human behavioris intendedto influence others to be-
have hospitably to one’s needs.” Strong constructs a classification of
interpersonal behaviors based on the following: the two axes of emo-
tional resources (“that I offer and need andthat you offer and need”)
and material resources (“that I have or need and that you have or
need”); the four poles of ingratiation versus intimidation, for the emo-
tional resources axis, and self-promotion versus supplication, for the
material resources axis; and, consequently, the eight major interper-
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sonal behavior classes of nurturant, cooperative, docile, self-effacing,
distrustful, critical, self-enhancing, and leading. Strong reviews research
on the determinants of interpersonal behavior, focusing on three ma-
jor sets: the other’s interpersonal behavior, relationship dependence,
and,of course, individual differences—gender, the traits of dominance
and affiliation, and dissatisfaction with relationships.

Another new area for individual differences is language behavior.
In Chapter 11, James Jenkins, Winifred Strange, and Linda Polkare-
view the intriguing literature, which includes their own extensive stud-
ies, on speech perception of a foreign language. When welearn our
native language, we also apparently foreclose our ability not only to
say but also to hear certain sounds in a foreign language. Jenkins,
Strange, and Polka dissect the seemingly simple but very complicated
phenomenonthat native Japanese speakers experience in discriminat-
ing between the American English /r/ and /l/ sounds. Their chapter
points to ourrelative lack of knowledge about the speech perception
problems of second-language learners (as opposedto their speech pro-
duction problems, of which we know much more) and our need to

learn more aboutthe role of perceptual abilities in producing indi-
vidual differences in speech perception.
We conclude with three commentaries in Part 5. In Chapter 12,

David Premack advancesthe very interesting proposition that the vast
range of individual differences in the humanspecies would surely tend
toward the fragmentation of the species were it not for centripetal
factors that serve to control human individual differences. Premack
identifies and discusses three of these factors: the art of pedagogy, the
humandisposition to share experience, and therelative lack of cre-
ativity in human beings. Pedagogy—adistinctively human invention
that goes beyond learning and imitation—is a powerful producerof
conformity. But pedagogy as well as language would notbe possible
without the human disposition to share experience. And,finally, the

species does not fragment more because humansare notas creative as
they think they are; in fact, their inventivenessis rather limited. Thus,

despite individual differences, the human family remains together.
In Chapter 13, HowardTinsley discusses what is good—and bad—

about Minnesotatraining,illustrating his commentary with observa-

tions about the work of University of Minnesota graduates (Betz,

Campbell, Rounds, and Waller et al.) and some of his own experi-

ences as a Minnesota-trained counseling psychologist. To Tinsley, the

four cornerstones of his Minnesota education were (a) an individual

differences and developmental philosophy, (b) methodological rigor,

(c) integration of arbitrarily bounded areas of psychological knowl-

edge and theory, and (d) application of this knowledge to the
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amelioration of the problemsof society. One danger of the Minnesota

wayis its fixation on method, because method can becomerewarding

unto itself—to the blurring of focus on the substantive issues. But the

risk is worth the potential outcome:a scientist-practitioner (or, as Meehl

would prefer, a “scientific practitioner”) who is deeply interested in

the discipline but is mindful of a responsibility to apply the science for

the good of humanity.
The last chapter and final commentary is John Holland’s addressat

the 40th anniversary celebration of counseling psychology at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota in April 1993. In quintessential Holland fashion,

he fearlessly roils the waters of complacency and current fad. Holland

questions the new philosophies of science and the new research agen-

das of fractious, fractionating groups; he attacks the excessive depen-

dence of research on grant funding and the interlocking directorships

of the peer review process; he defends the denigrated but necessary

role of vocational counseling and suggests that the old Minnesotatra-

dition of “dust-bowl empiricism” maynotbe so badafter all—a propo-

sition with which the two Minnesota-trained editors can hardly

disagree.
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Part One

Historical
Antecedents,

Current Status,
and New

Directions

Individual differences are a primary fact of psychology. People differ,
and the range of differences among people is large—on just about any
humanattribute that can be measuredor observedreliably. Individual
differences were the baneof the early experimentalists of psychology,
and theystill are to some contemporary experimentalists. In the ex-
perimental paradigm, individual differences contribute to error vari-
ance, which often swampsthe “maineffects.” Not until James McKeen

Cattell doggedly pursued the idea wasit accepted that individualdif-
ferences could be systematic and significant and used as a founda-
tional stone for psychological measurement. The evolution of the psy-
chological test—with its means and standarddeviations, its norms and
standard scores, its correlations and factors—has more thanjustified
Cattell’s then-heretical idea. Today, the psychological test stands as
the most important invention that psychological science has
bequeathed to society.

But individual differences are more than single fact or a set of
facts. They represent the basis for a philosophy, or at least a point of
view. The concept of freedom is founded on the fact of individual

XX1
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differences. If we wereall alike in every respect, we would notfeel the
need to be free to “do our own thing.” We would all be doing the
same thing. The conceptof tolerance—of “live andlet live”—is neces-
sary because of individual differences, because we can beso different
in some respects, even if we are alike in others. The conceptof indi-
viduality is most parsimoniously described with the language of indi-
vidual differences. The fact that each ofus is not exactly like any other
person is most economically captured in a vector of individual differ-
ences scores. The concept of diversity cannot be made more
concrete than in the phrase—andin the facts inherent in—individual
differences.

Leona Tyler was, in her day, a leading spokesperson for individual
differences, having written a definitive textbook on the subject. In what
was probably herlast piece of writing, Tyler traces the evolution of
the field and elaborates on the ideas just discussed in Chapter1 ofthis
volume. She develops her favorite themes of individuality, choice, and
possibility. She also makes the case for diversity. She is critical of the
status quo in the psychologyof individual differences and, wise coun-
selor that she was, sketches directions that the field can progress
toward.



Chapter1

 

The Challenge of Diversity

LeonaE. Tyler
University of Oregon

Scientists who study any aspect or fraction of the living world must

cometo termswith its most basic characteristic—diversity. There are,

in the first place, the millions upon millions of species of plants and
animals. But even more impressive is the fact that within each spe-
cies—at least among those that reproduce sexually—each individual

is unique. We plant what appear to be identical seeds, but the indi-

vidual plants that grow from them differ from one anotherin size,
shape, numberof blossoms,and variousother characteristics. Puppies
in the samelitter are not identical even at birth, and they grow up into

dogs with distinct individualities.
As we have come to understand genetic processes, a major source

of individuality has become apparent. In sexual reproduction, the

chance pairing of chromosomesfrom the twoparentsresults in a far

larger number of genotypes than ofindividuals in the parent genera-

tion. Since Darwin, this realization has provided one of the essential

foundations of evolutionary biology. Mayr (1976) discusses this
aspect of evolutionary theory at some length.

The world we live in presents an inexhaustible variety of habitats
for living creatures—arctic tundra,tropical rain forest, ocean depths,
grasslands, desert, mountains. Because of diversity, some individuals

are able to survive in an environmental niche in which othersperish.
Thus, new species arise. This is the principle of natural selection,
Darwin’s mostsignificant contributionto the scientific thinking of our
time.

Of course, natural selection based on genetic processes is not the
only source of diversity in living creatures. Gene pools undergo
spontaneous mutations. Habitats change overthe years, and thein-

habitants adapt variously to these changes. The sources of human
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diversity are even more complex than those underlyingdiversity inlife
in general. Aslife proceeds, no two individuals undergoprecisely the
same sequence of experiences. This is true even for monozygotic twins,

who beginlife with identical gene assortments. Before these twins leave
the womb,differences can develop, and,aslife proceeds, they increas-

ingly become separate individuals. We have come to realize that the
old arguments about whether heredity or environment—nature or
nurture—is the cause of humanindividuality are irrelevant. A human
individual represents an interaction of unique genetic endowmentwith
a unique course of development.It is a complex, nonadditive process.

MEASURING INDIVIDUAL

DIFFERENCES

Down through the centuries, individual differences between human
beings have been recognized and described. Novelists and poets, por-

trait painters and sculptors have portrayed human individuality in all

its glory and its poignancy. Philosophers, physicians, and prescientific

psychologists proposed typologiesfor the classification of persons, often

based on anatomical or biochemicaldifferences. After the opening of
psychological laboratories during the latter part of the nineteenth cen-

tury, scientific psychologists tended to reject such roughclassifications

and to concentrate on measurement, which they considered to be an

essential aspect of science. While most of the early psychologists were
seeking to discover general laws that would apply to all human be-
ings, a few becameinterested in the differences between individual

subjects in the experiments, rather than the conclusions being drawn

about human nature in general. Thus, the mental testing movement
was born.

The movement grew and flourished. The measurementof labora-

tory variables, such as reaction time, discrimination of weights and

sizes, and numbers of nonsensesyllables memorized in a given length

of time, soon gave wayto an all-out attempt to measureintelligence.

Aptitudes andspecialtalents, school achievement, and personalitytraits

becamefoci of research that eventually led to publishedtests.
What is often not recognized by persons discussing mentaltest-

ing—whetherthey are devising new instruments, interpreting individual

scores,or criticizing the whole undertaking—is that psychological mea-

surement differs from physical measurement in an important way:

Scores do not represent amounts of anything. What they show is how

the person tested compareswith other people with regardto thetrait

under consideration. A child’s IQ of 50 does not represent 50 units of

anything. It does nottell us that this child is twice as intelligent as

another child whose IQ is 25, nor doesit indicate that the childis half
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as intelligent as a child whose IQ is 100.It indicates only that in the
population providing the normsforthetest, this person is consider-
ably below average.

In order to be useful as psychological measures, raw scores in sec-

onds or inches or number of questions answered correctly have to be

transformed in some waythat will give them meaning. This is usually

accomplished by arranging to administer the test to a representative

group of persons from the population with whichthetest taker might
legitimately be compared. This producesa distribution of scores. The

score each individual makesreceives its meaning from theplaceit oc-
cupies in this distribution. As the years have passed, more and more
sophisticated systems of “derived scores” have been invented. But ba-
sically, understanding what a single score means—one’s own or some-
one else’s—involves comparing the person tested with other people.

APPLIED INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

At the beginning of the psychologicaltesting era, psychologists antici-
pated that tests would serve two purposes in a complexsociety like
ours. On the one hand, they would be useful tools for persons charged
with the responsibility of selecting the best qualified persons for par-
ticular positions. They would makeit easier to decide which applicant
would get the job, which students would qualify for admissionto se-
lect colleges, and which children would be chosento participate in
special school programs. Onthe other hand, they expectedtests to be
useful in helping individuals decide what to do with their lives and
find the positionsorroles in society that their unique combinations of
abilities and personality characteristics would fit most closely, thus
maximizing their productiveness and personalsatisfaction. These two
purposescan belabeled the selection purpose and the counseling pur-
pose. As the years have passed, the former of these purposes has been
achieved to a much greater extent than the latter. Tests have contrib-
uted much moreto the task of finding a person to fit a slot than to the
task of findinga slot to fit a person. The trait measurement approach
is workable in selection because one needs to consider only a limited
number of traits—those relevant to the position being selected for.
These can be measured separately and combined through the use of
appropriate statistical techniques. The situation is quite different in
the case of a person asking the questions, Whatshall I do with mylife?
and Where do I belong? Everything aboutthe personis relevant, but,
obviously, everything cannotbetested.

The technique ordinarily utilized for portraying the uniquenessof a
person whohas beentested for a numberoftraits is the profile or
psychograph, which has been widely used in vocational counseling.
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An important study conducted underthe auspices of the Employment
Stabilization Research Institute at the University of Minnesota (Dvorak,

1935) showed that the average profiles of workers in different occu-
pations differed markedly. In the early years of aptitude testing, the

problem in the utilization of profiles was that different tests had been

standardized on different norm groups, so that scores could not be
considered strictly comparable. Factor analysis solved this problem.

By administering a varied set of test materials to a large and appropri-

ately selected group of subjects and analyzing the correlations between

different subtests, it was possible to delineate special abilities for which

individual scores would bestrictly comparable. The General Aptitude
Test Battery (GATB), developed over the years by the United States

EmploymentService,is an outstanding example of a test that has proved

useful in both selection and counseling.
In considering how psychologists have dealt and might deal with

individuality, it is convenient to distinguish between ability and per-

sonality tests. Ability tests are made up of items and questions that

reveal what an individual knows or can do. The test results can be

considered to represent a sample of what the person can doin the

world outside the testing room. Personality tests, however—at least

the most commonly used ones—consist of items that ask people to

report on their behavior and feelings about various subjects and in

varioussituations. There is no guarantee that the answersconstitute a

sample of what a person actually does or actually feels. Personality

tests are more properly labeled questionnaires. But the scores, like

those on ability tests, are derived from norm groups. Theytell us

whetherthe person’s self-description registers more self-esteem or so-

ciability than those of other people with whom one canlegitimately

be compared. Personality theorists and assessmentspecialists have, of

course, been aware of this characteristic of so-called personality mea-

surement andthe possible biases to whichit is subject and have worked

out ingenious ways of controlling and compensating for response

sets, such as social desirability or acquiescence. However, interpreta-

tion of scores on even the best of the personality measures contains a

modicum of uncertainty that is not present in interpretationsofability

test scores.
But differences in personality characteristics are fully as important

in theoretical or practical problemsinvolving individual differences as

differences in abilities are. Over the years, since the idea of measuring

human mental characteristics first took root in our culture early in the

twentieth century, tests have proliferated to the point that measuring

instruments have been published for hundreds of special abilities

and personality traits. Especially in the realm of personality, there is
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no limit to the number of traits someone considers worthy of mea-
surement. This state of affairs makes the possibility of portraying
individuality by means of a profile or psychograph appear less and
less promising. The profile method has been used to put together an
individual’s scores on a limited assortment of personality traits se-
lected for a particulartest, such as the Minnesota Multiphasic Person-
ality Inventory (MMPI),andinterpretationsof profiles have even been
programmedinto computers. But no one claims that an MMPIprofile
or any othertest profile depicts an individualin all of his or her com-
plexity. There are too manyother traits that could have been mea-
sured that were not, and to measure them all in any individual is an
obviously impossible task. Psychologists attempting to conceptualize
human diversity are facing the realization that the technologyof trait
measurementis not adequate for the undertaking.

Thus, as the years have passed, some psychologists have become
increasingly doubtful about the adequacy of the quantitative-norma-
tive technology as the sole foundation for a science of human indi-
viduality. For one thing, considerable public criticism has been
expressed in recent decades (Haney, 1981). Low-scoring individuals
and groups object to the stigma they see these scores imposing on
them andinsist that the intelligence tests are biased against them. Even
some whoreceive scores in the middle range of the distribution suffer
loss of self-esteem, especially when such scores conflict with high
family expectations. They find it easier to blame the tests than to
accept the fact that there are individual differences in intellectual
ability.

Especially since the beginning ofthe civil rights movement, argu-
ments have raged overthe possibility of test bias and thedifficulty of
reconciling employment testing with the goals of affirmative action.
The outcomes of several major court cases as well as legislation have
influenced both public policy and public opinion with regard to
intelligence and other ability tests. Considerable evidence has accu-
mulated indicating that the tests constructed according to the most
advanced psychometric principles are not biased and predict perfor-
mance equally well in all population groups (Tyler, 1980). But such
evidence doeslittle to diminish the hostility toward the whole testing
enterprise in large sectors of the population.

Public hostility toward personality testing has anotherbasis. Here,
too, because of standardization requirements, value connotations ac-
company scores—higher-lower, better-worse, sound-unsound, and so
forth—but becauseitems often describe symptomsordifficulties, high
scores tend to be bad, while low scores tend to be good. Especially
since the practice of computer storing information has become
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universal, individuals worry over the possibility that personality test

results casting doubt on their mental health may be used against them

at somelater time. The right to privacy has received increasing atten-

tion during recentyears.

Psychologists engaged in research on individual differences and the

applicationofits findings to human concernshave been able to counter

these criticisms, and ability and personality testing continue to flour-

ish. But some thinkers are troubled by a fundamental question: Should

the psychology of individual differences be solely a psychologyof trait

measurement? Is analyzing traits the best or the only meansfor ana-

lyzing individuals?
There are, of course, different ways of thinking abouttraits. To

statistically sophisticated professionals, traits are dimensionsof indi-

viduality and measurementsare distances along these dimensions. The

layperson is more likely to regard a trait as either a possession or a

capacity. Inherent in all these conceptions is an assumption thatall

human beings have the same assortmentoftraits and that they differ

only in relative amounts of each that they possess.
In order for the accepted systems of derived scores to work prop-

erly and have the same meaning from placeto place and from year to

year, a test must be designed in such a waythat the raw scores (the

sum of the scores for answers to questions asked) will fall into a nor-

maldistribution, the familiar bell-shaped curve. This means that about

half the derived scores (IQ,t-scores, etc.) will always be below aver-

age and that there will always be some very low scores as well as some

very high ones. Taking standardizedtests almost forces individuals to

judge their own worth by comparing themselves with others—andself-

esteem often suffers as a result. Again and again,critics of education

report with shocked alarm that 50% of our sixth graders score below

the sixth-grade reading norms!

The very success of the quantitative approach to understanding in-

telligence differences, the first area to be explored, may have misled us

as we attempted to apply the same methodsto a widerrangeof abili-

ties and personality characteristics. It makes sense to assumethatall

human beings have someintelligence and that they differ mainly in

how muchthey have to call upon. But is this a valid assumption for

musical talent or scientific interests or schizophrenia?

As the years have passed, some concepts and movements have ap-

peared that at least partially transcend the predominant normative

approachto ability testing. This has happened especially in applied

fields where the second purpose described above predominates, that

of enabling individuals to find a place in society where they can lead

productive and satisfying lives. In industry, assessment centers have

been set up to make comprehensive studies of high-level individuals
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who may qualify for management positions (Bray & Moses, 1972).
In rehabilitation services, especially those designed to place individu-
als with mental disabilities into niches that suit them, the shift of

emphasis from normative measurementhasalso occurred. In educa-
tion, dissatisfaction with ability and achievement tests has grown as
evidence accumulates that they do not provide any guarantee that each
individual leaves the school system equippedto find a place thatfits
him or her in our complex society. A demand has been created for a
different kind of mental test. Counselors and others engaged in the
effort to understand andassist individuals need tests of competencies
rather than abilities. A competency is a developedskill, something an
individual knows how to do. The important questions to ask are
“Which competencies does the person have in his or her repertoire?”
and “How can the person develop those one lacks but would like to
possess?” (Tyler, 1978, chap.6).

Although the branch of psychology we label individual differences
still rests principally on an assumptionthat individuality consists of
the relative amounts of various traits each person possesses, measure-
ment theory and practice have been undergoing important changes
during recent decades, many of them discussed in somedetail in this
book. Some thinkers have soughtto find ways of making raw scores
meaningful without the use of norm tables. Criterion-referencedtests
have been proposed as an alternative to norm-referencedtests for some
purposes. They have been especially useful in education because they
are designed to show howfar an individual has progressed along a
series of graded steps in a particular learning process. Such designs
have been facilitated by the shift in test theory and technology to a
position emphasizing analysis of the characteristics of individual items
rather than total scores. If items related to a given trait are put to-
gether in a graded, ladderlike sequence, the level at which an indi-
vidual shifts from success to failure indicates where one stands with
regard to the trait without the necessity of comparing the individual
with others represented in the norm tables. This approach facilitates
the adaptive individualized testing procedures that have comeinto use
since the advent of computers.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

IN PERSONALITY

Newthinking about how individuals differ has been even more appar-
ent in personality than in ability assessment. It has brought into ques-
tion the adequacyofthe trait conceptitself. For years it has seemed to
me that the basic aspects of individuality are choice and organization
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(Tyler, 1959). Several largely unconnected developments have contrib-

uted to our understanding of these characteristics. The one with the

longest history is the assessment of choices that delineate the

direction in which an individual life is proceeding, the measurement

of interests. The long series of research studies by E. K. Strong, Jr,

and, since his death, by the Center for Interest MeasurementResearch,

has shownthat scores on the Strong Interest Inventory (Strong) have

a different meaning from scores on most ability and personalitytests.

In 1927, Strong brought out the first version of an instrument con-

structed in a new way. It was an inventory of work-related itemsto-

ward whichrespondents indicatedtheir likes, dislikes, and preferences.

Scoring keys for separate occupations were based on a comparisonof

the tabulations of responses for groups of successful men in the occu-

pations with those of a group of “men in general.” The score on one

of these occupational scales did not represent the amountofinterest

the respondent showed in anything. Whatit did provide was a clear

answerto the questions: Am I or am I notsimilar to people engagedin

this occupation? Would fit in? In what direction have my experiences

and choices so far pointed me?

One important feature of the Strong assessment technique,notal-

ways recognized by those whouse it, is that scores are based on one’s

rejections as well as one’s positive choices. In fact, for some of the

scoring keys, “Dislike” responses far outnumber “Like” responses.

They indicate what onehasruled out in one’s developmentof a unique

individuality. Strong, in an informal discussion of whatit is that inter-

est tests measure, once explained that an individual’s results showed

the direction in which she or he was headed. Unfortunately, this inter-

pretation of the meaning of interest measurement has never become

widespread. New interest measures often consist of only items that

respondents say they like or are interested in and do notreflect what

they have ruled outof their lives. The interest score is thought to show

how much of a hypotheticaltrait, such as artistic interest, the respon-

dent possesses, rather than which of the possible directions life might

take has been chosen.
Research on values also involves choices and directions. Smith’s

(1963, p. 332) definition of values was “conceptions of the possible

that are relevant to selective behavior.” A particular value orientation,

such as “social” or “religious,” can, of course, be regarded as a per-

sonality trait and be measured by an inventory in which the sum of

one’s responses to a numberof items thoughtto be related to the value

produces a score purporting to show how much of that value one

possesses in comparison with others in the norm group. But other

approaches have been tried—approachesrevealing more about which
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possibilities one has incorporated in one’s life and the direction one’s
life is now taking.
A large and comprehensive project was undertaken by Rokeach

(1973). He distinguished between terminal values—representing end
states of existence, such as peace, freedom, and security—and instru-
mental values—representing modes of conduct through which end
states are attained, such as helpful, obedient, and responsible. He asked
a large numberof respondents representative of the U.S. population
to rank 18 terminal values and 18 instrumental values in order of
importance to them personally. There were very marked individual
differences, and they wererelated to the political behavior, ideologies,
and attitudes individuals manifestedin their daily lives. In addition to
the substantive knowledge it provides, this study demonstrates that
the ranking of important concepts can be a methodological alterna-
tive to the usual trait measurement techniques in exploring individual
differences.

MORE ENCOMPASSING

FRAMEWORKS

To understand an individual, we need to know notonly which of the
many developmentalpossibilities have been chosen, but also how they
have been organized into a coherent structure. A person’s likes and
dislikes, attitudes and opinions, and values andprinciples are not sepa-
rate and independentof one another. The organizational process ac-
companies the selection process. By the time adulthood is reached,
most of the choices made from the manifold possibilities that confront
a person are controlled by these structures built of former choices.

The attempt to find some means of dealing with human diversity
that would be more economical and workable than the measurement
of an ever-increasing numberofseparatetraits has involved a continu-
ing interest in typologies. During the 1940s, a system developed by
Sheldon was very popular. The major distinction was between three
types of physique and their related temperaments. More recently, a
system based on Carl Jung’s psychological types is being widely used.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) personality inventory is
the instrument used in makingthis distinction.

But the problem of assessing the structure of individual personali-
ties is not solved by defining types. Over the years, some psychologists
have hopedto find other substitutes for the predominanttrait mea-
surement techniques. The most important of these was George Kelly
(1955). For Kelly, the basic entity was notthe trait, but the construct,
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by which he meant a transparent template that a person creates and

then attemptsto fit over the realities of which the world is composed.

Heinvented a wayto identify an individual’s constructs withoutrefer-

ence to the scores of other individuals and to describe the pattern of

the individual’s personality in terms of the construct system. Kelly’s

ideas have generated a considerable amountof research in psychiatry,

education, psychology, and variousotherfields (Tyler, 1978, chap.8).

The 1980s broughta revival and revitalization of a movementini-

tiated by Henry Murray 50 years before (Murray, 1938). The objec-

tive of personology is intensive study of individuals by methods not

limited to standardized tests—case studies, biographies and autobiog-

raphies, personal documentssuchas diaries andletters, andinterviews.

For the personologists, the basic unit is the person, not the trait, and

in the course of their work, some promising new approaches to

research have been developed as alternatives to trait measurement.

It is not inconceivable that the nature of the psychological specialty

of individual differences may be transformed by such research. New

theoretical formulations have proposed concepts that may facilitate

the study of the unique patterns or structures that constitute

individuality.
One of Murray’s basic concepts was that of thema. He considered

it to be the pattern of thinking and behaviorthat an individual gener-

ates in dealing with internal needs and externalpress. Script theory, as

developed by Tomkins (1979), is a current and influential attempt to

describe personality structures in units more meaningful than trait

measurements. Theindividualis thought of as a playwright construct-

ing a personal dramaassheorhe passes through the successive stages

of life. The raw material for scripts are scenes, affect-laden “happen-

ings” as interpreted by the person. Scenes vary in their complexity—in

how manycharacters, places, and actions they involve—but each must

include at least one affect (excitement, fear, enjoyment, anger, etc.)

and at least one object of that emotion. As life goes on, the person

puts together sets of scenes that resemble one another in some way

and developsrules, strategies, and the like for dealing with them. These

are scripts. There are some scenes that are universal because of the

biologically determined affects with which all human beings are en-

dowed and the commonexperiencesof infancy. But scripts are highly

individual constructions because each person puts together a unique

combination of scenes. They are entities constructed by the individual,

not passively accepted. Tomkins has continued to develop scripttheory,

making a majordistinction between humanistic and normative scripts

and identifying other script structures, such as commitmentscripts,

nuclear scripts, and ideological scripts. Eventually, it may be possible
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to sketch a rough outline of an individual personality by specifying
which combination of these scripts is being followed, thus providing
an assessment technique not dependent on the normative measure-
mentofseparate traits, but identifying structures directly.

Research by personologists like Tomkinsis idiographic rather than
nomothetic, to use terms popularized by Gordon Allport (1937) and
widely discussedin later years. Nomothetic research seeks to discover
principles and processes characteristic of humanity as a whole; idio-
graphic research explores unique individual systems. The rise and
growth ofclinical psychology has made intensive study of individual
lives legitimate; the controversy has centered on the question of whether
such efforts are truly scientific.
A recent attempt to deal with this problem in research on indi-

vidual differences was made by Lamiell (1987). He has been attempt-
ing to develop what hecalls an idiothetic theory of personality,
person-centered rather than variable-centered, utilizing measurement
techniques but cutting them loose from their normative concomitants.
Instead of comparingan individual’s experiences, feelings, goals, and
actions with those of other individuals, idiothetic techniques
compare them with what, for the particular person in question, they
are not but might have been. Although research undertheidiothetic
banneris still in an early stage, there have been attempts in this
direction over the years by psychologists interested in individuality
rather than normative measurement. Perhaps the Rokeach investiga-
tions of values could be considered examples of such efforts, in that
each subject’s ranking of the values is a measurement not based
on norms.

A SUGGESTED APPROACH

In the approachto a scientific study of human diversity that I have
been struggling to follow for a numberofyears (Tyler, 1978, 1992),
the key wordis possibilities. Knowing what we now know aboutthe
complex interaction between genetic determiners, nutritional and
chemical influences before and after birth, socioeconomic factors,
childrearing methods, and educational opportunities and techniques
in the development of humanindividuals, we can see that human na-
ture as a whole hasa far wider scope than the personality of any one
individual. The possibilities for development inherent in human na-
ture are infinitely numerous. But an individualis faced with absolute
limits as to how manyof these possibilities can be actualized in his or
her life. Each person has only 24 hours in each day andlives only a
limited numberof years. In every humanlife, some possibilities are
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selected to be actualized, while others are ruled out. Some of the selec-

tion is accomplished for the person by family and culture. For

example, out of the several thousand languages one might learn, a

human infant learns one, and possibly a few others. The process of

selecting and ruling out possibilities also involves choices the indi-

vidual makes as development proceeds. For example, currently, much

is being said about the choice a young person makes about whetheror

not to experiment with drugs, partly because of a realization that this

choice will strongly affect future individuality.

Humandiversity constitutes a greater challenge in the complex so-

cieties of our time than it did in the simpler societies of the past. Our

society could not function without the unique contributions of unique

individuals. Its members cannot be considered to be identical, inter-

changeable parts. They do not just compete with one another; they

complement one another.

Psychology, especially the psychology of individual differences, has

a majorpart to play in helping societies meet this challenge. The tech-

nology of mentaltesting has become anessential component of pro-

grams forthe utilization of human resources. But it has been more

successful in assessingabilities than in assessing personality, andit has

been more useful to the “gatekeepers”—those whose responsibility it

is to select individuals for particular places—than to the individuals

themselves, as they seek to find placestofill. I have become convinced

that we need to realize the limitations of the prevailing trait measure-

ment approach and develop other techniques for exploring human

individuality. Some steps in this direction have been discussed in this

chapter. As we makeprogressin these and in other as yet unseen direc-

tions, the psychology of individual differences may well become

the basic science in humankind’s attempt to meet the challenge of

diversity.
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attitudes, opinions, preferences, interests, needs, values, satisfactions,
temperaments, and personality traits. Along with this phenomenal
growth camethe development of psychometric theory, with its basic
conceptsofscale,reliability, and validity. The application of psycho-
metric theory to test construction has progressed from dependablerules
of thumbto sophisticated statistical models. But with these develop-
ments there came an unease in the larger society about the ways
psychological testing had been used, culminating finally in an anti-
testing movement. The status quo was challenged, the dialectic was
joined, and measurementin individual differences had to move in new
directions.

In Part 2 of this volume, we present three new directions in which
the field has been moving—directionsalluded to by Tyler in her open-
ing piece. Susan Embretson, in Chapter 2, discusses the idea of
constructing a test from theory, giving new meaning to “construct”
validity. She shows how theory can beused to guide the generation of
test items. Not only does this concept rationalize this aspect of test
construction; it also binds psychological tests to psychological theory,

15
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bridging the chasm between the twodisciplines of psychology—the ex-

perimental andthe correlational.

In Chapter 3, David Weiss collects and compresses in one chapter

much of what is known about adaptivetesting, the idea offitting the

assessment to the individual. With adaptive testing, the individualis

no longer compared with a norm group,withall the invidious impli-

cations such comparisonscantrail in their wake. Yet adaptive testing

is objective measurement, not unlike height or weight.It has been used

effectively in the measurementof ability. The question now is, How

many other humanindividual differences attributes can be success-

fully assessed through this method?

In Chapter 4, we touch on taxometrics, the new direction that Paul

Meehlhas pioneered. Tyler mentioned typology as an antidote for the

excesses of trait measurement. Typologies have been invented and con-

tinue to be invented, butif the typologies do not “carve natureatits

joints,” they will collapse from theirartificiality. It is to this problem

of ascertaining “true types” that Meehl has devoted his not inconsid-

erable energies during the past two or three decades. In his chapter,

Meehldiscusses one of the difficult problems in taxometrics and pro-

poses a solution. In Chapter 5, Robert Golden (Meehl’s student) and

Mary Mayerdiscuss anotherdifficult problem—theissue of inferring

taxonicity from quantitative indicators, with its ironic consequences,

and show howthe problem can be detected.



Chapter 2

Developments Toward
a Cognitive Design System

for Psychological Tests

 

Susan E. Embretson
University of Kansas

Lingering doubts about the theoretical status of cognitive tests con-
trast sharply with their practical success. Cognitive measurement, rang-
ing from generalintelligence tests to specific aptitude tests, is one of
psychology’s strongest contributions because predictive validity has
supported applications in manydiverse areas. Yet serious doubts about
just what the tests measure have continued from thefirst conference
on intelligence (1921) into contemporaryresearch. Carroll and Max-
well (1979) noted in their Annual Review of Psychology chapter that
the theoretical nature of cognitive tests wasstill controversial and, in
fact, had progressedlittle since the first author had reviewedthe field
25 years previously. Carroll and Maxwell were concerned not with
the amountofresearch, but with the type of data that were available.
That is, the supporting research typically consisted of correlations
between test scores and other measures of individual differences,
rather than studies that were more directly concerned with the
theoretical mechanismsorentities that underlie successful test
performance.

The type of supporting data also is related to methodsfor evaluat-
ing specific items. Thatis, including an item on

a

testis justified by the
magnitude ofits discrimination (typically a biserial correlation with
total score) rather than by a description of how the item stimuli
operationalize aspects of the theoretical constructs. Although using

17
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‘tem discriminations to evaluate quality is consistent with the

supporting data (i.e., the correlates of total score), the relevancy of

item content to the construct is not addressed directly. Thus, ques-

tions aboutspecific item content, such as sometimesarise in litigation

on testing, must be addressed by referring to a chain of correlations;

that is, the item correlates with total score, which, in turn, correlates

with external criteria. Even if the chain contains high correlations,

which often it does not, the data are not particularly compelling inas-

much as correlations can arise from many sources other than the

hypothesized construct.

Carroll and Maxwell (1979) thought that cognitive psychology,

merged with cognitive measurement, seemed promising as a new foun-

dation for theories of aptitude andintelligence. Since their article ap-

peared, manystudies have soughtto link cognitive theory to cognitive

measurement. Two different contemporary approaches to studying

aptitude are cognitive correlate analysis and cognitive component analy-

sis. In cognitive correlate analysis (e.g., Hunt, Lunneborg, & Lewis,

1975), test scores are correlated with individual differences in basic

cognitive processes, as operationalized by laboratory tasks. In cogni-

tive componentanalysis (e.g., Sternberg, 1977), tasks that are similar

to test items are decomposedto identify the processes that are involved

in item solving. Recent books(e.g., Dillon, 1985; Embretson, 1985;

Snow, Federico, & Montague, 1980; Sternberg, 1981, 1983, 1985)

and numerousarticles (e.g., Carroll, 1976; Egan, 1980; Hunt, 1978;

Just & Carpenter, 1985; Pellegrino, 1985, 1988) have concerned this

topic.

Although test developers are very interested in how cognitive psy-

chology can contribute to building cognitivetests, actual test develop-

ment procedures and test interpretation have not been influenced

greatly. One explanationis that traditional test theory has neither the

conceptual frameworknor a procedural framework within which the

potential of cognitive theory can befully realized. Conceptually,al-

though construct validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955) is the traditional

framework for integrating theory and empiricalresults, it only par-

tially incorporates the potential of the information processing para-

digm of cognitive psychology. A reformulation of the construct valid-

ity concept should centralize the role of cognitive theory. Procedurally,

although traditional test development1s concerned with achieving

optimal psychometric properties, particularly internal consistency,

cognitive theory has no explicit role. The purpose of this chapteris to

present some conceptual and procedural developments toward a cog-

nitive design system that uses cognitive theory in the construction of

cognitive tests.
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CONSTRUCT VALIDITY
AND COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

Construct validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955 ) was postulated as a
conceptualframework to guide theoretical interpretationsoftest scores.
Cronbach and Meehl emphasize elaborating the nomological network
as the basis of establishing a test as a measure of a construct. A pri-
mary source of data for test meaningis the correlation of test scores
with other measures,particularly othertests and criterion assessments.
The nomological network can also include correlations of test scores
with individual differences on more basic cognitive variables, such as
processing on laboratory tasks derived from cognitive theory (e.g.,
Huntet al., 1975) or processing componentsthat are extracted from a
simplified version of the measuring task (e.g., Sternberg, 1977). Fur-
thermore, the information processing models that are developed from
either approach also can be included in the nomological network to
guide theoretical interpretation.

However, although cognitive psychology variables can be incorpo-
rated readily into the nomological network,this approach limits the
potential of contemporary cognitive theory for cognitive measurement.
When construct validity was first proposed, the functionalist para-
digm wasprevalent in psychology, along with a scientific philosophy
of logical empiricism. Constructvalidity fit well with functionalism
and logical empiricism because meaning was determined empirically
from a networkofrelationships rather than rationally. That is, the
“vague, avowedly incomplete network gives the constructs whatever
meaning they do have” (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955, p. 289).

Even whenfirst proposed, however, Bechtoldt (1959) criticized the
constructvalidity concept as confounding the meaningofthetest score
(i.e., the theoretical construct that is measured) with the significance
of the test score (i.e., the variables that the construct predicts). Using
Bechtoldt’s distinction, the original construct validity concept can be
characterized as deriving meaning from significance.

Bechtoldt’s critique hadlittle impact, however,as his preferred mea-
surementstrategy, using operational definitions to provide meaning,
offered no real alternative for interpreting test scores. Focusing on
operationaldefinition gives a primary role to the measuring task (i.e.,
scored items). However, the functionalist paradigm that guided psy-
chological research during the 1950s did not provide theories that
could categorize complex measuring tasks, such as intelligence orper-
sonality test items, or that could provide explanations of performance
on these tasks. Thus, focusing on operational definition seemingly
would removetheoretical meaning from test scores.
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However, psychology has changed substantially since the construct

validity paradigm was proposed. In a previous paper (Embretson,

1983), I proposed that the shift of psychology to a morerationalistic

approach,suchasthat reflected by the information processing para-

digm, provided an opportunity to reformulate the construct validity

concept as well. That is, construct validity could be postulated to con-

sist of two separate aspects: construct representation and nomothetic

span. The distinction corresponds roughly to Bechtoldt’s (1959)

distinction between meaning and significance, respectively.

Construct representation is the meaning of the test score in terms of

the processes, strategies, and knowledge structures that a person must

apply to solve items. To assure relevancyto test performance, con-

struct representation ultimately must be established on itemsthat be-

long to the psychometric domain. As noted by Pellegrino and Lyons

(1979), cognitive componentstudies that are limited to the simplified

versions of items that are easy to study experimentally may not iden-

tify essential aspects of processing for aptitude. Nomothetic span, on

the other hand, concernsthesignificance or usefulness ofthe test score

for measuring individual differences. Thatis, nomothetic span con-

cerns the relationships of test scores, say, ability scores, to other mea-

sures of individual differences, the traditional data given in support of

test validity. However, although crucialfor a test, nomothetic span1s

secondary to construct representation. Thatis, the significance of a

test score derives from its meaning.

Distinguishing construct representation from nomothetic span cen-

tralizes cognitive theory in several ways. Test meaning is anchored to

cognitive theory because constructrepresentation dependson the men-

tal processing operations that are employed to solve items. Further-

more, if the theory is empirically supported, tests can be designed for

a specific meaning. Thatis, item stimuli can be manipulatedto influ-

ence the processing operations that an examinee uses to solve items.

Also, many experimental studies result in estimates of the impact of

item content on performance,whichis directly useful in designing items

for a specified difficulty level. In contrast, traditional test develop-

ment relies on heuristics for item content inasmuch as significance

follows meaning. Andif significance depends on meaning,tests can be

designed for nomothetic span as well. Thus,test design can manipu-

late both construct representation and nomothetic span.

An Example of Cognitive Psychology

The Spatial Relations Test of the Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT),

which is well established psychometrically, provides a good example

of what cognitive psychology can add to understanding whatthetest

measures and evaluating specific items. Spatial folding items that are
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Figure 1 A spatial folding item with difficult distractors

similar to DAT items are presented in Figures 1 and 2. The Spatial
RelationsTestis typically interpreted as a measure of spatial aptitude,
which involves the mental manipulation of objects. Supporting data
include correlations withcriteria that presumably involve mental ma-
nipulation (e.g., grades in shop or drawing courses) with otherspatial
tests and with tests of different traits, such as verbal reasoning. Al-
thoughthe Spatial Relations Test correlates somewhat too highly with
verbal tests, the correlations primarily support labeling the test as
involving the mental manipulation of objects.
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In contrast, a cognitive theory of the task would provide much

greater detail about the strategies, processes, and knowledge struc-

tures that are involved in mental manipulation of objects. For example,

in one theory ofthe spatial folding task (Embretson & Waxman, 1989),

four independentstages in item solving—encoding, anchoring, fold-

ing, and confirming—are postulated. Empirical support for the theory

has been obtained by independently manipulating the difficulty of the

stages by different aspects of the item stimuli. This type of empirical

support not only contributes to understanding the basis of item solv-

ing, but also enablesspecific items to be evaluated by how their stimu-

1... CoOL Nek neting imtlarancra tha Afferent eragcesc.
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Consider the items that are presented in Figures 1 and 2. The two
items have the same stem andkey(thethird alternative) but seemingly
different distractor sets. However, the traditional psychometric index,
item discrimination, may not necessarily distinguish between these
items. Evenif the mentalefforts involved in solving the items are quite
different, both items, in fact, could correlate highly with total scoreif
both kinds of items are well representedin thetest.

However, cognitive theory provides a cleardifferentiation between
the items in termsof their stimulus properties. Falsifying the distractors
presented in Figure 1 involves folding the stem, whereas falsifying the
distractors in Figure 2 clearly does not. Thatis, all distractors in
Figure 2 canbe falsified during encoding, an early stage in which the
mismatching side markers are processed (i.e., the stem has no half-
shadedside, only one white circle and no shaded triangle, as shownin
alternatives 1, 2, and 4, respectively).

Differentiation between items by the impact of the item stimuli on
processing requirementsis central to cognitive psychology’s potential
for test design. In the spatial aptitude example, the encoding stage
could be eliminated as a source of item solution by prohibiting
distractors like those in Figure 2. As will be shown, more exacting
specifications for items could concernthe specific difficulty of the vari-
ous stages and their interrelatedness in the item set. These specifica-
tions directly influence construct representation, but also will influ-
ence nomothetic span.

NATURE OF COGNITIVE DESIGN SYSTEMS

A cognitive design system can be usedto influence construct validity
by manipulating the cognitive complexity of items, which includes the
components,strategies, and knowledge structures that are required
for item solving. Manipulating the cognitive complexity of the items
influences construct representation most directly. Nomothetic span is
influenced indirectly, inasmuch asthecorrelations of test scores will
depend on the external correlates of the mental operations that are
entailed in item solution.

Influencing construct representation requires that performance in
the psychometric item domainis well described by a cognitive model
of the task. The modelthatis selected should not only meet ordinary
criteria for theoretical adequacybutalsoreflect the intended measure-
ment constructs. Items that do notfit the cognitive model should not
be includedin the test, as they reflect unintended cognitive constructs.

Several aspects of the test influence cognitive complexity. Most ob-
viously, the specific stimuli in the item stem and the responsealterna-
tives influence the cognitive requirements for solution. However,
coenitive campnlevity INI QW alen We maninulatean he eh. 2.Jet. Lr
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Initial test

Task domain

Revised test

Best cognitive

model subset

Figure 3. Goal for revising an existingtest

item presentation. For example, the type and the amountofinstruc-

tion preceding the items, or the amount of prior practice, also may

impact substantially on cognitive complexity.

Figure 3 represents a schematic diagram that showsthe relation-

ship between the targettest for the cognitive design system and a typi-

cal psychometric test in the same task domain. Existing tests have not

been constructed by explicitly manipulating the stimuli that influence

cognitive complexity. Thus, an existing test will not necessarily fit the

cognitive model very well, as the items may contain stimuli that in-

volve irrelevant or unintended sources of cognitive complexity. Thus,

the existing test is shownin Figure 3 as only partially overlapping the

set defined by the target cognitive model. Therevised test, in contrast,

is shown as completely contained by the target cognitive model. Thus,

the goalof revising the existing test is to select and develop itemsin

such a waythatirrelevant and unintended sources of cognitive com-

plexity no longer influence performance. A similar schematic can be

specified for the development of new tests.

In summary, a cognitive design system is a framework for develop-

ing a test in which item performance is well described by a specific

cognitive model. The cognitive model must be not only empirically

plausible for actual test items, but it also must represent the intended

theoretical constructs. Thus, the goal is a test in which performance

is predictable from a cognitive model with sources of cognitive

complexity that reflect the goals of measurement.
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The cognitive design system consists of a series of steps, along with
appropriate methods,to interface cognitive theory with ability mea-
surement. The design system is general; it has been applied, at least
partially, to influence construct validity on several popularitem types,
including verbal analogies (Embretson, 1985 ; Embretson & Schneider,
1989; Embretson, Schneider, & Roth, 1985), figural analogies (Whitely
& Schneider, 1981), spatial folding (Embretson, 1987), verbal classi-
fication (Whitely, 1981), letter series (Embretson, 1985), paragraph
comprehension (Embretson & Wetzel, 1987), and mathematical prob-
lem solving (Embretson,in press).
A major feature of the proposed design system is that an item’s

cognitive complexity is linked to its psychometric properties. Several
measurement models have been proposed in which a psychometric
model of item responses(i.e., latent trait models) contains parameters
that characterize the cognitive complexity of items(Embretson, 1984;
Fischer, 1973; Jannarone, 1986; Mislevy & Verhelst, 1990;
Scheibelchner, 1985; Spada & McGaw, 1985; Stegelmann, 1983;
Whitely, 1980). These models also specify how abilities and the item
parameters combine to determine the probability of solving the item.
Thus, abilities may be interpreted rather directly with respect to the
cognitive complexity of the item.

A COGNITIVE DESIGN SYSTEM

Table 1 presents an outline of the stages in the proposed cognitive
design system.Asin traditional test development, the cognitive design
system begins with a general specification of the goals of measure-
ment and ends with empirical validation. However, the intermediate
steps differ substantially from traditional test development. Construct
representation is accomplished by item specifications that
operationalize the intended sources of cognitive complexity on thetest.
Theseveral steps leading to the calibration of item parameters—iden-
tifying task design features, developing a cognitive model, assessing
the psychometric potential of the cognitive model, specifying item dis-
tributions on cognitive complexity factors, and generating items—are
essential to construct representation. Because these steps differ from
traditional test development procedures, they will be elaborated on
here using the spatial folding task to illustrate the process. The re-
maining steps—banking items, assembling test forms, and validating
the test—are familiar in the developmentof psychometric instruments.
However, because these steps are related to construct representation,
they also will differ from traditionaltest development procedures.
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Table 1 Cognitive Design Systems

Specify general goals of measurement

Construct representation (meaning)

Nomothetic span (significance)

Identify design features in task domain

Task-general features (mode, format, conditions)

Task-specific features

Develop a cognitive model

Review theories

Select or develop model for psychometric domain

Revise model

Test model

Evaluate cognitive model for psychometric potential

Evaluate cognitive model plausibility on current test

Evaluate impact of complexity factors on psychometric

properties

Anticipate properties of new test

Specify item distributions on cognitive complexity

Distribution of item complexity parameters

Distribution of item features

Generate itemsto fit specifications

Artificial intelligence?

Evaluate cognitive and psychometric properties for revised test domain

Estimate componentlatent trait model parameters

Evaluate plausibility of cognitive model

Evaluate impact of complexity factors on psychometric

properties

Evaluate plausibility of the psychometric model

Calibrate final item parameters andability distributions

Bank items by cognitive complexity parameters

n_q.,, [weight x item score]

b,, (component subtask difficulty]

strategy

Assemble test forms to represent specifications

Fixed contenttest

Adaptivetest

Validate
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SPECIFYING THE GOALS
OF MEASUREMENT

The measurementprocess should begin with aninitial conceptualization
of the intended theoretical meaningofthetest score; that is, construct
representation is anticipated in terms of the cognitive processes, strat-
egies, and knowledgestructures that the test developer intends to mea-
sure. The intended construct representation will guide the searchfor a
more precise theoretical formulation, as well as guide decisions about
item specification in the later stages of test development.

Of course, nomothetic span must also be considered; that is, the
expectedsignificance ofthe test score will also guidethe specification
of cognitive constructs. For the spatial folding task, the expected
nomothetic span would probably include incremental validity over
verbal ability for predicting achievementin areas involving mechani-
cal, architectural, computer, or mathematicalskills. Specifying the tar-
get nomothetic span guides construct representation because maxi-
mizing incremental validity over verbal tests implies that the items
must be constructed to minimizethe effectiveness of verbal processing
strategies.
A major outcomeofthis stage is identifying the measuring task

domain. Thus, for the intended construct of mentally manipulating
three-dimensional objects, the spatial folding task defines a possible
task domain with a satisfactory psychometric history. However, the
goals of measurementalso set somecriteria for selecting appropriate
subsets within the same task domain as the measuring task. Thatis,
not all spatial folding items will represent mental manipulation
processes.

IDENTIFYING DESIGN FEATURES
IN THE TASK DOMAIN

In this stage, both the general andthespecific design features of items
that may influence cognitive complexity are anticipated. These fea-
tures may or maynot be factors in the cognitive model to be devel-
oped. However,it is necessary to anticipate how some obvioussurface
features of the items mayinfluence processing, especially so that vari-
ous cognitive theories for the task domain can be compared. The cog-
nitive literature on a task may involve theories with different con-
structs. The difference between theories mayarise from applications
to tasks that represent different subsets of features in the task domain.

Some general features that apply to most task domainsare response
format and the conditions of task presentation. General features can
have broad effects on processing. For example, well-practiced tasks
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involve more automatic processing than unpracticed tasks (Ackerman,

1988). In addition, multiple-choice tasks require decision strategies,

whereas completion tasks do not. Specific features apply to the par-

ticular task domain. These features may or may not have direct

impact on cognitive processing. They may be related to, or mayset

constraints on, the variables that do influence processing.

Figure 4 presents somespecific design features for the spatial fold-

ing task, namely, the shape of the unfolded stem and the type of mark-

ing for the side of the cube. All seven shapes presented in Figure 4 fold

into a cube. Although Embretson and Waxman(1989)foundthat shape

did predict processing difficulty for spatial folding items, shape was

not included in any cognitive models because it had little unique con-

tribution. Embretson and Waxman concluded that stem shapeserves

mainly to set constraints on the folding process. Thatis, a well-cen-

tered unfolded cube, such as shape 1 (forming

a

letter t) in Figure 4,

will not require as many surfaces to be carried mentally in a single fold as

shape 7. Similarly, the markings on the edge of the cube also may be

related to item difficulty, but, again, by setting constraints. The di-

rected markings, such as the diagonal shading, mayinfluence the com-

pleteness of the folding process required to confirm an alternative.

DEVELOPING A COGNITIVE MODEL

The goal of this stage is to select or develop a cognitive model. In

addition to the usualcriteria for theoretical adequacy, such as empiri-

cal plausibility, parsimony, and so forth, cognitive models need to be

evaluated for appropriateness to the goals of measurement and the

selected measuring task. This critical stage may interact with the pre-

ceding stage in that either the goals of measurement are changed ora

different subset of the task domain is selected. For example, perhaps

the spatial folding task, as it appears on the DAT, involves mostly

verbal-analytic processing. Thus, either the goals of measurement

should be expanded to include verbal reasoning as an intended con-

struct, or the task domain shouldberevised in order to eliminate the

role of verbal-analytic processing.

Manyitem types that appear in cognitive tests have, in fact, been

studied in cognitive psychology. Hence, this stage begins with a re-

view of the theories and the empirical studies that are relevant to the

task domain. This review needs to be broadly based, as the cognitive

experiments are rarely performed on the same subset of the task do-

main that appears on

a

test. Furthermore, related item types may need

to be reviewed as well. Thus, it is important to note both the general

and specific features of the task domain to which a particular theory

or study is applied.
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Formal Domain

Stem shape: Designate the output that you wantfor the stem.

eG oe
1 2 3 4

5 6 7

Which one? a

Hereare the possible markers for the sides of the cube.

| a 0]

7 5 @
Figure 4 Specific task features for spatial folding items

The selected model is then tested for empirical adequacy on the
psychometric task. If the subset of the task domain that contains the
measuring task has not been studied, then the empirical adequacy of
the cognitive model must be evaluated by standard experimentaltech-
niques involving response timeand accuracy modeling. Response time
is often a more meaningful dependentvariable than accuracyfortest-
ing hypotheses aboutprocessing, as variations in the task stimuli are
assumedto influence the duration, but not necessarily the outcome, of
the various processing stages (Pachella, 1978). Accuracy, however, must
also be modeled becausenotonly is it an importanttask variablein its
own right, but it is also the primary dependent variable in
aptitude measurement.
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This stage may involve more than one study because revisions of

the model may be suggested by the data. Although this stage 1s not

necessarily intended to constitute a major research program for the

test developer, it obviously involves effort the test developer is unac-

customed to. However, this stageis essential to linking the test to cog-

nitive theory.

Although the DATspatial folding task has not been studied exten-

sively, several empirically supported theories are relevant. Evidence

from a variety of tasks (Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Just & Carpenter,

1985; Shepard & Metzler, 1971) supports mental rotation as the men-

tal analogue of physical rotation because the angle of rotationis lin-

early related to response time. Spatial folding tasks are a relatively

complex spatial task because folding, as well as rotation, may be re-

quired. Shepard and Feng (1972) found that numberofsurfaces car-

ried mentally to fold an object also influences performance.

Recently, Embretson and Waxman (1989) developed models for

three different processing strategies for DAT-type spatial folding items:

(a) the attached folding model, (b) the verbal-analytic model, and (c)

the direct folding model. The attached folding model is mostdirectly

related to the other spatial theories and models described earlier, and

so it was examined as a possible guiding cognitive model for test

development.

The Attached Folding Model

In the attached folding model,it is postulated that the stem is folded

to fit a particular alternative. The attached folding model includes

four major processes: (a) encoding, (b) attaching, (c) folding, and (d)

confirming. In encoding, the stem and then the distractors are repre-

sented in short-term memory. Both the type and orientation of the

markings(i.e., the circles, squares, or shading that appears on the sides)

are noted. In attaching, two adjacent sides on the unfolded stem are

mentally attached to the folded cube. This stage involves selecting the

anchoringsides, rotating the stem (if necessary), and mentally attach-

ing the stem to thealternative. In folding, the third side of the cubeis

mentally placed into position. In confirming, the third side that ap-

pears after folding is compared with the folded alternative. Figure 5

presents anillustration of the attaching and folding process.

The encoding process is probably influenced by the complexity of

the markings on the cube, because encodingis largely a perceptual

process in the spatial task. Confirming is probably also manipulated

by the complexity of the marking,particularly if the marking appears

differently from different sides, as in the half-shaded side in Figure 2.

Attaching and folding, however, are more uniquely spatial processes;
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Figure 5 Anillustration of attaching and folding

thus, the manipulation of their difficulty will be described more
completely.

Figure 6 shows howthedifficulty of attaching is varied by the de-
gree of rotation of the stem to the alternative. An unfolded stem and
three different correct alternatives that vary in attachingdifficulty are
presented. The stem can be directly overlaid on the first alternative
without any rotation. The second andthird alternatives, in contrast,
require a 90-degree and 180-degree rotation of the stem, respectively.
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0° 90° 180°

Degree of Rotation

Figure 6 A stem andthree correct answersthat vary in attaching difficulty

Figure 7 shows how thedifficulty of folding can be varied by the

numberof surfaces carried. Shownin Figure 7 are one correct alterna-

tive and three different stems. The first stem is the easiest to attach,

becauseif the shaded circle and shaded square are attached, only one

surface needs to be carried to complete the folding. However,if the

sides that contain these two markingsare attached for the second stem,

two surfaces must be carried mentally to bring thethird side into place.

The last stem requires that three surfaces are carried.

Figure 8 showsthe relationship between the processes of Embretson

and Waxman’s (1989) attached folding model. The model is appli-

cable to multiple-choice formats as well as verification formats.

Distractors that differ from the key in orientation or position must be

more fully processed than distractors that match the key in everyre-

spect except the orientation of the marking on thethird side.
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Embretson and Waxman examined the empirical adequacy of the
attached folding modelin

a

series of studies. In an early study, verifi-
cation items were developed to reflect variations in the attaching pro-
cess and the folding process, in a degrees of rotation (3) x number of
surfaces (3) x stem shape (4) x marker configuration (2) balanced de-
sign for the stimuli, which werevaried within subjects. False problems
were also constructed by a similar algorithm.

As was expected, the results indicated that both degrees of rotation
and numberofsurfaces had significant main effects for both response
time and accuracy on the tasks. However, number of surfaces and
degrees of rotation interacted significantly, which did not supportthe
independenceofattaching and folding. The mainviolation of the model
occurred for items with three surfaces carried and 0 degrees of rota-
tion (i.e., they were too easy). However, despite this violation, the
mathematical models indicated rather goodprediction of response time
(R = .76) and response accuracy (R = .79) from the variables of the
attached folding model.

The experiment provided some support for the attached folding
model,at least in the verification format. The processing difficulties
are manipulated byeasily controlled stimulus features that can be di-
rectly utilized in test development. However, the empirical departures
from the model require further examination. The spatial folding task
with three surfaces carried and 0 degrees of rotation may have been
easy because subjects employ a verbalstrategy for this condition; that
is, the folding process may be unnecessary after the stem is attached
because the subject could just note the position of the third side (right
or left) on the stem and compareit to the alternative. In fact, model
comparisons revealed that the verbal-analytic model had the same
empirical plausibility as the attached folding model. Furthermore, the
model also must show empirical plausibility when extrapolated to the
DATtest items in which the response format is multiple choice rather
than verification.

Another study presented by Embretson and Waxman (1989) sup-
ported the postulated independenceofthe attaching andfoldingstages
in a revised variant of the spatial folding task. In the revised task, all
sides had directed markings, as shownin the sampleitem in Figure 9.
Here, the relative position of the markings on the sides cannot be con-
firmed unless the stem is fully folded. The study also examined the
applicability of the model to the multiple-choice format. Mathemaiti-
cal modeling of response time and accuracy also indicated how the
alternatives were processed; that is, the best model postulated that
alternatives were processedin serial order and that processing termi-
nated when the key was confirmed(i.e., the remaining alternatives
beyondthe key are not examined).
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T

Figure 9 A spatial folding item with directed markings

To concludethis stage, the goals of measurement and the measur-

ing task domain must berectified with the empirical results. For the

spatial folding example, the empirical findings indicate a potential

conflict between the measuring task domain and the goals of measure-

ment. If the measuring task domain is to include figures with

nondirected markings on thesides, as in Figure 1, then the goals of

measurement must be expanded;thatis, the goal must be to measure

competency in solving spatial tasks from effective application of ei-

ther a spatial or a verbal-analytic processing strategy. If the goals of
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measurementare restricted to spatial processing, as initially formu-
lated, then the measuring task mustbelimitedto figures with directed
markingsso as to minimize verbal processing strategies.

In any case, the importanceofthis stagefortest meaning cannot be
overemphasized. Although the experiments described above are atypical
in test development, they were not very costly or difficult to run.In
comparison with empirical tryout of items,relatively few subjects (fewer
than 100 subjects total) and little testing time (less than one hour for
each subject) was required. The laboratory equipment consisted of
ordinary personal microcomputers, with software readily available for
item presentation (Vail, 1984).

EVALUATING THE COGNITIVE MODEL
FOR PSYCHOMETRIC POTENTIAL

In this stage, the cognitive modelis evaluated for psychometric poten-
tial for both the existing test and the newtest. In both cases, param-
eters are estimated to reflect the impact of the cognitive complexity
variables on the psychometric properties of the test. Ideally, param-
eters for the cognitive model are estimated from a componentlatent
trait model (described below) applied to item response data. However,
regression modeling of item difficulty may provide a good approxi-
mation. Data that have been collected in the previousstages, or archi-
val data on the existing test, may be suitable for this stage.

The overall fit of the model, as well as the impact of the cognitive
complexity factors on item difficulty and item fit, are the primary data.
If possible, the impact of the cognitive complexity factors on differen-
tial item functioning (i.e., bias for different subpopulations) or item
validity should also be studied.

To illustrate, regression models werefit to spatial folding items from
both the DAT anda newtest with the items taken from the cognitive
modeling studies discussed earlier. The attached folding model was
operationalized by scoring six complexity factors for each item. For
encoding, unanchorable distractors(i.e., falsifiable perceptually) were
scored as the numberofdistractors with markings that did not match
the unfolded stem. For attaching, the degree of rotation to anchorthe
stem was scored for both the correct answer and the maximum
distractor. For the folding process, the numberof surfaces carried was
scored for both the correct answer and the maximumdistractor. Fi-
nally, confirming wasscored bytheexistence of directed marking(i.e.,
half-shading, asymmetrical markings, etc.) on the sides of the cube.
The DATitemsvaried onall six factors, but the new test varied only
on four factors because the items had been constrainedto include only
directed markings and no unanchorable distractors.
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Twodifferent cognitive models werefit to item difficulties (p values

were rescaled as In(p/(l — p)) to be comparable to latenttrait model

scales) for each test: (a) a full model that included all six complexity

factors and (b) a reduced model that included only the two variables

for the stem-to-key relationships(i.e., degrees of rotation and number

of surfaces). Lowerlevels of prediction could be expecteda priori for

the new test because only four factors could be included in the full

model. However, the results indicated that although the full model

predicted the DAT item difficulties fairly well (R = .63), the difficulty

of the new items waspredicted even better (R = .73). Furthermore, the

pattern of prediction varied between the DAT items and the new items.

When only the stem-to-key relationships were included, prediction

dropped substantially for the DAT items (R = .23) but not for the new

items (R = .69). Thus, the distractor characteristics were very impor-

tant for DAT item difficulty, whereas the stem-to-key relationships

were very importantfor the difficulty of the new items.

These results suggest that the proposed cognitive model has good

psychometric potential for two reasons. First, although far from

perfect, the proposed cognitive model does predict performance on

existing test items. Second, the proposed cognitive model will explain

performance better on a revised version of the spatial folding task

with directed markings and no unanchorable distractors.

Item fit must also be studied during this stage, but unlike in tradi-

tional test development, item fit can be related to specific complexity

factors or to the whole model. For traditional test development, items

with poorfit to the psychometric model(i.e., low discrimination) are

discarded, but the specific source of misfit is unknown.If a specific

factoris related to misfit, then selecting only items within certain lev-

els on the factor can improvefit. For example, the spatial folding items

fit poorly when the number of unmatcheddistractors is high. Elimi-

nating items with one or more unmatcheddistractors would improve

fit to the psychometric model.

SPECIFYING ITEM DISTRIBUTIONS

ON COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY

If the cognitive modelhassufficient potential to describe performance

on test items, the test developer can use the model to specify item

distributions and to guide the construction of new items. In this stage,

the test developer determines the target distribution of the cognitive

complexity factors for the new test. The results from the preceding

stages are considered in determining the complexity factor distribu-

tions as well as in setting constraints on specific or general task

features that are not desirable in the cognitive model.
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A useful starting point is to examine the current item bank. Figure
10 showsthe proportionsfor the three degrees of rotation (0, 90, 180)
to the key and to the maximum distractor relative to the key (degrees
can be equalto, smaller than, or larger than the key). The proportion
of items with directed markingsis also shownin Figure 10. Figure 11
shows the proportions for the number of surfaces carried to the key
(1, 2, 3+) and to the maximumdistractorrelative to the key (< key, =
key, > key). Additionally, Figure 11 shows the proportion of items
with unanchorable distractors.
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An inspection of Figure 10 and Figure 11 suggests several explana-

tions for the predictive power of the distractor characteristics in the

DAT spatial items. First, many DAT items have unanchorable

distractors that are easily falsifiable during the encoding stage. The

inclusion of these distractors conflicts with the goals of measurement

because they maybe falsified without mental manipulation. Thus,they

should be excluded. Second, many items have maximum distractors

in which either the degrees of rotation or the number of surfaces

carried is less than it is for the key. In such items, an effective strategy

would be to falsify the distractors, which would be quite easy, and

then the key can be selected by default (without processing it!). Thus,

decision strategies for processing distractors can play a large role in

responses to DATtest items. Although the impact of decision strate-

gies does not conflict directly with the measurement goals, it is not

specified by them, either. Thus, reducing the importance of decision

strategies by decreasing items witheasily falsifiable distractors would

be desirable.
Figures 10 and 11 also show whythe stem-to-key relationships con-

tributed little to DAT item difficulty. The easier keys, requiring no

rotation or only one surfacecarried, are overrepresented. Furthermore,

many DATitems do not have directed markings. Because such items

can be solved withoutfully folding the stem, spatial processing is not

necessarily required. Finally, not shownin thefigures, the stem-to-key

variables are correlated with the distractor characteristics, which fur-

ther weakenstheir unique contribution. Thus, it would be desirable to

increase the numberofdifficult keys, use directed markings, and vary

the distractors independently from the stem-to-key characteristics to

increase spatial processing.

Figures 10 and 11 also show thespecified proportions of the vari-

ous complexity factors for a new test that is designed to maximize

spatial processing from the stem-to-key relationships. In the newtest,

the numberof surfaces carried to the key, the degrees of rotation to

the key, and the distractor set type are counterbalanced in equal pro-

portions. Two different types of distractor sets are included:(a) a set

in which the distractors have the same relationship to the stem as the

key (same numberof surfaces carried and degrees of rotation) and(b)

a set in which the distractors have the same numberof surfaces car-

ried to the stem as the key, but the degrees of rotation vary between

the distractors (one each at 0, 90, and 180). Thus, a 3 (surfaces) x 3

(degrees) x 2 (distractor type) design yields 18 combinations that can

be replicated with varying side markings or stem shapes. Two com-

plexity factors are held constant, no items have unanchorable

distractors, and all items have directed markings.

The relative proportions of values for the complexity factors that

result from the crossed design also are shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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The various levels of number of surfaces carried to the key and the
degrees of rotation to the key are now equally represented onthetest.
Also, no distractors are easier than the key or are falsifiable during
encoding(i.e., due to unanchorable distractors).

GENERATING ITEMSTO FIT SPECIFICATIONS

Once precise specifications are given, items may be generated. Fur-
thermore,item difficulties may be anticipated from the design features
by the regression modeling results obtained previously. If the cogni-
tive modelis sufficiently detailed,artificial intelligence may be used to
write itemsto fit the specifications. Generating items by artificial in-
telligence is strong evidence that item control has been achieved, inas-
much as precise specifications are necessary. Of course, it also may
have somepractical advantages, such as the speed and cost with which
new tests can be developed.

Forthe spatial task, for example, the impact of stimulus content on
processing is quite clear, so that a computer program could be created
to generate appropriate itemsto fill the specifications. The specific
features of the items, such as shape and marking type, would be given
a priori, then the program would find combinations of stem shapes
and the marking configurations on the stem andthealternatives that
fulfill a given specification. In theory, for complex verbal items, al-
though the technology is certainly not currently adequate, artificial
intelligence also could generate verbal items, even such complex items
as paragraph comprehension.Thatis, if the cognitive model variables
primarily concern semantic level and structure, a computer program
could contain the lexical, syntactic, and other structural knowledge
needed to generate items with differing complexity. For example,
Schank and Abelson’s (1977) prototypic program could generate text
at varying levels of syntactic and semantic complexity, given a basic
script and roles of actors and objects.

EVALUATING THE COGNITIVE
AND PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES
OF THE REVISED TEST

This stage provides fundamental psychometric data for the newtest.
As in traditional test development, large-scale data are collected so
that item difficulties and item fit may be calibrated, test properties
(internal consistencyorfit to a psychometric model) maybeassessed,
and ability norms may be prepared. Unlike traditional test develop-
ment, this stage also provides three new typesof data that are crucial
to construct representation. First, the cognitivedemandsofthe test, in
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terms of underlying processes, are assessed byfitting the cognitive model

to the test. Second,individual items can bejustified for test inclusion

by the relative dependence on the processes and by the explanatory

powerof the cognitive modelfor item performance. Third, ability scores

maybeinterpreted directly for potential for cognitive processing on

particular items.
In this stage, the parameters of componentlatent trait models are

estimated and both overall fit and individual item fit are evaluated.In

componentlatent trait models, cognitive variables are linked to item

responses by two mathematical models. One mathematical model

relates the stimulus features or processing complexity of the item to

performance. The other mathematical model predicts the encounter

of an individual with a particular item. These mathematical models

are knownaslatent trait models or as item response theory models.

The appropriate componentlatent trait model for the cognitive

model developed for spatial folding example is the linear logistic la-

tent trait model (LLTM;Fischer, 1973). Thus, LLTM will be described

in detail here. In LLTM,item difficulties are modeled from variables

that can be scored from each item (e.g., number of surfaces carried,

degrees of rotation, etc.). However,it should be noted that the multi-

componentlatent trait model (MLTM; Whitely, 1980), in which the

outcome of an item is predicted from the outcomes of the necessary

processing components, and the general component latent trait model

(GLTM; Embretson, 1984), which combines LLIM and MLIM,are

appropriate for many other test items. MLTM and GLIM require

cognitive models that relate component outcomesto the total item

outcome.
The latent trait model in LLTM is a Rasch model, whichis often

used in test development. The Rasch modelis the most simple tradi-

tional psychometric modelin thatit contains just one item parameter,

item difficulty. The probability that an individual solves a particular

item is given by an exponential model in whichthe individual’s ability,

6, combines additively with the item’s difficulty, b., as follows:

P(X,,= 1) = exp (6- b)/(1 + exp(@- 6,)). (1)

The majorinterest in testing is not the individual probabilities that are

given in Equation 1, but the parameter estimates that give an

individual’s observed responses the highest likelihood; that is, the

primary interest is estimating the individual’s ability and the item’s

difficulty.

Componentlatent trait models can be viewed as extensions of the

Rasch model that link response probabilities to cognitive processing

variables. Fischer (1973) developed the linear logistic latent trait

model (LLTM)to link item difficulty to a cognitive model of task
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complexity. Although Fischer’s development preceded cognitive com-
ponentanalysis oftest items (e.g., Sternberg, 1977), it is readily appli-
cable to contemporary cognitive models. As in the Rasch model, LLTM
models the probability that an individual j will pass item i, as follows:

P(X, = 1) =exp(a—6)/[1 + exp(6— b.)]. (2)Wf

However, a second mathematical modelis also contained implicitly in
LLIM.Thatis, item difficulty is modeled from some factors that rep-
resent the cognitive complexity of the item as follows:

b*. = xnd, +d (3)

where

q,,, = the complexity of item i on factor m

n,, = the weight of factor m in item difficulty

d =a normalization constant.

Equation 3 is analogousto a regression modelof item difficulty.
Equation 2 and Equation 3 can be combined to give LLTM,elimi-

nating b*, as follows:

P(X,= 1) =exp(@-L1g, +d)/[1+ exp(@-Zda, +, )1 (4)

Thus, in LLTM,the item parametersto be estimated describe the com-
plexity of the item on the cognitive factors. Ability combines addi-
tively with cognitive complexity to give the probability of response to
an item with such a complexitypattern.

Forthespatial folding example, items were generated by the design
described above. LLTM parameters were estimated from large sample
data on the newitemsfor a model with three complexity factors: num-
ber of surfaces carried to key, degrees of rotation to key, and degrees
rotation to the maximum distractor. (The numberof surfaces carried
to the maximum distractor always equals the key and, hence, is omit-
ted.) Overall fit was quite good (R = .81), which indicates that test
performanceis well described by the attached folding model.

Therelative contribution of attaching,folding, and confirming to a
specific item may be evaluated by examining the LLTM equation for
the item. Forthe spatial folding data, the following equation for item
difficulty was calibrated:

b*= .81q1 + .17q2 -—.13g3 - 1.56 (S)

where

q1 = surfacescarried to key

q2 = degrees rotation to key (/100)

q3 = degrees rotation to maximum distractor (/100).
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Thus, the relative contribution of processes to item difficulty are given

by the weights in Equation 5. Here, the number of surfaces carried to

the key has the largest weight, so folding is the major process in the

test items.

The specific sources of cognitive complexity can be given for each

item. For example,the difficulty of the item in Figure 9 is explained by

Equation 5. The correct answer (shape 3) involves 180-degree rota-

tion and three surfaces carried. The maximum distractor (shape 2)

involves a 180-degree rotation, and the number ofsurfaces carried

(three) is equal to the key. Therefore, item difficulty is predicted as

follows:

b*= .81(3) + .17(1.80) — .13(1.80) — 1.56 (6)

The item can be justified for test inclusionbyits fit to the cognitive

model. One index of item fit is the difference between the predicted

and observed(i.e., Rasch model) item difficulty. In the item on Figure

9, the Rasch modelitem difficulty was 1.16, so the difference between

the predicted value of .942 and observed value of 1.16 was quite small.

Another index of item fit is a y2 test for each item, which was not

significant for the item.

The meaning of an individual ability score can be interpreted in

terms of potential to solve items with specified sources of cognitive

complexity if the cognitive modelfits well. Suppose that an individual

has an ability of 1.7 (this is like a z-score of 1.0 in LLTM), which is

high. The potential to solve the item in Figure 9 is given by the addi-

tive combination of ability and the sources of cognitive complexity,

shownin Equation7, as follows:

P(X,= 1) = exp (1.7 — .942) / [1 + exp(1.7 - .942)| (7)

= .68.

In contrast, this person would have a much higher probability of

solving a similar item, but with only one surface carried to the key

(P = .92). Thus, the relationship of ability to performance can be ref-

erenced to processing demandsin particular items.

Anotherissue to be evaluatedin this stage is differential item func-

tioning (i.e., bias across subgroups, such as defined by race and

gender). Althoughthis is routinely evaluatedin traditionaltesting, dif-

ferential item functioning across populationscanbe interpreted in terms

of processing by using a componentlatenttrait model. Forthe spatial

folding task, an important population comparison 1s males versus

females, as prior research finds performancelevel differences that are

attributed to processing differences (e.g., Bock & Kolakowski, 1973).
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If LLTM is used, the weights of the cognitive complexity factors can
be compared andinterpreted for process differences between
populations.

THE REMAINING STEPS

The last steps, banking items, assemblingthetests, and validating abili-
ties are also familiar problems in test development and will not be
described in detail here. However, these steps will differ from tradi-
tional procedures because the item parameters now represent the
impact of cognitive processing variables, rather than an atheoretical
ordering of item difficulty. This difference will entail some changesin
techniques in these stages, but these are beyond the scopeof this
chapter.

Test validation should be influenced by the precedingsteps; thatis,
in terms of the construct validity framework, the altered construct
representation of the test should influence nomothetic span. For ex-
ample, a spatial aptitude test in which items have no unanchorable
distractors should increasethe role of spatial processing and, hence,
give the test greater incremental validity for predicting criteria that
involve spatial processing.

SUMMARY

Traditionally, cognitive tests have not been developedso that the mean-
ing of the test score relies on the design of the measure. Instead, the
construct validity of the scores has depended onthe externalrelation-
ships of the test score to other measures. Thus, the meaning ofthetest
score is confounded with the significance ofthe test score. Consequently,
cognitive tests are not attached to cognitive theory.

This chapterhas presented a cognitive design system that uses math-
ematical models of cognitive processes to link cognitive tests to cogni-
tive theory. The design system maybe applied to either the item types
that already appear on cognitive measures or new item types. The
design system involves the cognitive theory of a task or item type to
prescribe test content and appropriate test scores, as well as to guide
test interpretation. That is, the meaning of the test score depends on
construct representation, which is conceptually separate from its sig-
nificance for predicting criteria and other measures.
A last issue to consider is the potential for theories of construct

representation to guide score meaning. Canthefull range of cognitive
tests, or even personality and attitude measures, be understood in terms
of theories aboutthe processes that underlie performance? Obviously,
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theories with good explanatory power are needed. Such theories would

be difficult or impossible to develop for many existing tests because

the test items are constructed without detailed designs for stimulus

content. Ambiguity in the item stimuli leads to variability in how indi-

viduals interpret the task and in what processes they choose to apply.

Applying the proposed cognitive design system was shownin this chap-

ter to reduce ambiguities in nonverbal aptitude items substantially.

Similar applications to the verbal domain may be anticipated, due to

the considerable experimental literature on verbal information pro-

cessing. Even personality and attitude measurement may be amend-

able to a designed approach, inasmuch as the qualities of items that

lead to reliable introspective reports (Ericsson & Simon, 1980) are

becoming a major research agendum.In conclusion,the degree to which

construct representation can guide score meaningin futuretests will

depend jointly on the design or redesign of the test stimuli and the

extent to which a theory of performance on the designed task can be

supported empirically. This could be considered a research agendum

for psychological measurement.
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Chapter3

 

Improving Individual
Differences Measurement

With Item Response Theory
and Computerized
Adaptive Testing

David J. Weiss
University of Minnesota

Since the early days of the measurementofindividual differences, clas-
sical test theory (e.g., Gulliksen, 1950) was the measurement model
used to construct instruments for research and application in the mea-
surementof individualdifferences. Classical test theory (CTT)—some-
times called true and error score theory or number-correct score
theory—is based onthe idea that each individual has some unobserv-
able true score on a given trait, which is estimated by an observed
score On a measuring instrument. CTT assumesthat the observed score
is an imperfect representation of true score and has developed con-
cepts and procedures for determiningreliability in an effort to quan-
tify this difference. In additionto reliability, CTT provides instrument
constructors with the conceptsof item difficulty, item discrimination,
and number-correct test scores.

Although CTThas provided researchers and practitioners of indi-
vidual differences with instruments that have yielded useful research
findings and applications, there are several technical problems with
CTTthat have limited research progress and impaired the usefulness
of its instruments for some important applications.

49
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SOME PROBLEMS

WITH CLASSICAL TEST THEORY

Item Statistics

One major problem with CTTresults from its definitions of item dif-

ficulty and item discrimination. Item difficulty is defined as propor-

tion correct—the proportion of examinees who answer an item

correctly. Item discrimination1s usually operationalized as thebiserial

or point-biserial correlation between a dichotomously coded item score

(0 = incorrect, 1 = correct) and number-correct test score. An impor-

tant problem with these CTT item parameters is that they are

contingent on the sample of examinees to whom the items were

administered. For example, if a set of test itemsis administered to a

low-ability group of examinees, the item difficulties (and probably the

‘tem discriminations) are likely to be very different from those for the

same items administered to a group of examinees of moderate or high

ability. As a consequence,a test constructed on a group that has a

certain ability (or other trait) level cannot be used directly on a group

that has a differenttrait level, or on the same groupat

a

later point in

training or developmentif change has been assumed to have occurred.

This makesit almost impossible to do meaningful research on change

in test scores over time—including studies of development, growth, or

decline—without elaborate and faulty procedures for “vertical equat-

ing.” Noris it feasible to measure individuals as they change over time

on dynamictraits. Indeed, Cronbach and Furby (1970) concluded that

the problem of measuring change with CTT was so complex thatat-

temptsto solveit should be abandoned.Although this conclusion was

reached some years ago, no satisfactory procedures for measuring

individual change have been proposed based on CYT.

The Number-Correct Score

The number-correct score in CTTis a second source of major techni-

cal problems. Because individuals’ scores are based on the numberof

items they answercorrectly (or in personality and other inventories,

the numberthat are “keyed” for a givenscale), test scores depend on

the difficulty of the items used in thetest selected: Moredifficult tests

will result in lower average scores, while easier tests will result in higher

scores. Because the item difficulties are group specific,it followsthat

the number-correct score is conditional on the group on whichthetest

‘s normed. As a consequence, individuals could obtain different test

scores if different items were used. This could then change the rank

ordering of individuals, which would have undesirable implications

for individual differences research and applications.
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The number-correct score has other problemsthatlimit its useful-
ness. First, it is artifactually limited to the number of questions or
items in the instrument. Thus, in a test composed of 25 items, there
are only 26 scores possible. Therefore, in a group of 10,000 individu-
als, only 26 differentiations can be made among those individuals,
regardless of how manyreal differences there may be onthetrait of
interest. A closely related problem is that all items are treated equally
in scoring. Therefore, a correct answer to an easy item is worth as
muchasa correct answerto a moredifficult one.In fact, it is possible
(albeit unlikely) for two individuals to obtain the same number-cor-
rect score on

a

test, with one person having correctly answered only
the easy items and the other having answeredonly the difficult items.
Obviously, the latter individual has more ability than the former, but
the number-correct score cannotdifferentiate between them.

Reliability and the Standard Error of Measurement

Reliability is a pivotal concept in CTT,andit is the source of several
problems. A numberof theories of reliability have been developed,
and numerous procedures are available to estimate reliability coeffi-
cients (Ghiselli, Campbell, & Zedeck, 198 1). Without exception, how-
ever, these procedures producereliability coefficients that are group
specific. Thus, rather than there being one “reliability” for a specific
measuring instrument, there are as many “reliabilities” as there are
groups to whichthat instrumentcan beapplied. Althoughthisin itself
might not be a serious problem, it results in some incongruous
consequences.

Reliability in CTT is the basis for the calculation of the standard
error of measurement (SEM), whichis a confidence interval that can
be placed aroundtheestimate of a person’s true score in order to help
a test user locate that true score. As reliability increases, the confi-
dence interval around the point estimate of true score (whichitself is
derived with the aid of the reliability coefficient) decreases, making
the true score estimate more precise. But because reliability for a given
measuring instrument will vary depending on the group with which
the individual is measured,the precision of a person’s true scoreesti-
mate will also change, depending on the group. Consequently,it is
possible in CTT for an individual to obtain a score that has different
SEMsattachedtoit as a result of having taken the test with different
groups. Even thoughthe person’s responses and scoreare the same, its
“precision” can vary in CTT. This is an illogical and incongruous
situation.
An additional problem with CTT’s SEM is thatit is computed as a

constant value for a given test administered to a given group;thatis,
there is no provision for the SEM to vary as a functionoftrait level for
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a given test administration. As a consequence, everyone in the same

group will receive the same SEM, and there is no satisfactory way to

determine whether scores at different levels of the trait differ in their

precision. When combined with the contingency of the SEM on the

group to which thetestis administered, these problems have led to the

unfortunate result that the SEM hasvirtually been ignored in indi-

vidual differences research and application, and most measurements

have been considered essentially perfectly precise.

Instrument Development

A final major problem with CTTis thatit provideslittle guidance for

the development of measuring instruments for different purposes. In-

strument construction procedures of CTT focus almost entirely on

maximizingreliability. For example, CIT item analysis procedures

(e.g., Crocker & Algina, 1986, chap. 14) suggest that instruments be

constructed by first selecting items of .50 difficulty (proportion

correct). This minimizes the sum of the item variances and serves to

increase internal consistency reliability. The next step usually recom-

mendedis to do an item analysis by deleting items from thetest that

have low correlations with total score. This process is also designed

to increase the internal consistency reliability of the measuring

instrument.

The result of these procedures, however, is an instrument with all

highly discriminating items of relatively equal difficulty. Instruments

of this type are useful for certain measurement purposes but are inap-

propriate for other purposes. For example, CTT does not provide

explicit guidance about howto construct a measuring instrument de-

signed to select people for an occupation if there are both minimum

and maximum cutoff scores to be used—thatis, how to eliminate those

that are both too high and too low on

a

trait. The procedures of CTT

are inadequate for this task and result in only one restricted—and

very limited—type of measuring instrument.

ITEM RESPONSE THEORY

Item response theory (IRT)—sometimes also called latent trait test

theory, latent trait theory, or item characteristic curve theory—is a

family of mathematical models thatrelates the performance ofan in-

dividual on a test item to the underlying trait level of the individual.

The fact that IRT is a family of test models is important because the

basic conceptsthat pertain to the simplest IRT model also generalize

to the more complex IRT models.
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The IRT Family

The family of IRT models includes models that are useful for almost
all types of data typically used in the measurementofindividual dif-
ferences. There are several IRT models for dichotomoustest responses,
such as those that result from the administration of a true-false per-
sonality inventory or a multiple-choice test scored as correct/incor-
rect. The equation below provides the mathematical model for the
item response function (IRF) of the three-parameter logistic IRT
model:

P(110) =¢,4(1—c)/ [1 + exp[-1.7a(6- b)I].
This equation expresses the probability of a correct or keyed response
to a dichotomously scored item (P,) as a function of the interaction
between an individual with a specified trait level on a single underly-
ing trait—represented by 96—and three parameters that describe the
characteristics of a test item. These parametersare the item difficulty
(b), the item discrimination (a.), and the pseudoguessing parameter
(c.).

' Figure 1 showsseveral item response functions for the three-pa-
rameter modelfor items thatdiffer in terms ofdifficulty (their loca-
tion along the difficulty/@ scale), the item discrimination (whichis re-
lated to the slope of the IRF), and the pseudoguessing parameter(the
lower asymptote of the IRF). A simplification of the three-parameter
model that can beused for personality measurement (Reise & Waller,
1990)or for free-response ability or achievementtest itemsis the two-
parameter logistic model (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985, chap.
3). In this model, the c, parameteris defined as zero; thus, test items
differ only in terms of discrimination and difficulty. Finally, if all
item discriminations can be assumedto be equal, the one-parameter
logistic, or Rasch model (Rasch, 1980), is the result. These logistic
models were developed as replacements for the mathematically more
cumbersome normalogive models originally developed for IRT (Lord,
1980, chap. 3), in order to simplify the process of estimating item
parameters.

The concepts of item difficulty (interpreted as the location of the
item on the difficulty/@ continuum) and item discrimination (inter-
preted as the slope of the IRF) carry over into the more complex
models in the IRT family. Other members of the IRT family of math-
ematical models include models for so-called nominal, ordered, and
continuous item responses. Models for nominalitem responses(Baker,
1992, chap. 9; Bock, 1972) are useful for analyzing data from mul-
tiple-choice instruments in which there is more than one correct te-
sponse to an item, or multiple-choice items in which the alternatives
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Figure 1 IRT item response functions (IRF) for the three-parameter model

for four items
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are scored aspartially correct (the partial credit model; Masters, 1982).

In addition to the parameters of item location and item discrimina-

tion, these models include parameters for each item category that

reflect the location on the trait and the discrimination of each item

response category onthetrait. In this way, all the responses provided

by an individual to multiple-choice itemsare used directly in the scor-

ing process to extract the maximum information from an individual’s

responses.
Models for ordered item responses (Andrich, 1978a, 1978b; Baker,

1992, chap. 8; Muraki, 1990; Samejima, 1969)are useful for the analy-

sis of rating scale (e.g., Likert) data. In these models, the responses to

each item are considered as separate categories, but as ordered catego-

ries on the trait continuum. Again, the concepts of category location

and discrimination are added to the concepts of item difficulty and

item discrimination.

Finally, among the unidimensional models, a model for continuous

response data assumesthat an individual responds on

a

rating scale by

using a numberin a range such as 0 to 100 to describe his or her status

on a trait indicator (Samejima, 1972, 1973b). These numerical re-

sponsesaretreated as the generalization of a series of ordinal responses

to a test item and are usedrelatively directly in the scoring of indi-

vidual response data (Bejar, 1977), although the concepts of discrimi-

nation and difficulty still pertain to items and responses of this type.

Although the model presented in the equation shown earlier as-

sumesthat the item response space is unidimensional—that a person’s
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response to a test item derives from

a

single underlying trait—multidi-
mensional models for dichotomous items have been developed
(Reckase, 1985; Reckase & McKinley, 1991), along with estimation
procedures for these models (e.g., Carlson, 1987). These models rep-
resent a morerealistic approachto instrument development and analysis
for many dichotomously scored instruments because achievingstrict
unidimensionality in a measuring instrumentis very difficult. Thus, in
a multidimensional model, two or more dimensions are posited to
accountfor the response data. As a consequence, the models allow the
estimation of difficulty, discrimination, and pseudoguessing param-
eters for each of a number of independent dimensions to better
accountfor the responses of real people to real test items.
A numberofarticles have demonstrated the relationships among

IRT models, and between IRT models and other models of scaling
psychometric data such as Guttmanscaling (Mokken & Lewis, 1982),
unfolding (Andrich, 1989), Likert scaling (Muraki, 1990), and
Thurstonian scaling (Andrich, 1988; Jansen, 1984). Thus, IRT pro-
vides a comprehensive system of measurementfor measuring a variety
of psychological variables.

Characteristics of IRT Models

Following from the assumption of a particular mathematical form that
describes the interaction between an individual and a test item are
some important characteristics of IRT models. First, the parameters
that describe an item—difficulty, discrimination, and other IRT pa-
rameters—are assumed to be sample independentwithin a linear trans-
formation. This means that the item parameters are population pa-
rameters and that any differences (other than error) that occur among
the samples on which item parameters are estimated can be corrected
by a linear transformation,if appropriate data are available. This means
that if item parameters are estimated on a low-leveltrait group, they
can be transformedbya linear transformation to the parametersthat
would be appropriate for a middle or highertrait group andvice versa.
This property of IRT parameters enables researchers to create a
scale that cuts across trait levels through a process called
linking.

Linkingis the process of defining the transformation on a set of

parameters on another sample from that population, even if the two
samples differ in termsoftrait level (Vale, 1986). An important prop-
erty of the linking process is that item parameters are linked. How-
ever, because the item difficulty parameter and the @ parameter
describing an individual’s trait level are on the samescale (see earlier
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Figure 2 Item information functions(IIF) for the four items in Figure 1
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equation), oncethe difficulty parameters are linked, the @ parameters

of the two groups are expressed on the same scale or metric. Thus,

from data on a low-level trait group, for example, the results of a

linking study will permit the expression of that low-level trait group’s

@ estimates on the samescale as a higher-level trait group’s estimates.

This process is sometimescalled preequating (Bejar & Wingersky, 1982)

because it permits an individual’s score to be equated to a score on the

predefined scale without following the complicated procedures devel-

oped for CTT equating (e.g., Peterson, Kolen, & Hoover, 1989). As

will be discussed below, this capability of IRT has important implica-

tions for the measurementof individual differences.

IRT has other characteristics that give it a level of applied utility

well beyond that of CTT. The IRF in IRT can be transformed in a

number of ways. One useful transformation of this kind is into item

information functions (IIF). Figure 2 shows item information func-

tions for the four items whose IRFs are shownin Figure 1. Informa-

tion describes the precision of measurement for a given item as a func-

tion of the latent trait, @. The IIF is a transformation of the IRF de-

fined by dividing the squared slope of the IRFat each point on 6 by

the variance of the IRFatthat level of @. The higher the level of infor-

mation, the greater the precision of measurement of that item at that

point on the @ continuum. Thus, Item 1, which has the highest level of

discrimination amongthose items portrayed in Figure 1 (a, = 2.0), also

has the highestlevel of item information. Precision, in this case, refers to

the capability of an item for differentiating among contiguous

@

levels.
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Figure 3. Standard error of measurement (SEM)functions for the four
items of Figure 1
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A secondtransformation of the IRF is derived by taking the recip-
rocal of the squarerootofthe IIF. This results in an SEM function, as
shownin Figure 3, which describes the conditional standard error of
measurementfor a given item atall levels along the @ continuum.It
provides basically the same information asthe IIF, but rather than dis-
playingprecision,it describes imprecision, or error of measurement. Thus,
the items that havethe highestlevels of informationat a given point on @
have the lowestlevels of conditional standard error measurement.

Because IRT models assumethattest itemsare locally independent—
thatis, the only relationship amongthe items thatexists is the correla-
tion among them that results from the commonlatenttrait or traits
that they measure—the IRFs, IIFs, and SEM functions are additive. A
test is a collection of test items. Thus, adding the IRFs for a set of
itemsresults in the test response function (TRF) as shownin Figure 4.
This function gives the sum of the probabilities of correct responseto
a group of test items (constituting a test) as a function of the latent
trait. Whenthis sum of probabilities is divided by the numberofitems,
the TRF gives the average probability correct/keyed or the expected
proportion correct/keyed.

The sum ofa setofIIFs yields the test information function (TIF),
which is shownin Figure 5 for the items of Figure 1. This also can be
obtained by performing the same transformation of the TREasis ap-
plied to the IRF to obtain the IIE. Thus, the TIF is the sum ofthe IIFs
and is also the transformed TRE. The TRF shows how precisely the
test measuresat variouslevels of 0.
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Figure 4 Test response function (TRF)for the four items of Figure 1
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Figure 5 Test information function (TIF) for the four items of Figure 1

Finally, the reciprocal of the square root of the elements of the TRF

results in the test SEM function, which describes the standarderror of

measurement that would result for various levels of 6, assuming the

IRT model. Note that the test SEM function shownin Figure 6, which

uses the items shownin Figure 1, indicates that—in contrast to CTT—

the SEM forthis test differs considerably at different levels of @. Thus,

IRT allows the test user to obtain estimated standard errors of mea-

surement from the test SEM function for a set of test itemsatall levels

of @ without administering those items as a test—all that is required is

an IRF for each item.

The information/SEM functions of IRT permit a test constructorto

design a test for a particular purpose. For example, a particular
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Figure 6 Test standard error of measurement (SEM)function for
the four items of Figure 1

scores are below a particular score level and simultaneously identifies
individuals whose scores are abovea different score level. Such a test
might be used to identify those individuals who are underqualified or
overqualified for a particular training program. Appropriate consid-
eration of the measurement requirementsof this situation would re-
sult in a test with an information functionthat peaks at both the lower
and uppercutoff values on the trait continuum. Oncethe shape of the
target information functionis determined, the test constructor can use
trial and errorto select items from an item bank with estimated IRT
item parameters to obtain the target information function. Alterna-
tively, the test constructor might use one of an increasing numberof
computer-based procedures designed to select items algorithmically
from an item bankin orderto create a test with a specified informa-
tion function (e.g., De Gruijter, 1990) while satisfying content and
other considerations (e.g., Stocking, Swanson, & Pearlman, 1993;
Swanson & Stocking, 1993). The result will be a test thatis designed
with its precision placed along the trait continuum at the point or
points where maximum discrimination between individuals is
required.

Estimating Trait Levels of Individuals

A major advantage of IRT over CTTis thatit does not depend on the
number-correctscore. In its place, IRT usestrait-level estimation pro-
cedures that use all the information in each person’s pattern of re-
sponses to the test items—thatis, it takes into account which items
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were answered correctly and which were answered incorrectly—and

considers the difficulties, discriminations, and guessing parameters of

the items when estimatingtrait levels. As a consequence, the number

of itemsin a test doesnot limit the range of test scores. Rather, in IRT,

the numberof possibletest scores (1.e., trait-level estimates) is related

to the numberof patterns of responses that are possible in a given set

of test items. Thus, for dichotomously scored items, the numberof

possible response patterns 1s 2*, where k is the numberofitemsin a

test. As a consequence, IRT allows for much finer distinctions to be

made in describing individual differences on a given trait.

Trait-level estimation using IRT begins with the IRFs for the items

in the test. These IRFs are then considered in conjunction with the

responses given by the examinee to the items. For example, suppose

that Examinee A answered the four test items in Figure 1 with the

response pattern 1, 1, 0, 0, where 1 indicates a correct answer and 0

an incorrect answer. To estimate this examinee’s trait level using maxi-

mum likelihood estimation, the appropriate IRFs for this response

pattern would be identified. Specifically, because the first and second

items were answered correctly, the IRFs shown in Figure 1 for those

‘tems would be used. Because the examinee answeredItems 3 and 4

incorrectly, however, the appropriate IRF ts the probability of answer-

ing these items incorrectly. This probability is determined by subtract-

ing the probabilities in Figure 1 from 1.0 for each of these two items.

The result would be a “mirror-image” decreasing IRF that represents

the probability of an incorrect response.

An assumption of IRT is that test items are locally independent.

This meansthat the only correlation that exists amongthetest items is

due to the latent trait(s) that they have in common—thatis, that there

are no extraneousfactors affecting their intercorrelations.In the case

of the unidimensional IRT models, local independence1s usually as-

sumedto hold if factor analysis of the test items results primarily in a

single factor (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985, chap. 2). Whentest

items are locally independent, their IRFs can be multiplied. Because

IRFs are probability functions, their multiplicative productis a likeli-

hood function.

Figure 7 showsthelikelihood function that results from the re-

sponse pattern 1, 1, 0, 0 to the four test items for Examinee A. Note

that 0 is on the horizontal axis of this function. The vertical axis is the

likelihood of the response pattern. Thus, the values of the function for

a specific value of 6 indicate the likelihood that this response pattern

to this particular set of items was the result of each value of 6. The

question to be answered in estimating @ is, Which value of @ was most

likely to have resulted in this pattern of response to this set of test
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Figure 7 Likelihood functions for response to the items of Figure 1

---- Examinee A’s responsepattern of 1, 1, 0, 0
creseneee Examinee B’s response pattern of1, 0, 0, 1

items? Thestatistical procedure that answers this question is called
maximum likelihood estimation. Simply stated, the purpose of maxi-
mum likelihood estimation is to find the maximum of a likelihood
function, such as that shownin Figure 7. Althoughthestatistical pro-
cedures are complex (Baker, 1992, chaps. 3, 4), examination of Figure

7 shows that the maximum of the function for ExamineeA is at ap-
proximately @=-—.4. Thus, this value of 6 represents the person’s trait-
level estimate becauseit is the mostlikely value of 0 that would result
in this response pattern, given the IRT model.

Figure 7 also showsthe likelihood function for a different pattern
of responses to the samefourtest items(i.e., 1, 0, 0, 1). Examinee B

answered items 2 and3 incorrectly, and items 1 and 4 correctly. Note
that the likelihood function has its maximum at a different value of 0
(-1.4), indicating that Examinee B’s trait-level estimate is lower than

Examinee A’s (because B correctly answered one moredifficult item),
even though both obtained a number-correct score of 2 on the four
items. Note also the differences in the peakedness of the twolikeli-
hood functions; this aspect of maximum likelihood estimation of is
discussed below.
An additional advantage of maximum likelihood estimation in IRT

is that it is item independent. This means that a person’s trait level
can, in principle, be estimated with any subset of itemsthat are cali-
brated on the samescale, and the result will be essentially the same @
estimate (within sampling error). This property of IRT scoring proce-
dures lays the groundworkfor the fruitful marriage of IRT and adap-
tive testing procedures.
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Individual Errors of Measurement and Person Fit

In addition to permitting the test constructor to evaluate how test
will measure at various levels of 6, IRT models also permit the evalu-
ation of individualized standard errors of measurementafter a test has
been administered to a particular individual. The two-parameternor-
mal ogive model defines response pattern information as the individu-
alized standard error of measurement(Bejar, Weiss, & Gialluca, 1977;
Samejima, 1973a). The concepts underlying response pattern infor-
mation extend to the three-parameter normal ogive andlogistic mod-
els, and also to the nominal and graded response models. Response
pattern information describes the precision of measurement associ-
ated with a particular individual’s set of responses to a set of IRT
items with previously estimated parameters. It is derived during the
process of maximum likelihood estimation of 0, and is related to the
peakedness of the likelihood function. Because the reciprocal of the
square root of information is expressible as a standard error of mea-
surement, this permits individualized standard errors of measurement
to be attached to a particular person’s responses to a particulartest
instrument.

For the two likelihood functionsin Figure 7, for example, thereis a
higher likelihood that Examinee A’s @ level is between -1.5 and +3
than there is for Examinee B’s to be in that @ interval. Throughoutthis
range, Examinee A’s @ estimates are, therefore, morelikely, given the
IRT model. Thus, because of the relationship between the height of
the likelihood function andthe precision of estimation, these twolike-
lihood functions show that the confidence interval for estimating @ is
smaller for Examinee A than it is for Examinee B. Therefore, Exam-

inee A’s @ estimate is more precise (i.e., has a lower observed SEM)

than Examinee B’s.
These standard errors of measurement, derivable from thelikeli-

hood function,are essentially independentof those for other individu-
als measured at the same timeas a given individual because they de-

pendsolely on the individual’s responses and the item parameteresti-
mates that were derived previously from a reference group. Conse-

quently, the result is a truly individualized standard error of measure-

ment, in contrast to the group-dependent CTT SEM.
The idea of response pattern informationis closely related to the

concept of modelfit. Response pattern information will be low if an

individual’s responsesto a set of test items do not conform to the IRT

model (e.g., Examinee B in Figure 7). Information will be high when

the responses are consistent with the model (e.g., Examinee A). This

concept of model fit has given rise in IRT to a subfield of research
concerned with the fit of person data to a specified IRT model. This
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field has been referred to as person fit (Reise, 1990), appropriateness

measurement (Drasgow, Levine, & McLaughlin, 1987), or caution

indexes (Tatsuoka, 1984). All of these indexes are concerned with de-

termining the fit of an individual’s responses to an IRT model. They

go well beyond the concept of response pattern information and should

eventually, given a research base and development of appropriate in-

dices, allow for the diagnosis of reasons that an individual does not

respond in accordance with a specified model (e.g., Trabin & Weiss,

1983; Wright & Stone, 1979). Such reasons include cheating, malin-

gering, warm-up effect, fatigue, and other currently unobservable

influences on the precision of measurement.

The net effect of the further development of these person-fit in-

dexes will be to allow users of psychological test data to identify indi-

viduals for whom the precision of measurementis higher (those with

lower errors of measurement) and those for whom precision is lower

(those with higher errors of measurement). Again, this has important

practical implications for the use of psychological test data and indi-

vidual differences research that will be discussed below.

The field of person-fit research has also led to an emphasis on the

person in IRT that has not been a part of the historical developmentof

either CTT or IRT. Since the mid-1950s, the emphasis in IRT has been

on tests and test items, rather than on individuals. The new emphasis

on person-fit has resulted in the development of models that add pa-
rameters for individuals, such as a person discrimination parameter,

whichis closely analogous to the idea of person-fit (e.g., Kiley, 1992;

Strandmark & Linn, 1987). Eventually, these ideas will likely permit

the estimation of a person guessing parameter for any responses in
which guessingis possible.

ADAPTIVE TESTING

Basic Concepts

The field of psychological testing, the applied areas of individualdif-
ferences, and researchin individual differences have depended almost
exclusively throughoutthe twentieth century on conventional psycho-
logical tests. In a conventional test, a set of test items is selected in
advanceto constitute a measuring instrument that will measure a par-
ticular psychological trait. All questions in that instrument are admin-
istered to every individual whotakes that test. Only a few exceptions,
such astheintelligence tests based on Alfred Binet’s test model and a
few other individually administered tests of that type, have not used
the conventional testing approach.
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In contrast, the Binet types of intelligence tests are adaptive tests
(Weiss, 1985). In an adaptive test, test items are selected during the
process of test administration for each individual being tested. Adap-
tive tests are designed to allow the test administrator to control the
precision of a given measurement and to maximize theefficiency of
the testing process. In the Binet test, items are classified during the
process of developmentwith respect to mental age levels. These levels
correspondto increasinglevels of item difficulty. When administering
a Binet-type test, the test administrator begins test administration at
whatever mental age level the examinee appears to be functioning.
Items are scored as they are administered, and whenall items at a
given mental age level have been administered, the test administrator
determines whether additional items are needed.

If the examinee answers some of the items at a given mental age
level correctly, testing continues with itemsof either a higher or a lower
mental age level. If none or only a few of the items are answeredcor-
rectly, easier items are administered to that examinee.If all or most of
the items have been answeredcorrectly, more difficult items are ad-
ministered. Test administration continues until two mental age lev-
els are identified: one at which the examinee answersall items incor-
rectly (the ceiling level) and one at which the examinee answersall
items correctly (the basal level). In between the ceiling and basallevel
is the effective range of measurementforthat individual. The result of
this adaptive item selection process is that individuals with different
trait levels will be administered itemsat different difficulty levels. For
example, consider the case of two children aged 10. One examinee
may receive items ranging from mental age 10 to mental age 14. The
other examinee may answerall items at age 10 incorrectly and, conse-
quently, may receive test items ranging from mental age 10 to mental
age 5.

The Binettests haveall the characteristics of an adaptive test. These
include the following:

e A previously calibrated poolof test items. To create an adaptive
test, test items must previously be administered to a group of
individuals, and item difficulty and other data must be obtained

on the items. An adaptive test based on IRT, for example,will use

an item poolin which items have beenpreviously calibrated for
item difficulty, discrimination, and pseudoguessing parameters.

e A procedure for item selection. Because items are selected based
on an examinee’s answers to previous items, items must be scored

as they are administered. Successive items to be administered are
then based on how the examinee answered previously adminis-
tered items.
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e A method ofscoring the test. Because the purpose of test adminis-

tration is to obtain a test score on an individual, the procedure

for adaptive testing requires not only that items be scored as they

are administered butalso that a test score of some type be

determined at multiple points during the process of test adminis-

tration, or at least at the end of the test administration procedure.

e A procedure for terminating the test. In contrast to a conven-

tional test, the numberoftest items is not fixed in an adaptive

test. Thus, in a Binet-type test, an individual mayreceive test

items from as few as two mentalage levels to as manyaseight

or nine, depending on the individual’s performance onthetest.

IRT and Adaptive Testing

Research since the 1970s has shownthat adaptive testing procedures

are most effective when combined with IRT procedures (e.g., Kingsbury

& Weiss, 1980, 1983; McBride & Martin, 1983). Thus, an item bank

for use in adaptivetesting can be calibrated according to an IRT model.

The point at which a test is to be initiated, referred to as the entry

point, can be determinedby taking into accountindividual status vari-

ables or other data about an individual (e.g., previous test scores, age,

school grades). Explicit procedures for estimating an entry point for

an adaptive test are available in conjunction with IRT, using Bayesian

statistical methods(e.g., Baker, 1992, chap. 7; Weiss & McBride, 1984).

IRT procedures for estimating an individual’s 6 level are applicable

to the adaptive testing process. Procedures of maximum likelihood or

Bayesian estimation permit estimation of @ levels based on one or more

responses madeby single individualin an adaptive test. Thus, a con-

tinuous updating of @can be accomplished after each item is adminis-

tered in an adaptive test, and the successive items to be administered

can be based on the @ estimate derived from all previous items

administered.
Item selection rules derived from IRT and adaptive testing can ex-

plicitly use the concept of item information (Hambleton &

Swaminathan, 1985, chap. 6; Weiss, 1985). Thus, at a given current 0

estimate, the most informative item not yet administered can be cho-

sen for administration. When items are selected using this maximum

information item-selection rule, the net effect is an extremely efficient

procedure for reducing the error of measurement at each successive
stage in the administration of an adaptive test (Weiss, 1985).

Finally, adaptive testing procedures developed in accordance with

IRT can take advantage of a numberof different proceduresfor termi-
nating an adaptive test. Some of these procedures will be described
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below in the context ofspecific applied problems. One procedurefre-
quently applied is to reduce the individualized SEM to a chosenlevel
before a test is terminated. This mayresult in varying numbersoftest
items administered to different individuals, but it also can result in a
uniform level of SEM for individuals tested. Thus, for the individual
who respondsessentially in accordance with the IRT model, a given
level of SEM will be achieved more quickly than for the individual
whose responsesare not in accordance with the IRT model, thusre-
sulting in a slower reduction of the SEM.

Computerized Adaptive Testing

Although individually administered tests are efficient and effective,
they are laborintensive, requiring a highly trained test administrator
to achieve necessary levels of standardization. When adaptivetesting
uses IRT, however, the calculations required at each stage of item se-
lection would be impractical for a human test administrator to do.
Underthese circumstances, the adaptive test must be administered by
interactive computers. Computerized adaptive testing, or CAT, pro-
vides the capability for administering items on an individual basis.
Items are presented on the computerscreen, and responsesare entered
on the keyboard or by a touch screen and are immediately scored by
the computer. Various algorithms for selecting items according to
maximum information or other criteria are then implemented using
the computational capabilities of the computer (e.g., Vale & Weiss,
1977; Weiss, 1985), and, typically in less than a second, anotheritem
is then selected for administration and presented on the screen. Mean-
while, the computer continually updates the person’s estimated 0 level—
again using IRT methods—andcontinually monitors the appropriate
termination criterion. Oncethis criterion is reached, the test is termi-
nated and appropriate messagesto the examinee,includinga score,if
appropriate, are presented on the computerscreen. The practicality of
CAT for everyday testing applications has increased with the avail-
ability of fast microcomputers. Within the last 10 years, commercially
available software for implementing IRT-based CAT has been
developed and upgraded (Assessment Systems Corporation, 1987), and
tests such as the Graduate Record Examination are now available as
CATs.

Figures 8 and 9 show the record of two individuals proceeding
through an IRT-based CAT. The X plotted for each individualis the
individual’s current 0 estimate after each item is administered. The
vertical bars above and below the X show the observed SEMsassoci-
ated with the @ estimate. For Examinee A, shown in Figure 8, who
responds in reasonable accordance with the IRT model, the test could
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Figure 8 @ estimates and SEM bandsfrom a CAT administered
to Examinee A

be terminated after 25 items. Note that the change in successive @
estimates continues to reduce as each new item is administered, until
the 6 estimate stabilizes. In addition, the observed SEM continues to
reduce as new items are administered untilit, too, showslittle change.
Examinee B’s responses, shown in Figure 9, are in less accordance
with the IRT model for this set of items, so the reduction in the SEM is
slower. For Examinee B, the SEM bandat 25 itemsis approximately
twice whatit is for Examinee A. Assuming that the SEM observedfor
Examinee A wasat the minimum level required to terminate the test,
Examinee B might need an additional 15 or more items to reach the
specified level of precision needed to terminatethetest.

Research has shownthatadaptive tests are moreefficient than con-
ventionaltests (e.g., Brown & Weiss, 1977; McBride & Martin, 1983);
that is, a given level of measurementprecision can be reached much
more quickly in an adaptivetest than in a test in whichall individuals
are administered the same items. This is because the adaptive test se-
lects the items that are most informative for each individual at each
stage of test administration. Typical adaptivetests result in average
reductions in numberof items administered of 50%, and some reduc-
tions in the range of 80% to 90% have been reported, with no de-
crease in measurement quality (Brown & Weiss, 1977). In addition,
adaptive tests allow control over measurement precision. Thus, adap-
tive tests result in measurementsthat are both efficient and effective.
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Figure9 Oestimates and SEM bands for a CAT administered to Examinee B

SOLVING TWO IMPORTANT MEASUREMENT

PROBLEMS WITH IRT AND CAT

Longitudinal Measurement

differencesis that of longitudinal measurement. This involves measur-

ing individual change associated with growth,stability, or decline. In

the context of CTT, the procedures available for measuring change

result in paradoxesthat essentially nullify efforts designed to doso.

Consider the problem of measuring growth using CT'l. Assume that

the growth occurs from Time 1 to Time 2 and that somelevel of change,

on the average, is to be expected. Procedures of CTT require that a set

of items be constructed to measureat a given level of difficulty. Thus,

if the problem were to measure changesin spelling ability from fifth

grade to eighth grade, for example, a set of test questions would be

selected to measure at thelevelof fifth grade for the Time 1 measure-

ments. At Time 2, most of the class would be expected to function at

the level of eighth grade, so the items that constitute the Time 2 test

should be those of approximately averagedifficulty for an eighth grader.

The measurement ofindividual change or growth, however, requires

tests that are parallel. Parallel tests in CYT are defined as tests that

have the same mean and standard deviation andare highly correlated
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(Gulliksen, 1950). In the present example, if the tests have the same

mean and standarddeviation (on the underlyingtrait scale, not on the
number-correct scale), they would both be measuringat either the fifth-
grade level or at the eighth-grade level. Thus, for measuring change,it
is not possible to have parallel tests with the same mean and standard
deviation on the underlyingtrait.

To obtain reliable change scores in CTT, the two measurements
mustrepresent the same variable and at the same time behighly corre-
lated (e.g., Feldt & Brennan, 1989, Equation 30). If the tests are highly
correlated, this implies no changein individualdifferences from Time
1 to Time 2, although a mean difference is possible. Thus, individuals

must retain their relative rank ordering in the two time periods in
order for reliable individual change scores to be computed. As a con-
sequence, the very process involved in the construction of tests using

CTTin order to obtain reliable individual change scores negates the
possibility of obtaining those change scores.

IRT, on the other hand, particularly when combined with CAT,
permits a viable solution to the problem of measuring change, growth,
or decline at the individual level. Recall that IRT assumesthat item
parametersare invariant within a linear transformation. By the pro-
cess of linking, item parameters estimated on a groupat onelevel of a
given trait can be transformedto those of a groupat anotherlevel of
the trait. Thus, to create a scale that extends along the grade level
continuum for spelling ability, for example, IRT parameter estimates
on a set of items would be determined for the grade five group. Then,
using an appropriate IRT linking procedure (Vale, 1986), parameter
estimates on an eighth gradeset of items, including an anchortest of
the fifth grade items, would be estimated on an eighth grade group.
Based on the difference observed on the common group of anchor
items, the parameter estimates from one of the grade groups would be
transformed onto the scale of the other grade group.If intermediate
groupsare included, such as grades six and seven,linking can be per-
formed across each of the grade groups to develop a scale or metric
that spans the range from grade five through gradeeight.

Because the parameter estimates for each of the items included in
both tests are now on the samescale, trait estimates derived from
those items will also be on the samescale. For example, on the aver-
age, fifth graders will obtain ability estimates on spelling ability on the
low end of the scale created by the linking. However, there may be
some fifth graders who score as well as seventh or eighth graders.
Conversely, eighth graders will obtain higher average scores on the
scale, although individual differences can occur so that some eighth
graders will score as low as the averagelevel for fifth graders.
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Once the linking has been completed, an efficient procedure for
determining change or growthin spelling ability can be implemented
using procedures of CAT. Because CAT recognizes and adapts to indi-
vidual differences andtrait levels during the process of item adminis-
tration, testing would proceed on anindividualized basis. In the ab-
sence of other information on their spelling ability, adaptive testing
mightstart all fifth graders at the average difficulty level of items for
fifth graders. However, during the process of test administration, the
adaptive test would quickly adapt to the individual differences that
exist amongfifth graders. Thus, if a fifth grader answersall the items
at the fifth-grade level correctly, she or he will rapidly begin to receive
test items at levels between fifth grade and eighth grade. A very ca-
pable fifth grader will quickly be administered items increasing in dif-
ficulty through sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-grade levels. Conversely, a
less able fifth grader who is operating essentially at the fifth grade
level will receive items typically answered correctly by fifth graders.
Using the termination criteria of adaptive testing, a test would be ad-
ministered at Time 1 that measureseachfifth grader to a prespecified
level of precision.

As students proceed through sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, ad-

ditional spelling tests can be administered and a profile of growth (or

decline) in spelling ability can be developed for each student. IRT pro-

cedures make measurement on a commonscale possible, and the CAT
procedure makes test administration efficient. For example, at grade

six, the same bankof precalibrated test items is available for the mea-

surement of each student. But the computer will “remember” which

questions each student has answered and whattheir final ability esti-

mate and its standard error was. The adaptive item selection algo-

rithm can be programmed to ignore items that were previously ad-

ministered to a given examinee,andit also can use the point at which

the individual terminated the test at the previoustesting as the starting

point for item selection.
The CAT procedure continues at each successive gradelevel, begin-

ning each new adaptivetest at the trait level previously exhibited by

the student, ignoring previously administered items, and terminating

when a measurementof sufficient precision has been reached. Alter-

natively, the procedure could be programmed to terminate when ei-

ther one of two conditions has occurred: (a) a gain (or loss) in trait

level has been noted or (b) no gain or loss can be detected. Although

appropriate statistical theory has not yet been developed for making

these decisions, a significant gain could be defined as a difference in

two successive trait levels, taking into account their standarderrors,

that exceeds the two standard error bands placed around each esti-

mate. No gain would be defined as a lack of difference after a suffi-

cient numberof items had been administered.
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Figure 10 @ estimates and SEM bands ona five-occasion adaptive
self-referenced test for Student A

For example, consider the student whosespelling level in fifth grade

wasat the averagelevel of a seventh grader. Whenthe sixth gradetest

is administered to that student, rather than starting at their current

grade level of sixth grade, the test wouldstart at their previouslyesti-

mated seventh-gradeability level. If the student’s spelling ability had

not increased during the intervening year,the result will be a test score

similar to what was obtained at thefirst testing, but based on a

nonoverlapping set of items.
Figure 10 illustrates a testing sequence of this type for Student A;

each plotted X and its standard error band represents the terminal 0

estimate resulting from a CATsuchasthatillustrated in Figures 8 and

9. Note that the standard error of the ability estimate at the grade six

testing for Student A is smaller than it was at grade five, indicating

that there is greater certainty in that @ estimate when the student was
in grade six than whensheor he wasin gradefive. For Student A, who
ended the grade five test with an ability estimate between the fifth-

grade and sixth-grade levels, the sixth grade test would start at per-

haps the upper range of the error band associated with the ability
estimate obtained in fifth grade. For this student, a gain in spelling

ability was noted and recognized by the adaptive testing procedureat
the grade seven test administration; the result is an ability estimate for
Student A that is between the seventh- and eighth-gradelevels. A simi-
lar gain (but with an overlapping error band)is noted for Student A at
the eighth gradetesting, but no change was observed betweentheeighth
and ninth grade testings. The tests administered to Examinee A re-
quired a total of only about 100 items across the five test administra-
tions, or an average of 20 items pertest, due to the efficiency of the
CAT procedure.
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Figure 11. @ estimates and SEM bands ona five-occasion adaptive
self-referenced test for Student B

For StudentB, as can be seen in Figure 11, no significant changein
estimated spelling ability was observed from gradesfive throughnine.
Although there was an apparentincrease in estimated ability between
grades five and nine—fromslightly below grade six at the gradefive
testing to about grade six and one-half at the grade nine testing—the
overlap of the SEM bandsfor these two @ estimates suggests that the
observed difference in the @ estimates was the result of chance mea-
surement fluctuations and notreal differences in ability levels for this
examinee.

This procedure for adaptively measuring change has been termed
adaptive self-referenced testing (Weiss & Kingsbury, 1984). Adaptive
self-referenced testing uses all the power of IRT and CAT to measure a
single individualefficiently and effectively. It is called self-referenced
to differentiate it from testing procedures that are norm-referenced or
criterion-referenced. As can be seen from the procedure, the measure-
mentof change for an individual is determined with reference only to
that individual; hence, the measurementsareself-referenced. The only
point at which data on other individuals is used, as in all aspects of
IRT,is in the procedurefor estimating the item parameters andlinking
those parameters to the commongrowthscale. The scoring procedure
at each measured timepoint is based on the individual’s responses to
the items administered by the CAT procedure, in conjunction with the
item parameters. The measurement of change or growth, using the
individualized standard errors of measurementat each timepoint, can
be referencedonly to a particular individual with the eventual devel-
opment of appropriate statistical theory for making these decisions.
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Thus, the procedure can, conceptually at least, identify people who

have experienced growth or learning on

a

trait, no growth,or

a

pat-

tern of decline.

This kind of measurementis not possible in CTT,yetit is character-

istic of many research problems in the measurement of individual

differences, particularly in developmental and educationalareas. In

developmental psychology, a variety of procedures has been proposed

for measuring change as a developmental variable (Collins & Horn,

1991), but these are primarily concerned with group change rather

than changeat the individuallevel. By combining the power of IRT

and CAT, adaptive self-referenced testing permits the measurementof

growth without the problems and paradoxesthat result from using

CTT.

Determining Differences Between Individuals

and Differences Within Individuals

For manyapplicationsin the measurementofindividual differences,it

is frequently important to determine if two or moreindividuals differ

on

a

particular measurement. For example,in selecting individuals for

a particular program or experience,it is importantfor an individual

differences psychologist to know whetheroneindividualhas a higher

score than another individualor individuals.

Using CTT, scores of two individuals can be compared to deter-

mine whichis higher. But observed scores are imperfect indicators of

true latent scores, even in CTT. Thus, procedures for estimating true

scores in CTT, and associated standard errors, have been developed.

However, as indicated earlier, the SEMs in CTT are group dependent.

Thus, if one individual is measured in the context of one group and

anotherindividual is measured in the context of another group with a

different trait level, the SEMs will not be comparable. In addition,

CTT SEMsdo notvary as a functionoftrait level, yet the information

functions of IRT and their associated SEM functions showthat a given

test can measure with different precision at different trait levels (e.g.,

Figures 4, 5, and 6). Thus, with CTT, a psychologist can compare the

number-correct (or estimated true) scores to determine which exam-

inee has the higher score. But taking into account the SEMsassociated

with those scores will possibly result in erroneous conclusions.

IRT provides a procedure that could be used to determine whether

two individuals differ on a given test and to make that determination

more accurate. As indicated earlier, an individualized standard error

of measurementis associated with an IRT trait estimate. Each indi-

vidual measured will have a given trait estimate and his or her

ownstandarderror associated with it. CAT can be used to control the
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magnitudesof the standard errorsfor a given level of @ by varyingthe
numberof items administered to an individual.

One IRT-based procedure for determining whether twoindividuals
differ on a given test would be to administer a test to the second indi-
vidual using adaptive procedures designed explicitly to determine
whether these two individuals differ. The procedure would be similar
to administering a Time 2 test in adaptive self-referencedtesting; that
is, the adaptive test for the second (or succeeding) individuals would
be designed to continue only as long as is necessary to determine
whether the twoindividuals differ.

Twoindividuals can conceptually be said to differ when the two
standard error bands surroundingtheirtrait estimates do notoverlap.
In the case of two individuals whosetrait levels are quite disparate, a
decision of this type could be made rather quickly, because the SEM
bandsfor the second individual will fall below those ofthe first indi-
vidual quite rapidly. When two individuals areclose in trait level, the
testing time necessary to distinguish between them could be consider-
ably longer. Again, appropriate statistical theory needs to be devel-
oped to determine when twoindividuals differ, taking into account
the errors of measurementassociated with their trait levels.

This process could even be extendedto simultaneoustesting of two
individuals, where the adaptive testing procedure is designed to con-
trol test administration to two individuals simultaneously. In this pro-
cedure, the length of the tests for both individuals would be dynami-
cally adjusted during thetesting process as the computer program kept
track of the trait levels and standard errors of each of the two indi-
viduals. Testing would terminate when it becameclear that the two
individuals differed in trait level, or when it became clear that they
did not.

The procedures for determining whether two or more individuals
differ are similar to procedures proposed earlier for what has been
called adaptive mastery testing (Kingsbury & Weiss, 1983). In this
procedure, an individualis tested against a fixed cutoff score. Testing
for the individual continues only as long as is necessary to determine
whetherthe individual is below or abovethe fixed cutoff. These pro-
cedures have been shownto be another important application of IRT
and adaptive testing to the measurementof individual differences (Weiss
& Kingsbury, 1984). The procedure for comparing twoindividualsis
analogous, except that the cutoff score is considered to be measured
with error andis operationalized asthefirst individual’s score, against
which the second individual’s measurements are to be compared.
A similar application can be conceptualized for IRT and CATfora

single individual to answer the question of whetherthe individualsig-
nificantly differs on elements of a profile of test scores. For example,
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consider the vocational counselor who has measured anindividual on
a multifactor ability battery. The measurementsresult in a profile on,
say, nine traits. The counselor needs to know whichis the examinee’s
highest trait and whichtraits differ from each other.

The current state of CTT does not permit a clear answerto this
question. Although, again, CITT SEMs can be computed for each of
the trait levels, these SEMs do not necessarily represent the correct
SEMsforthat individual. As a consequence, the counselor can simply
interpret the observed differences on the profile with nostatistical
confidence.

IRT, possibly in conjunction with CAT, can provide a solution to
this problem, again contingent on the developmentof appropriate sta-
tistical theory. This solution again uses the individualized SEMsavail-
able from IRT and perhapsthe control of those SEMsderivable from
CAT. CAT can be used in this case to make SEMsas small as possible
so that confident conclusions can be drawn aboutthe differences among
elements of a multifactor profile for an individual. The sampling theory
for these differences is more complex and maytake longer to develop
because it will need to take into accountthe intercorrelations among
the profile variables. But at least for initial purposes, the profile of
trait estimates with true individualized SEMs—and those SEMs made
as small as possible by CAT—mayfacilitate the process of differenti-
ating profile elements for a given individual. The result could be a
much more useful set of multifactor measurements on a single indi-
vidual for applied purposes.

SUMMARY

Although CTThas permitted thefield of individual differences to de-
velop greatly during the twentieth century, the combination of IRT
and CATwill provide the impetus for a flourishing ofthe field during
the twenty-first century. As described earlier, IRT and CAT permit
solutions to a variety of important problems in the measurementof
individual differences. As these technologies begin to be accepted by
the measurement community and implemented by individual differ-
ences researchers, new applications of IRT and CAT will certainly
develop, permitting solutions to other problems currently not fully
addressed byclassical test theory.

Research in individual differencesis basic to the study of cognitive
development. Thus, considerable effort is being expended in analyz-
ing cognitive processes. IRT models for the analysis of response times,
a variable frequently used in the field of cognitive processing, have
been developed and will continue to be refined (e.g., Thissen, 1983).
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These models are derivatives of the general IRT model and haveall

the powerof their family relatives. Because cognitive process research

is frequently done using computers, adaptive procedures will eventu-

ally be combined with IRT procedures to improve the measurement

process and to make measurements moreefficient.

Onefinal area of application in the field of individual differences

has to do with the apparent merger occurring between cognitive pro-

cessing and IRT models. The area of personfit (e.g., Drasgowetal.,

1987; Reise, 1990), which has developed duringthe last decade, holds

promise for this merger. For example, one important question in the

application of multidimensional IRT models is which multidimensional

model is appropriate for a given application. Because procedures of

model fit developed for dichotomous IRT models are generalizable to

multidimensional models, it is possible to hypothesize various multi-

dimensional models for IRT analysis that represent various cognitive

processes. For example, multidimensional IRT models have been char-

acterized as compensatory or noncompensatory (Sympson, 1978).

Under a compensatory model, higher levels on one trait can compen-

sate for lower levels on anothertrait. In a noncompensatory model,

such compensation doesnot occur. For example, in an arithmetic story

problem, a noncompensatory model appears to be more appropriate

than a compensatory model, becausenolevel of arithmetic ability will

compensatefor an inability to comprehendthe verbal presentation of

the problem.
The answerto the question of which modelis more appropriate for

a given set ofabilities in the solution of a given problem is a question

of cognitive processing. By hypothesizing compensatory and

noncompensatory models at the individual level and analyzing model

fit for individuals to these two competing models, conclusions could

begin to be drawn about which cognitive processing model—compen-

satory or noncompensatory—is used by a particular individual in the

solution of particular cognitive processing problems(1.e., ability tests).

When combined with the procedures of adaptive testing to make the

testing process more efficient, the use of such person-fit procedures

could facilitate the understanding of how individuals respondto abil-

ity test items in terms of the cognitive processing modelthat underlies

those responses.
IRT and CATarefields of psychometric developmentthat should

greatly facilitate research in individual differences. As these models

become further refined and applied in a variety of applications and

research studies, new insights will emerge that were previously obfus-

cated by the earlier psychometric models and conventionaltesting pro-

cedures. Other applications and new models will also undoubtedly be

developed over the next several decades.
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Chapter 4

Extension of the MAXCOV-
HITMAX Taxometric

Procedure to Situations of

Sizable Nuisance Covariance

 

Paul E. Meehl
University of Minnesota

THE PROBLEM OF

MAXCOV-HITMAX IDEALIZATION

The MAXCOV-HITMAXtaxometric procedure (Meehl, 1973; Meehl

& Golden, 1982; Meehl & Yonce, 1995; various applicationscited in

Korfine & Lenzenweger, 1995; Lenzenweger, in press; Lenzenweger

& Korfine, 1992; Meehl, 1992, p. 135; Nicholson & Neufeld, 1994;

Waller, Putnam, & Carlson, 1994; and nonpsychopathology applica-

tions by Gangestad & Snyder, 1985; Strube, 1989) utilizes the mani-

fest statistics amongthree fallible quantitative indicators to (a) infer

latent taxonicity, (b) estimate latent parameters(e.g., taxon baserate,

specificity and sensitivity at a cut), and (c) make Bayes-Theorem clas-

sifications of individuals, with corresponding diagnostic confidence

statements. The procedure relies on a theorem that, absent nuisance

correlation within the latent classes, the covariance C,,(x,) of indica-

tors y, z (output pair) computed on cases having a given score x, on

indicator x (input indicator) is a maximum whenthex-interval is com-

posed equally of taxon and complement (nontaxon)cases. This inter-

val contains the x-value correspondingto the intersection of the two

overlapping frequency functions, where ordinates f(x) and f,(x) are

equal; thus, it is the x-cut that minimizes misclassifications (= hitmax

cut x. locating the hitmax interval Ax.); hence, the acronym MAXCOV-

HITMAX.That is, we locate the hitmax cut on x by studying the

81
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behavior of the (yz)-covariance. While Monte Carlo runs and several
real data studies show the procedureto befairly robust under small or
moderate departures from the strong auxiliary conjecture of zero nui-
sance covariance, this idealization is irksome and in some research
situations cannot be well enough approximatedto rely on robustness.
This chapter derives a more general algorithm free of this idealizing
conjecture, called generalized MAXCOV(no longer HITMAX, be-
cause the covariance-maximizing interval located is not necessarily
that containing the hitmaxcut).

GENERALIZED MAXCOV

The basic equation for deriving the MAXCOValgorithm (HITMAX
or generalized) is a purely algebraic distribution-free decomposition
identity—in fact, a set theoretical truism that holds even if the conjec-
tured latent taxon has noreal existence. In that situation, the search
algorithm will reveal no clear maximum, and if a noise-determined
pseudomaximum—achancyorartifactual “highest local jog” in the
covariance graph—werefoolishly treated seriously, the several consis-
tency tests we rely on will be violated, protecting against erroneous
taxonic inference. (For a general theoretical and methodologicaldis-
cussion of the taxonicity conjecture andits testing, see Meehl, 1992.)
This basic equationis, ignoring samplingerror,

C,.(x;) - pC,,,+ qc... + P q (V,- y.) (Z,- Zz) (1)

where

C,(x,) = manifest (yz)-covariance of cases having a score x,,yea a ,
hence, an empirical function of x;

Cvat (yz)-covariance within the taxon, a constant;

C =  (yz)-covariance within the complement, a constant;yee

¥» Vo Z» Z, = means of the taxon and complementclasses on
indicators y and z, respectively;

D,q = Proportions of the subset belonging to the taxon and
complementclasses, respectively.

In the original MAXCOV-HITMAXprocedure on the idealizing
conjecture of no nuisance covariance (C,,, = C,,, = 0), the first two
terms on the right vanish, so the left-hand manifest covariance equals
the third term ontheright. I call this the validity mixture term because |
its size depends on the two crude validities (mean taxon/complement
differences, taken as constant absent sampling error or nontaxonic
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moderator effects) and the taxonic mixture p:q. If either the y or z
indicator had zero taxonic validity, or if there were no taxon/comple-

ment mix (i.e., if p = 0 or g = 0), this validity mixture term would also

vanish in any such population or sample. Since the validity mixture

term is maximized when p = gq,plotting the graph of the observable

C,(%)) over x-intervals locates the hitmax interval by finding this
graph’s maximum.In that interval, pg = 4, and knowingthis allows
us to solve for the mean difference product. Using that value, we can

write quadratics in p, forall other intervals, solve for p, and proceed as
explained in Meehl (1973) to estimate all of the latent values.

If sizable nuisance covarianceexists, the first two termson the right
do not vanish and the hitmaxinterval cannotbe located by finding the
empirical maximum of C.(x) unless we know that the nuisance cova-
riances are equal, whereby the sum p,C,,, + 4,C,,, 18 invariant over
x-intervals. Even then, however, we cannotsolve for the validity prod-
uct because we cannotparsetherightside into its nuisance covariance
component andits validity mixture component. We can, however,
proceed as follows: Choosing a cutat a sufficiently high value of x, we
will have passed all or nearly all of the complement cases, so that
cases lying above that cut will be nearly “pure taxon.” Hence,in this
region, the validity mixture term vanishes, as does the complement
nuisance component, and only the component p,(Cy. (where p,= 1)
remains, giving us an estimate of the taxon nuisance covariance. Simi-
larly, we estimate the complement nuisance covariance from cases
lying in the extreme low region of the x-distribution. Returning to Equa-
tion 1, designating the validity product as an unknown parameter 0

O= (y,-y,) (Z,-Z,), a constant = K. (2)

Simplifying subscripts as C,=C,, C..=C,

and expanding Equation 1 in termsof p, (= 1-q,), we have (dropping
the subscript2),

 

C(x) = p(C,-C) + (p-p2) 0 +C. (3)
differentiating with respect to x and setting = 0 for a maximum,

dC(x) _ dp dp dp _
dx = a (Oro~ Cd +a? °P ae ° (4)

dividing by “p [# 0 in region ofinterest]

(C,-C_) + 6 -2p@= 0 at max (S)

SO
8+(C -C)

p = —~.—_+ at max. (6)260
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At this maximum, C(x) has an observed numerical value, C__. So at
that value,

p(C,-C.)+p@-p’e@=C_-C. (7)

Plugging Equation 6 into Equation 7, we obtain

(SeSe cy) 4(FS6)

- (FASPP 6) 4 (C.-C,,,) = 0. (8)
which, with somestraightforwardtediousalgebra, yields

2+ (2C +2C_-4C_) 0+(C,-C)>=0 (9)

a quadratic in @. Its roots are

9=(2C,,.-C,-C) #2] (C,-C,,,) (C,-C,,,)] ”. (10)

This has the form

(a+ b)+2(ab) (11)

since

a+b + 2(ab)!? =(a'? + bY)? (12)

and

a+b—2(ab)'* = (a’? - by? (13)

the roots (Equation 11) are

@,=[(C_,,-C)@+(C,,.-C)!?|? (14)

6, =[(C,,,-C)!-(C,,,- C)'?]*. (15)

Root8, is selected by the physical situation that for the special case of

zero nuisance covariance C,=C_= it yields the correct value K = 4C_

in the hitmax interval, whereas 0, gives an impermissible K = 0.

Having found @, we proceed as in MAXCOV-HITMAX,using Equa-

tion 3 in each x-interval to get the interval’s taxonrate p,, the general-

ized quadratic algorithm for the taxon-proportion in an interval x.

being

ax

2p(x) = (K+C,-C)+tv(K+ ce C.)* 4K(C(x,) C,), (16)

then N.p, = N,, the interval’s taxon frequency, then YN,,= N,, and,

finally, base rate P = N/N. Thelatent frequencies having been com-

puted for each x--interval, we can obtain directly latent means, stan-

dard deviations, skewness, and kurtosis if desired. For anytriad (x, 9,

z) of indicator variables, three MAXCOV procedures exist (using el-

ther x, y, or z as input indicator) and the three inferred latent distribu-

tions are thus obtained, as in MAXCOV-HITMAX.
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ROBUSTNESS OF

THE ORIGINAL PROCEDURE

It is illuminating to ask why the original procedureis fairly robust
under departures from the idealization of zero nuisance covariances
within the categories (cf., even in myfirst technical report [Meehl,
1965, pp. 50-54], a reassuring numerical example for r,= .40, r_ = .20;

Meehl & Golden [1982, Table 5.2]; Meehl & Yonce [1995]). The Gen-

eral Covariance Mixture Formula for the observed (yz)-covariance in

an x-interval includes the nuisance covariances

C, Ax) = p,0,+ 9,0, + 24,84

whereK (treated as constant overintervals) is the product of the y and
z separations, K = (y,— y_)(z,— Z.), and p,, g,are the taxon and comple-
ment proportions, respectively. Suppose the two nuisance covariances
were equal, C,= C_ = C, an auxiliary conjecture unlikely to beliterally
true in psychopathology but often an adequate approximation. Then
the first two terms sum to C(p,+ g,) = C, the neglected component
being constant as we movethroughtheintervals. The (erroneous,ide-
alized) equation

C,(x,) = K p,4, (17)yz

employed instead of the correct relation

Ci(x)=C+Kp.q, (18)
yz

still locates the hitmax cut correctly by maximizing the variable term.
However, solving for K via the hitmaxintervalrelation p,= q,=

C (x,)=1K (19)yz

K = 4C,(x,) (20)

yields an inflated estimate K > K [= true valueof sep, - sep,]. Relying
on this erroneous K when wesolvefor the ps in the other x-intervals,
the quadratic algorithm (treating C = 0 again)is

Y,p(x) =42[1-G] (21)
where the observed interval covariance is, in latent terms,

C(x.) =C+p.q,K (true K). (22)yz

Then our approximation for each p,is

cog."
stit]li-—2 2P,= 7 : Cak (23)
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Rewriting the erroneousvalues in terms of two error multipliers m(x)
and M on K,

g.m(x.)K |”p=42|4-Pmee) (24)
where M is constant over x-intervals but m(x,) varies (since the fixed C
added to the variable term Kp.q, results in a varying proportional error),
we have thenfor our taxon proportion estimatein each intervalx,

p(x) = pa [4 Ptned* (25)
The variable term is correct only at x,, sincein all other intervals m/(x,)
> M. We benefit from countervailing inflations in numerator and
denominator, which partly explains the robustness, but m(x.) changes
over intervals. In intervals other than the hitmax, the variable sub-
tracted term is inflated; hence, the radicandis deflated. To the left of
x,, where one addsthe radical to 2, one overestimates p,. To the right
of x,, where the radical is subtracted from 2, p,is underestimated.
Hence, the values of N,==. p(x.) are inflated in the region x.< x, and
deflated iin the region x. > x).Forsituations not too asymmetrical about
hitmax (as when P = '50), the sums of these opposite errors tend to
cancel out in estimating N,= xN,from sumsabove andbelow x,,and,
hence, P = N,/N is not badly estimated. Wenotethat when P < "5 0 (as
is usualin psychopathology research), the asymmetrical countervailing
errors lead to overestimation of the baserate P.

The somewhatsurprising robustness of the original procedure under
departure from the zero nuisance covarianceidealizationis illustrated
in Table 1, based on error-free data (Gaussian table) for o,= o- = 1,
separations (y,— y_) = (Z,- 2.) = 2, and five nuisance covariance con-
figurations. As the preceding equationsand text require, the peak co-
variance shifts toward the right whenever nuisance covariance is
greater in the taxon than in the complement group, and moresofor
smaller base rates. That C(yz) MAXCOVinterval is, of course, not

the hitmax interval unless the nuisance covariances are equalin taxon
and complement. Even whenthe baserate is quite large (= .50), esti-
mated P is unbiased when C, = C.. Large nuisance covariances and
low base rate generates an upwardbias in P that is unacceptablylarge
(AP = .07), suggesting a need for the generalized procedure derived
herein. The unavoidable tradeoff between bias (using the idealized
procedure) and random sampling error (using the generalized proce-
dure but often relying on somewhat unstable estimates of C, and C))
remains to be examined over the parametric configuration space.It is
conceivable that a simple standard correction (downward) for situa-
tions where the MAXCOVgraphstrongly suggests a low P would do

as well as the generalized, more elegant approach developed above.
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Table 1 Error-Free MAXCOV Values With Various Combinations

of Nuisance Covariance

Configuration Max(cov) Maximum Interval Estimated P

Cov, Cov, P=.50 25 10 P=50 .25 10 P=50 .25  .10

00  .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 10 1.5 2.1 49 25 10

00 25 1.13 1.13 1.13 11 16 2.2 46 23 .09

25 25 1.25 1.25 1.25 10 1.5 2.1 AQ 27 14

25.50 1.38 1.38 1.38 11 16 2.2 46 26 .13

SO .50 1.50 1.50 1.50 10 1.5 2.1 AD 29 17

 

Unfortunately, that question involves unsettled epistemological—not
purely mathematical—issuesin statistical inference theory (e.g., Baye-
sian rectangularity of priors).

ESTIMATING THE NUISANCE COVARIANCES

The use of Equation 3, as described above,requires that we havetrust-
worthy estimates of the two nuisance covariances, as obtained from
cases in the extreme (high and low) x-regions. Demarcating the “safe”
x-regions is problematic, since we do not know howhigh cut point
must be to guarantee a negligible contamination of the taxon covari-
ance estimate by the complement, and the sameis true in the extreme
low x-region. If we go out so far as to be very safe from taxon/comple-
ment mixture, the numberof available cases in the demarcated region
is dangerously small, except with very large initial samples. We have a
tradeoff between random sampling error (demarcating a very extreme
tail, and, hence, small N) and bias (systematic error due to appreciable
complementclass contribution to the manifest covariance). A rigor-
ous analytic optimizing is presumably impossible without knowledge
of the taxonic separation, and I have nottried to derive one since
latent Gaussian distributions cannot be safely assumed in psychopa-
thology and, in general, will be false.

With large samples, the obvious demarcation criterion would be
the high (and low) x-regions where the observed (yz)-covariance has
clearly becomeflat with changesin x. Because sampling error becomes
important with a smaller numberof cases, the covariances within suc-
cessive x-intervals begin to fluctuate (apart from the systematic
effect of decreasing taxon mixture) as we moveoutinto relatively
“pure” extreme regions far from the x-mean. Our problem is to
decide when,in aiming to reduce randomerrorbyraising the N, we
have located the uppercut so far downthat undesired contribution by
the complementclass has becomeappreciable. I cannot currently offer
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a satisfactory answerto this. A crude nonparametric criterion would
be the successive slopes of the interval covariance graph as we move
downward. If the complement contribution is negligible in an
x-region, increments and decrements of the (yz)-covariance will be
random; hence, the slope signs (+) or (—) from interval to adjacent
interval will be random.The probability of, say, three successive slopes
being (- -— —) is therefore p = .125, and, given a high prior that
complementcases are being overtaken as we move down,this signifi-
cance level might be a reasonable one at which to stop moving.Surely,
we should stop at (-— — — —), where p < .07. Or, lookingat it the other
way around, attempting a “positive” argument for minimal contami-
nation (via a “positive” argument for flatness), one might set up a
crude criterion of “near-zero” slope of adjacent line segments, say,
AC, = C(x.) — C(x, _,) $k, then applying a sign test of “near-flatness” to
the terminal segments. Another approach would be to define the
x-intervals by blocks of equal frequency (deciles or, if N permits,
vigintiles) and examine the Pearson rs in sets of adjacent blocks for
homogeneity, testing their z-variance against the theoretical variance
o* =(N- 3)". A third possibility asks, employing a suitable extrapola-
tion algorithm, to what asymptote are the successive interval covari-
ances converging as we move out? Perhaps a combination of proce-
dures would be safest. Given thin data when far out, one mustalso
hold down the effect of outliers (see, e.g., Cleveland, 1979, for an
approachto this problem). It is reassuring that for sample size N =
300, P= 0 = %, and a 2-SD taxonseparation, the two top deciles will
be about 98% uncontaminated by the complementclass, providing
60 cases for estimating the nuisance covariance.

WhenP << ¥, as is the case in most psychopathologyresearch,it is
possible to demarcate a fairly large lower region of the x-distribution
that will consist of nontaxoncases, with a subsample size permitting a
trustworthy estimate of C.. However, when the output covariance
maximum (the taxonic “hump”) is markedly displaced from
center (due to small P), there may not be anyflat x-region at the high
side, and the graph maycontinueto fall or rise as we movefarther out
on x. In that situation, it may be appropriate to employ an extrapola-
tion procedure, inferring the asymptote of C,, (x,) = (p,C, + 4,C, +
p, 4; K,,) as p, 1, q, 0, and p,q, > 0. This asymptoteestimates the
desired nuisance covariance C, for the taxon.
When the base rate is quite small (e.g., P < .10), the MAXCOV

graph may not have a local maximum,since, unless the sample sizeis
very great, there is not sufficient room far enough outto get past the
hitmax interval (where p, = q,) so that the validity mixture term Kpq,
can begin to decline again. Error-free MAXCOVcurves are shownin
Figure 1. Nuisance covariance in the complementgroupis indicated
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Figure 1 Error-free MAXCOVcurves with different amounts
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at the left of the curves; taxon nuisance covarianceis on the right. The
MAXCOVpeakshifts to the right with decreasing base rate (panels
for P=.50, .25, .10) and also wheneverthereis greater nuisance cova-
riance in the taxon group than in the complement(thelatter situation
is indicated by the dotted curvesin each panel). Although a local maxi-
mum is clearly seen for the error-free curves in Figure 1, Monte Carlo
runs onartificial data (incorporating random error) for P = .10 anda
2-SD separation may display either a (Tukey-smoothed) hump or a
cusp (Meehl & Yonce, 1995). One cannoteven be sure that p, = 12) in

the “top”interval, since p, maystill be rising in the region;so p, g,< 4,
rather than = % (as it is in a true hitmax interval where the taxon/

complement mix is even).
Mysuggestion for this unfavorable case is an iterative bootstraps

procedure, but I lack empirical evidence that it will work
satisfactorily. The iterative sequence proceeds as follows. Writing the
general covariance mixture equation for the observed x-interval cova-
riance C.(x;) in latent terms,

1

C(x) =p,C.+4,C,+pqk
ye (26)yz?

we take as first approximation that the nuisance covariances C, C.
are equal [ = C,,] and thatthe taxon proportionp,in the C,,, interval,
whether a humpora cusp,is p,= '2. Then

C n= C,, 42K. (27)yz(max

To use this relation, we need to estimate the common covariance

C,,. which we achieve by calculating directly the observed covariance
of the bottom half or third of the x-distribution, safely assumed al-
most wholly uncontaminated by taxon cases when the baserate is

small and the maximum covariance is a humporcusp located far to
the right. Thus, if N = 300, there are 150 cases below the x-median,

yielding a trustworthy “direct” estimate of C, (= C,,).

Putting this C in Equation 27 wesolveforK,

-C,). (28)
Aw

K =4(C
4 max

Given these estimates C,, and K, writing the equation for each

x-interval in the unknown p,,
A

C(x) = C,+p,4,K, (29)

we solvefor p., g, per interval. In each interval, we compute the taxon

frequency N_, given the interval’s total frequency N (observed),

N_=8.N, (30)

=-N-NN... (31)
tt

and N

tt

cl
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From these latent interval frequencies, we compute estimates of
the latent means x, and «and ofthe base rate P_ =}LIN, overall n-
intervals.

Conducting this sequence with y as input and C__(y,) as output, we
get anotherestimate P, and of latent y-means y,, y;“similarly, we use Z
as inputto get another estimate P. and ofthe latent z-means Z, Z.

From the latent y- and z-means, we now reconstitute the KK,.
(instead of inferring it from the observed (yz)-covariance with x as
input) and, taking as a revised base rate estimate the average P =\V
(P, +P.)) Write a new grand covariance mixture equationfor the whole
group of cases,

+POK
C yz yz?

C(x) = P,.C,+ QC (32)
yz

nowtreating the taxon covariance as an unknown (hence, no carat on
it in Equation 32) and solving forit (instead of assuming it = C).

Setting up equations analogous to Equation 32 with y and Zz as
inputs, we obtain new approximations for C, and C, in the same
manner. These values can then be employed in‘the generalized proce-
dure described at the beginning of this chapter. If there is a MAXCOV
“hump,” thatis clearly appropriate. If the graph is a cusp, we do not
have an observed mathematical maximum,butrelying on the error-
free results, it may be safe to proceed as if the top interval is “like a
maximum”for use of the generalized MAXCOVequation.

There is no vicious “circularity” here because we obtain the yVo Ves
%, Z, components for reconstituting K,, when we employ y and x as
inputindicators, but the P and C(yz) are inferred, employing the gen-
eral equation with x as input variable. Since the formalism does not
force convergence of these different epistemic paths to latent
parameters, iterative agreement indicates the final estimates to be
accurate and further corroboratesthe structural conjecture upon which
the equationsare predicated.

Estimating the two nuisance covariancesis obviously a complicated,
difficult matter that colleagues and I are currently exploring analyti-
cally and with Monte Carlo runs onartificial data. In this chapter,
I have only sketched out what appear to be the main options. The
availability and appropriateness of each undoubtedly depends on the
parametric configuration, especially sample size, base rate, and taxonic
separation—onlythe first of which is accurately knownto theinvesti-
gator. Assuming that the threshold question of taxonicity has been
answered, one asks whether the MAXCOVgraphs(three or more in
number, e.g., 12 graphs given four indicators) display a flat region at
the high end ofthe input variable. This inspectional impression must
be corroborated by appropriatestatisticaltests (e.g., sign test on slopes
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of line segments, variance test on z-transformed (yz) correlations in

the flat-looking x-intervals). If these tests indicate no change in the

region, one concludes that the cases lying therein are almost “pure

taxon,” largely uncontaminated by complementclass cases, so pool-

ing these intervals one can compute C,directly from the observations.

In cases of low baserate, the iterative procedure may be analternative.

Monte Carlo investigation of estimating nuisance covariance with these

procedures should provide more helpful guidelines for researchers.

lam grateful to Niels G. Waller and Leslie J. Yonce for helpful comments

on this chapter, andto the latter for work on the chapter table andfigure.
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Chapter 5

Peaked Indicators
A Source of Pseudotaxonicity

ofa Latent Trait

Robert R. Golden and Mary J. Mayer
Albert Einstein College of Medicine

This chapter is based on the philosophicalrealists’ view that an indi-
vidual differencestrait is a dispositional entity—often not directly ob-
servable and said to be “latent”—that causes a set of phenotypic indi-
cators to bestatistically intercorrelated across individuals (Meehl,
1986a; Tellegen, 1981). The researcher of individual differencestraits
in areas such as personality, behavior genetics, psychopathology, mo-
tivation, and the like often resorts to a statistical analysis of these
associations to obtain a better understanding of the substantive na-
ture of the trait. Although the set of conjectured indicators is often
manipulated with regard to content, coverage, measurement, and so
on, the primary interestis in the conjectured latent trait—usually re-
garded as the fundamental underlying causal factor. In this context,
researchers such as Meehl and Golden have long been attempting to
discover empiricalcriteria for distinguishing traits that are a matter of
kind from those that are a matter of degree. This knowledge about a
particular conjecturedtrait is critical to understanding its fundamen-
tal nature andalsohelpstosettle issues regarding its measurement. In
areas such as psychopathology and medicine, for example,clinicians
and researchers alike wish to know if the fundamental causal factor
underlying symptomsconstituting an accepted behavioral syndrome
such as autism in youngchildren orclinical dementia in older adultsis
a matter of kind (produced by, for example, a gene, a virus, or a neu-
rological or environmental threshold factor) or if it is a matter of de-
gree (without a quasi-dichotomouseffect on theindicators). Likewise,
weoften wish to test conjectures such as Meehl’s (1962) that the trait
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of schizotypy is partly a matter of kind because of the importantrole

of a major genein its etiology. Alzheimer’s disease, believed to be one

etiological cause of clinical dementia, has also been conjectured to

have such a genetic taxonicity.
This problem of knowingif a trait is a matter of kind rather than a

matter of degree is especially difficult at the beginning stages of re-

search on a conjectured trait when there is no accepted criterion or

standard that can be measured reliably and the only available indica-

tors of the trait might be highly fallible.

In this chapter, we argue that for commonly used indicatorsin re-

search on individual differences—those with ordered categories such

as ratings and psychometric scales—it is sometimesdifficult to distin-

guish a trait that is a matter of kind from one that is a matter of

degree. When each indicator yields maximal discrimination with re-

spect to the trait at approximately the samelevelof the trait, the set of

indicators is said to be psychometrically peaked.In this situation, the

precision of measurementas a functionoftrait level is not constantas

is usually the case, but is a paraboliclike curve with a maximum at a

middle value of the trait.

TWO KINDS OF LATENT TRAITS

In the framework of the realist, the question of whethera given latent

trait underlying, say, the behavioral syndromeofclinical dementiais a

matter of degree versus a matter of kind is not simply answered by

fiat, but clearly it is an empirical one—aboutthe real world. Specifi-

cally, it questions the existence of one or more natural categories of

the trait that are often referred to as natural subgroups orreal types.

Following Meehl (1965), we prefer the use of the term taxon(andits

plural taxa) over that of subgroup or type. By using the term taxon,

we hope to convey the notion that weare referring to an entity, the

latent trait, that is not arbitrarily defined—onethat is quasi-dichoto-

mous with respectto its effect on the indicators. Examples of such an

entity include a gene, a germ,a basic lesion, or, as is more common

(especially in traditional fields of individual differences), somesort of

quasi-dichotomousthreshold effect (environmental, learning, biologi-

cal, and/or genetic) that results in a statistical clustering or association

of the indicator scores. If a latent trait is such a quasi-dichotomous

entity, we will call it dichotomously taxonic.

It is important to note that in the present framework it is the trait

itself and not theset of indicators of the trait that has the property of

taxonicity. Moreprecisely, taxonicity refers to the nature of the causal

effect of the trait on the indicators, thatis, is it a smooth and continu-

ous function (i.e., lacking a threshold) of the trait or is it discrete or
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discontinuous(i.e., with a threshold effect)? For example, the taxonicity
of clinical dementia, which wewill discuss furtherlater in this chapter,
has to do with the nature of a causal effect of a trait—neuronalloss or
whatever may be the case—upon mental status, memory, and other
similar indicators that are used for its diagnosis. However, even though
such indicators have no role in the causal determination of the
taxonicity of a trait, it is by analysis of the pattern of theirstatistical
associations with each other that we hopetoinferif the trait is taxonic
or not.

QUASI-TAXONIC TRAITS
WITH THRESHOLD EFFECTS

In the field of medicine, there are many defects (neurological, physi-
ological, structural, etc.) that are plausible candidates for taxonic
threshold traits. As but one example, hypertension may be a taxonic
trait—asit is closely associated with blood pressure—that has a thresh-
old effect on such indicators as heart disease. In most traditional psy-
chological domainsof individual differences, we expect that a major-
ity of taxonictraits will be of the threshold type.

Meehlhas repeatedly madeit clear that taxonicity itself is a matter
of degree. In fact, there arerelatively few conjectured latent traits that
have a truly dichotomouseffect on the indicators. We believe that
mostactual taxonictraits in traditional fields of individualdifferences,
as well as in medicine and psychiatry, are probably quasi-dichotomous
in that they are literally continuous but have ogival threshold effects
that only approximate those of perfect step-function dichotomies, as
illustrated in Figure 1. Although the causal effects of a perfectly di-
chotomoustrait and those of a continuoustrait with a perfect thresh-
old are perfectly dichotomous,those for a quasi-taxonic threshold trait
are ogival and can only approximate a step function.

PREVIOUSLY SUGGESTED CRITERIA
OF TAXONICITY

Statistical methods for the attempteddetection of taxa usually analyze
the statistical associations of the phenotypic indicators. If we are to
use such a methodto infer thata trait is either taxonic or dimensional,
it is then necessary thatthestatistical associationsof the indicators of
a taxonic trait be generally distinguishable from those of a dimen-
sional trait. An empirical criterion for taxonicity would involve
specifying a set of such conditions regarding the associations of the
indicator variables.
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Figure 1 The indicator characteristic curve for a perfectly dichotomous

effect and for a quasi-dichotomouseffect

A wide variety of taxometric methodshas been developed by a num-

ber of researchers from variousdisciplines, usually for stated purposes

otherthan differentiating between taxonic and dimensionaltraits. These

include, to name but a few, the popular cluster analysis methods as

described by Fleiss and Zubin (1969), Blashfield (1976, 1984),
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Blashfield and Aldenderfer (1978), Sneath and Sokal (1973), Mezzich
and Solomon (1980), Hartigan (1975), Everitt (1980), and other promi-
nent members of the Classification Society. These heuristic methods
rest on plausible but arbitrary notions for characterizing taxa. Em-
pirical trials of these methods suggest that they do not offer much
promisefor differentiating taxonic from dimensionaltraits (see Golden
& Meehl, 1980). Attempts to explicate the notion of a taxon or type
have been implicit in the development of more formalstatistical mod-
els. The reasoning wasintendedto be simple:If the data for the indi-
cator variablesare closely fitted by such a theoretical model, then one
can infer the existence of one or more taxa. The latent class models
developed by Lazarsfeld and Henry (1968), Clogg (1977), Goodman
(1975), Young, Tanner, and Meltzer (1982), Young (1983), Haberman
(1979), Gibbonsetal. (1984), and Rindskopf and Rindskopf (1986)
posit that the indicators are uncorrelated within the taxon and the
taxon complement. Thatis, if a mixed population for which the indi-
cators are positively correlated can be divided into two subpopula-
tions in such a waythatindicators are uncorrelated within each, then
it would seem likely that such a division could only result for a di-
chotomoustaxonic trait. The so-called normal “mixture models” de-
scribed in Titterington, Smith, and Makov (1985), and in Everitt and
Hand (1981; also see Day, 1969; Hasselblad, 1968) posit that the in-
dicators are normally distributed within the taxon and within the
complement—asituation that would succeedif the indicators are sums
of many componentsthat are mutually independent within the taxon
and its complement. A mathematically sophisticated treatment by
Bartholomew (1987) shows that many of these models are formally
related to each other andto the factor analytic model.
A major concernin this kind ofresearchis that a finding of a taxo-

nomic entity be one wecanbelieve,thatis, not likely to be spurious.
We wish to knowif tne observed statistical clustering of the indicator
scores reflects an actual taxonicity or if it is merely a pseudotaxon
produced by, say, measurement properties of the indicators. Even

_ though a pseudotaxonisartifactual, thatis, is not caused by a taxonic
trait, it can have face validity, the appearance of cohesiveness, and
make goodintuitive sense.

Meehl and Golden attempted to develop methods (Golden, 1982;
Golden & Meehl, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1991, 1992; Meehl, 1965, 1973a,
1978a, 1978b, 1979, 1986a, 1986b; Meehl & Golden, 1982) that
would overcomean obvious shortcomingofthe cluster methods, nor-
mal mixture methods, and latent class methods—their propensity for
pseudotaxa. They proposedthe use of strong tests of the assumptions
underlying the model through making intramodel numerical point
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estimationsor otherrisk-taking predictions (as advocated by Popper,

1962). Use of thesetests, called consistency tests by Meehl (1965), 1s

an important way that the mathematics of these methodsdiffers from

previous cluster, normal-mixture, and latent class models. Some of

these tests have been extensively studied by the Monte Carlo method

(Meehl & Yonce, 1994).

However, the development and use of consistency tests does not

preclude the possibility that pseudotaxonicity accountedforthe result

of a pilot study that used certain dichotomous Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory (MMPI)itemsas indicators to detect a purported

“schizoid taxon” in a sample of psychiatric patients who were

nonpsychotic (Golden & Meehl, 1979). Attempts by Nichols et al.

(1985) and Miller, Streiner, and Kahgee (1982) to replicate the con-

struct validity of the resulting indicator scale met with failure—an

indication that the taxometric method used may have led to a

pseudotaxon.
In an application of the latent class method to the syndrome of

tardive dyskinesia in autistic children (Golden, Campbell, & Perry,

1987), a phenotypic clustering that agreed very well with a diagnostic

category wasdetected. Furthermore,application of the methodto sets

of indicators of neonatal brain dysfunction in a large sample of high-

risk infants (Golden, Vaughan, Kurtzberg, & McCarton, 1988) and

to sets of indicator scales for 24 disorders such as depression, general

disability, fear of crime, and vision impairmentin

a

large sample of

older adults living in the community (Golden, Teresi, & Gurland, 1984)

also resulted in detection of phenotypic clusterings that corresponded

closely to diagnostic categories. When we consider each of these stud-

ies in terms of what we know now, we must ask whether the diagnos-

tic category corresponds closely to the presence of a dichotomous

entity or whether these are merely pseudotaxa caused by peaked

indicators.
Finally, the Mendelian latent structure analysis model—developed

by Matthysee, Holzman, and Lange (1986)—is an extension of the

latent class model to include various genetic parameters but is based

on the same fundamental assumption of independenceof two dichoto-

mousindicators (diagnosis of schizophrenia and disturbed eye track-

ing) within each of the two taxonomicclasses.Forit, the authors sug-

gest that the taxonomic classes correspond to the presence and ab-

sence of a “latent trait which is genetically transmitted.” The investi-

gators are careful to state that they use their model only for hypoth-

esis generation in an exploratory context. We are unable to determine

‘£ their model fits the data well, in part because of properties of the

indicators.
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CLINICAL DEMENTIA:
A TAXONIC TRAIT OR A PSEUDOTAXON?

Let us give a complete description of oneillustrative example where
we are unabletotell if the taxometric method has detected an actual
taxonicity or has led us to a pseudotaxon. Several researchers have
proposed a genetic theory of Alzheimer’s disease. In this theory, it is

dominant gene, and the only indicators available are highly fallible
phenotypic ones, we again have the problem of estimating the prob-
ability that a person carries this gene without a generally acceptable
criterion variable or a definitive diagnostic touchstone, sign, symp-
tom, or trait that can be reliably measured. Memory impairment,
viewed as the primary indicator of Alzheimer’s disease, is not suffi-
cient byitself for taxonomic purposes.
We attemptedto test for taxonicity by using a taxometric model to

analyze mental status indicator items. In this taxometric analysis, the
mental status item scores were analyzedfor a sample of 408 individu-
als who were 80 years and older and living in communities in New
York City. All were nondemented at the start of the study, but 32
received a diagnosis of clinical dementia one year into the study. The
mental status exam used was developed by Blessed, Tomlinson, and
Roth (1968) and consists of simple questions testing knowledge of the
year, month, day, and nameof current and past presidents, and the
name, age, address, and length of residence of the subject. With this
method, the individual’s responses are scored as either correct or in-

answer such questionscorrectly is evidently often due to impairment
of memory,intellectual functioning, or orientation.Earlier studies pro-
vide some empirical evidence of the validity of this type of test for
clinical dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.

The latent class model used for this analysis requires the use of
dichotomousindicators. All indicators are coded 1 for positive and 0
for otherwise. This method has been described in detail in Golden
(1982). The modelis based on the assumptionthatthe latent within-
taxonomicclass covariancesare each zero; underthis assumption, we
are able to derive estimates of the latent taxonomic class base rates
and the latent valid and false positive rates for each ofthe indicators.

The validity of the latent class model is checked by the use of model-
based consistency tests. These tests provide estimates of the errors of
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the parameterestimates dueto inferred “assumption departure,” com-

pare the consistency of two or moreestimates of the same parameter,

and evaluate the estimated validity of the indicator. A series of these

consistency tests is used in the methodin aniterative fashion: When

an indicatorfails a test, it is removed andis not used in the remaining

calculations. The tests are repeatedly applied to the indicators, and

those failing the test are removed until noneof the remaining indica-

tors fails any of the tests. The consistency tests are calibrated so that

for these real and artificial data trials, the failure of one more of the

consistency tests succeeds if, and only if, the parameter estimates are

not accurate enough for taxometric purposes.

The method has beentested by several empiricaltrials. First, was a

study for a nephrotic renal kidneydisease in children (Freeman, 1981;

Golden & Freeman, 1983), the results of which were very encourag-

ing in that the estimates of the base rate and the indicator valid and

false positive rates were always within two standard errors of the

actual values (Golden & Freeman, 1983). In another (unpublished)

empirical trial, MMPI items that were knownto discriminate between

the sexes and were in the Masculinity-Femininity scale were used in a

pseudoproblem in an attemptto detect a known underlying taxonomy

of biological sex (for a similar study, see Golden & Meehl, 1980).

Also, extensive Monte Carlo runs combining various latent para-

metric situations and a wide range of samplesizes were conducted. An

important part of that procedure was to study how well the consis-

tency tests detect sample results as untrustworthy—as giving the

“wrong” answer. These Monte Carlotrials have shownthat accurate

parameter estimation requires at least five indicators with validities

(valid positive rate less the false positive rate) of .40 or more; that for

such a set of indicators and a sample size of 500, a taxonbaserate of

10 or even .05 is not too low;that indicator correlations within taxo-

nomic classes need only be less than .20; and, generally, that the

consistency tests accurately warn us if parameter estimates are not

sufficiently accurate. Someillustrative Monte Carlo runsare described

in Table 1.

Starting with 28 items, the application of the method resulted in

the selection of nine “superitems”; model estimates of the valid and

false positive rates for these itemsare given in Table 2. Those indica-

tors that were highly correlated within the derived taxonomic classes

were disjunctively combined to form superitems. As can beseenin the

table, the items concerning the presidents’ names, the names of months

given backward, and the date of World WarII have the highest con-

struct validities. Those items concerned with the age and name of sub-

ject; location of the testing place; current month, year, and time of

day; and date of World War I have somewhatless but clearly substan-

tial validities.
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Table 1 Results of Monte Carlo Trials of Latent Class ModelOOO

eeeerr_s

Valid False Within- Actual Estimated
Positive Positive Class Base Base Consistency

Trial N Rate Rate Correlation Rate Rate Tests

1 100 50 05 0 10 10 Passed
2 200 50 05 0 .10 16 Passed
3 500 50 05 0) 10 11 Passed
4 800 50 05 0 10 09 Passed
5 500 50 05 0 0S 08 Passed
6 500 50 0S 0 10 12 Passed
7 500 50 05 0 30 29 Passed
8 500 50 0S 0 50 50 Passed
9 500 .60 0S 0 10 09 Passed

10

=

500 50 0S 0 10 13 Passed
11 500 40 05 ) 10 13 Passed
12 500 .60 0S 0 10 12 Passed
13 =$00 50 10 0 10 13 Passed
14 500 40 10 0) 10 12 Passed
15 500 30 10 0) 10 19 Passed
16 ~=500 50 10 0 10 08 Passed
17 ~=500 50 05 10 10 08 Passed
18

§

500 50 05 30 10 .07 Passed
19 500 50 05 50 .10 10 Passed
20 500 50 0S .70 10 11 Passed

 

Table 2 Estimates of Valid and False Positive Rateseee

Valid False

1. Age and date of birth 555 .032
2. Present month and year 536 022
3. Day of week .218 .008
4. Present and past presidents .807 .146
5. Date of World War I 335 015
6. Date of World WarII 645 109
7. Months backward 819 .110
8. Name and address .630 .014
9. Object recall test .413 085

Base rate .110 .890
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The estimate of the taxon base rate was .109, with an estimated

error due to assumption departure of —.030; the corrected value 1s

079. The estimated errors due to assumption departure for the valid

and false positive rates were eachless than .05. These error estimates

are of the same level of magnitude as would result from sampling

error if we could sample directly from the taxon and the complement.

Most important, each of these parameter estimates was within two

standard errors of the correspondingdirectly observed value for diag-

nosed clinical dementia.

We used Bayes’ theorem to obtain an estimate of the model-based

probability of each individual being a memberof the taxon. For most

individuals, the probability of belonging to the taxon was either very

close to zero (0 to .05) or very close to one (.96 to 1.00). Our previous

Monte Carlo study suggested that such a U-shaped curve showing the

frequency distribution of the probability that individuals would be

taxon membersis indicative of a nonspurious taxonomy.

A basic assumption of the method is that the indicators are

uncorrelated in the taxon andin the complement.It follows that these

correlations should also be close to zero for thoseclassified in the

taxon andfor those classified in the complement. These correlations

are given in Table 3 and indicate that for the two classification groups,

this condition is approximately true. These results further confirmed

the validity of the model. |

The agreement between theclassification “in” versus “out” of the

dementia taxon and subsequent early clinical diagnosis of clinical

dementia is given in Table 4. Of the 408 individuals, 32 were clinically

diagnosed as havingclinical dementia (most with Alzheimer’s disease

and a few with multiple infarct dementia or with other organic

dementia). Diagnoses were made within a few monthsofthe adminis-

tration of the mental status and memorytests, which were adminis-

tered at the end ofthefirst year of the study. For the 32 concordant

cases, there was clear agreement (no near misses) for these individu-

als: The total mental status score was always 8 or greater, and the

taxometric probability of misclassification was nearly alwaysless than

10 and usually less than .05. A cut score of 8 is the one agreed upon

by clinicians for a diagnosis of clinical dementia.

Possibly of the mostinterest are the 14 individuals who wereclassi-

fied by the method as in the dementia taxon but who were not diag-

nosed as having clinical dementia. Of these 14 individuals,8 hadtotal

mentalstatus scores of 10 and above, with taxometric probabilities of

misclassification less than .05. A review of the assessmentrecordsof

the evaluation one yearinto the study revealed that 5 of these 8 indi-

viduals were most likely in the early stages of clinical dementia. The

remaining 6 individuals had total mental status scores of 8 to 10 and
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Table 3_ Correlation Matrices for the Two Classification Subgroups

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 § 9
1 —03 —02 —03 01 —07 08 10 00
2 00 14 04 —04 00 —00 —02 —05
3 31 14 02 —03 03 03 —02 —04
4 11 23 —06 02 03 07 01 01
5 -05 08 —0S 16 14 04 —04 —0S
6 -10 17 —10 —02 08 11 02 01
7 13 20 —O1 —06 -13 01 —0S 06
8 -14 00 O9 13 —02 06 —32 09
9 OS 00 17 10 —18 —26 09 15

 

Note. Decimals are omitted.

Lowertriangle is classified in taxon; uppertriangleis classified in complement.

Table 4 Diagnosis and the Taxometric Classification

_———————-

eee

Clinical Diagnostics of Clinical Dementia

 

Taxometric

classification Present Absent Total

Taxon 32 14° 46
Complement 0) 362 362
Total 32 376 408

 

‘5 were probable dementias at follow-up interviews and another 6 were not followed
up because of death (3) or other reasons(3).

taxometric misclassification errors of .10 to .50 whenclassifications
were made with the taxometric method.

In addition to the 5 individuals who probably did haveclinical
dementia within the following year, dementiastatus for 6 could not be
reassessed (3 had died, 3 had droppedoutof the study). Reassessment
of the remaining 3 individuals two years into the study did not show
any clear evidence ofclinical dementia. We conclude that for the 402
individuals for whom data are available, the two methods of diagno-
sis are consistentfor all but 3 to 8 individuals (depending on the true
taxonomicstatus of the S individuals who eventually experienced what
was probable clinical dementia); that is, most of the 14 discordant
individuals probably had preclinical dementia and were initially
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classified correctly by the taxometric method. This small numberof

discordant cases can be easily explained by the unreliability in each

of the two methodsof classification.

Thus, we see that this analysis resulted in the accurate detection of

a well-known manifest clinical syndromein its full-blown or nearly

full-blown state—thatof clinical dementia. This was not what we had

expected. We were specifically interested in attempting to detect a

taxonicity due to a major gene for Alzheimer’s disease—a specific cause

of clinical dementia. Clinical dementiaitself is a different entity. It 1s a

syndrome for which there are many knownetiological antecedents

and probably many morethat are not fully understood. Conjectured

and/or knownorganic etiologies of clinical dementia in addition to

Alzheimer’s disease include hereditary neurogenerative diseases such

as Huntington’s chorea, intracranial tumors, meningitis, deficiency

diseases, metabolic disorders, and brain damage due to trauma,cere-

brovascular accidents, enzyme deficit, or toxic substances. General

cognitive impairment can also be due to functional disorders such as

schizophrenia and depression, other organic brain disorders, drug tox-

icity, nutritional deficiencies, and general cognitive traits such as low

intelligence and poor memory, as well as environmental conditions

resulting in lack of education, poor understanding of the language

used for the testing, and so on.

We believe that while it would be grossly incorrect to infer that the

present clustering and goodfit of the taxometric modelis due to ef-

fects of a single major gene,it may be thatit is the result of a taxonic

threshold trait. That is, it is possible, although not known,that the

syndromeofclinical dementiais a unitary trait that is taxonic—possi-

bly a parameter of the brain having to do with the quantity or propor-

tion of nonfunctionalbrain cells that has a threshold effect on mental

status indicators. Or the clustering may be due simply to measure-

ment properties of the indicators; thatis, the set of selected indicators

is peaked andled us to a pseudotaxon. Couldthis be because the men-

tal status items were selected first by Blessed et al. because they max1-

mally discriminated the diagnostic class forclinical dementia (which

approximately correspondto a certainlevel of mental status or cogni-

tive dysfunction) and next bythe iterative process of the taxometric

method to maximize internal consistency?

THE DEMENTIA TAXON:

A MORE PROMISING ANALYSIS

We have indicated that we suspected the above analysis may very well

be misleading with regard to the true nature of a dementia taxon.
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Seven years after performing the above analysis, what do we know
currently about such a taxon? First, we should note that there is much
disagreementin thegeriatrics literature as to the relationship between
dementia and normal aging. Are the differences primarily a matter
of degree or a matter of kind? Is dementia a behavioral syndromewith
a fundamental common neuropathway or underlying factor such
as neuronalloss? As but one example of those whobelieve differences
are merely a matter of degree, Brayne and Calloway (1988) state
that

in the community, ‘normal ageing,’ benign senescent forgetfulness,
and Senile Dementia of the Alzheimer Type (SDAT) do notfall into
discrete categories but appearto lie on a continuum. Althoughthese
groupingsare useful for planning treatment, the cut-off points are
arbitrary. (p. 1266)

They further suggest that the model of a continuum does not con-
tradict the concept that normal aging is successful(i.e., having few
or no brain lesions of the SDAT type), usual (having an intermediate
number of lesions), or unusual (having a large number of such
lesions).

As but one example of those taking an opposite view, Terry and
Katzman (1983) noted that “all of the morphologic abnormalities [of
SADAT]...are found, although to a muchlesser degree in the brain
tissue of wholly normalaged people. It seems probable, therefore, that
the disease represents a threshold phenomenon”(p. 54), whichis de-
scribed by them as a condition for which clinical symptomsare not
manifested until after a certain numberoftissue alterations have oc-
curred. They further suggest the theory that individuals have unique
thresholds that are dependentontheir reserve capacities—reserve ca-
pacity is based on the amountof redundancyin a person’s neuralcir-
cuits, which, in turn, is relative to the number of “active synapses
subserving each cerebral function” (p. 54).
We have argued earlier that the question of whether dementia is a

matter of degree versus a matter of kindis not simply answeredbyfiat
through the method of measurement,butclearly it is an empirical one
about the real world. The second theoretical view is stronger, as it is
more amenable to the risk of refutation, and we attempted to use a
new taxometric method (a modification of that described in Golden,
1991, 1994)—one that requires quantitative indicators—to test the
threshold as conjectured by Terry and Katzman.

Underlying the neuropsychologic indicators such as memory and
cognitive tests are, of course, a large numberof possible major causal
factors that may range from those that are of a quasi-dichotomous
nature to those that are of a quasi-continuousnature. In the develop-
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ment of this method, we suggested that if the causal effect of such a

threshold on the indicators is sufficiently strong—relative to other

underlying causal factors—then it will be amenable to statistical

detection and corroboration.

It is only necessary that the neuropsychological indicators have

adequate discriminant validity for the neuronal threshold. It is then

possible, on the basis of analysis of internal statistical relationships

among them, to end up with approximate estimates of their validities

(for the neuronal threshold) and of the base rate of dementia.

With this new method, we analyzethestatistical regression of each

indicator on each of the other indicators for a mixed sample of indi-

viduals—some who, according to the Terry and Katzman conjecture,

exceed their neuronal threshold and others who apparently do not.

Althoughthe validity of this methodrests squarely on that of an aux-

iliary assumption—that whenthey occur within the subpopulation of

individuals who exceed threshold and within the complementary sub-

population, such regressionsare linear (or of another specified form)

with homoscedasticity of the residual variance—model-based meth-

ods ofindirectly testing this assumption can be developed. So far, this

model has beensufficiently encouraging, both in theoretical develop-

ment and in empirical application, to warrant its use for the present

problem. For example, for the present sample of older individuals, we

can accurately detect the biological sex taxa using height and weight

as indicators.

When we used this method to analyze variouspairs ofintelligence

and memorytests administered at baseline (i.e., when none of the in-

dividuals metcriteria in the Diagnostic and Statistical ManualofMental

Orders, DSM-III, for diagnosis of dementia), we detected a taxon with

an estimated base rate of .40 to .45, such that classification of indi-

viduals “in” versus “out” of the taxon had an 83% agreement with

the later clinical diagnosis of “dementia” versus “normal.” Fora small

subsample, this classification agreed better with pathologic

diagnosis at autopsy than didclinical diagnosis at some point before

death. Survival analysis of the time from baseline to diagnosis of

dementia provided a probability estimate of .51 (SE = .05) for an indi-

vidual being diagnosed demented when followedfor the full 10 years

of the study(i.e., they did not drop out of the study due to death or

other reasons), which is very close to the estimated taxon baserate,

just as it should be.

For ourpresent discussion, then, because this later analysis evidently

has accurately detected the dementia taxon, we have strong evidence

that the former analysis produced a pseudotaxon that was, indeed,

quite misleading. One might argue that the former analysis is also
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correct, but that it detected another taxon—onehavingto do with the
full-blownness of the dementia. However, in that event, the taxon is
not an interesting one to us, and the present method does not cor-
roborate its existence.

A MODEL OF A DIMENSIONAL TRAIT

Becausea clearly valid statistical criterion of taxonicity has been diffi-
cult to attain, it might be helpful at this time to consider a modelof a
dimensional trait and contemplate how one might be misled by a
pseudotaxon. We will present such a theoretical model and wewill
use it to argue that where each indicator yields maximal discrimina-
tion with respect to the trait at approximately the samelevel of the
trait, it is probably difficult to distinguish taxonic threshold traits from
dimensional traits. Such a set of indicators is said to be peaked
because the precision of measurementas a functionoftrait level is not
constant(asis usual), but is instead a paraboliclike curve with a maxi-
mum at a certain point of thetrait. That is, the apparent taxonicity is
caused by a property of the set of indicators and is not a property of
the trait itself. For dichotomousindicators,this ambiguity exists partly
because for each of the two kinds oflatent situations, the proportion
that is positive can be approximately the sameogival-shaped function
of the trait. The term peakedis used in educational measurementre-
search to refer to a test that has a much higherprecision of measure-
mentat a certain point onthe test or the underlyinglatent trait (Lord,
1980). Suppose that a latent dimensional trait F is normally distrib-
uted and thatfallible indicators X,(i = 1, 2, 3...,7) of it are also con-
tinuous. Suppose further, that each Xis simply a linear function of the
trait F and a normally distributed factor U:

X,= AF +bU,,
where U,is uncorrelated with F (for i = 1, 2, 3,...2) and each of the
U,s are uncorrelated with each other. Such a hypothetical ideal situa-
tion is dimensional simply because the latent trait is continuous. It
follows that the X,s have a multivariate normal distribution. There is
not a single characteristic of this multi-indicator distribution that some-
how could lead to a pseudotaxonicity—the variance of an indicator X,
conditioned onthetrait F is constant, the standarderrorin the estima-
tion of F from the indicator scores is constant, and so on. Neverthe-
less, we believe that this can happeneasily once we dichotomizethe X,
scores. This is because the proportion of the scores for X, that exceed
any cut C;is not a linear but an ogival function of F, as shown in
Figure 2, which hasa pointof inflection whereits rate of change with
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Figure 2 The continuous and dichotomousindicator characteristic

curves for a dimensionaltrait F

respect to F is ata maximum. Wesee in Figure 2 that the curve for this

ogival function has a very small positive slope for both low and high

values of E and that as F increases from low values to intermediate

values, the slope increases at an increasing rate and reachesits maxt-

mum value at an inflection point F = b,, where it begins to steadily

decrease at a decreasing rate.
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Such a model of dichotomousindicators is known asthe latenttrait
model, andits use in item response theory has already been proposed
for other purposes by Lord (1980), Lord and Novick (1968), Wright
and Masters (1982), and Rasch (1960; see Hambleton & Cook, 1977,
for a brief overview). In this model, the probability of a positivere-
sponse or “indicator characteristic curve” is assumed to be a normal
ogive function of the latent dimensionaltrait F,

a,(F-6,)
— 0O

(1/ 17) exp(— 2? /2)dt.

The characteristic curve for an indicator i is a function of the two
parameters denoted by a, and b.. The parametera. is proportional to
the slope of the indicator characteristic curve at the point of inflec-
tion, whichis the point where the ordinate (the probability of a posi-
tive response) is .50 and where the abscissa F = b.. The latentvariable
F is defined, without loss of generality, to have a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of 1. The indicator b-value, which is usually be-
tween —3 and +3 unitsofF, is that point on the latent factor F at which
the slope of the indicator characteristic curve is greatest, that is, where
the indicator best discriminates higher from lower scores on F. The a-
value—usually between 0 and 5—describes how discriminating the
indicator is at the pointof inflection, as it is proportional to the slope
of the indicator characteristic curve at this point. The a-values and
the b-values can be estimated by maximumlikelihood methods, and,
for each individual, the associated point on the factor F andits stan-
dard error can be estimated. Although for our purposes, the model
consists of the assumptionsofa single underlying factor and of mono-
tonic indicator characteristic curves, it is often assumed for purposes
of parameter estimationthatat each point on thefactorF, the positive
responsesto the indicators are pairwise independent.

Lord and Novick (1968) have shown mathematically that for a given
set of continuous indicators, X,, as described earlier, the set of cut
scores can be determined such that when these indicators are so
dichotomized, they have the same b-value (discriminate at the same
point of the latent trait). They have also shown that each a-value is a
monotonic function of the correlation of the continuousindicator X,
with the commonfactorortrait F. Thus, if the X, indicators are highly
correlated with the trait F, then the ogival shape will becomeclose to
that of a step function.

If the probability of a dichotomousindicator being positive is a
linear function c, + d, pr(X,2 C,), then it approaches c, for small values
of F and approaches C,+ d for large values of F. Thus, indicator char-
acteristic curves that are not only ogival with respect to F but also
have asymptotes of any magnitudescaneasily be obtained by dichoto-
mizing variables with a multivariate normaldistribution.
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PEAKED INDICATORS

If all of the indicators are rather sharply discriminating at aboutthe

same point on the latent dimensionaltrait, the set of indicators can be

described as peaked. Within this model,it becomes obviousthat if the

indicators discriminate sharply enough at the samepoint onthe latent

dimensional trait, then the distribution for the total scale score (the

sum of the dichotomousindicators) will be bimodal and will give the

appearance of taxonicity. Grayson (1987) was oneofthe first to sug-

gest the likelihood that this phenomenon makesit difficult, if not im-

possible, to distinguish categorical and dimensionalviews.

Further, from our theoretical modelit can be seen that whenindica-

tors are sufficiently peaked, two latent subpopulations can exist that

have relatively low indicator correlations within each. Both are de-

fined by a cut at the abscissa of the commonpointofinflection.It is

possible that such subpopulations generally satisfy taxonicity criteria

that have been derived from taxometric models based on an assump-

tion of independence of indicators within the taxon and within

its complement. Such an assumption is made in most latent class

and mixture models and in many of the early models developed by

Golden and Meehl, but not in a method recently suggested by Golden

(1994).
A properselection of indicators may produce

a

scale that has uni-

form measurementerror variance over a wide rangeoftrait levels,

whereas anotherselection of indicators can maximize the discrimina-

tion powerof the scale over narrow range oflevel of the trait. If there

are a large numberof indicators, such as the items on a questionnaire

or inventory, it is often possible to find one or more such subsets of

items, each sufficiently peaked to produce a pseudotaxon. Eaves (1983)

suggested that such properties of a scale can easily be engineered by

the psychometrician. This means that for our purposes, any use of a

peaked scale to detect a major gene must be considered suspect. Scales

constructed for purposes of screening and/or diagnosis tend to be

peaked (as they should be) and, therefore, when used to detect a taxon,

will lead to ambiguousresults.

In the typical situation, clinical psychologists have the job of as-

sessing individual patients in order to decide which onesare at a suffi-

ciently high level of the dysfunctionaltrait to receive a specific treat-

ment. Becauseonlyfallible signs and symptomsofthetrait are avail-

able to work with,it is impossible to avoid fallibility in the assignment

of individual patients. After doing the best they can for a large num-

ber of patients, they may attempt to develop a scale that maximally

discriminates between the twoclasses of patients. They mayfind that

certain items work the best here—ones that make goodsense to them—

and they will focus attention on these symptomsin futurepatients. If
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they observe that patients tend either to have a fair numberof these
symptomsor not to have manyatall, they may note the existence of
an apparentclinical syndrome and begin to conjecture that there might
be a dichotomousgenetic or a biochemical dysfunction effect underly-
ing the clinical syndrome.Finally, they turn to the statistician to ana-
lyze selected sets of symptomsfor evidence of taxonicity, which is im-
mediately forthcoming. Thefact that the result could be a pseudotaxon
is immediately evident.

As described earlier, peaked-indicator scales are often created by
item selection, but they can also be the result of more subtle factors,
such as when the symptomsselected are those that are, say, (a) per-
ceived by the patient as serious enough to cause them to seek medical
care or that interfere substantially with daily living, (b) used by the
clinician as early signs of a dysfunction, or (c) perceived as manifest
by the clinician or patient.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TAXOMETRIC RESEARCH

We have argued that for commonly used indicators with ordinal or
nominal categories such as checklists, ratings, and questionnaire or
test items and scales, it may be difficult to distinguish between the
statistical associations of a dimensional trait and those of a taxonic
trait. Although we have used an idealized modelto illustrate the phe-
nomenon of peaked indicators, we believe that indicators of actual
traits are often peaked so as to behave in approximately the same
manner.

In the earlier illustrative example of a taxometric analysis of indi-
cators of clinical dementia, there remains a nagging suspicion that a
pseudotaxonresulted from the indicators being peaked, even though
the latent class model appearedto fit the data very well, the detected
taxon waseasily identified in terms of a plausible causal variable, and
the values of the parameter estimates were in accord with those of a
DSM-III diagnostic classification. We generated samples ofartificial
indicator scores according to the dimensional model so as to have
values of the single and joint indicator population proportions that
were the sameas the actual sample proportionsof the selected indica-
tors. When these samples were analyzed bythe latent class model, the
results of the consistency tests and parameterestimations wereindis-
tinguishable from those of the actual data sample; that is, for a rea-
sonable dimensional situation, the taxometric method produces a
pseudotaxon.

In order to believe a detected taxonis the real thing, we must dem-
onstrate that the indicators are not peaked. Evidently, the best way to
solve this problem is to use continuousindicators that are obviously
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measured with the same precision at all levels, such as indicators

that are measured in units such as weight, time, and distance,if atall

possible.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, in order to simplify the discussion without losing gen-

erality, we restricted our discussion of dimensionaltraits to those that

are said to be unidimensional and to taxonic traits that are quasi-

dichotomousrather than polychotomous.
We emphasized thatit is the trait that has the property of being

taxonic or not. For example, the taxonicity of clinical dementia has to

do with the nature of the brain and not with the nature of the mental
status and memorytest indicators used for its diagnosis. However,

althoughthe indicators, of course, have no role in the causal determi-

nation of the taxonicity of a trait, it is by analyzing the pattern of their

statistical associations with each other that we hopetoinferif the trait

is taxonic or not.

We have suggested by meansof a theoretical model that when each

indicator yields maximal discrimination with respect to the trait at

approximately the samelevel of the trait, taxonic threshold traits are

currently difficult to distinguish from dimensionaltraits. In other words,

a pseudotaxonicity can result when the measurementproperties ofthe

indicators of a dimensional trait are such that they are sufficiently

peaked.
We suggest that by using indicators that are not peaked, we not

only avoid the possibility of a pseudotaxon but also makeit possible

to demonstrate the impressive detection power of taxometric method-

ologies such as those developed and inspired by Meehl. For a specific

taxometric method, the present conjectures regarding peakedness can

easily be subjected to simulationtests.
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Part Three

New Findings
on Traditional

Individual
Differences
Variables

In the beginning,the field of individual differences was devoted to the
following topics: measurement, group differences, for example, sex,
age, race and nationality, social class, genius, and mental retardation;
determinants of individual differences, for example, the mental-physi-
cal relationship, practice, and heredity vs. environment; and appraisal
of the individual, for example,abilities, interests, and personality. The
field is probably best knownforits literature on group differences,
which hasperiodically produced passionate controversy.

Part 3 of this volume samples topics that the field of individual
differences has traditionally studied. In Chapter 6, Nancy Betz dis-
cusses gender-related differences in personality and,in particular, the
once-unexamined and uncritically accepted construct of “masculin-
ity”-“femininity.” Betz traces the odyssey of this construct through
such formulations as androgyny, instrumentality-expressiveness,
nurturance-warmth versus dominance-poise, gender-schematics, and
gender identity. She also reviews research on gender-related roles, be-
haviors, and attitudes. Betz’s scholarly account providesa strong brief
for good measurementas the necessary complementto good thinking
in research.
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In Chapter 7, David Campbell, whouses a variety of measurements
to delineate a psychological characterization of an occupational
group—U.S. army generals—offers another example of traditional
individual differences research. Campbell finds a distinctive pattern of
abilities, personality traits, vocationalinterests, and other psychologi-
cal attributes that characterizes the generals. He discusses the implica-
tions of this personality syndromefor the selection and development
of the leadership of our defense forces.

In Chapter 8, James Roundssearchesfor the structure of basic in-
terests, following the trail from Guilford through Strong and Kuderto
Jackson and today’s investigators. He finds evidence for 19 to 28 ba-
sic interests that appear to “occupy” more space than is traversed by
the popular Holland hexagon. Rounds shows howthe new multivari-
ate data-analytic methods—multidimensional scaling, in particular—
can provide precise quantitative answers to questions previously ad-
dressed only qualitatively or subjectively.

To close out this section devoted to traditional individual differ-
ences, Niels Waller, David Lykken, and AukeTellegen report on a study

of occupational interests, leisure time interests, and personality in

Chapter 9. They find the three to be separate domains by andlarge,

but definitely related: Several noteworthy relationships among some
variables across the three domains were found to exist. In an unex-

pected but welcome addition to this main study theme, Waller, Lykken,

and Tellegen describe a new nonmetric multidimensionalscaling
method. They also provide persuasive evidencefor the heritability and

stability of the three sets of individual differences variables.



Chapter 6

Gender-Related Individual
Differences Variables
New Concepts, Methods,

and Measures

NancyE. Betz
Ohio State University

INTRODUCTION

The empirical study of sex differences in psychological functioning
has a long history in psychology, dating back to the early 1900s. Sex
has, in fact, been one of the major variables brought to bearin at-
tempts to understand andpredict individual differences in behavior.

The original approachin these studies utilized sex as the indepen-
dent variable and a wide range of cognitive and personality traits as
the dependentvariables. Thus,studies of sex differencesin intelligence,
abilities, and personality characteristics such as dominanceandsocia-
bility proliferated. Reviewsof this work, for example, the “vote count-
ing” approach of Maccobyand Jacklin (1974), and meta-analytic re-
views, for example, those by Eagly (1983), Feingold (1988), Hyde
(1981, 1986), Linn and Petersen (1986), and Whitley, McHugh, and
Frieze (1986) have largely suggested a lack ofefficacy of sex per se as
a predictor of individual differences in psychologicaltraits.

In addition to a lack of either consistently foundorpractically (ver-
susstatistically) significant sex differences, researchers were frustrated
by the apparentsituational specificity of many observed differences.
For example, Linn (1986), in a review of sex differences research re-
views, concluded that variations in the characteristics of the experi-
mentalsituation/task or other gender-related characteristics of the sub-
jects were far more important to the nature and extent of observed
differences than wassex perse. Similarly, researchers such as Deaux
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and Major (1987), Eagly (1987), Maccoby (1988, 1990), and Unger

(1990), among others, have pointed out the large extent to which be-
haviors traditionally associated with sex vary according to social and

interpersonal contexts. Finally, there has been considerable discussion
of sex as a “stimulus variable,” leading to the differential perceptions
and assumptions that are based on the sex of the person being per-
ceived (Deaux & Lewis, 1984; Matlin, 1987).

Althoughstudies and discussions aboutsex differences will undoubt-
edly continue (e.g., the controversy over mathematical giftedness, as
discussed by Benbow, 1988; Becker & Hedges, 1988; Humphreys,
1988), the focus of research has increasingly been on the

conceptualization and measurement of what may be termed gender-

related individual difference variables, that is, variables assumed to be

related to, but not isomorphic with, sex. These gender-related indi-

vidual differences variables have been studied as both independent

and dependentvariables, thus complicating what will be described as

an already theoretically underdeveloped area of study. The following

review will examine developmentsin the conceptualization and mea-

surement of gender-related individual differences variables and will

include in that examination gender-related personality traits (origi-

nally the concepts of masculinity and femininity), and gender-related

roles, behaviors, and attitudes.

Most research attention has probably been focused on personality

traits assumedto be gender-related by virtue of their association with

social conceptions of “masculinity” and “femininity.” Con-

ceptualizations of these traits have included what Spence (1985) has

called the single-factor and two-factor models and,currently, several

proposed reconceptualizations of existing measures and concepts.

THE SINGLE-FACTOR MODEL

Until the mid-1970s, the dominant theoretical conception of mascu-

linity and femininity represented what Spence (1985) has called the

single-factor model, as extensively reviewed by Constantinople (1973).

This model utilized empirical test construction procedures and was

based on the following assumptions: (a) that there is a bipolar unidi-

mensional construct definable such that extreme masculinity falls at

one end and extreme femininity falls at the other, leading to the name

“masculinity-femininity” to describe what is being measured; (b) that

masculinity and femininity are mutually exclusive, that is, one can be

masculine or feminine but not both; (c) that failure to be masculineif

male or failure to be feminine if female is a sign of deviance, often in

the form of homosexuality; and (d) that the concept can be measured
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by empirical item selection procedures using the two sexes or samples

of heterosexuals versus homosexuals as criterion groups.

Thefirst measure of masculinity-femininity was that of Terman and

Miles (1936), who believed that “mental masculinity and femininity”

was a central personality trait and that it acted as a core around which

muchofthe rest of the personality was formed. Terman and Miles did

not actually define the trait but selected for their masculinity-feminin-

ity test a group ofitemsthat yielded significant sex differences in item
responses. Other measuresof the trait were the MFscale of the Strong
Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB), the MEFscale of the Minnesota

Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), Gough’s (1952) Feminin-

ity (Fe) scale, later incorporated into the California Psychological
Inventory (CPI), and Guilford’s Masculinity (M) scale, later incorpo-

rated into the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey.
Although measures such as these were used extensively in clinical

practice as well as research, both their conceptualization and mea-
surement were seriously flawed. First, there was verylittle attempt to
define the construct of interest, that is, masculinity-femininity, except
in relationship to scale items on which the sexes were found to differ
significantly. Thus, although something was being measured, that some-
thing was,in reality, “sex differences in item response,” which,in it-
self, has little meaning or importance. As stated by Tellegen and
Lubinski (1983):

Sweeping genotypic labels, such as psychological femininity-mascu-
linity, for mixed collections of gender-differentiating items are too
pretentious. Even if a heterogeneous M-F scale represents a certain
pool of important gender-differentiating attributes, the aggregate
scale score does not necessarily measure anything as systematic as a
personality trait. (pp. 448-449)

The lack of a logical definition of the trait was probably tolerated
more so than might have been the case because of assumptionsthat
one (meaning the researcher) knew intuitively what constituted mas-
culinity and femininity—the idea that any adult could identify a
masculine man or a feminine woman. Thus, such assumptionsjusti-
fied scale development, and then the existence of the scales encour-
aged test users to accept as self-evident the validity of the construct
the scales purported to measure. The lack of a theoretical, as opposed
to an empirical or intuitive, existence for masculinity-femininity led
Constantinople (1973) to conclude that the concept was amongthe
muddiestin all of psychology (p. 63).

Anotherserious problem with these scales was that research showed
them to be neither bipolar nor unidimensional. Rather, they appeared
to be multifaceted and to elicit response patterns countering the
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assumption of the mutual exclusivity of “masculine” versus “femi-
nine” personality characteristics. Thus, new conceptions were needed,
the first of which was represented by what Spence (1985) has called
two-factor models.

TWO-FACTOR MODELS

Beginning in the 1970s, a number of writers (e.g., Bem, 1974;

Constantinople, 1973; Spence, Helmreich, & Stapp, 1974) suggested
that masculinity and femininity were appropriately conceptualized as
separate, independent dimensions rather than as opposite ends of a
single dimension. With this conceptualization, an individual of either
sex could possessrelatively high levels of both masculinity and femi-
ninity, relatively low levels of both, or a high level of one in combina-
tion with a low level of the other. In Bem’s (1974) original formula-
tion, a balance of masculine and feminine characteristics was postu-
lated to be advantageous because balanced or androgynousindividu-
als would have maximalbehavioralflexibility and adaptability. Such
individuals would be freer of artificial sex-role-related constraints on
the extent of their behavioral and copingrepertoires. For example, an
androgynousindividual would theoretically be able to display adap-
tive “masculine” behaviors (e.g., assertiveness, active problem solv-

ing) and adaptive “feminine” behaviors(e.g., giving emotional sup-
port to others) as would be appropriate to situational demands.

Measuring Androgyny

In 1974, Bem introduced the Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI) as a

measure of the two constructs of masculinity and femininity. Her sub-
stantive definitions were as follows: “In general, masculinity has been

associated with an instrumentalorientation, a cognitive focus on ‘get-

ting the job done,’ and femininity has been associated with an expres-

sive orientation, an affective concern for the welfare of others” (p.

156). Rather than select items assessing instrumental and expressive
orientations, however, Bem (1974) compiled a list of 200 adjectives

that seemedpositive in value and either masculine or feminine in tone

(p. 156). Items judged by undergraduate students to be significantly

more desirable for males than for females were eligible for the mascu-

linity scale, and vice versa for the femininity scale. The empirical method

of item selection thus went considerably beyondthe definitions given

originally. For example, the Masculinity scale items “independent,”

“assertive,” and “acts like a leader” seem related to an instrumental

orientation, but the items “athletic” and “masculine” are less well
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related or, in the latter case, tautological. Similarly, the Femininity
scale items of “affectionate,” “compassionate,” and “tender” seem
appropriately “expressive,” but “childlike,” “shy,” “gullible,” and
“feminine” do not appearto fit the original definition.

The Personal Attributes Questionnaire (PAQ; Spenceetal., 1974)
was constructed in a similar way, using items that had been rated as
significantly more characteristic of one sex than the other. Theorigi-
nal item pool, taken from the Sex-Role Stereotype Questionnaire of
Rosenkrantz, Vogel, Bee, Broverman, and Broverman (1968), had been
divided into “male-valued” items (those the pole rated more charac-
teristic of males were also the moresocially desirable pole), “female-
valued” items (wherein the pole characteristic of females was more
highly valued), and “sex specific” items (for which the socially desir-
able pole depended onthe sex of the target). Spenceetal. defined the
male-valued itemsas reflecting instrumental behaviors and the female-
valued itemsas descriptive of expressive behaviors. The next step was
to define the “masculine” pole and, therefore, a masculinity score, as
that rated more descriptive of males and,similarly, a “femininity” pole
andscore, as that rated more descriptive of females. Again, item con-
tent exceededin scope the substantive definitions provided.

In addition to postulating and measuring concepts of masculinity
and femininity, Bem (1974) postulated that, taken together, they rep-
resented a higher order, unidimensional concept of degree of “sex-
typing.” At one end of this continuum were highly sex-typed individu-
als (high masculine but low feminine or vice versa) and at the other
end were “androgynous” individuals—those possessing a balance of
masculinity and femininity. According to Bem (1977), the sex-typed
individual is one whois highly attuned to cultural definitions of sex-
appropriate behavior and whousessuchdefinitions as the standard
for guiding his or her behavior. Androgynousindividuals, because they
are theoretically less sensitive to cultural prescriptions, can behave
more in concert with individual proclivities and situational demands.

Considerable controversy has surrounded attempts to specify the
way in which—or whether—masculinity and femininity scores should
be combined to indicate degree of sex typing. Bem (1974) originally
proposed a simple balance score, where degree of sex typing versus
androgyny wasindicated bya f-ratio, derived from subtracting the
masculinity score from the femininity score. Subjects would beclassi-
fied as sex-typed if the androgyny t-ratio reachedstatistical signifi-
cance and as androgynousif the absolute value of the t-ratio wasless
than or equal to one. This method of determining androgynousversus
sex-typed orientation had at least one ultimately fatal flaw, however.
Specifically, a score classified as androgynouscould indicate a balance
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of high levels of both masculinity and femininity or low levels of both.

Inasmuchastheitems represent socially desirable characteristics, high

versus low levels of both masculinity and femininity have different

implications for behavior and functioning. In more recent conceptions,

the low-low individuals (those possessing low levels of both attributes)

have been referred to as “undifferentiated” rather than androgynous.

As an alternative to the t-ratio, both Bem (1977) and Spenceetal.

(1974) suggested a fourfold classification using a mediansplit. Indi-

viduals above the median on both the Masculinity and Femininity scales

were to be classified as androgynous, those above the median on one

and below on the other were classified as “sex-typed” (if above the

median on the own-sex scale) or “cross-sex-typed” (if above the

median on the other-sex scale), and those below both medians were

“undifferentiated.”

Problems With Androgyny Models

A numberof problems with the fourfold classification have been

pointed out, and Spence and Helmreich no longer advocateits use.

Tellegen and Lubinski (1983) note the loss of information when di-

mensional variables are replaced by categories. To begin with, any

median split technique involves errors of classification. Even worse,

however, the categories are often used in such a way thatall dimen-

sionality is lost. Specifically, Bem’s rationale involved the concept of

degree of sex typing, along which categories could theoretically be

ordered, yet studies often convert BSRI or PAQ scores to four

nonordered categories. Conversion to four nonorderedcategories,fol-

lowed by one-way analysis of variance is incorrect—two-way ANOVA’s

retaining the underlying M and F dimensions would be more appro-

priate (or, better yet, regression analysis using the separate variables

and their interactions).

In addition, Bem’s (1974) original androgyny model implied an

additive effect of masculinity and femininity on psychological well-

being, that is, the androgynousindividual is assumed to be the most

healthy psychologically by virtue of possessing both instrumental and

expressive characteristics. If, in fact, research would support the exist-

ence of the additive model, the concept of androgyny would, ironi-

cally, not be needed because any predictive and explanatory power

could be attributed to the two scales contributingtoit, that is, mascu-

linity and femininity.

Unfortunately for those who are attached to the concept of an-

drogyny, the additive model is in serious doubt. Lubinski, Tellegen,

and Butcher (1981, 1983) and others have pointed out the strong
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relationship of masculinity, but not femininity, to indices of subjective

well-being, countering assumptions of additivity. In addition to cast-

ing doubt on the validity of an additive model, these data call into

question the need for the concept of androgyny and the use of a four-

fold classification. Unless consistent relationships of a higher-order

variable, however defined quantitatively, with other variables can be

found, masculinity and femininity (or at least whatever is measured

by the M andF scales) are sufficient concepts.
Lubinski et al. (1981, 1983) have suggested that, instead of an ad-

ditive model, interactive models of the relationship of masculinity and
femininity to other psychological variables should be developed and

empirically examined. The substantive possibilities of this type of in-

teraction areillustrated by Harrington and Andersen (1981), who de-

scribe a hypothetical example where “feminine” aesthetic sensitivity

enhances the extent to which “masculine” engineering skills (and vice
versa) lead to creativity in architects. Morespecifically, Tellegen and
Lubinski (1983) urged researchers to utilize hierarchical regression

analyses that include gender, measures of masculinity and femininity,

and the interactions among all three. When data are appropriately
analyzed, findings may be quite different from those reported using
analyses less sensitive to either the underlying dimensionality or to
potential interactions.

In addition to the fact that androgynyis not a useful concept unless
it can be shownto be aninteractive, versus simply additive, function
of the dimensions of masculinity and femininity is the fact that two-
factor models have donelittle to advance theoretical understanding of
the concepts of masculinity and femininity (Spence, 1983, 1985;
Tellegen & Lubinski, 1983). Specifically, no valid method has yet been
devised to measure masculinity and femininity as global theoretical
concepts, as the terms imply. The measures, whether derived from the
single-factor or two-factor views, have validity only in an empirical
sense, that is, in their elicitation of sex differences in item response
patterns or in the perceptions of judges that males and females differ
or should differ on the characteristic.

Thereis a critical distinction between empirical and theoretical uses
of masculinity and femininity and other gender-related terms. In the
formercase, the terms are “nominallabels for observable qualities or
events that are more closely associated with one gender than the other
in a given culture. In the latter, they are used in a theoretical sense,
referring to hypothetical properties of the individual” (Spence, 1985,
p. 66).

Attempts to give substantive meaning to the concepts of masculin-
ity and femininity began with Spence and Helmreich (1978) in their
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revision of the PAQ,restricting it to items reflective of their original
definitions of masculinity and femininity, that is, as “instrumentality”
and “expressiveness.” They also recommended that these terms be
used in reference to the scores yielded by the scales. Similarly, David
Bakan’s (1966) distinction between “agentic” (self-assertive, motivated
to master) and “communal” (concerned with others, selfless) charac-
teristics provides an alternative set of descriptive labels for what is
measured by Masculinity and Femininity scales. Spence, Helmreich,
and Holahan (1979) used the terms “unmitigated agency” and “un-
mitigated communion”to refer to two new scales, included in the
Extended Personal Attributes Questionnaire (EPAQ). These scales were
designed to tap the negative aspects of traditional masculinity and
femininity, inasmuch as other measures used only positive trait
descriptors.

Lubinskiet al. (1981, 1983) argue that even “instrumentality” and
“expressiveness,” or “agency” and “communion,” carry some sur-

plus meaning. Lubinski et al. (1983) reported that the patterns of
intercorrelations of the BSRI and EPAQscales with other personality
variables indicated that the F scales were related primarily to a cluster
called “nurturance-warmth” and the M scales to a cluster labeled
“dominance-poise.” Because these terms are even closer to the mani-
fest item content, they are descriptive of what is being measured
without leading to excesses in interpretation.

Regardless of whether wecall these dimensions instrumentality and
expressiveness, or dominance-poise and nurturance-warmth,the fact
is that the constructs of masculinity and femininity are no longer nec-
essary if we are interested in the substantive meaningof these scales.
Bem (1985) herself now questions whether masculinity and femininity
are real, versus invented, entities. Some researchers continue to use

the BSRI, PAQ,or other similar measures to assess sex typing(e.g.,
Dimitrovsky, Singer, & Simon, 1989; Frable, 1989; Ingram, Cruet,

Johnson, & Wisnicki, 1988; Roos & Cohen, 1987), and Lenney (1991)

provides an excellent review of such uses. Meanwhile, other research-
ers have turned their attention to attempts to reconceptualize this area
of individual differences.

BEYOND TWO-FACTOR MODELS

Continuing activity in the study of gender-related traits can be de-

scribed in terms of at least two different emphases. One involves a

proliferation of new measuresof masculinity and femininity. In Beere’s

(1990) handbook of tests and measures of gender-related concepts,

there are 39 instruments in the section that includes the BSRI and
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PAQ—scales such as the Boyhood Gender Conformity Scale, the Ef-
feminacy Rating Scale, and the Hyper-masculinity Scale are illustra-
tive. Another 18 measures, including the Children’s AndrogynyScale,
are contained in a Children and Gendersection. Unfortunately, not all
of these instruments were carefully developed and evaluated—many
were probably used once and then forgotten (see Beere, 1990, and
Lenney, 1991, for reviews). Proliferation of measures reflects vitality

in a field, but it may be inversely related to both instrument quality
and theoretical progress.

The second generaldirection, what Lenney (1991, p. 648) calls the

“postandrogyny revolution,” is based on concerns aboutthe lack of
theoretical substance of the masculinity, femininity, and androgyny
concepts and on agreement that global concepts of masculinity and
femininity—if they exist at all—cannot be either conceptualized or
assessed using traditional trait concepts alone. Rather, there is general
agreementthat the domainis probably multidimensional(e.g., Edwards
& Spence, 1987; Lenney, 1991; Spence & Helmreich, 1978; Spence &
Sawin, 1984) andincludes attitudes, behaviors, information process-
ing, and social interaction. The extent to which newer approachesuse
the concepts of masculinity and femininity versus concepts such as
gender identity (Spence, 1985), gender-related behavior (Deaux &
Major, 1987), gender-schematic processing (Bem, 1985; see also Bem,

1993), sex-typing schemas (Martin & Halverson, 1983), gender-re-

lated individual differences (as used herein), or gender as a social cat-
egory influencing social interactions (Maccoby, 1988, 1990) varies with
the researcher.

One recent approach that continues to use the BSRI andrelated
measures, although it abandonsthe constructs of masculinity and femi-
ninity, is Bem’s (1981, 1985) “gender schema” theory. Bem (1985)
concluded that because masculinity and femininity have not been shown
to have an existence beyond a few gender-stereotypic personality traits,
“human behaviors and personality attributes should no longerbe linked
with gender” (p. 222). Instead, Bem proposed that the BSRI and other
measures of masculinity and femininity measurea trait that might be
called “gender-schematization,” describing the extent to which people
use gender as an organizing principle of perception and cognition.
Individuals fall on a continuum ranging from highly gender-schematic,
relying heavily on genderin both the perception andinterpretation of
events or people, to gender-aschematic at the other end,
placinglittle reliance on gender as an organizing principle. Those indi-
viduals who formerly would have been classified as sex-typed are
viewed as gender-schematic, whereas individuals once described as
androgynousare postulated to be gender-aschematic.
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Also using the idea of gender schema are Markusand hercolleagues
(Crane & Markus, 1982; Markus, Crane, Bernstein, & Siladi, 1982),
who propose two, rather than one, gender schema. Specifically, they
propose that there is a schema that relies on masculinity as an orga-
nizing principle—theoretically, persons high in masculinity (BSRI-M)
would be more responsive than those low in masculinity to male-re-
lated stimuli but would not differ vis-a-vis female-related stimuli. Con-
versely, high BSRI-F scores would enhance attentiveness to female
stimuli.

Although gender schematheories have an intuitive appeal in some
respects, for example, they allow study of the primacy of gender as an
organizing construct versus other possible organizing constructs (Frable
& Bem, 1985; Jacklin, 1989), consistent empirical support for the

postulates of either the Bem or Markusversionsis still wanting. For
example, Frable and Bem (1985) cite the study of Taylor and Falcone

(1982) as supportive of their gender schematheory, butthe findings of

neither Frable and Bem (1985), Edwards and Spence (1987), nor Payne,

Connor, and Colletti (1987) were convincingly supportive of either

one-factor or two-factor gender schema theories. Deaux, Kite, and

Lewis (1985) and Edwards and Spence (1987) reportedlittle evidence

for gender-schematic processing at all, never mind relationships of

schematicity to BSRI or PAQ sex typing.
Tellegen and Lubinski (1983) questioned the postulate of a direct

relationship between degree of gender schematicization and sex typ-

ing versus androgyny of personality, as suggested originally by Bem.

They reanalyzed data from Moran (cf. Bem, 1981) using appropriate

hierarchical regression with interaction terms and reported thatal-

though same-sex-typed individuals were the most gender-schematic,

the least schematic were not androgynous but cross-sex-typed indi-

viduals, that is, feminine-typed males and masculine-typed females.

Tellegen and Lubinski (1983), therefore, suggest that genderis used as

a central organizing construct only to the extent that one’s ownper-

ceived characteristics fit the schema.

Another recent approach (Spence, 1985; Storms, 1979) retains the

concepts of masculinity and femininity but uses them to refer to a

globalself-perception of oneself as masculine or feminine. Based on

findings such as those of Pedhazur and Tetenbaum (1979) that re-

sponses to the BSRI items masculine and feminine are negatively cor-

related with each other and largely unrelated to other scale items,

Spence (1985) concluded that the personal sense of being masculine

or feminine is real and important, although it does not necessarily

imply any other gender-related attributes. The theory is based on the

empirically supported assumption that gender-linked differences vary

across cultures, are multifactorial in structure, and are not necessarily
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correlated with one another.It implies that individuals differ widely in
the gender-congruent versus gender-incongruent behaviors,attitudes,
competencies, and personality characteristics displayed.

Spence proposesthat the terms masculinity and femininity refer to
gender identity, which is defined as a “basic phenomenological sense
of one’s maleness or femaleness that parallels awareness and accep-
tance of one’s biological sex andis established early in life” (p. 91).
Gender-related characteristics are important primarily as they help
individuals maintain andprotect their sense of genderidentity, but as
long as that identity remains secure (which Spence suggests it usually
does), the extent to which one’s behaviors,traits, or attitudes are gen-

der congruent makeslittle difference to the individual.
Once established, genderidentity playslittle role in the acquisition

of other traits and behaviors; rather, they develop from the unique
constellation of genetic and environmentalinfluences on the individual.
There may be somecritical developmental stages and/or tasks, such as
adolescence, or events that threaten the sense of adequacy as a man or
woman,suchas divorceorthe inability to bear or father a child, which
elicit feelings of inadequacy and thus possibly compensatory gender-
congruent behaviors. In general, however, gender identity is postu-
lated as a stable condition in individuals with only idiosyncratic rela-
tionships to other gender-related attributes.

Implications of this theory for measurement and research include
the necessity of conceptualizing and measuring separately the differ-
ent domainsof gender-related behavior and investigating what Spence
(1985) calls the internal calculus. The internal calculus is the equation
by which an individual incorporates self-knowledge of one’s gender-
related characteristics into a secure, versus less secure, sense of ad-
equacy as a male or female. For example, under what conditions
does lack of athletic ability threaten the self-concept of a male or lack
of interest in having children threaten that of a female? What factors
are related to the durability versus the vulnerability of one’s sense of
adequacy as appropriately masculine or feminine?

Storms (1979) developed a Sex-Role Identity Scale, designed to as-
sess the globalself-concept of one’s masculinity and femininity. Storms
(1979) and Edwards and Spence (1987) found that differences in en-
dorsementof self-descriptive gender-related personality traits were
related to differences in global perceptions of masculinity and femi-
ninity. A study by O’Heron and Orlofsky (1990) showed that lower
gender identity and gender adequacy wererelated to lesser endorse-
ment of BSRI-Masculine (Instrumental) traits in men, but both iden-
tity and adequacywererelatively independentof BSRItraits in women.
Further, lower genderidentity wasrelated to indices of psychological
maladjustment(e.g., higher anxiety and depression) in men,but, again,
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not in women. Thus, a global concept of gender identity does appear

to haveutility.
Finally, Edwards and Spence (1987) conducted a study designed to

comparethe utility of both gender schema and genderidentity theo-
ries. Using the dependent variables of extent and nature of recall of
gender-related words, no support for gender schema theories andlim-
ited support for gender identity theory was found. Clearly, further

research of this type using a broaderarray of well-conceptualized and
defined criterion variables is necessary before the theoreticalutility (if
any) of these theories and,it is hoped, others, will be demonstrated.

The problem of poorly conceptualized and defined criterion variables
is the subject of the next section.

OTHER GENDER-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS

One of the major problems with trait-based concepts of masculinity

and femininity wasthe lack of consistent relationships of these mea-

sures to other gender-related variables. Furthermore, there has been a

general lack of agreement about whatthe concepts of masculinity and

femininity, assuming they reflect something real, should berelatedto.

In terms of theory, lack of clear understanding of the constructis only

the first problem. Lack of consensus (or even hypotheses) about what

it should be related to leaves the construct isolated in a predictive

sense.
Manyresearchers have assumed that masculinity and femininity

should be related to other gender-related traits. For example, we might

postulate that a “feminine” woman should be emotionally expressive

and nurturant, that she would prefer the roles of homemaker and

mother to that of career woman, that she would be competent at sew-

ing and cooking but be unable to changea tire or repair a toilet, and

that she would haverelatively traditional attitudes toward the roles,

rights, and responsibilities of womenin oursociety. The research, how-

ever, does not support the existence of strong relationships among

different domains. Thus, the assumption that any one of them,notto

mention all of them, reflect the entities masculinity and femininity is

inaccurate.

For example, factors analyses of several measures of masculinity-

femininity should yield one or twofactors, yet they yield evidence of

multiple underlying factors (see Constantinople, 1973). Numerous

other studies (e.g., Bem, 1974) support the lack of relationship be-

tween different domains of gender-related characteristics. In actuality,

correlations between the BSRI and the PAQ andcriterion behaviors

are positive only whenthecriteria themselves require instrumental or

expressive behaviors, thus reinforcing a morelimited interpretation of
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what they measure. They do not appear to measureabstract concepts
such as masculinity and femininity, sex-role orientation, or sex typing
but, rather, constellations of personality traits best summarized as
instrumentality and expressiveness, or “dominance-poise” and
“nurturance-warmth.” Thus, relationships with other gender-related
variables are morelikely the result of shared personality trait variance
than shared masculinity or femininity.

It seems that multifactor conceptions of gender-related variables
are needed in whichthe variables measured by current M and

FE

scales
are included (Spence, 1983). However, such theoretical advances
depend onclear specification of the nature of the domain of gender-
related characteristics, including both conceptual and operational
definitions of characteristics postulated. In the next section, other
gender-related variables, in addition to personality traits, will be
briefly introduced.

GENDER-RELATED ROLES,
BEHAVIORS, AND ATTITUDES

In this section, concepts and measures of gender-related roles, behav-
iors, and attitudes will be discussed together because they overlap con-
siderably. The term gender-relatedroles will be used herein to refer to

decision maker for men. Within the domain of career pursuits, occu-
pationalsex segregationhas, likewise, implicitly led to stereotypes of
appropriate versus less appropriate occupations for men and women.

Beyond the realm of home andcareer involvement, however, are
other classes of behavior typically associated with being male or fe-
male. These include competencies(e.g., the ability to repair a tire or
prepare a meal), interests, and leisure time activities.

Finally, there are individual differences in attitudes aboutthe desir-
ability of sex-differentiated roles and behaviors. Originally studied as
attitudes toward the roles of women,there also are now measures of
attitudes toward the roles of men.

Gender-Related Roles

Early research in vocational psychology assumedthatunless involun-
tarily unemployed, men would pursue careers or hold jobs. No
individualvariability in this choice among men was expected. Among
women, however, research beganto differentiate women accordingto
a dimension of homeversus career orientation and to study factors
associated with that variable. Early studies, amongthefirst of women’s
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vocational behavior, compared the SVIB responses of homemakersto

those of career-oriented women andfound predictable differences in

vocationalinterests, for example, high scores among the homemakers

on the Housewife scale (Hoyt & Kennedy, 1958; Vetter & Lewis, 1964).

Originally, groups were differentiated based on responses to an

item about preferences for home versus career, and, later, the SVIB

itself was used to differentiate orientations empirically (e.g., Rand,

1968).
Assumptions that women chooseeither homeor career were gradu-

ally replaced by therealization that most women combinetheroles in

their lives. Thus, measures of careersalience, that is, the importance

of a careerrelative to otherlife roles, replaced the home versus career

dichotomy. For example, Eyde’s (1962) Desire to Work Scale requested

respondents to rate their desire to work under various conditions of

marital status, number and agesof children, and perceived adequacy

of husband’s income; level of career orientation was indicated by the

range of conditions under which the woman continued to desire to

work. A widely used measure ofcareer salience 1s Greenhaus’ (1971)

27-item Career Salience Scale. Other measuresof career salience have

been reviewed by Betz and Fitzgerald (1987).

Although measuresof career salience were originally developed to

study the vocational behavior of women, researchers have also begun

to use them to study individual differences among men in the impor-

tance of workin their lives. For example, Nevill and Super’s (1986)

Salience Inventory was developed toassess the relative importance of

six life roles, including both work and homeroles among both men

and women.Beere’s (1990) handbooklists 26 scales assessing marital

and parentalroles(e.g., the Motherhood Inventory and the Eversoll

Father Role Opinionaire), 24 assessing employeeroles (Attitudes To-

ward Male Nurses, Women in Science Scale), and 30 assessing mul-

tiple roles (Home-Career Conflict measure, Dual-Career Family Scales).

Thus, what began as the study of gender-traditional versus nontradi-

tional role choices among women has now been expanded to assume

that both men and womenarelikely to pursue a variety oflife roles

and that there are within-sex individual differences in the salience of

these roles.

Gender-Related Behaviors

Orlovsky (1981; Orlofsky, Cohen, & Ramsden, 1985; Orlofsky &

O’Heron, 1987a, 1987b; Orlofsky, Ramsden, & Cohen, 1982) has

attempted to define and measure a domain of gender-related behav-

iors. The original 240-item Sex-Role Behavior Scale (SRBS; Orlofsky

et al., 1982) assessed interests and behaviors in four areas: leisure ac-

tivities, vocational interests, social/dating behaviors, and marital and
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primaryrelationship behaviors. Itemsreflecting each area were writ-
ten and administered to large samples of college men and womenfor
rating purposes. Behaviors that were rated as stereotypically mascu-
line but were also viewed as appropriate for both sexes were called
“male-valued”(after Spence & Helmreich, 1978), stereotypically femi-
nine behaviors viewed as appropriate for both sexes were labeled “fe-
male-valued,” and those behaviors both associated with and rated as
appropriate for one sex only were labeled “sex-specific.” For example,
male-valued, female-valued, and female and male sex-specific items in
the recreationalactivities domain include readingsciencefiction, gar-
dening, knitting, and football, respectively. Note the implication of
the sex-specific items, that is, that males who knit or females who play
football risk social disapproval. Vocationalinterests items in the same
categories included physician, social worker, and nurse or plumber. In
social and dating behavior, deciding where to go on a date, taking
special care with one’s appearance, primping in front of the mirror,
and helping opposite sex persons on with their coat are sample items.
Finally, items in the realm of marital behavior included preparing in-
come tax returns, buyingthe groceries, doing laundry, and doing the
driving when out with one’s spouse.

Orlofsky reportedsignificant sex differences in all areas of behav-
ior except for the male-valued occupations, which were equally pre-
ferred by women and men.Intercorrelations among male-valued scales
ranged from .18 to .43, among female-valued scales from .37 to 50,
and amongsex-specific areas from .66 to .82 (but large sex differences
on the sex-specific scales were suggested by Orlofsky to account for
these correlations). Thus, the data suggested somedegreeofrelation-
ship between different domains of gender-related behavior, but, as with
previousresearch, not enoughto suggest that one underlying factor of
masculinity versus femininity or sex-role orientation is being measured.
Morerecently, Orlofsky and O’Heron (1987a) introduced a 96-item
short form of the SRBS. Subjects rate each item on a five-point scale
that measures how characteristic the behavior or activity is for them.
Correlations of the M, F, and MEscales with the correspondingtraits
scales of the PAQ werein the .30s. Orlofsky’s recent work has focused
on the relationship of stereotypical and nonstereotypical trait and
behavior orientations indices of psychological adjustment (Orlofsky
& O’Heron, 1987b; O’Heron & Orlofsky, 1990).

Gender-Related Attitudes

Attitudes Toward Women’s Roles A gender-role-related attitudinal
variable that has received considerable research attention is attitudes
toward women’s roles in society. Theorist researchers Spence and
Helmreich (1972; Spence, Helmreich, & Stapp, 1973) operationalized
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the notion of “attitudes towards women’s roles” and developed the

Attitudes Toward Women Scale (AWS). The AWS’s items are catego-

rized into six groups representing the following themes:(a) vocational,

educational, andintellectual roles (e.g., “Women with children should

not work outside the homeif they don’t have to” and “Womenshould

be given equal opportunity with men for apprenticeshipsin the skilled

trades”), (b) freedom and independence(e.g., “The moderngirl is en-

titled to the same freedom and regulation from controlthatis given to

the modern boy” and “Most womenneed and wantthe kind of pro-

tection and support that men have traditionally given them”), (c) dat-

ing, courtship, and etiquette(e.g., “Theinitiative in dating should come

from the man” and “A womanshould be as free as a man to propose

marriage”), (d) drinking, swearing, and dirty jokes (e.g., “Intoxica-

tion among women is worse than intoxication among men”),(e) sexual

behavior(e.g., “If both husband and wife agree that sexualfidelity

isn’t important, then there’s no reason why both shouldn’t have extra-

marital affairs if they want to”), and (f) marital relationships and

obligations(e.g., “It is insulting to women to have the ‘obey’ clause

remain in the marriage service,” “It is childish for a womanto assert

herself by retaining her maiden nameafter marriage,” and “In gen-

eral, the father should have greater authority than the mother in the

bringing up of the children”).

Although the AWSandits various short-form adaptations (Spence

et al., 1973) have been most commonly usedin research in this area,

another widely used measure ofattitudes toward women’s roles is Kalin

and Tilby’s (1978) Sex-Role Ideology Scale (SRIS). Developed to dis-

tinguish feminist from traditional sex-role ideologies, the SRIS con-

sists of 39 seven-point bipolar items pertaining to workroles, parental

responsibilities, personal relationships, special roles of women, abor-

tion, and homosexuality. Beere, King, Beere, and King’s (1984)

Sex-Role Egalitarianism Scale assesses attitudes toward equality in

marital roles, parental roles, employeeroles, educational roles, and

social-interpersonal-heterosexual roles. Dreyer, Woods, and James’

(1981) 19-item Index of Sex Role Orientation measures the factors of

home-career conflict, male-female division of household responsibili-

ties, and attitudes toward women’s work roles outside the home. Other

measures include Lyson and Brown’s (1982) nine-item measure that

includes scales for role appropriateness (e.g., attitudes toward work-

ing after the birth of children) and social/marital equality between the

sexes: Tetenbaum,Lighter, and Travis’ (1984) 32-item scale assessing

attitudes toward working mothers, and Knaub and Eversoll’s (1983)

scale assessing attitudes toward the timing of parenthood.Frable (1989)

has assessed a construct she calls gender ideology, defined as the

extent to which subjects accept rules designating gender-appropriate
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or -Inappropriate behavior. Overall, Beere (1990) lists 56 measures of
attitudes toward genderroles.

Although sex-role attitudes have been measured in a variety ways,
research to date has yielded a fairly consistent pattern of findings.
First, studies have shown that women’s attitudes toward women’s roles
are moreliberal than those of men (Hare-Mustin, Bennett, & Broderick,
1983; Mezydlo & Betz, 1980; Zuckerman, 1981) and that younger
women are moreliberal in their attitudes than older women(Slevin
& Wingrove, 1983; Stafford, 1984). Recent research also indicates
that women are becoming moreliberal in their role expectations and
values in comparison with womenin previous studies (Lyson & Brown,
1982; Mezydlo & Betz, 1980; Stafford, 1984; Thornton & Freedman,
1979; Zuckerman, 1981).

In addition, attitudes toward women’s roles have been found to be
related to women’srole choices, especially in terms of career involve-
ment. Career-oriented womenconsistently express moreliberal or femi-
nist attitudes toward women’s roles than do home-oriented women
(e.g., Stafford, 1984; Tinsley & Faunce, 1980; see also Betz &
Fitzgerald, 1987, for a comprehensive review ofthis literature). Lib-
eral attitudes toward women’s roles are also positively related to
remaining single and to remaining childless if married (e.g., Dreyer
et al., 1981). Thus, there are relationships of moderate magnitude
between attitudes toward and actual selection of alternative role
behaviors.

Attitudes Toward Men’s Roles A more recent development in the
literature is a focus on the empirical and theoretical distinction of at-
titudes toward men’s roles from attitudes toward women’s roles. Al-
though earlier measures of attitudes toward women’s roles often
alluded to men in comparison with women(e.g., with items such as
“Intoxication among womenis worse than intoxication among men”
and “The father should have greater authority than the mother in the
bringing up of the children” from the AWS), they did not actually
measure attitudes toward men’s roles. Just as global concepts of mas-
culinity and femininity were erroneously assumed in personality
research,a global concept of sex-role attitudes, which would vary from
traditional to nontraditional and apply equally to men’s and to women’s
roles, was assumedin attitude studies (Pleck, 1987). Pleck (1987)
and others have pointed outthe possibility that one may be relatively
liberal with regard to the roles of one sex butrelatively conservative
with respect to those of the other. For example, a parent may be proud
of a nontraditional daughter but disapprove of a nontraditional son,
for example, one whostays hometo care for children while his wife
works.
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Several scales designed to measure attitudes toward the male role

as independently as possible from attitudes toward the female role

have been developed recently. The Brannon Masculinity Scale (Brannon,

1985) assesses four componentsoftraditionalbeliefs about male roles

and behaviors, that is, that men should not be feminine, that men

should be respected and admiredfor successful achievement, that men

should never show weakness or uncertainty, and that men should

seek adventure and risk and even engage in ortolerate violenceif

necessary.
In research using this scale in a sample of 233 male undergraduates

from two New Englandcolleges, Thompson andPleck (1986) reported

only weak relationships between attitudes toward the male role and

attitudes toward the female role; thus, traditionalism versusliberality

in attitudes is sex-specific. Thompson, Grisanti, and Pleck (1985), us-

ing the same dataset, reported that attitudes toward the male role

were moderately related to other aspects of male behavior norms,

including the Type A behaviorpattern, lowerself-disclosure, and greater

dominanceover a partnerin an intimate relationship.

Based on O’Neil’s (1981) model of gender-role conflict and strain

and related to Pleck’s (1981) sex-role strain paradigm, the Gender

Role Conflict Scales I and II (GRCS-I, GRCS-I; O’Neil, Helms, Gable,

David, & Wrightsman, 1986) assess attitudes toward and conflict with

several potentially problematic aspects of the traditional male role.

The aspects include restrictive emotionality; homophobia; need for

power, control, and competition; restricted sexual and affectionate

behavior; obsession with achievement and success; and health care

problems. Factor analyses of the GRCS-I indicated four factors: suc-

cess, power, and competition; restrictive emotionality; restrictive

affectionate behavior between men; and conflicts between work and

family relations. The GRCS-II yielded four factors of success, power,

and competition, homophobia,lack of emotional response, and pub-

lic embarrassmentfrom gender-role deviance(e.g., “How uncomfort-

able would you feel carrying a woman’s purse in front of people in a

restaurant?).

Other measuresof attitudes toward the male role includedin Beere’s

(1990) 56 gender-role attitudes measures are the Attitudes Toward

the Male Role Scale (Doyle & Moore, 1978) and Attitudes Toward

Males in Society.

Synthesis

In general, the areas of gender-related roles, behaviors, and attitudes

are characterized by a proliferation of largely unexamined measures,

in combination with a dearth of construct explication or theory devel-

opment. Probably the best research on gender-related roles has been
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donein vocational psychology, and Spence and Helmreich’s work on
attitude assessmenthasalso beenhighly influential. In general, though,
these concepts, their measures, and their relationships to other indi-
vidual differences variables, gender-related and otherwise, represent
an area at the beginning stages of exploration.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter has provided an overview of the use of gender-related
individualdifferences variables in psychology. Beginning with the study
of sex differences in the early part of this century, concepts, measures,
and research designs have becomeincreasingly numerous andvaried,
Research on gender-related phenomena has grownasfastas any other
area in psychology. Twofairly new journals, The Psychology of Women
Quarterly and Sex Roles, were originated in order to publish research
on sex and gender, and everincreasing numbersof studies of gender-
related phenomenaare found in traditional journals in psychology
(e.g., the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology). The area
has attracted continued interest and, for many, has been the object
of sustained research productivity.

In spite of the flurry of activity, progress in understanding remains
limited because theliterature on gender-related phenomenais charac-
terized by a bewildering, even intimidating, array of concepts and
measures in combination witha relative lack of underlyingor integra-
tive theory. Concepts are, in most cases, poorly defined and
operationalized. Substantive definitions may beinsufficient or, worse,
lacking altogether, and often the definition of the constructis assumed
to be self-evident. Measures have proliferated—Beere’s (1990) review
lists 211 gender-role measures! Furthermore, attempts to place the
constructin the context of a nomological network (Cronbach & Meehl,
1955) are thusfar virtually nonexistent (with a few exceptions such as
Deaux & Major, 1987).

Given the vaguenessofdefinitions and thelack of a theoretical frame-
work, attempts to measure the concepts may be doomedtofailure.
Becauseof limitations in length, this chapter did not generally focus
on the psychometric quality of the measures described. This topic
warrants a separate discussion. Some general statements may be made,
however. First, some of the measures described herein have been ex-
tensively studied and have been revised to improve their psychometric
quality, for example, the Bem Sex-Role Inventory and the Personal
Attributes Questionnaire. Even with these measures, however, issues
of construct validity are not entirely settled. Most other measures have
been used in only one or a few studies, and their psychometric quali-
ties have not been investigated adequately.
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Based on the work reviewed herein, it is recommended that much

more attention be devoted to construct definition, theory construc-

tion, and measurement. Thefirst step in this processis acknowledg-

ment that the postulation of global, inclusive, comprehensively ex-

planatory theoretical concepts such as sex role, or masculinity-femi-

ninity has, to date, remained unsupported by empirical data. As stated

by Spence, Deaux, and Helmrich (1985),

the various components of gender-related phenomenaare infuriat-

ingly free to vary among themselves, defying those theorists who

would seek a simple and sovereign concept. (p. 172)

Thus, we need to attend to the conceptualization and measurement

of more limited and homogeneous domainsof behavior. Homogeneous,

measurable domains of behavior can then be placed in a theoretical

structure postulating their interrelationships and relationships to

criterion measures. A good theory can serve the same purpose as an

all-inclusive concept, namely, comprehensiveness and explanatory

power.
What is needed, in short, is a moratorium on instrument develop-

ment withouta priori attention to the careful definition of constructs

of interest andthe postulation of a nomological network within which

they are embedded. Integrative theories, rather than more constructs

and measures, are in especially short supply.

In conclusion,it is clear that the importance of genderas an indi-

vidual differences variable hasnot diminished buthas, rather, increased

markedly over the years. Unfortunately, enthusiasm for the topic has

outstripped the care with which it has been approached. Researchers

interested in sex and gender as individual differences variables may

wish to slow down and devote considerably moreattention to issues

of definition, measurement, and theory construction if the potential of

these variables to contribute to the understanding of human behavior

is to be realized.

I would like to thank Martin Heesacker of the University of Florida

for his comments on anearlier draft of this manuscript.
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Chapter 7

The Psychological Test
Profiles of Brigadier Generals
Warmongers or Decisive Warriors?’

 

David P. Campbell
Center for Creative Leadership

Colorado Springs, Colorado

The world has always been at war, and wars are run by generals. Gen-
erals plan for war, prepare for war, execute wars, and, in the after-
math, often have great influence on the postwar world.

Becauseoftheir centralrole in times of great conflict, military lead-
ers have probably had moreinfluence on history than any other occu-
pational group, with the possible exception of politicians. Witness the
impact, for example, of Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, and
Napoleon.

The impact on our own country of military leaders such as George
Washington, Robert E. Lee, Ulysses S. Grant, and Dwight D.
Eisenhower has been enormous,especially as many of them subse-
quently began political careers and thus further influenced events.
George Washington,ourfirst military commanderin chief and,later,
ourfirst president, is perhaps the most dramatic example. Other more
recent cases include George Marshall, who, as chairman ofthe Joint
Chiefs of Staff, oversaw our military policy during World WarII, and
then, as secretary of state, initiated the Marshall Plan, which rebuilt
and stabilized Western Europe; and Douglas MacArthur, who, as
commanderof the Pacific Theater, prosecuted the war against Japan,

“A version of this chapter was presented as an invited address to the division of
industrial and organizational psychology on 20 August, 1987, at the meetings of the
American Psychological Association in New York City.
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and then, as commanderof occupied Japan, was the chief architect of

the current Japanese democratic system, which has proven to be so

effective.
What kind of people are top military commanders? In psychologi-

cal terms: How bright are they? What kind of personalities do they

have? Whataretheir vocational interests? What values do they hold?

In the last nine years, through our programsat the Centerfor Cre-

ative Leadership (CCL), we have had the rare opportunity to study

someof these questions through the medium of standardized psycho-

logical assessment techniques. Roughly 160 Army general officers have

participated in our one-week Leadership Development Program (LDP)

course. At any one time, the army has about 400 generals, so we have

tapped a reasonablylarge percentage of the total group. Becausetest-

ing general officers is no simple matter, a few comments about how

we need to collect the following test data might be relevant.

The LDPcourseis quite psychological in tone, as opposed to either

exhortative or technical. The course components include standard-

ized psychological tests, assessment center exercises in which eachin-

dividual is observed and rated on several performance dimensions,

peer and subordinate evaluations, and small group exercises that are

videotaped and then played back to the participants.

All data collected from and aboutthese individuals are given back

to them in waysthat are specifically designed to help them make per-

sonal use of the information. Noneof the individual’s data are given

to the sponsoring organization, which specifically means that the army

does not have access to the test information for each individual of-

ficer, although they do receive overall summaries for the entire group.

This emphasis on the individual’s privacy is worth some elabora-

tion. One reason that our leadership course has become so popularis

that the participants, which include a wide range of powerful people,

find the course to be a psychologically safe environment in which to

consider some important personalissues: What kindof a leader am I?

How do others see me? Which of my characteristics have been strengths

and which ones weaknesses? In which situations am I mosteffective?

What kind of subordinates do I havedifficulty with, and why? Where

do I wantto lead my organization to next? and Whatkind of personal

challenges do I want to take on, and whatis the best approach to

ensure success?

A sizable portion of the course focuses on the individual’s career

aspirations. Even generalofficers are still trying to decide what they

want to be when they grow up, and the topic of personalfuture plan-

ning is seen as one of the most important segments of the course.

Although it soundstrite to say it, we do focus on the whole person.

We encourage people to think about the entire context of their lives,
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not just their career, but also abouttheir close relationships (or, in our

population, more often the lack of them), their families, their commu-

nities, their health, their finances, and anythingelse that is important

to them.
For someyears now, the Army General Officer Management Office

has recommendedthat each newly appointed brigadier general attend

the course. We do not know how the recommendationto attend the

course is transmitted to each individualofficer. Although most partici-

pants cometo the class with at least mild acceptance of the assign-

ment—and many with enthusiasm—afew have madeit clear that they

havelittle time for this “psychological stuff,” that they came because

they were ordered to, and that they do not expect to learn anything

new or useful.
With a few inevitable exceptions, their final course evaluationsin-

dicate they have all completed the course with a positive feeling.

Indeed, we are nowtold that the general officer grapevine gives our

center high marks as a worthwhile activity. For example, the follow-

ing letter was received a few years ago from a former participant,

Brigadier General James Dozier. General Dozier had attended the LDP

course in August 1981. Later thatfall, he was kidnappedbytheItal-

ian Red Brigade and was held for about six weeks until he was

rescued bythe Italian police. A few weeksafter his release, I received

this letter:

Dear Dave:

Just a quick note to let you know that the week that I spent with
you and yourstaff in Greensboro this past summer stood mein
good stead during the six weeksthat I spent as an unwelcome guest
of the Red Brigades hereinItaly....

Sincerely,
James L. Dozier
BG, USA

THE SAMPLES

For comparison purposes, data from three samples are presented in
this chapter:

1. Army Brigadier Generals (N = 163). These data probably

generalize to general officers in the other services, but the
military does not agree. In fact, it is remarkable to listen to
army, air force, navy, and marine officers talk about the

differences between the leadership styles of the military
services—theybelieve they live in different worlds!
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2. High-Level Corporate Executives (N ranges from 74 to 139).
These are civilian executives with job titles of CEO, president,
or vice president, who havealso attended the program.

3. CCL Norm Sample (N = approximately 1,000). Our usual
participant group, whichincludes a variety of managers and
technical workers from corporate, governmental, educational,
and public service organizations. Both ofthe first two samples
are embeddedin this one. The numbersvary for any one
measure, both because of the usual problems of missing data
and because data have been drawnfrom variety of reports.

BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Table 1 includes basic demographic data for the three samples on age,
sex, and race. Asthe table illustrates, course participants are typically
white malesin their forties. The generals were in this basic age range,
although a few years older.

All three samples were predominantly male. Although we make an
effort to include womenin every course, the percentage of female par-
ticipants is small. It is even smaller in the corporate and military
samples. Males continue to be the major benefactors of leadership
training in oursociety.

The samples were predominantly white, but the army is making
greater strides than either CCL orthecivilian world in working with
African-American leaders. Roughly 10% of the officers in the army
(approximately 10,000 out of a total 90,000 officers) are African-
American, so the number of African-American generals attending our
course is representative of the overall army population.

Table 2 shows the educationallevel for the three samples, and here
the most dramatic difference between the groups appears. Even though
both the CCL Norm Sample and the High-Level Corporate Executive
Sample are well educated—about 90% of each have college degrees
and roughly one-third have graduate degrees—the generalofficers have
even more formal education. All individuals in the sample have a

college degree, 88% have a master’s degree, and 9% have a doctoral-
level degree. The higher echelon of the United States Army is uncom-
monly well educated.

THE COGNITIVE ABILITY TEST

Table 3 presents the mean scores on the Shipley Institute of Living

Scale (SILS), a short, 20-minute, 40-item IQ test. It is a quick, rela-

tively effective screening device that provides a reasonable index of
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Table 1 Age, Sex, and RaceStatistics for Three Samples

 

Brigadier High-Level CCL
Generals Corporate Executives Norm Sample
(N = 163) (N = 139) (N = 1,002)

Age

Mean 47 44 41

S.D. 2.4 7.2 8.0

Sex

Male 98% 97% 86%

Female 2% 3% 14%

Race

Native American 0% 0% 1%

African-American 10% 1% 3%

Asian 1% 1% 1%

Hispanic 1% 1% 2%

White 86% 96% 92%

Other 2% 1% 1%

 

Table 2 Educational Level in Percentages for Three Samples

Brigadier High-Level CCL
Highest Level Generals Corporate Executives Norm Sample
Attained (N = 163) (N = 139) (N = 1,002)

High school graduate 0 2 3

Somecollege 0 10 11

College graduate 3 55 43

Master’s degree 88 19 29

Doctorate 9 11 11

Other 0 3 3

 

Table 3 Cognitive Ability (IQ) Using the Shipley Institute ofLiving Scale

Brigadier High-Level CCL
Generals Corporate Executives Norm Sample
(N = 162) (N = 137) (N = 1,477)

Mean 124 121 118

S.D. 6.5 6.8 7.1
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general mental ability. Longer, more precise measures of the mental
abilities would have been preferred, but logistical difficulties preclude
that possibility.

Asthe data indicate, the brigadier generals tested were bright people,
with an average score of 124, whichis a full standard deviation above
our other two samples andat the 95th percentile of the general popu-
lation. Because the SILS has a low ceiling—the maximum possible score
is only 140—these average scores are almost certainly underestimates.

Summary statistics conceal individual variation, so the distributions
of scores are also shown.Figure 1 showsthe frequencydistribution of
the brigadier generals on this IQ measure; again, the data look
impressive, especially noting the large grouping at the top of the
distribution.

The demographic and cognitive test scores indicate that the briga-
dier generals wereslightly older, better educated, and moreintelligent
than either the High-Level Corporate Executive Sample or the CCL
Norm Sample, whichis all the more impressive because these latter
groups are quite impressive in their own right. This combination of
personal attributes showed up as a high level of experience andself-
confidence during their participation in the leadership course, a theme
that will be repeated in the remaining data, especially in the next block
of information, which is based on their performancein the small group
problem-solving exercises.

THE BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT RATINGS

Early in the Leadership Development Program, each personpartici-
pates in two small group exercises called “Leaderless Group Discus-
sions.” In these exercises, six people are seated around a table, given a
problem to solve, and then the groupis left alone to work out the
solution. One of the exercises is “competitive,” where the resources
are such that only one person can win; the other is “cooperative,”
where the group must pooltheir resources together to achieve a solu-
tion. This difference in the exercises is not pointed out to the partici-
pants until after the exercises are completed.

During the exercises, each participant is observed by staff members
and rated on the following factors:

e Activity Level

e Led the Discussion

e Influenced Others

e Problem Analysis

e Task Orientation
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¢ Motivated Others

e Interpersonal Skills

e Verbal Effectiveness

Although the results are reported to each participant on all eight
rating factors, we know from theintercorrelations that there are basi-
cally two dimensionsbeing tapped bythe ratings: task orientation and
relationship orientation.

In addition, after the exercise each person is rank ordered on over-
all effectiveness by (a) themselves, (b) the other people in the group
(their peers), and (c) our staff members. This rank orderis reported as
a number from to 6, with 1 being the highest.

The assessmentratings and the rank orderings for the three samples
are shownin Figure 2 for the competitive exercise and in Figure 3 for
the cooperative exercise. (In both figures, the scale for the rankingsis
reversed from thatof the ratings, with low scores being high,i.e., more
desirable.)

Whatis immediately apparent from Figures 2 and3 is that the Briga-
dier General Sample wasconsistently higher in performance than the
other two samples, with the High-Level Corporate Executive Sample
being rated higher than the CCL Norm Sample. The differences were
usually in the two-point range, which is roughly one-third of a stan-
dard deviation—not a hugedifference, but definitely notable. In this
standardized exercise, with standardized ratings, the general officers
demonstrated a clear and consistent, though modest-sized edge, when
compared with the other two samples.

The data for the individual rating scales show that there was a no-
ticeable tendencyfor the brigadier generals to be rated relatively higher
on those scales tapping the Task Orientation factor, compared with
the scales tapping the Relationship Orientation factor. Furthermore,
the relative differences were larger for the competitive exercise than
they were for the cooperative exercise. The same pattern appears in
the Self-Peers-Staff rank orderings. These patterns of ratings and
rankings suggest that when competitiveness and forcefulness are re-
quired, the brigadier generals stand out. When cooperativeness and
harmonyare required,their relative standing is lower.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL INVENTORIES

We use several psychological inventories in the program, including the
California Psychological Inventory (CPI), the Myers-Briggs Type Indica-
tor (MBTI), the FIRO-B, and the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory
(Strong-Campbell). Each serves a specific and different purpose.
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California Psychological Inventory

The California Psychological Inventory (CPI) is a 462-item question-

naire designed to measure certain folk concepts, that is, factors fre-

quently invoked when people are describing other individuals. The

CPI is oriented toward positive descriptions, which meansthat scores

above the population meanare associated with healthy psychological

functioning. An exception mightbe in the extremely high ranges, where

obsessions can sometimesbe noted.
The CPI averages for the three samples are presented in Figure 4.

The population average for each ofthese scales is 50, with a standard

deviation of 10.
Figure 4 is a rich collection of data, but space constraints prohibit a

full discussion. Instead, only four main points will be madehere.First,

the general elevation of the entire profile for all three samples indi-

cates that these samples contain individuals who are, on the average,

psychologically healthy. Although low-scoring deviants can alwaysbe

buried in the averages, that generally is not the case here. The more
likely source of pathology, especially among the generals, is the obses-

sion that may comefrom highscores. This brings up the secondpoint:
The three highest scores for the general officers were on the Domi-
nance, Self-acceptance, and Achievement via Conformancescales.

The Dominancescale reflects self-perceived leadership ability, per-

sistence, and social initiative. Very high scores, such as those in Figure
4, can also indicate an aggressive, demanding, and possibly self-cen-

tered personality. The Self-acceptance scale assesses a sense of per-
sonal worth and the capacity for taking action. The Achievementvia
Conformancescale reflects a desire for structure and clearly prescribed
criteria for performance assessment. However, it should be noted that
the generals, like the other two samples, also scored high on the Achieve-
ment via Independence scale, which indicates a desire for autonomy
and intrinsically motivating rewards. The scores suggest thatall three
samples are achievement-oriented in a broadsense.

The third noteworthy pointis that the generals scored significantly
_ higher than the other two samples on the Responsibility and Social-
ization scales, which taken together reflect planfulness, dependability,
social maturity, personalintegrity, and an alertness to ethical and moral
issues. This is where their sense of duty becomesclearly apparent.

Fourth, the general officers’ scores were relatively lowest on the
Flexibility scale, which says something abouttheir willingness, or lack
thereof, to consider new, innovative solutions to problems. This score
indicates that they tend toward the conventional in their stance to-
ward new ideas. However, their score is not low—it is actually right
on the population average—butit appears low because most of their
other scoresare high.
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Again, to draw attention to the dispersion of individual cases,

Figure 5 showsthe distribution of the individual scores for the gener-

als on the CPI Dominancescale. Clearly, we are not dealing with

shrinking violets here.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) has achieveda sizeable fol-

lowing in manycircles, and thatis certainly true in the U.S. military.It

is used in the military academies and in the advanced military educa-

tional institutions, such as the Army War College in Carlisle Barracks,

Pennsylvania, and the National Defense University in Washington.In

general, its use has probably been beneficial, not so much because of

its psychometric qualities but becauseit vividly illustrates the concept

of individual differences in ways that the layperson finds quite

meaningful.
The MBTIhasthe following four scales: Extraversion-Introversion,

Sensing-Intuition, Thinking-Feeling, and Judging-Perceiving. After

completing the inventory, each individual receives a score on each scale

that assigns him or her to one endof the dimension or the other, that

is, Extraversion or Introversion, Thinking or Feeling, and so on:

e Extraversion (E) versus Introversion (I)—a preference for the

outer world of people and things versus the inner world of ideas

and concepts

e Sensing (S) versus Intuition (N)—a preference for immediate,

real, and practical facts versus intuitive hunches and imagined

possibilities

e Thinking (T) versus Feeling (F)—a preference for rational

analysis emphasizing fairness versus an emotional analysis

emphasizing feelings

e Judging (J) versus Perceiving (P)—a preference for decisive

action achieving closure versus open-ended spontaneity

The 16 possible combinationsof these four bipolar dimensionsare

arranged into what is known as the MBTI Type Table, and the per-

centages of each type for the three samples are shown in Table 4.

Two conclusions are immediately apparent from Table 4. First, in
none of the three samplesare the percentages evenly distributed across

the 16 types. Second, only a few composite types accountfor a major-
ity of each sample: four types account for 59% of the CCL Norm

Sample, three types account for 61% of the High-Level Corporate

Executive Sample, and only two types—ISTJ and ESTJ—accountfor

56% of the Brigadier Generals Sample. (This lack of individual differ-
entiation is one of the features that is absent from the MBTI.)
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Table 4 Percentage of the 16 MBTI Types in Three Samples

 

 
 Brigadier generals (N = 161)
- - —- High-level corporate executives (N = 111)

CCL norm sample (N = 1,262)

  

The two dominanttypes, ISTJ and ESTJ, are described in the book-

let Introduction to Type (Myers, 1993) as follows (paraphrasedhere):

ISTJ. Serious, quiet, earn success by concentration and thor-

oughness. Practical, orderly, matter-of-fact, logical, realistic, and

dependable. Take responsibility. Make up their own mindsas to

what should be accomplished and work towardit steadily,

regardless of protest and distractions.

EST]. Practical realists with a natural gift for business or

engineering. Not interested in subjects they see no usefor, but

can apply themselves when necessary. Like to organize and run

activities. Tend to run things well, though they may sometimes

forget to consider other people’s feelings and points of view.

The description of these two types is quite consistent with the ear-

lier pattern of scores produced by the CPI for the sample, andthe fact

that 56% of the top army leadership falls into this STJ categorytells

something aboutthe psychological feel of the military environment.
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FIRO-B

The FIRO-B is a short questionnaire that asks people to report how
they behavein three different categories:

¢ Inclusion—“Howoften do you include others in yoursocial
activities?”

¢ Control—“How often do you try to control others?”

e Affection—“How often do you express warmth and affection
toward others?”

The answers to these questions are reported as Expressed Behaviors.
The same questions are asked about what the person wants from

other people:

e Inclusion—“Howoften do you wantothers to include you in
their social activities?”

e Control—“How often do you allow others to control your
activities?”

e Affection—“Howoften do you wantother people to express
warmth andaffection toward you?”

The answers to these questions are reported as Wanted Behaviors.
Scores are then given on six scales, as is shown in Table 5, which

also includes a brief description of how high scores on each of them
should be interpreted.

The FIRO-B meansfor each of the three samples are presented in
Figure 6.

In looking at Figure 6, two notable patterns are immediately evi-
dent. The first is the high level of Expressed versus Wanted Control
reported byall three samples, but, in particular, by the generals. What
they are saying hereis, “I want to be in charge of most of the people,
mostof the time, and I don’t often wantothersto be in charge of me.”

The second notable pattern is the high level of Wanted versus Ex-
pressed Affection. What this pattern is saying is, “I don’t wantto act
warm and affectionate toward many people, but I want them to act
warm andaffectionate toward me.” Wesee this pattern often within
the managerial world. It is lonely out there, and people often make
themselves even lonelier by the way they act. They wantinterpersonal
warmth, but they often will not allow themselves to showit.

Once again, to make the point about individualvariability, FIRO-B
score distributions for the brigadier generals are presented in Figure7.
Averages concealthe individual richness and the enormousrange of
individual differences in these patterns.
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Table 5 High FIRO-B Score Explanations
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To illustrate, patterns of two officers in this sample suggest two
very different social approaches. Table 6 showsthe FIRO-Bresult pat-
terns of 30 brigadier generals. One pattern (2/0, 0/1, 0/3) indicates a
very cautious person; the 2/0 on Inclusion suggests that he does not
wantto give muchsocially to others and wantsevenless in return. An
astonishing 44% of the Brigadier General Sample scored zero on
WantedInclusion. This scoreis also often seen in our corporate groups,
andclinical experience suggests that the explanationis that these people
already lead impossibly busy social lives. Consequently, when con-
fronted with a question such as, How often do you wantother people
to invite you to their social activities?, they most often answer “Rarely
or Never.” The Control score of 0/1 is also startling in a brigadier
general becauseit indicates that “I don’t wantto be in charge of any-
one, anywhere, anytime,” nor do “I want anyonein charge of me.”
The Affection score (0/3) indicates an individual whois very guarded
outwardly, but who inwardly is seeking interpersonal warmth.

In marked contrast, the second pattern (9/9, 9/8, 8/9) suggests a _
completely different dynamic. This “socially manic” pattern would be
interpreted for the Inclusion scales (9/9) as a person reporting a strong
drive to initiate social activities and an equally strong wish to bein-
cluded by others; this person does not wish to miss a single coffee
break conversation, football pool, or TGIF party. His control scores
(9/8) indicate an obsessive need to take charge, but an equally strong
willingness to follow others. His Affection scores (8/9) show that heis
eager to be warm andaffectionate to everyone andhas an almost des-
perate desire to be loved indiscriminately in return. This pattern is a
warning sign for Type A behavior, and this officer has in fact had
some severe heart attacks. These score reports are used in the indi-
vidually tailored feedback sessions given to each person, and a pattern
like this would get a lot of attention.

The Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory

Figure 8 showsthe average scores of the three samples on the Basic Inter-
est Scales of the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (Strong-Campbell).
These scales are normed on a mean of 50, with a standard deviation
of 10.

The dramatic spike on the brigadier generals’ profile is on the Mili-
tary Activities scale; their mean score was 73, almost 214 standard
deviations above the population mean. Other noteworthy high scores
for the generals are 58 on the Adventure scale and 59 on the Business
Managementscale. Not surprisingly, these people like action, and,
once again, the evidenceis clear that they like to be in charge. They
also scored fairly high on the Athletics, Public Speaking, and Law/
Politics scales.
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Their low Basic Interest scores were on the Art, Music/Dramatics,

and the Domestic Arts scales. These individuals are not particularly

attracted bythe fineractivitiesoflife.

Again, two distributions of individual scores are presented here to

demonstrate the variability of the sample. Figure 9 shows the remark-

able distribution of scores on the Military Activities scale for the briga-

dier generals. Figure 10 showsthe distribution for the Music/Dramat-

ics scale scores for the brigadier generals, illustrating that this is not a

strong area of interest for mostof these officers.

DECISIVE WARRIORS OR WARMONGERS?

Working from the test and demographic data presented above,as well

as other anecdotal evidence and personal experience, we seem to have

identified a notable personality syndrome—the aggressive adventurer—

which has the following characteristics: dominant, competitive, ac-

tion-oriented, patriotic men whoarenaturally drawn to physically

adventuresome,militaristic activities and whoare repulsedbyartistic,

literary, musical, and nurturing activities.

Further, this pattern, when accompaniedbya high sense of social

responsibility and personality integrity, as indicated by high scores on

the CPI Responsibility and Socialization scales, can be described as a

“decisive warrior.” In the absence of the high scores just mentioned,

this pattern may well be labeled “warmonger.”

Given this conclusion, we can speculate about some selection and

developmentissues; specifically, are we selecting the right people for

leadership at the highest military levels? Are we finding and promot-

ing the decisive warriors and eliminating other less desirable types,

including the warmongers?

INDIVIDUAL SELECTION VERSUS

DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEMS

In my early days as a psychologist, I was strongly influenced in my

thinking about such topics by mytraining and subsequent faculty ac-

tivities at the University of Minnesota, which is perhaps the premier

university in the world in termsofits focus on traditional psychologi-

cal testing. The Minnesota thinking focused heavily on the individual,
as opposedto either groupsor larger systems, and the Minnesotapoint
of view recommendedsolutions emphasizing selection and promotional
decisions. This approach,based onindividual differences, still has great

appeal for me;it is hard to escape one’s early training.
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However, more recently, I have found an expanded truth in the
form of APA Division 14, with its focus on organizational psychology,
which puts far more emphasis on systems. Thinking about individuals
and how they mightbe selected and promoted, though important,is
not enough. More attention must be given to the culture in which
these individuals are embedded. Although decisions about individuals
are important, the surroundingsociopolitical environment may be even
more crucial. There is no sensein selecting good people if they are not
retained and further developed.

For example,all general officers were once lieutenants—thereare
hardly any exceptions. Consequently, to influence the kind of people
who become generals, one mustfirst understand how people become
lieutenants, which throws you back studying how 18-year-olds decide
to enter ROTC or the military academies, and then try to understand
what forces operate to retain and promote them during their
formative years.

If one studies the admissions process at the three academies, one

can’t help but be impressed by the caliber of the cadets. I am most
familiar with the Air Force Academy’s procedure, but West Point and
Annapolis are quite similar. Almost all of the Air Force Academy’s
cadets graduated in the top one-fifth of their high school classes;

10% of the males and 20% of the females were in the top 1%. Their

average College Board scores are high—around 1250—anda sizable

majority, perhaps 75% to 80%, have held some importanthigh school

leadership positions, such as student body president or athletic team

captain. All of them appearto be able to run endlessly and to be able

to do about 8,000 push-ups.
In particular, the quality of the best cadets at the military acad-

emies, the group that one would hope will produce the most generals,

is astonishingly good—I would put them right up there with the best

that Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and Iowa State can produce. The Air

Force Academy has been averaging about one Rhodesscholar per year

for the last 30 years, and these individuals are now making their way

into the higher military ranks. One of them is currently Commandant

of the Air Force Academy. With its longer history, West Point has had

twice that many Rhodes scholars (61) and is fourth among U.S.

universities in all-time production of Rhodes scholars.

Clearly, the academiesare selecting top quality people, and their

best products are quite impressive, but I have somereservations about

whatthey are doing for their typical cadet. Eachfall, the military acad-

emies admit roughly 1,300 high-quality students each—students who

have already demonstrated the capacity and motivation for outstand-

ing achievement. Then, for four years the academiestreat their cadets
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as if they were untrustworthyadolescents. Forall practical purposes,

the cadets are deprived of the necessity or opportunity for making any

significant personal decisions. They are told whereto live and how to

live, right down to exactly how their washcloths are to be folded.

They are told whatto eat, where to eat, and whento eat. Theyare told

whatto study, where to study, and when to study. They are told, in

excruciating detail, what to wear. Their finances are monitored;their

car ownership is controlled; their social life, such as it is, is highly

structured. They are taught enormousrespect for rank, so much so

that to the civilian observer, it appears that rank usually over-

powers all other personal characteristics. They are taught that any

deviation from the norm is suspect, that all problems have answers,

and that personal and organizational discipline is the solution to all

dilemmas.
All of this is done under the guise of leadership training, which

appears to me to be a dubiousstrategy. Holding a bright, young ca-

pable person in such a cocoonfor four years maynot be the best way

to prepare him orher to shoulder the responsibilities of leadership.
I do recognize that the military academies are constantly changing

and evolving and that many changes that I consider improvements

have come aboutin the last two or three decades; for example, the
admission of women and minorities and the gradualliberalization of
the curriculum. And I do recognize the political power of tradition

and, thus, the difficulty of moving rapidly. As one of the senioroffic-
ers at the Air Force Academytold me, “Changing the curriculum here
is the political equivalent of moving a cemetery.”

MILITARY RETENTION OF “WISE” LEADERS

The central issue is whether or not the U.S. military, having attracted
and trained excellent young people, can retain enoughof the best of
them to fill the diplomatic, political, and leadership roles at the top of
the military establishment. Although there are manyattractive fea-
tures of a military career that should work to retain good people, such
as the possibilities for excellent postgraduate education and opportu-
nities for responsible commandsatearly ages, there are repelling forces
also. The military, like all other large bureaucracies, including corpo-
rations and universities, is capable of imposing seemingly senseless
policies and practices on itself in a way that can drive good people
right up the wall and out the door. The military’s peculiar obsession
with short hair is only one of the milder examples.

Give me a week on any military base anywhere with access to the
troops, and I will come up with a half dozen illustrations of how the
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military bureaucracy tends to drive out the rational. One quick ex-
ample: On U.S. military bases there is usually a policy requiring the
posting of evacuation plansin all buildings so that people will know
how to escape quickly in the event of a fire. You know the kind; they
show the building floor plan with a large red “X” showing “You Are
Here” and a red arrow showingthe escape route. On some armyposts,
there are Quonset-hut-type shelters with both ends knocked out so
that tanks and trucks can drive in one end for shelter while pulling
maintenance, and then drive on out the other end. On at least one

army base, soldiers were expected to post evacuation plansin their
shelters, which were already basically open to the world.If you were a
young, capable soldier, how would you feel about the quality of lead-
ers who required such things?
When I have raised such questions in military settings, I usually

have received someversion of the following reaction:

Charlie Brown (to Snoopy, dressed in his World WarI flyer’s outfit):
The vet said we’re going to have to start watching yourdiet.

Snoopy: That’s easy for him to say. He doesn’t haveto eat in the mess
hall with the troops.

Charlie Brown: I also had a little trouble explaining why you were
wearing a helmet and goggles.

Snoopy: Civilians don’t understand anything!

Which brings me back to my point—thatit is not sufficient just to

select good people. You have to put them in an environment where

quality is appreciated and nurtured.

THE AGGRESSIVE ADVENTURER

The world is a dangerous place; there are evil people out there who

wish to do us great harm. Although terrorist acts provide the most

visible, immediate evidence of danger, the build up of massive military

forces, along with the clear intention of oppressing other nations,is

the more frightening threat.
Given the necessity of protecting ourselves from such threats with

military might, the general officers that we have now are outstand-

ing—they are bright, well educated, experienced, responsible, and well

indoctrinated in democratic ways. Furthermore, in the few ways we

have had of evaluating them in comparison with civilian leaders, the

generals come across as more impressive. In that regard, we are a

fortunate society.
But a larger question is: Why do we need them? Whyis the world a

dangerous place? Where dothe risks come from? Whyis military might

essential?
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One reason that the world is a dangerous place may be that other
countries also have their share of men with this personality syndrome—
the aggressive adventurer is a universal phenomenon. To the extent
that this is true, military conflict may arise simply because there are
people in the world who are psychologically disposed to seekingit,
especially because in many other countries, unlike the United States,
such people have not been exposed to the ameliorating influences of
higher education and a culture dominated by the democratic process.
In societies where the individual’s “life, liberty, and pursuit of happi-
ness” is not recognized as a governmentalgoal, the instigation of con-
flict, that is, warfare, may come much morenaturally and might, we
even say, instinctively, to people with these personality characteristics.

If data could be gathered,I believe they would show that the themes
making upthis personality syndrome would bereplicated in most of
the world’s military leaders, though not necessarily accompanied by
the high scores on the Responsibility and Socialization scales that we
have found in our sample of U.S. generals. Other cultures have not
always hadthetradition of substantial formal educationfortheirfight-
ers, and, of course, few other societies have had the benefits of 200
years of democracy.

WhenI present this theory, that is, that the presence of aggressive
adventurers leads to international conflict, my military friends chal-
lenge me on this conclusion. They say that there is not one shred of
evidence that what I am proposingis true, that there is no data to
support this conclusion. That is a sobering challenge, one that I can-
not answerempirically. Consequently, I must be very clear that whatI
am expressing are simply my opinions, and that many moreintelli-
gent, experienced people disagree with me.

Although I believe that the presence of the aggressive adventurer
syndromein other countries that do not have highly educated military
leaders and which do not have an entrenched system of democratic
checks and balancesis likely to lead to armed conflict, I cannot prove
that. One of the main reasons that the world is a dangerous place may
be that such men in other countries—men equally energetic, equally
eloquent, equally fueled by theself-righteousness of their own causes—
are not always boundby our democratic constraints. All they need to
wagewaris political power and weapons. Unlike our military leaders,
they are not operating underthe constraints of personal morality and
legislative principles.
What I am saying is that the personality pattern identified above

can be considered,in the absence of any softening patina of education
and democracy, to be the warmongerprofile. I believe that men with
such patterns will scheme to collect funds to secure lethal weapons,
that they will strive to recruit young people into military units where
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they will be taught to kill, that they will argue mindlessly that their
particular beliefs are the only truth, and that people who think differ-
ently are evil and wicked and therefore should be dispatched from this
earth. And because they are forceful, motivated, and persistent, they
may well be quite successful in imposingtheir will upon others.

Even though I am impressed with the characteristics of our general
officers as effective commanders of a combat army,I am less sanguine
about the prospects of them instinctively understanding the concept
of achieving world peace without bloodshed. I wish I saw moreevi-
dence of military leaders who have a healthy skepticism toward the
use of military action to resolve international disputes, of creative lead-
ers who value the world of innovation, of thoughtful but practical
philosophers whorespect the value of unproductive beauty and who

have somesense of the interlocking nature of humanaspirations.
Yet even here, I may be wrong. Based on the following newsitem,

I may be underestimating our current generals:

After an afternoon in the Pentagon’s super-secret chamber, “the
tank,” General Alfred M. Grey complained about “too many
intellectuals” at the top of the armed services. He said whatis needed
is not intellectuals but “old-fashioned gunslingers” who like a good
fight and don’t spendall their time with politicians. (Colorado
Springs Gazette Telegraph, April 17, 1987)

If the Marines are worried about too manyintellectuals in the higher

military ranks, then perhapsit is not a bad thing.

Myownprediction of our military future is that there are going to

be relatively few occasions where our classic hard-charging military

types will be turned loose to fight against others like them from the

other side. Instead, I think we have movedinto an era wherediplo-

matic ingenuity, interpersonalsensitivity, and creative vision are going

to be the essential weaponsfor the preservation of peace. Can anyone

believe, for example, that any war of amy nature will bring lasting

peace to the Middle East? The eventualsolution will surely have to be

a long, gentle evolution of ideas in which the use of violence will even-

tually be renounced as completely ineffectual in producing a world

that will be safe for our children.
However, as we wait for and hopefully encourage that evolution to

occur, we need to depend on our own decisive warriors for our own

national security. Consequently, we need a strong military establish-

ment, one especially that has fundsfor selecting, training, educating,

and expandingthe horizonsof the leaders whoare going to take over

the top military positions.
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A CLOSING NOTE

Despite my few misgivings, I have been impressed by mostofthe offic-

ers that I have been working with, and I want to close on a positive

note. Most of these general officers, including the one womangeneral

that I have met, have been personally delightful as well as extremely

competent. The othercivilians in our courses who have worked with

these officers for a week have been almost uniformly impressed by

their intelligence, capabilities, and dedication to this country. I doubt

that any other major military powerin history has had a moreintelli-

gent, well-educated, effective, experienced, honest, loyal group of ca-

reer military officers, hundreds deep, as the U.S. Army has now. As a

group, these officers are not only maintaining a world-class defense

organization, they are also running a remarkablyeffective socialinsti-

tution, one that is handling racial relations better than the rest of soci-

ety, an institution that is grappling more successfully with the new

role of women thanare mostcivilian institutions, an organization that

is making the volunteer army work, and, most importantly, a military

organization that for 200 years has never strayed from underproper

civilian control, even whenit felt it was being irrationally restrained.
The world is a dangerousplace, and we do need ourdecisive war-

riors, many of whom have madesearing personal sacrifices so that
people like myself can exercise the freedom to engage in this sort of
psychological research and candidly discuss their characteristics. I am
grateful to them for such opportunities.

I would like to acknowledge the assistance of Martha Hughes, Ellen
Van Velsor, and Lieutenant Colonel William Derrick in analyzing the
data reported here.
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Chapter 8

Vocational Interests
Evaluating Structural Hypotheses

James Rounds
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Have hexagon, will travel.—John Holland

...A definitive structure of interests has not been established.

—Frederic Kuder (1977, p. 170)

The focus of this chapter is on recent attemptsto identify and classify

basic interest dimensions, the structural hypotheses proposed to rep-

resent how these interests are interrelated, and the implications that

this research effort has for current conceptionsof the structure of in-

terests. It will be my contention that recent factor analytic research
has expanded the numberand types of interests and that the two-

dimensional models of Roe and Holland do not adequately represent
the complexity of the interest space when viewed from the perspective
of basic interest dimensions.

SEARCHING FOR

THE STRUCTURE OF INTERESTS

John Holland’s proposal that there are six types of interests and that
the organization of these interest types represents a hexagon hasin-
deed traveled far. Kuder’s disclaimer notwithstanding, Holland’s per-
sonality types of Realistic (R), Investigative (I), Artistic (A), Social(S),
Enterprising (E), and Conventional (C), referred to collectively as
RIASEC, have dominated vocational interest assessment and research.

Holland’s work has been influential because it provides a classifica-
tion and methodology that links scores on interest inventories to

177
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occupations. The success of Holland’s RIASEC interest and occupa-
tionalclassification has led to extensive revision of widely used inter-
est measures, the accepted use of interest scales constructed with
inductive and deductive rather than the contrast-groupstrategies pio-
neered by Strong and Kuder, and a renewed emphasis on an important
forerunner of Holland’s work, Roe’s interest classification.

It is important to rememberin the face of enthusiasm for these
models, that the project that laid the groundwork for Holland’s and
Roe’s structure of interest models was the search for basic interest
dimensions. Someofthefirst applications of factor analysis (Guilford,
Christensen, Bond, & Sutton, 1954; Strong, 1943; Thurstone, 1931)
to interest data identified dimensions that were the forerunners of Roe’s
and Holland’s interest classifications. In fact, because vocational in-
terest theory has been underdeveloped (Dawis, 1980), factor analysis
has primarily been used to develop theoretical constructs to advance
vocationalinterest theory. And althoughthe inappropriate use of fac-
tor analysis has been routinely criticized and there is not necessarily
any basis for expecting that the “basic dimensions”of interests will be
“discovered” in the structure of correlation matrices (Burisch, 1986),
it is nO exaggeration to say that our current understanding of the in-
terest domain, our approachto describing vocational interests, and
the emergence of theoretical models have been largely the result of
factor analytic research.

Kuder’s (1977) factor analytic research, for example, is one major
instance of a continued focus on the search for basic dimensions of
vocational interest. Presenting the research in which he reviewedsix
factor analyses of the Kuder Occupational Interest Survey’s (KOIS)
600 response proportions (involving 217 occupational groups total-
ing 48,189 subjects) and compared these factor analytic results with
Guilford’s factors, Kuder concluded that there seemsto be a limited
numberof “basic generalized dimensions”related to a heterogeneous
group of occupations, superimposed on numerousspecific factors.
Because of the extensive literature on interest factors, Kuder did not

attempt an integrative review to identify basic and specific interest
factors or the relationship amongthese factors, although his research
suggests a hierarchical arrangementofinterests.

Guilford’s Structural Analysis

The fact that factor analytic work can be perceived to possessa re-
spectable genealogy in vocationalinterest literature is evident in its

persistent return to certain insights. Roe’s (1956) and Holland’s (1958,

1985a) interest categories can be traced directly to Guilford,
Christensen, Bond, and Sutton’s (1954) study of structural properties
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of interest scales (for convenience, future references to this study will

use only Guilford’s name). Guilford factored 95 scales (10 items per

scale) rationally constructed to represent 33 primary hypotheses re-

garding the nature of interests. Of the 28 interpretable factors from

the two analyses, seven factors were defined as vocationalinterest fac-

tors. By 1954, as noted by Guilford, six of these factors were well

established, having been identified in a numberofprior studies. These

six are as follows:

1. Mechanical Interest—contains items of mechanical manipula-

tion, construction, and design, and items pertaining to working

with equipmentor tools. Secondary loadingsreflected interest
in manualactivities, outdooractivities, and precision (exact or

detail work).

2. Scientific Interest—containsitems of science theory and
investigation, with secondary loadings on thinking activities
(mathematical and logical), precision (exactness anddetail),

and aesthetic appreciation (literature, music, and visuaiarts).

3. Aesthetic Expression—containsprimarily itemsreflecting
interest in performancein the fields of musical,literary,

dramatic, and visual arts, with secondary loadings on items

referring to the appreciation of thesearts.

4. Social Welfare—involvesinterest in helping people (Altruism—
Welfare of Others, Personal Services, and Health and Healing
scales) and controlling others (Control of Others—Coercion,
Dominance, and Persuasion scales). There are also strong
loadings on verbal expression (explanation,clarification, and
persuasion), with secondary loadings on business contact and
clerical work.

5. Business Interest—containsitems representing business

variables of administration,selling, and contact. Verbal
expression, pertaining to persuasive writing, also defined
this factor.

6. Clerical Interest—contains items representing interest in
bookkeeping and routine calculation tasks, with secondary
loadings on scales of business contact and administration,
and mathematical thinking andprecision.

In addition to this list of well-known factors, Guilford proposed
adding a seventh factor from a list of 28 interpretable factors: Out-
door-Work Interest, involving a liking for manual, outdoor work such
as agriculture, forestry, and construction.
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Rereading Guilford

When we look at these factors and compare them with the interest
categories presented by Roe and Holland, we can indeedsee a re-
markably direct correspondence betweentheir interest categories and
Guilford’s factors. In addition, with few exceptions (see Kuder’s, 1977,
discussion of the Cultural Interest factor), reviews of Guilford’s study
(e.g., Hansen, 1984; Holland, 1976; Roe, 1956; Rounds & Dawis,
1979; Super & Crites, 1962) and test construction efforts (e.g., Hol-

land, 1985b; Knapp & Knapp, 1984; Lunneborg, 1981) have cited
and focused exclusively on the seven factors just listed. (One review,
Brookings & Bolton, 1986, unaccountably finds an “artistic think-
ing” factor in Guilford’s study.) But it is worth returning to the Guilford
study to note that additional vocational factors can be identified in
the findings. Theseare listed below, with Guilford’s descriptions:

1. Adventure versus Security—aliking for exploration and risk-
taking activities at one pole and aninterest in comfort and
sedentary activity and the avoidanceofrisk taking at the
opposite pole.

2. Thinking—aninterest in understanding and working with
mathematical and philosophical concepts andprinciples.
(The thinking factor could justifiably be labeled “Mathemat-
ics” because the highest loading was on the Mathematics
Conceptscale. Other scales defining this factor, consonant
with a “Mathematics” label, were Thinking—Problem Solving
and Office Activity-Number Manipulation.)

3. Precision—aninterest in doing detailed or exacting operations

with precision instruments.

4, Cultural Interest—a fairly broad interest in cultural areas.

The scales with the highest loadings were Civics, Verbal
Expression—Elucidation, and Verbal Expression—Development,

reflecting an interest in politics and speaking to explain,

clarify, and persuade. Secondary loadingsreflect interest in
aesthetic appreciation in the areas of drama, music, andvisual

arts, and aesthetic expressionin literature.

5. Physical Fitness Interest—withits highest loading on the

Physical Activity—Athletics scale. (Discussing the remaining

scales defining this factor, Guilford [p. 22] noted that “Watch

athletic teams practice,” “Be a leader so as to get more recog-

nition for your work,” and “Put a group throughits regular
setting-up exercises” have obvious commonelements, although

these items are from Amusement, Recognition, and Dominance

[scales], respectively.” )
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Because factor analytic interest research seems, at this pointin its
history, to be phylogenetically tied to the Guilford study, we may well
take a hint from Kuder’s (1977) observation:

It can be noted in passing that the possibilities of the GCBS
[Guilford, Christensen, Bond, & Sutton, 1954] study have yet to be
exploited fully regarding those factors that may appear on the surface
to have no vocational significance, but that may be found to have
such significance if only given the chance.(p. 201)

A rereading of the Guilford monograph and a reexaminationof the
28 factors shows,interestingly, that five factors the authors consid-
ered nonvocational would now be considered vocational interest
factors. A review of current vocational interest inventories showsthe
relevance of these factors, and recent factor analytic studies have iden-
tified similar factors as well, as will be discussed below.

CATALOG OF INTEREST FACTORS

At this point, it would seem that a catalog of interest factors identified
since the pioneering Guilford study would be extremely useful. We
might take as an example the ETS (French, Ekstrom, & Price, 1963)
catalog of reference tests for aptitude and ability factors. The ETS kit
has proved useful not only as a standardset oftests for defining fac-
tors but also, and moresignificantly, as a basis for the developmentof
cognitive ability requirement classificatory systems (Fleishman &
Quaintance, 1984). A catalog of vocational interests could serve simi-
lar functions for vocational researchers. It would enable researchers
to exploit fully the significant work of precursors, as well as obviate
much needless repetition. Furthermore, such a catalog would be an
important tool for further scrutiny of the underlying assumptions as
well as of the factors identified in past and ongoing research. Such a
catalog could also facilitate interpretation and comparison across the
many factorial studies of vocationalinterests.

Study Selection

Care must be exercised in the selection of studies to be included in a
catalog of vocational interest factors inasmuchasselection of vari-
ables and, to a lesser extent, subject sampling must be used to deter-
mine what factors can appear and at whatlevel they will appear. The
catalog that followsis based on the studies identified in Table 1, which
also providesdetails about their methodology. These studies are among
the few factor analytic studies of interests reported since Guilford’s
study that have adequately sampled the interest domain and usedsuf-
ficiently large subject samples (see also Waller, Lykken, & Tellegen,
this volume).
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Table 1 Description of Factor Analytic Studies

Study Variable N Sample Description

Guilford 95 scales 600 Airmen
et al. (1954) 720 Male air force officers,

Jackson (1977)

Kuder (1977)

Rounds &
Dawis (1979)?

Droege &
Hawk(1977)

2,400 items

34 JVISscales

217 occupational
groups

347 SVIB items

357 SVIB items

307 items

1,600

1,292

1,163

48,189

1,000

2,500

1,000

3,600

590

525

cadets, and OCS
candidates, no older
than 27 years

Females and males

Female high school
students

Male high schoolstudents

600 KOIS response
proportions for each
group were correlated

Women-in-General norm
group
Women randomly
sampled from 25
occupations,stratified
according to HOC,
M age = 42 yrs,
M tenure = 12 yrs

Men-in-General norm
group
Men randomly sampled
from 25 occupations,
stratified according to
HOC, M age = 42 yrs,
M tenure = 16 yrs

Women from ninestates,
50% high school
and college students;
50% USESapplicants,
trainees, employed
workers

Men(samedescription
as above)

 

Note. HOC = Holland OccupationalClassification, JVIS = Jackson Vocational
Interest Survey, KOIS = Kuder OccupationalInterest Survey, and SVIB = Strong
Vocational Interest Blank.

* Five samples were studied; excluded from the present discussion are factor analytic
results based on a sample of 1,874 male rehabilitation clients.
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The purposes of these analyses varied. The Jackson (1977) study

and the Droege and Hawk (1977; see also U.S. Department of Labor,

1979) study focused on scale development and only secondarily were

concerned with theoretical questions about the appropriate number

andtype of distinctions to be madewithin the interest domain. Guilford

et al.’s (1954), Kuder’s (1977), and Rounds and Dawis’ (1979) pur-

pose wasto search for the best theoretical frameworkto represent the

interest domain. Jackson’s research, like Guilford’s and Droege’s (for

convenience,I will reference only the first author’s name), was based

on an a priori idea of the types of interest factors to be identified.

Items were written or scales were constructed accordingto definitions

of the vocationalinterest disposition to be appraised. The Basic Inter-

est Scales of the Strong Interest Inventory (Strong; thencalled the Strong

Vocational Interest Blank, SVIB; Campbell, 1971) influenced the se-

lection and definition of dimensions for Jackson. Previous factor analy-

ses and studies were the primary sources for Guilford’s hypotheses. In

the case of Droege’s report on the U.S. Employment Service Interest

Inventory (USES), items were written to correspondto Cottle’s (1950)

five bipolar factors. Kuder and Rounds, however, began with the as-

sumption that the KOIS and SVIB items adequately represented the

vocational interest domain because these item sets have been shown

consistently to differentiate a wide variety of occupational groups and

to be related to occupational choice. Their analyses, compared with

Guilford’s and Jackson’s, were more exploratory than confirmatory,

although prior research certainly informedtheir decisions about what

factors to retain and interpret.

The subject samples studied also varied across the analyses. With

the exception of Guilford’s airmen and officers, the studies sampled

both men and women. The Kuder, Rounds, and Droege studies relied

on heterogeneous samples varying in age and geographic location,

drawn from a variety of occupations. Jackson used high school and

college students. The majority of subjectsin all studies were probably

drawn from the middle and upper middle class. The size of the samples

varied from 590 females and 525 males in the Droege study to 48,189

respondents from 217 male and female occupations and college major

groups in the Kuder study. In summary, the purposes, units of analy-

sis, item type, analytical techniques, and subject samples varied among

these five studies, lending confidence to possible findings of replicated

factors from cross-study comparisons.

Although Guilford’s study has been uniformly cited as the bench-

mark for comparing factor analytic results, Jackson’s recent factor

analytic studies have made good use of advances in factor analytic

methodology and scale development—many of these advances con-
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tributed by Jackson himself—and they must now be considered pre-
eminent. Jackson’s sample of the vocational interest domainis consid-
erably more extensive than Guilford’s, and his analyses were repli-
cated on female and male samples. Table 2 organizesthelist of inter-
est factors according to the 26 primary and 8 second-order workrole
factors reported by Jackson (1977, pp. 43-44). Kuder’s (1977, pp.
183-201) 16 factors were drawn from his mostextensive analysis (fac-
tor analysis VI); 7 factors identified in this analysis but not reported in
Table 2 are Typical Response, Femininity-Masculinity, Adult Women,
Adult Men, Young Women, Young Men,and Occupational Dissatis-
faction. Guilford’s 12 factors were discussed above. Rounds’ factors
are reported separately by sex inasmuch as men and womenresponded
to different item sets. Included are the 14 male factors and 13 female
factors that met the requirements of the same-sex sample congruency
tests. Droege’s 11 factors do notinclude Physical Performing, a scale
later added to the USES, but notidentified in their analyses.

The factors displayed in Table 2 were matched acrossthe six stud-
ies, taking into consideration the scale and item factor loadings, the
descriptions anddefinitions given by theinvestigators, and,in the case
of Kuder’s study, his discussion of the similarity of KOIS factors and
Guilford’s factors. (For the USES factors, viz. the Droege study, pri-
mary source material was unavailable.)

THREE CONCEPTUAL LEVELS
OF GENERALITY: GENERAL INTEREST,
BASIC INTEREST, AND OCCUPATION INTEREST

The factors shownin Table 2 represent three conceptuallevels of gen-
erality: general interest, basic interest, and occupation interest. These
conceptual levels have a counterpart in the writings on trait defini-
tions and distinctions (Lubinski & Thompson, 1986; Meehl, 1986;
Tellegen, 1991). I will make use of Meehl’s (1986) reconstruction of
Cattell’s (1950) trait notions to further explain and refine the general
interest, basic interest, and occupationinterest definitions anddistinc-
tions I am proposing. Broadly speaking, interest items and scales in-
volve preferences for behaviors (response andactivity families), situa-
tions (the context in which the preferred behaviors occur, usually oc-
cupations or physical settings), and reinforcer systems (outcomes or
reinforcers associated with the behavior andsituation). On the re-
sponseside, vocationalinterests are usually characterized by a shared
property of the activities (Selling, Technical Writing, Teaching) and
are often implied in the objects of interest (Mathematics, Physical Sci-
ence, Religion) or inferred as a latent entity (Enterprising, Inquiring,



  

Table 2 General Interest and Basic Interest Factors From Five Studies

Droege &

Jackson (1977) Kuder (1977) Guilford et al. (1954) Rounds & Dawis (1979) Hawk(1977)

Male samples Female samples

Logical Science-Mathematics Science Interest Scientific Activity Scientific

Mathematics Thinking Mathematics Mathematics

Physical Science
Engineering Engineering

Practical
Skilled Trades Skilled Trades Mechanical Interest Mechanical Activity Mechanical Activity Mechanical

Precision Industrial

Nature- Outdoor-Work Interest Nature Plants and

Agriculture Animals

Military Activity Protective

Adventure Adventure vs. Security Security vs. Adventure

Personal Service Accommodating

Family Activity Domestic Arts

Physical Education Physical Fitness Interest Athletics Athletics-Adventure

and Therapy

Inquiring

Life Science Medical Science Medical Science

Food-Nutrition

Medical Service Medical Professions

Social Science Behavioral Sciences
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Table 2 General Interest and Basic Interest Factors From Five Studies (continued)

Jackson (1977)

Expressive

Creative Arts
Performing Arts

Helping
Social Service
Elementary
Education

Teaching

Communication

Author-

Journalism

Technical

Writing

Kuder (1977)

Artistic

Social Welfare

Literary

Journalism

Library Science

Guilford et al. (1954)

Aesthetic Expression

Social Welfare

Cultural Interest

Rounds & Dawis (1979)

Male samples Female samples

Aesthetic Aesthetic

Aesthetic

Appreciation

Fashionable
Appearance

Social Service

Teaching

Droege &

Hawk (1977)

Artistic

Humanitarian
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Table 2 General Interest and Basic Interest Factors From Five Studies (continued)

Droege &

Jackson (1977) Kuder (1977) Guilford et al. (1954) Rounds & Dawis (1979) Hawk(1977)

Male samples Female samples

Enterprising Influencing People- Meeting and Meeting and Leading-

Social Approval Directing People Directing People Influencing

Human

Relations
Management

Professional
Advising
Law

Agriculture-Law-
Political Science

Public Service

Religious Activity Religion Religion

Conventional
Finance

Office Work Clerical Interest Clerical Activity Business Detail

Business Business Interest

Sales Sales Business Contact Business Contact Selling

Supervision
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Note. General interest factors appearin italics.
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Leading-Influencing). On the stimulusside, a shared property of the
context (Outdoor-Work, Office Work, Industrial) is invoked to ex-
plain interest covariation. Vocational interests are rarely character-
ized by their association with reinforcers, and when they are, it usu-
ally occurs in the context of expressed interests (Rounds, Dawis, &
Lofquist, 1979) or Holland’s environment formulations (Rounds,
Shubsachs, Dawis, & Lofquist, 1978).

General interest factors, sometimes called occupational themes or
second-order factors, are what Kuder and Guilford referred to as “ba-
sic generalized dimensions”related to a heterogeneous group of occu-
pations. These general interests are close to what Meeh! means by
source traits: The elementsof the activity family (or occupational fam-
ily) are dissimilar and aninternal entity is postulated to explain their
covariation. Jackson’s Logical, Guilford’s Science Interest, and Rounds’
Science Activity are examples of similar general interest factors.
Holland’s interest types (which are dimensionaltraits, not taxa), Roe’s
interest categories, and Prediger’s theory-based dimensions are also
examples of general interests.

At the lowestlevel of generality are occupationinterest factors that
comprise a circumscribed set of work activities that are dissimilar in
character and which usually reference a specific occupation. Meehl’s
rubric of surface quasi traits or environmental mould traits is an apt
description. As shown in Table 2, occupation interest factors are in-
consequential to these analyses. Jackson’s Elementary Education and
Kuder’s Library Science are examples of occupationinterest factors.

The majority of replicated factors in Table 2 are specific interest
factors, typically called basic interest dimensions. These basicinterest
factors comprise workactivities that transcend particular situations
(occupations) and occupya level of generality between general inter-
est factors and occupation interest factors. Meehl’s definition of sur-
face traits comes to mind: The elements of the activity family have
similar content. Basic interest factors can be considered subdomains,
and whenthey covary, they are reference dimensions(generalinterest
factors). Most people describe their vocational interests using the lan-
guage of basic interests. Examples of similar basic interest factors are
Jackson’s Skilled Trades, Kuder’s Skilled Trades, Guilford’s Mechani-
cal Interest, and Rounds’ Mechanical Activity.

Makingdistinctions between basic interest factors and occupation
interest factorsin Table 2 is relatively easy, compared with distinguish-
ing basic interest factors and general interest factors. Comparisons
within studies show that factors at different conceptual levels—basic
interest and general interest—occasionally appear in the same analy-
sis. The exception is Jackson’s analyses. The clarity of his results is
due to two methodological features. First, he used high-density
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sampling of items to define the basic factors. In contrast, the Kuder

and Roundsstudies, because of the nature of the data, had little con-

trol over variable sampling. Without such controls, variation in the

level for the same factor can occur. Second, Jackson extracted first-

order and second-orderfactors, allowing the direct mapping of basic

interest factors onto general interest factors. Kuder used the Wherry-

Wherry hierarchical rotation method but stopped the analysis before

a clear solution at the general interest level was established. The re-

maining analyses relied on orthogonal rotations and did not search

for higher-order factors. Because of these methodological differences

amongstudies, which canlead to confusion aboutthe theoreticallevel

or order of the factors that appear in Table 2, Jackson’s study, which

avoids such confusion, is the best guide to the structure of interests.

Given the above, Jackson’s results can be considered aninitial up-

per-boundestimate of the numberandtypesofdistinctions to be made

within the vocational interest domain. Table 2 showsthat 16 of 25

basic interest factors (excluding Elementary Education) and 5 of 8

generalinterest factors from Jackson’s study were identified in atleast

one other study. Jackson’s nine basic interest factors that did not rep-

licate, possibly because of limited variable samples, can usually be

mapped onto general interest factors in other studies. For example,

basic interest items for Creative Arts (visual arts), Performing Arts,

and Author-Journalism (literary arts) were found to collapse into an

Artistic general interest factor in the Rounds and Droegestudies.

Table 2 also shows that Jackson’s list does not includethree repli-

cated basic interest factors: Athletics, Protection, and Religious Activ-

ity. Adding these basic interest factors to Jackson’s factors, it can now

be said that 19 to 28 basic interest factors have been identified and

that these numbersare the best estimate of the lower and upper bounds

of the types of distinctions that can be made within the interest do-

main. Waller, Lykken, and Tellegen (this volume) identify 4 of the 9

nonreplicated Jackson factors (Physical Science, Creative Arts, Per-

forming Arts, Law) andalso the three replicated basic interest factors

that were added to Jackson’s list, lending support to the conclusion

about the numberand kinds of distinctions that can be madeat the

basic interest level. One caveat is especially necessary about this con-

clusion: Nonprofessional interests may not be well represented in this

basic interest catalog. The items andscales that enter into these factor

analyses involve interests that are more related to differences among

professional and managerial occupations than they are to differences

amongskilled, semiskilled, and unskilled occupations.

The basic interest catalog has the practical advantage of guiding

scale development, but its primary purpose was to demonstrate that

the number andtypes of distinctions in the interest domain are much
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larger than hitherto stated and that, whenthese distinctions are taken
into consideration, our knowledge of general interest factors will be
significantly affected. The remainderofthis chapter will evaluate struc-
tural hypotheses associated with general interest and basic interest
dimensions. In the next section, I will examine how well the general
interest categories and dimensionsof Roe, Holland, and Predigerfit
the hypothesized circular structure of interest. I will then go on to
contendthatthe circular structureof interests is a poor representation
of the complexity of the interest space when viewed from the perspec-
tive of basic interest dimensions.

STRUCTURE OF GENERAL INTERESTS

Roe’s and Holland’s general interest themes have received by far the
greatest attention because of their purported centrality to vocational
choice andsatisfaction and their usefulness in the developmentof oc-
cupational classifications. A representation of Roe’s (1956) and
Holland’s (1973, 1985a) circular model ofinterest fields and types is
shownin Figure 1. Although Roe (1956; Roe & Klos, 1969) hypoth-
esized a circular ordering, the internal relationships amongtheinter-
est fields were never specified. Holland, on the other hand, proposed a
structural hypothesis, formally called the calculus assumption, that
defines the internal relationships amongthe interest types such that
the distances betweenthe types are “inversely proportional to the theo-
retical relationships between them” (Holland, 1973, 1985a, p. 5), that
is, adjacent types on the hexagon are mostrelated, whereas opposite
types are least related, with alternating types having an intermediate
level of relationship. The calculus assumption serves the purpose
of defining two key concepts in Holland’s theory: consistency and
congruence. |

Holland’s Structural Hypotheses

Holland’s order hypothesis has received considerable attention fol-
lowing Holland, Whitney, Cole, and Richards’ (1969) demonstration
that a circular arrangementbest describesthe interrelationships among
Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI) RIASECscales. This initial pa-
per stimulated a series of related investigations involving a variety of
measures, samples, and data analytic methods. By far, the most com-
prehensive assessmentof the RIASEC arrangementhas been Prediger’s
(1982) study. He used Cooley and Lohnes’ (1971) FACTORprogram,
a principal componenttechnique for the extraction of arbitrary fac-
tors, to examine the extent to which two theory-based dimensions—
Data/Ideas and Things/People—fit each of 24 sets of Holland scale
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intercorrelations. Prediger reported finding the RIASECscale arrange-
ment for 23 of the 24 spatial representations. (Prediger’s paper also
raises an importantissue about responseset variance andinterest mea-
surement and techniques used to recover structure, which space con-
siderations do not allow us to discuss here; see also Davison, 1985,
and Waller, Lykken, and Tellegen in this volume.) Although these and
other results (see Rounds & Zevon, 1983, for a review of multidimen-
sional scaling studies; see also Fouad, Cudeck, & Hansen, 1984, for
an application of confirmatory factor analysis) clearly support a po-
lygonal RIASEC arrangementofinterest types, these approaches can-
not be considered precise tests of Holland’s structural hypothesis.
Because of their methodology—visual inspection of spatial repre-
sentations—these studies address the simple circular order
expectation of RIASEC, but not the expectations about the
internal relations among the six types, that is, Holland’s calculus
assumption.
When moreprecise tests have been conductedto evaluate the calcu-

lus assumption, Wakefield and Doughtie’s (1973) hypothesis-testing
strategy has usually been applied (e.g., Gati, 1982; Lunneborg &
Lunneborg, 1975; Rounds, Davison, & Dawis, 1979). The Wakefield
and Doughtie procedure uses a binomial test to assess the magnitude
of the numberofviolations of the calculus assumption: The distance
betweenthe six adjacent types (RI, IA, AS, SE, EC, CR) should beless
than the distance betweenthesix alternating types (RA, IS, AE, SC,
ER, CI), and the distances between alternating types should beless
than those for the opposite types (RS, IE, AC). Applications of this
inference procedure have been frequently cited to support the calculus
assumption(e.g., Holland, 1985a, 1985c). Hubert and Arabie (1987),
however,haverecently criticized Wakefield and Doughtie’s procedure,
showing that their simple binomial test is based on the inappropriate
assumption that the order relations are independent, when,in fact,
“violation or nonviolation of some orderrelations necessarily implies
the violation or nonviolation of others” (Hubert & Arabie, 1987, p.
175). Their demonstration that the Wakefield and Doughtie (1973)
approachis incorrect indicates, at the very least, that prior research
using this procedure must be reevaluated and reopens the question
about the viability of Holland’s calculus assumption.

Evaluation of Holland’s Structural Hypothesis

Evaluation of Holland’s structural hypothesis has become a rather
overwhelming task. The number of published intercorrelation matri-
ces since the 1970s hasincreased substantially, due to the commercial
development of interest inventories to assess Holland types. Any
attempt to evaluate each matrix for Holland’s order hypothesis and to
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integrate these findings across measures and samplesis becoming a

formidable task. Given these problemsof integrating literature on struc-

tural relations, a secondary analysis of these matrices using three-way

(individual differences scaling) multidimensionalscaling would be a

fairly parsimonious approachto thespatial representation of numer-

ous matrices from heterogeneous sources. Although my present pur-

pose is to produce a summary configuration or group solution using

RIASECcorrelation matrices, three-way scaling can also be used to

examine individual differences among the sources (measures and

samples).

Method Ina test of Holland’s structural hypothesis, three-wayscal-

ing as implemented in ALSCAL (Young, Takane, & Lewyckyj, 1978)

and SINDSCAL (Pruzansky, 1975) was applied to intercorrelation

matrices for Holland’s six types. (Both ALSCAL and SINDSCALwere

applied because they optimizethe fit of the INDSCAL modelin differ-

ent ways and can result in different solutions [Arabie, Carroll, &

DeSarbo, 1987]). The primary sources for the data were test manuals,

journals, and American College Testing Program technical reports.

These sources were searched for the years 1965 to 1986. Test manuals

for all major instruments assessing Holland’s six types were reviewed:

Vocational Preference Inventory, Self-Directed Search, Strong-

Campbell Interest Inventory, American College Testing Program

Interest Inventory, Career Assessment Inventory, and Career Decision-

Making System. The journals included, but were not limited to,

the Journal of Vocational Behavior, Journal of Applied Psychology,

Journal of Counseling Psychology, Journal of Occupational

Psychology, and Measurement and Evaluation in Counseling and

Development.

Table 3 showsthat 60 correlation matrices were located. (The un-

constrained and constrained RSQ values shown in Table 3 will be

discussed below.) The majority of the matrices came from scale corre-

lations of Holland’s measures with 20 data sets for the VPI and 12

data sets for the Self-Directed Search (SDS). The data sets are about

equally divided between female and male samples. Few of the studies

in Table 3 are satisfactory on sampling grounds. Most of the matrices

were generated from nonprobability samples—convenience samples,

one possible reason for prior divergent findings. Exceptions are the

data collected by American College Testing Program (e.g., Hanson,

Prediger, & Schussel, 1977; Holland, Whitney, Cole, & Richards, 1969;

Lamb & Prediger, 1981) and the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory

general reference sample (Hansen & Campbell, 1985). Although these

samples were not generated from strict probability sampling plans,

there were efforts to guarantee that enough cases were obtained from

relevant strata.



Table 3 Data Source Description and Unconstrained and Constrained RSQ Values by MeasureA

 

RSQ

Data Source N Sex UC C’ Sample Description

Vocational Preference Inventory
1. Holland (1965) 362 M 92 .85 Grade 12, National Merit finalists
2. Holland (1965) 277 F .84 .72 Grade 12, National Merit finalists
3. Holland (1965) 103 M 74 ./6 Employed adults
4. American College Testing Program (1968) 2,433 F 89 .69 College students
5. Holland, Whitney, Cole, & Richards (1969) 1,234 M 97 ./6 10% sample, 2-year college students
6. Wakefield & Doughtie (1973) 373 M/F 82 .82 Intro. psychology students
7. Crabtree & Hales (1974) 759 M 71 .56 Grades 12, 17 rural school districts
8. Crabtree & Hales (1974) 672 F .76 59 Grades 12, 17 rural school districts
9. Holland (1975) [from Folsom (1971)] 191 M 71 .58 Grades 9-12

10. Holland (1975) [from Folsom (1971)] 175 F .63 .52 Grades 9-12
11. Holland (1975) 200 M .80 ./7 Employed adults
12. Lunneborg & Lunneborg (1975) 235 M/F I2 1.00 Intro. psychology students
13. Gottfredson, Holland, & Holland (1978) 378 F 93 .83 Employed adults and college students,

M age = 27
14. Gottfredson, Holland, & Holland (1978) 354 M 94 21 Employed adults and college students,

M age = 31
15. Holland (1979) 347 F 54 .60 College freshmen
16. Holland (1979) 344 M 90 65 College freshmen
17. Athanasou, O’Gorman, & Meyer (1981) 101 M .78 50 Grades 9-12, Australian students
18. Athanasou, O’Gorman, & Meyer (1981) 99 M/F .66 .58 Grades 9-12, Australian students
19. Athanasou (1982) 129 M .78 5 Age 15-45, Australian guidance clients
20. Athanasou (1982) 116 F 79 73 Age 15-45, Australian guidanceclients
A
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Table 3 Data Source Description and Unconstrained and Constrained RSQ Values by Measure (continued)

Data Source

Self-Directed Search
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.

32.

Holland (1972); also Holland (1979, 1985c)
Holland (1972); also Holland (1979, 1985c)
Holland (1979, 1985 [from Poweret al., 1979])
Holland (1979, 1985c [from Poweret al., 1979])
Tuck & Keeling (1980)
Tuck & Keeling (1980)
Holland (1985c)

Holland (1985c)

Holland (198 5c)
Holland (1985c)

Holland (1985c)
Holland (1985c)

Strong Vocational Interest Blank
33.

34.

35.

Campbell & Holland (1972)

Hansen & Johannson (1972)

Bull (1975)

344

347
313
200
247
252
173
172
176
114
84

99

150

150

147

Sex

M/F

M/F

M/F

RSQ

UC

1.00
IY
.86
62
84
72
7
Jd
73
62
56
90

IS

92

.66

Cc

90
90
.68
49
76
34
47
4
65
61
72
./6

.84

88

62

Sample Description

College freshmen
College freshmen
Grade 9 and 10
Grade 11
Grades 11 and 12, New Zealand

Grades 11 and 12, New Zealand
Age 14-18, miscellaneous sample
Age 19-25, miscellaneous sample
Age 26-74, miscellaneous sample
Age 14-18, miscellaneous sample
Age 19-25, miscellaneous sample
Age 26-74, miscellaneous sample

Miscellaneous sample, Set II
scales (Form TM399)

Same sample as data set No.33,
Set II scales (Form TW398)
New Zealand college students
majoring in psychology
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Table 3. Data Source Description and Unconstrained and Constrained RSQ Values by Measure (continued)

Data Source

Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

42.
43.

44,

4S.

46.

Campbell (1977)

Campbell (1977)
Prediger & Johnson (1979)

Rounds (1981)

Rounds (1981)

Campbell & Hansen (1981)

Campbell & Hansen (1981)

Wigington (1983)

Wigington (1983)

Hansen & Campbell (1985)

Hansen & Campbell (1985)

ACT Vocational Interest Profile
47.

48.

Rose & Elton (1982)

Rose & Elton (1982)

201
200

2,178
420
421
300
300

1,140

993

300

300

327

280

Sex

/F

<
<=

T
Y

RSQ

UC

86
84
77
83
91
84
96
82

88

.81

78

3

58

Cc

.66
82
69
.67
98

18
90
718

91

62

13

64

49

Sample Description

Miscellaneous sample
Miscellaneous sample
University freshmen
Adult vocational assessmentclients
Adult vocational assessmentclients
Miscellaneous sample, M age = 33
Miscellaneous sample, M age = 35
University vocational counseling

clients
University vocational counseling

clients
Sample stratified by occupation
andlevel, M age = 38

Sample stratified by occupation
and level, M age = 38

Vocationally unstable college student
clients

Vocationally stable college student
clients
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Table 3. Data Source Description and Unconstrained and Constrained RSQ Values by Measure (continued)

  

RSQ

Data Source N Sex UC C’ Sample Description

ACTInterest Inventory—Unisex Edition
49. Hanson, Prediger, & Schussel (1977) 914 M .66 .57 Grade 11, Career Planning

Program national norming sample
50. Hanson, Prediger, & Schussel (1977) 937 F 74 .66 Grade 11, Career Planning

Program national norming sample
51. Lamb & Prediger (1981) 1,247 M 87 91 Grade 12, UNIACT AAP norms

sample
52. Lamb & Prediger (1981) 1,693 F .84 85 Grade 12, UNIACT AAP norms

sample
Career Assessment Inventory—Vocational Edition
53. Johansson (1976) 363 M .76 49 Miscellaneous adult sample
54. Johansson (1976) 298 F 78 .59 Miscellaneous adult sample

Career Assessment Inventory—Enhanced Edition
55. Johansson (1986) 703 F 73 .58 Miscellaneous sample
56. Johansson (1986) 488 M 59 .59 Miscellaneous sample

Career Decision-Making Inventory—English Edition
57. Harrington & O’Shea (1982) 815 NR 53 .54 High schoolandcollege students
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Table 3. Data Source Description and Unconstrained and Constrained RSQ Values by Measure (continued)

  

RSQ

Data Source N Sex UC? CC? Sample Description

Career Decision-Making Inventory—Spanish Edition

58. Harrington & O’Shea (1982) 148 NR 57.56 High school and college students,
Mexican-American sample

59. Harrington & O’Shea (1982) 64 NR 53 41. High schoolandcollege students,
Puerto Rican sample

60. Harrington & O’Shea (1982) 267 NR .66 .55 High school and junior students,

 

Note. RSQ values from ALSCALanalysis.
NR= notreported.
*UC = unconstrained RSQ
’C = constrained RSQ

Spanish language sample
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Table 4 RIASEC Stimulus Coordinates for the Two-Dimensional ALSCAL

and SINDSCALSolutions and Prediger’s Theory-Based Dimensions

ALSCAL SINDSCAL Prediger (1982)

Category _ 1 2 1 2 D/I T/P

Realistic 00 1.47 —.07 58 OO 2.00

Investigative 1.01 1.03 33 49 1.73 1.00

Artistic 1.41 ~.71 62 —.22 1.73 ~-1.00

Social -.04 -1.29 08 —.47 00 -2.00

Enterprising ~.91 -.75 -.33 -.39 -1.73 -1.00

Conventional —1.48 25 -.63 O1 -1.73 1.00

 

Note. ALSCAL and SINDSCALsolutions are based on 60 matrices referenced in Table 3.

D/I = Data-Ideas dimension; T/P = Things-People dimension.

Results Table 4 shows the RIASECstimulus coordinates from the

ALSCAL and SINDSCALtwo-dimensional solutions for the 60 corre-

lation matrices. These stimulus coordinates are plotted in Figure 2.
The fit of the data to the two-dimensional models seemssatisfactory:
ALSCALsolution accounted for 77% of the variance and SINDSCAL

solution accounted for 80%. (The three-dimensionalsolutions showed,

as expected, a slightly better fit, with the ALSCALsolution account-
ing for 87% of the variance and the SINDSCALaccounting for 86%.
Because the increment in variance for three dimensions is small and

because the focus here is on Holland’s circular model, the two-dimen-
sional solution wasretained.)

The ALSCALand the SINDSCALconfigurations are very similar
(scale values from SINDSCAL shownin Table 4 have been multiplied
by a factor of 2.3 for display purposes). These solutions, however,
show a minordifference in the orientation of the coordinate axes. The
arrangementof the Holland scales in Figure 2, which should be read
clockwise on either solution, conforms to the RIASEC ordering. Com-
paring the distances of adjacent types with the alternating types, and
alternating types with opposite types, shows thatall of the 54 com-
parisons werein the predicted direction. In summary, the configura-
tion in Figure2 is the best estimate of the relationships among Holland’s
six types. The calculus assumptionis an exact theoretical specification
of these empirical relations.

Holland,in his writings, often depicts the six types forming an equi-
lateral hexagon. His use of a hexagon rather than a circle came about
because “Roe had a circle, so we called the resulting configura-
tion a hexagon” (Weinrach, 1980, p. 408; it should be noted that
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Figure 2. ALSCAL and SINDSCALsolutionsfor the 60 RIASEC
correlation matrices

straight-line distances in a circle [chords] and a hexagon areidenti-
cal). The hexagonalstructure (or a circle with equidistant points around
the circumference), however, adds an additional constraint on thecal-

culus assumption: The distances are equal between scale points within
adjacent categories, alternating categories, and opposite categories.

Thus, Holland’s structural hypothesis has taken three forms: the simple
circular arrangementhypothesis, the calculus assumption, and the hex-
agonal hypothesis. Investigators have often mistakenly reported that

findings support the strong hexagonal hypothesis when,in fact, their

analyses have been directed at assessing a weak form of the calculus

assumption (simple circular arrangement) or the calculus assumption
itself.
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Prediger’s Structural Hypothesis

Although Holland’s modelis a two-dimensionalstructure, the nature
of these dimensions has been rarely investigated. An exception has
been Prediger’s (1976, 1982) proposal that two bipolar dimensionsof
work tasks, Data/Ideas and Things/People, account for the hexagonal
hypothesis of occupations and interests. (Incidentally, Prediger’s di-
mensionsare very similar to factors [e.g., Cottle, 1950; Strong, 1943;

Thurstone, 1931] identified in initial studies of interest structure.) The

Data-Ideas and Things-People dimensions have become a core com-
ponent of the American College Testing Program (1988) career guid-
ance services. The ACT World-of-Work Mapuses these dimensionsto
plot the full range of DOT occupations grouped in 23 job families and
to plot a person’s similarity to these job families.

As shownin Table 4, Prediger has specified the coordinates for the
six interest categories to satisfy the requirements of an equilateral hexa-
gon. The Things-People dimension has the Things pole anchored by
the Realistic category and the opposite end of the dimension, People,
is anchored by Social. The Data-Ideas dimension has the Data axis
intersecting the midpoint between the Enterprising and Conventional
categories and the Ideas axis intersecting the midpoint between the
Investigative and Artistic categories. With the specification of coordi-
nate axes, the hexagonis precisely defined.

Results and Discussion The ALSCAL and SINDSCALresults dis-

cussed above, when brought to bear on Prediger’s theory-based di-
mensions, prove valuable here as well (see Table 4 and Figure 2). An
important feature of these analyses, and the basis for comparison be-
tween the empirical axes and theory-based axes,is that the INDSCAL
axes are uniquely determined, given the data sets. A unique orienta-
tion suggests, as discussed by Arabie, Carroll, and DeSarbo (1987),
that the INDSCALaxesare the preferred orientation because arbi-
trary rotation usually leads to a different pattern of source weights
and, thus, a reduction in goodnessoffit. This does not suggest that
anotherset of axes obtained by rotation or a more general model that
allows correlated dimensions might be more substantively interpret-
able. (See Arabie et al., 1987, pp. 44-45, for a discussion of the
IDIOSCAL model.) A rotation of the INDSCALaxesto theory-driven
axes, if possible, would imply only that the stretched or shrunk object
spaces are along axes other than theory-driven axes, not that these
rotated axes could not accountfor the object placement(L. J. Hubert,
personal communication, 1989). Because orthogonal rotation of the
INDSCALaxes will not improvethefit to the theory-driven axes, be-
cause the present set of axes conform closely to Prediger’s, and
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because several other orientations resulted in a loss of explained vari-
ance, I have assumed that the coordinate axes displayed in Figure 2
are uniquely determined.

Substantial support for Prediger’s hypothesized placementof these
dimensions seemed to be provided by the ALSCAL and SINDSCAL
solutions (see Table 4 and Figure 2) with one exception: the Conven-
tional category. Instead of being located between axis 1, the Data pole,
and axis 2, the Things pole, the Conventional category simply an-
chors the negative end of axis 1. (Prediger’s labels are being used for
the sake of clarity.) Another deviation, albeit minor, is the distance

between opposite types: The AC distanceis considerably greater than
the RS and the IE distances, whereas the RS and IE distancesare ap-
proximately equal. Nevertheless, the ALSCAL axes, for example, show
that axis 1, which intersects the Realistic and Social categories, coin-
cides exactly with the hypothesized Things-People dimension, whereas
axis 2 deviates somewhat, approximately 10 degrees, from the hy-
pothesized Data-Ideas dimension. In summary, the empirical axes are

a good approximationto Prediger’s theory-based dimensions, suggest-
ing that the hypothesized nature of these dimensions, thatis, prefer-
ences for working with things or people and preferences for working
with data or ideas may account for how individuals respond to the
RIASECitems.

Inspection of Figure 2 showsthat the configurations approximate
Holland’s theoretical model, a symmetrical (or equilateral) hexagon.

For a more precise evaluation of the hexagonal hypothesis, a con-

strained analysis was applied to the 60 data sets. The stimulus space

was specified with the Data-Ideas and Things-People numerical coor-

dinates (Prediger, 1982, p. 262, see Table 4). The difference between

the two solutions wasrelatively small: The ALSCALconstrained analy-

sis accounted for 69% of the variance, compared with 77% found in

the unconstrained analysis. Whether a loss of approximately 9% of

the accountable variance or the finding that the Conventional cat-

egory anchors the Data pole are of practical importance can only be

evaluated through further research: studies, for example, that assess

the effect of these discrepancies on the accuracy of congruence

predictions.
It should be emphasized that the orientation of the ALSCAL(or the

SINDSCAL) axes represents a solution defined in terms of the vari-

ance accounted for and notnecessarily the substantive properties of

the circular model. The fact that attribute vectors such as Data/Ideas

and Things/People mayclosely fit these coordinate axes does notpre-

clude the study of alternative properties (e.g., Holland’s theory-based

attributes that differentiate opposite-interest types) that may underlie

the circular model. Certainly, two perpendicular coordinate axes are

more parsimonious and therefore morescientifically preferable to three
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attribute vectors or two nonperpendicular attribute vectors (see
Rosenberg & Sedlak, 1972). But most circular models,like Holland’s
structure-of-interest model, present alternative perspectives or inter-
pretationsof the interrelationships amongpoints; hence, mapping more
than two properties on a two-dimensional space may serve important
functions. Multiple attribute vectors fitted to the circular structure-of-
interest, for example, would assist us in better understanding the stimu-

lus-response properties of interest inventories and could be used to
develop occupational classifications and methods to locate a client’s
vocational interests on circular models. The latter suggestion is
best exemplified in Prediger’s (1976, 1981) research that is the basis
of the ACT World-of-Work Map (American College Testing Program,
1988).

Evaluating Measure-Hexagon Fit

Holland’s RIASEC model has had a profoundinfluence onthefield of
interest measurement. Since the 1970s, beginning with the incorpora-
tion of Holland scales in the Strong (Campbell & Holland, 1972;
Hansen & Johansson, 1972), developers of interest inventories have
either suggested that scale scores from their measures can be trans-
lated to Hollandscales (e.g., Zytowski & Kuder, 1986) or have devel-
oped alternative measures (Harrington & O’Shea, 1982; Johansson,
1986) presumed to assess Holland’s typology. Attempts to evaluate
the claims that these alternative measures are, in fact, measuring
Holland’s constructs take a numberof forms, the most frequent, and a
necessary first step, being studies correlating the presumed Holland
scales with the VPI or SDS scales. Evidence also necessary to buttress
such claims is the demonstration that the internal relations among
presumed Holland scales fit the calculus assumption or hexagonal
hypothesis.

Overall, the evidence from the latter studies—the fit of a measure’s
internal relations to the hexagonal model—hasbeen difficult to sum-
marize, based as they are on individual studies using a variety of samples
and methodologies. One possible way to comparethe configural fit
across studies or RIASEC measuresis to examine the multidimensional
scaling source weights, sometimescalled subject or dimension weights.
The source weight on a dimension when the dimensions are
uncorrelated is the correlation of the distances between stimulus coor-
dinates on that dimension andthe correspondingpairwise disparities
in the source’s data. The sum of the squared source weights, referred
to as the RSQ values in the ALSCALsolution,gives the proportion of
the variance of that source’s optimally scaled data that is accounted
for by the dimensions. But as Arabie, Carroll, and DeSarbo (1987)
caution, sources with identical or similar RSQs do not necessarily have
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Table 5 Mean Source Weights for RIASEC Measures From the ALSCAL

Constrained Solution of 60 Correlation Matrices

Dimension Weights

Relative

Measure n Data/Ideas People/Things  Salience RSQ

Holland 32 58 57 1.02 .70

VPI 20 59 58 1.00 71

SDS 12 56 56 1.05 65

Strong 14 70 53 77 78
SVIB 3 71 1 72 .78

SCI 11 69 53 79 .78

UNIACT 4 71 48 70 we)

CAI-V&-E 4 50 55 1.12 56

CAI-V 2 46 57 1.25 54

CAI-E 2 54 54 99 58

CDM 4 45 56 1.28 52

 

Note. Total numberof sources is 58 due to elimination of the ACT Vocational

Interest Profile sources.
VPI = Vocational Preference Inventory, SDS = Self-Directed Search, SVIB = Strong

Vocational Interest Blank, SCII = Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, UNIACT =

Unisex Edition of ACTInterest Inventory, CAJ-V = Career Assessment Inventory

Vocational Edition, CAI-E = Career Assessment Inventory Enhanced Edition, and

CDM = Career Decision-Making Inventory.

solutions that are identical or similar. Nonetheless, RSQ values can be

loosely taken to indicate the goodnessoffit of the source’s data to the

ALSCALsolution.

Results With this cautionary note, Table 3 displays the RSQ values

for the 60 sources (studies) from the unconstrained and constrained

ALSCALsolutions. One immediate observationis that there is consid-

erable variation in the goodness of fit among RIASEC measures. To

evaluate the measure-modelfit, several analyses using the weights from

the constrained solution (recall that this solution was constrained us-

ing Prediger’s coordinate axes) were conducted.

Table 5 shows the mean source weights, relative salience values,

and RSQ values for the RIASEC measures; the meanrelative salience

and RSQvaluesare plotted in Figure 3. Figure 3, a methodto repre-

sent source weights (see Coxon, 1982; Young, 1978), displays the

RIASEC measuresbythe relative salience (ratio) of the People-Things

dimension to the Data-Ideas dimension (horizontal axis) and by

the RSQ, amountof variation explained (vertical axis; the ACT
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Figure 3. Mean source weight plot for the RIASEC measures

Note. SCII = Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, SVIB = Strong VocationalInterest
Blank, UNIACT = Unisex Edition ofACT Interest Inventory, VPI = Vocational
Preference Inventory, SDS = Self-Directed Search, CAI-E = Career Assessment
Inventory Enhanced Edition, CAI-V = Career Assessment Inventory Vocational
Edition, and CDM = Career Decision-Making Inventory.

Vocational Interest Profile was excluded from these analyses, reduc-
ing the number of data points to 58.) Inspection of the mean RSQ
values in Table 5 and Figure 3 showsthat the bestfit to the hexagon
came from the Strong and Unisex Edition ofACT Interest Inventory
(UNIACT)scales. Scales of both editions of the Career Assessment
Inventory (CAI-E, CAI-V) and the Career Decision-Making Inventory
(CDM) showa relatively poor fit. The VPI and SDSdisplay an inter-
mediate measure-modelfit relative to the other measures.

Planned contrasts were conducted to provide a moreprecise evalu-
ation of the measure-modelfit. For these contrasts, the measures, with
the exception of the UNIACT and CDM,were grouped and labeled:
Holland (VPI, SDS), Strong (the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, SVIB,
and Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, SCII, editions), and CAI (CAI-
V, CAI-E). The Holland measures were considered a benchmark mea-
sure for the RIASEC model and thus were contrasted with the other
four RIASEC measures—the Strong, UNIACT, CAI, and CDM.The
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mean RSQ values for these contrasts are shown in Table 5. Results

based on the RSQ values showedthat only the Strong scales, F(1, 53)

= 3.87, p < .05, when compared with the Holland scales, provided a

significantly better fit to the hexagon model, whereas the CDM scales,

F(1, 53) = 5.28, p < .03, showeda significantly poorerfit relative to

the Holland scales.
Examination of Table 5 and Figure 3 also reveals that the pattern of

the relative salience given to the dimensions differs among measures:

The Strong and UNIACT measures give greater weight to the Data-

Ideas dimension, the Holland measures equally weight the dimensions,

and the CAI and CDM measures give greater weight to the People-

Things dimension. Contrasts comparing the relative weights for the

Holland measures (incidentally, an equal weight hypothesis) to the

four other measures confirm three of these four observed differences:

Strong (F = 10.20, p < .002), UNIACT(F = 6.30, p < .02), CAI (F =

.63, p = .43), and CDM (F = 4.20, p < .05). Evidently, the incrementin

explained variance for the Strong and UNIACTscales, compared with

the Holland measures—and,possibly, the decrementin explained vari-

ance for the CDM—is primarily accounted for by the Data-Ideas di-

mension. Between-measure comparisonsonthe source weights for the

People-Things dimension showednosignificant differences. Contrasts

on the Data-Ideas source weights showed significant differences for

the Strong scales, F(1, 53) = 13.90, p < .001, and UNIACTscales, F(1,

53) = 6.12, p < .02, when compared with Holland scales. In summary,

the Strong and UNIACTscales are arguably better in differentiating

the Data-Ideas dimension than the Holland, CAI, and CDMscales.

The observed variation among the sources could be due also to

subject variables and/or an interaction between measures and subject

variables. Sex differences have been implicated in the fit between

measures and Holland’s model, with women showing a poorer mea-

sure-model fit (Rounds, Davison, & Dawis, 1979). The present

data set (25 sources for males and 24 sources for females), however,

showsnosignificant sex differences for goodnessof fit (RSQ values),

F(1, 48) = .79, p = .38,or for the relative salience of the dimensions,

F(1, 48) = 1.52, p = .22. Tests of the moderating effect of sex on mea-

sure-modelfit using the Holland and Strong sources were also nonsignifi-

cant for these weight indices. Although sex differences have been found

in item-response comparisons,andbasicinterest and generalinterest theme

scale-score comparisons (Hansen, 1978; Holland & Gottfredson, 1976),

the present findings indicate that these level differences are notreflected

in the structural relations among RIASECscales.

Onecritical issue that affects the interpretation of the present find-

ings concerns the independenceof the sources. The present data come

from a limited group of investigators that usually includes the test
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authors or students and colleagues of these authors and,in a number

of instances, the sources are from the same study. The data collected

by the same research group may be moresimilar than are data col-

lected by independent investigators. The results, for example, may

depend on the sampling methodology used by a research group(e.g.,

Center for Interest Measurement Research, American College Testing

Program). Such nonindependence would make significance testing

problematic and also raise questions aboutthe validity of the results.
It is possible that the sources may be more appropriately conceptual-

ized as measure-sampling units, and the evaluation of measures may
be, instead, an evaluation of the quality of the research data collected
by a particular research group. In terms of the present results, addi-

tional sources from independent investigators are needed before the
possible confounding influence of research centers or groups can be
evaluated.

Roe’s Structural Hypothesis

Roe’s circular order hypothesis has attracted relatively little attention.
Muchofthe research has been conducted by Meir (Meir, 1973; Meir,

Bar, Lahav, & Shalhevet, 1975; Meir & Ben-Yehuda, 1976), who has

examinedthefit of the internal relationships among scores on a He-
brew interest inventory (Ramak; Meir & Barak, 1974) to Roe’s order

hypothesis. In each study, the structure wastested with Israeli subjects
by meansof the Guttman-Lingoes Smallest Space Analysis technique.
Rounds and Zevon (1983) reviewed these studies and concluded that

the multidimensional scaling research by Meir andhis colleagues pro-
vided no support for Roe’s hypothesized interest configurations. On
the contrary, each study has found a different circular ordering of the
interest fields and different scale pointclusters.

The question of the adequacy of the Ramak as a measure of Roe’s
eight interest fields is one possible explanation for the lack offit be-
tween the Ramak data and Roe’s circular model. Inasmuch as Roe’s
hypothesized circular modelis culturally determined, another plau-
sible explanation concernsthe diversity and breadth of American oc-
cupations in comparison with Israeli occupations. Neither of these
explanations, however, received support from Gati’s (1979) Smallest
Space Analysis of the Vocational Interest Inventory (VII; Lunneborg,
1975) scale correlations based on 235 male and female American uni-
versity students (see also Lunneborg & Lunneborg’s, 1975, principal
components analysis of the VII matrix) or Knapp, Knapp, and
Buttafuoco’s (1978) study of changesin interests assessed by the Cali-
fornia Occupational Preference System (COPS) for 1,243 junior and
senior high schoolstudents. Aside from the Ramak, the VII and COPS
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appear to be the only instruments based on Roe’s system. Gati has
presented a spatial arrangementof Roe’s fields that is identical to Meir’s
(1973) arrangement of Te-Sc-Od-AE-Sv-GC-Or-Bu (Technology, Sci-
ence, Outdoor, Arts and Entertainment, Service, General Cultural,
Organization, Business Contact), whereas Knapp and Knapp’s (1984)
research has suggested a Te-Od-Bu-Or-GC-AE-Sv-Sc arrangement,find-
ings that question the adequacy of Roe’s model.

Parallelism of Roe’s and Holland’s Models

As a result of the apparent similarity of Holland’s and Roe’s models,
Holland (1976) and Lunneborg (1975, 1981) have suggested a paral-
lelism between components of these models. Specifically, the follow-
ing types and fields are hypothesized to represent similar interest
areas: Holland’s Realistic (R) and Roe’s Technology (Te) and Outdoor

(Od); Holland’s Investigative (I) and Roe’s Science (Sc); Holland’s Ar-

tistic (A) and Roe’s General Cultural (GC) and Arts and Entertain-

ment (AE); Holland’s Social (S) and Roe’s Service (Sv); Holland’s
Enterprising (E) and Roe’s Business Contact (Bu); and Holland’s Con-

ventional (C) and Roe’s Organization (Or).
The evidence for this hypothesized parallelism is not particularly

compelling. Meir and Ben-Yehuda (1976) displayed a two-dimensional
spatial representation with four scale clusters defining two orthogo-
nal dimensions: SC and Od opposing E, C, Bu, and Or; and Te, R, and

I opposing AE, A, GC, Sv, and S. In spite of the apparent correspon-
dence betweenfields, the parallel fields are not always nearest to each

other: Bu lies nearer to C than to E, and Odlies nearer to S than to R.

A reanalysis (Fitzgerald & Hubert, 1987; Gati, 1979) of Lunneborg

and Lunneborg’s (1975) correlations of Roe and Hollandscales also
shows disagreementwith the parallel field hypothesis. Gati reported

that Or is between Bu and E,that C is nearer to E than to Or, and that

S is nearer to GC than Sv, whereas Fitzgerald and Hubert found that

the Od appeared as an isolate between the science cluster (Sc, I) and

the artistic cluster (AE, A) and that GC wasin the social cluster (Sv, S)

rather than the artistic cluster (AE, A). These results are not unex-

pected because there have been consistent findings of disagreement

between Roe’s theoretical and the empirical ordering of interest fields.

Gati’s Structural Hypothesis

Because ofthe less than perfect fit of the data to circular interest mod-

els, Gati (1979) has proposed a hierarchical representation of Holland’s

and Roe’s interest categories. These hierarchical models are simple

partitions: (R, I), (A, S), and (E, C) for Holland and (Te, Od,Sc), (AE),
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(Sv, GC), and (Bu, Or) for Roe. Gati (1979, 1982) presented the hier-

archical model as a competitive structure to the circular model, argu-

ing that his modelfits the empirical relations amongthe interest fields

more adequately than either Holland’s or Roe’s models. The results

and the logic on which the hierarchical model depend have been ques-

tioned (Rounds & Zevon, 1983), but Hubert and Arabie (1987) pro-

vided the most damagingcritique. They demonstrated that Gati’s model

is only a simple refinement of a circular interest model in which

Holland’s and Roe’s interest categories are not considered equally

spaced along the circle. Thus, this hierarchical model generates an

ordering of the interest fields that is congruent with and readily ob-

tainable from the circular interest model.

DISCUSSION

Over the last 15 years, there has been increasing consensusin the vo-

cationalliterature (Borgen, 1986) that the internal relations of inter-

est scales are best represented by Holland’s circular order conjecture.

In the analyses presented, configural verification and dimensional rep-

resentation of Holland’s model, goals well suited to multidimen-

sional scaling procedures, were pursued by using results (correlation

matrices) from individual studies. Overall, this methodological ap-

proach to synthesizing the results of individual studies was successful

in evaluating structural hypotheses and moderatorvariables. The find-

ings provide impressive support for Holland’s structural hypothesis

with measures that are presumed to assess the RIASEC types. The

evidence not only supports the simple order hypothesis, but also sup-

ports Holland’s stronger structural hypothesis, the calculus assump-

tion. On the other hand, Roe’s structural hypothesis has faired poorly,

with as many empirical orderingsof her fields as there have been pro-
posed measures. Second, the findings show that two dimensions can

be mapped on the Holland model that are similar in location to
Prediger’s theory-based coordinate axes. Although these findings are

not sufficient support for the labels given to the dimensions,it is ap-
parent that research should focus on these dimensions for explana-
tions of the circular arrangementofinterests.

One advantage in using three-way scaling was the contribution of
the source weights to understanding how characteristics of these sources
relate to the overall fit. The findings, for example, showed that the
RIASEC measuresdifferentially contribute to the source-model good-
ness of fit that has implications about the use of these measures in
vocational counseling. It appears that the internal relations forat least
five measures presumedto assess RIASECinterest types—Strong (SVIB
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and SCII), UNIACT, VPI, and SDS—demonstrate an adequate fit to
Holland’s model. But not all attempts to construct alternative forms
have been as successful as these five measures, with the Career Assess-
ment Inventory—Vocational Edition (CAI-V) and the CDM showing
a relatively poor measure-modelfit. A detailed discussion of the dif-
ferences among these measuresis beyond the scopeof this chapter, but
it is worth noting that the relative salience of the Data-Ideas dimen-
sion seems to be related to RIASEC summary code distributions.
RIASEC summarycodesfor the Strong and UNIACT measures, when
compared with Holland measures, are moreevenly distributed across
the six categories. For the Holland measures, a greater proportion of
Social codes for women andRealistic codes for men are found (Harmon
& Zytowski, 1980; Holland, 1985b, 1985c; Prediger & Johnson,
1979). Although there are many hypotheses that can be compared in
this way, the main purposehere is to suggest the advantages of this
particular strategy in analyzing multiple data sources. (Since this chapter
was written, additional research [Rounds & Tracey, 1993; Rounds,

Tracey, & Hubert, 1992; Tracey & Rounds, 1993; Tracey & Rounds,
1994] has been conducted that develops and expandsseveral of the
ideas presentedhere.)

STRUCTURE OF BASIC INTERESTS

In Making Vocational Choices: A Theory of Vocational Personalities
and Work Environments, Holland (1985a) claims that evidence for

the RIASEC arrangementfor vocational interests is substantial. When

viewed from the perspective of interest measures developed to assess

the six types (general interest hypothesis), the evidence (especially the

data presented above) indeed provides a strong case. But the major

support for this claim and the basis of Holland’s generalization to
vocational interests comes from two studies (Cole, 1973; Cole &

Hanson, 1971) examining the internal relations amongscales that not

only assess Holland interest categories, but that also were developed

to measure a widevariety of occupationalinterests and basic interests.
In this section, I will bring the samestructural questions examined

above about general interests to bear on the domain ofbasic interest

dimensions.

Cole’s Studies

In an analysis of interest patterns of men, Cole and Hanson (1971)

applied a spatial configuration technique, a variation of principal com-

ponents, separately to correlations of 50 SVIB Occupational Scales

(Campbell, 1966), 22 SVIB Basic Interest Scales (Campbell, Borgen,

Eastes, Johansson, & Peterson, 1968), 23 KOIS Occupational Scales

(Kuder, 1966), and 9 Minnesota VocationalInterest Inventory (MVII)
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Basic Interest Scales (Clark, 1961). Cole (1973) then replicated her

analysis on interest inventories developed for women: 27 SVIB Occu-

pationalScales (Strong, 1959), 19 SVIB Basic Interest Scales (Campbell,

1971), and 9 KOIS Occupational Scales (Kuder, 1966). Cole argued

that the configurations of the scales for men and womenacross the

various inventories were similar and conform to Roe’s and Holland’s

circular configurations. A review of the results, however, leaves some

doubt that the data, especially for women, are quite as supportive as

claimed. In contrast to her report on the structure of men’s interest,

Cole (1973) did not classify the scales for women into Holland’s sys-

tem and plot their meanspatial locations, leaving the interpretation in

the eye of the beholder. Taking account of such differences, one notes

several discrepancies from the Holland ordering for the women’sscales:

Thespatial configuration for the SVIB Occupational Scales showsthat

some scales, such as Nurse, Occupational Therapist, and Elementary

Teacher, usually coded Social, are located between Realistic and Con-

ventional and opposite to Artistic scales. For the SVIB Basic Interest

Scales, Enterprising scales (Law/Politics, Public Speaking) are grouped

with Medical Science and Sports near the solution’s origin.

Reevaluation of Cole’s Findings

A moreelaboratetest of the structure of basic interest scales is clearly

called for, especially because Cole’s conclusionsare often cited in sup-

port of Holland’s model and have shaped muchof the current thought

about the structure of interests. Interest inventories have also under-

gone considerable revision since Cole’s paper (Borgen, 1986). One

important change is that males and females are now scored on the

sameset of basic interest scales, allowing a direct comparison of the |

interest configurations of men and women.Thelast 15 years has also

seen an increase in the numberandvariety of basic scales scored in

interest inventories.

A replication of Cole’s study was performed using internal rela-

tions of Basic Interest Scales from the Strong-Campbell Interest In-

ventory (SCII) and the Jackson VocationalInterest Survey (JVIS). One
purpose of the study wasto assessthefit of basic interest configura-

tions to the circular structure proposed by Holland. Another purpose

was to comparethe basic interest configurations of men and women.

Correlation matrices of the scales for men and women in each

of the interest inventories were separately submitted to a nonmetric

multidimensional scaling analysis (SYSTAT; Wilkinson, 1986).

The matrices for the 23 SCII Basic Interest Scales based on samples

of 300 men and 300 womenwere obtained from Hansen and Campbell

(1985, p. 38) and those for the 26 JVIS basic interest (work role)

scales based on 779 men and 600 women were from Jackson (1977,
p. 42).
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Table 6 Stress Values for Two- and Three-Dimensional Solutions

  

Female Male

Measure No.of Scales 2 3 2 3

JVIS 26 13 07 11 .06

SCII 23 21 10 20 12

 

Note. JVIS = Jackson Vocational Interest Survey; SCI = Strong-Campbell Interest
Inventory.

Results

Table 6 showsthestress values (Kruskal formula 1) for two and three
dimensions by gender and measure. The badnessoffit values for the
SCII scales indicate that three dimensions rather than two dimensions
may more adequately represent the relation amongthescales, a find-
ing also reported by Cole (1973; Cole & Hanson, 1971). For the JVIS
scales, a two-dimensional representation seemsto bethebestfit. Be-
cause one purposeof this analysis is to examine thecircular structure
of basic interests, a two-dimensional instead of a three-dimensional
solution for the SCII Basic Interest Scales is displayed. The configura-
tions (Figures 4 through 7) have been oriented by instrument in the
same general wayto simplify visual comparison. Configural compari-
sons (ordering of basic interest scales) will take precedence over di-
mensional comparisons. Dimensional comparisons andinterpretations,
however, are proposed when the MDSaxesconform to existing mod-
els or clarify differences among solutions.

JVIS Solutions Figures 4 and 5 depict the solutions for males and
females derived from correlations amongtheir respective responses to
26 scales of the JVIS. One immediate observation is that the scales
form semicircles at both ends of Dimension 1. This is partially due to
the JVIS forced-choice format in which items from similar scales em-
phasizing science and mastery of nonpersonal aspects of the environ-
ment are paired with items from scales involving interpersonal
activities.

Jackson (1977, pp. 43-44) has grouped thesescales into eight gen-
eral interest themes: (a) Logical (Mathematics, Physical Science, Engi-

neering), (b) Practical (Nature-Agriculture, Family Activity, Creative

Arts, Skilled Trades, Personal Service), (c) Inquiring (Life Sciences,

MedicalService, Social Science), (d) Expressive (Performing Arts, Cre-

ative Arts, Author-Journalism), (e) Helping (Elementary Education,
Social Service, Teaching), (f) Communicative (Technical Writing,

Author-Journalism), (g) Enterprising (Professional Advising, Human
Relations Management, Finance, Law, Supervision, Business, Sales),
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Figure 4 Two-dimensionalscaling solution for males obtained from the JVIS
Basic Interest Scale correlations with the gender-difference vari-
able imbedded asa directed line

Note. Cre Art = Creative Arts, Per Art = Performing Arts, Math = Mathematics,
Phy Sc = Physical Science, Engineer = Engineering, Life Sci = Life Sciences, Soc Sc =
Social Science, Adven = Adventure, Nat Agr = Nature-Agriculture, Skill = Skilled
Trades, Per Ser = Personal Service, Family = Family Activity, Med Ser = Medical
Service, Teach = Teaching, Soc Ser = Social Service, Elem = Elementary Education,
Fin = Finance, Bus = Business, Office = Office Work, Super = Supervision, Hum
Rel = Human Relations Management, Pro Adv = Professional Advising, Author =
Author-Journalism, and Writ = Technical Writing.

Based on correlations from Manualfor the Jackson Vocational Interest Survey, by D. N. Jackson,
1977, p. 42.

and (h) Conventional (Office Work, Sales, Business, Supervision).
Notice that several scales belong to more than one generalinterest
theme: Business, Sales, and Supervision belong to both the Enterpris-
ing and Conventional themes; Creative Arts defines the Practical and
Expressive themes. Overall, the general interest theme groupingsap-
pear to be a reasonable way to summarize the scale configurations:
Most scales are located nearer to the scales that define the general
interest theme thanto scales that define other themes. Two exceptions
occurred: Social Science in the female solution was not located near
the scales that define the Inquiring theme. Author-Journalism was
located in both solutions near Technical Writing, a location important
for the definition of the Communicative theme; neither Author-Jour-
nalism nor Technical Writing were located near the Expressive theme
scales as expected.
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Figure 5 Two-dimensional scaling solution for females obtained from
the JVIS Basic Interest Scale correlations

Note. Cre Art = Creative Arts, Per Art = Performing Arts, Math = Mathematics,

Phy Sc = Physical Science, Engineer = Engineering, Life Sci = Life Sciences, Soc Sc =
Social Science, Adven = Adventure, Nat Agr = Nature-Agriculture, Skill = Skilled
Trades, Per Ser = Personal Service, Family = Family Activity, Med Ser = Medical
Service, Teach = Teaching, Soc Ser = Social Service, Elem = Elementary Education,
Fin = Finance, Bus = Business, Office = Office Work, Super = Supervision, Hum

Rel = Human Relations Management, Pro Adv = Professional Advising, Author =

Author-Journalism, and Writ = Technical Writing.

Based on correlations from Manualfor the Jackson Vocational Interest Survey, by D. N. Jackson,

1977, p. 42.

As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, the ordering of Jackson’s themes

approximates Holland’s theoretical ordering—but for men only, not for

women. The RIASECordering can only be approximated becauseseveral

general interest themes(e.g., Logical and Practical) are notdirectly trans-

latable to Holland categories. (The JVIS scales are assigned Holland codes

below to evaluate the order hypothesis directly.)

The most notable finding that affects a circular order hypothesis is

that these solutions show considerable gender differences in the loca-

tion of basic interest groupings. Beginning in the upperright quadrant

and moving clockwise on the JVIS solutions, the following shifts in

the order of scales from Figure 4 to Figure 5 occur: The Practical theme

scales are grouped between the Logical and Inquiring scales for men;

for women,the Practical scales shift to the lower right quadrant, or-

dering themselvesin a broad circular arrangement betweenthe Inquir-

ing and Conventionalscales. The Social Sciencescale, located near the
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positive end of Dimension 2 for women,is located at the opposite end

for men. The Helping scales for men are found next to the Communi-

cative scales; for women, the Helping scales are located between the

Conventional and Enterprising scales, primarily due to the shift of the

Social Service scale. Finally, the Conventional and Communicative scale

groupsare located in reverse order for women and men.

Overall, the shifts in scales result in a configuration for women that

locates most professionalinterests or complexjobactivities (e.g., Law,

Author-Journalism, Social Science, Mathematics, Engineering) in the

upper half of the configuration, toward the positive end of Dimension

2, and the skilled and semiskilled interests or less complex job tasks

(Sales, Office Work, Personal Service, Skilled Trades) in the lowerhalf,

the negative end of Dimension 2. Thus, the level of the task, or the

task complexity, may influence preferences for women, but, in this

case, not for men. Onthe other hand,the JVIS configuration for men

has basic interests more often endorsed by males (e.g., Finance, Busi-

ness) in the upper half, toward the positive pole of Dimension 2, and

basic interests more often endorsed by females (e.g., Social Service,

Social Science) in the lower half of the configuration.

SCII Solutions The SCII Basic Interest Scale configurations for men

and womenare given in Figures 6 and 7. In both figures, the Artistic

and Enterprising scales are tightly grouped together, whereas the op-

posite is true for the Realistic scales. The RIASEC scale groups, which

will be discussed later in this chapter, are presented later in Table 8.

For women, the Realistic scales are scattered throughoutthe spatial

representation, whereas for men,these scales form a broad semicircle,

beginning at the positive pole of Dimension 2 and endingat the nega-

tive end of the same dimension.

Similar to the JVIS solutions, the configuration of SCII Basic Inter-

est Scales approximates Holland’s RIASEC ordering for men but not

for women. And once again, genderdifferences are evident: For men,

the Social scales are grouped betweenthe Artistic scales and the center

of the configuration, whereas for women,the Social scales are clearly

located opposite the Artistic scales and adjacent to the Realistic and

Enterprising scales. A somewhat unexpected finding for womenis the

location of the Adventurescale: It is grouped with the Artistic scales.

In comparison, the Adventure scale is found near the Athletics and

Military scales for men.
A level dimension for womensimilar to that found in the JVIS solu-

tion seems to accountfor the spatial variation amongthebasic inter-
est scales. Rank ordering the scales on Dimension 1 (reading from left

to right in Figure 7) shows that the activities and occupations vary
from writing, mathematics, science, and law to nature-agriculture, ath-
letics, social service, domestic activities, and office practices. Similar
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Figure 6 Two-dimensional scaling solution for males obtained from

the SCII Basic Interest Scale correlations with the gender-
difference variable imbedded asa directed line

Note. Agricul = Agriculture, Adven = Adventure, Military = Military Activities,
Mechan = Mechanical Activities, Math = Mathematics, Med Sci = Medical Science,
MedSer = Medical Service, Music = Music/Dramatics, Teach = Teaching, Soc Ser =
Social Service, Domestic = Domestic Activities, Religion = Religious Activities,
Speaking = Public Speaking, Law = Law/Politics, Merch = Merchandising,
Business = Business Management, and Office = Office Practices.

Based on correlations from Manual for the SVIB-SCII Strong-Campbell Interest Survey (4th ed.),
by J. C. Hansen and D. P. Campbell, 1985,p. 38.

to the Occupational Level scale of the SVIB (Campbell, 1971), Di-
mension 1 for women could be considered a measure of the socioeco-
nomic level of the individual’s interests.

Gender Differences If the SCII Dimension 1 for women suggests a
level interpretation, the same dimension for men shownin Figure 6
suggests a gender interpretation, with the interests typically associ-
ated with men and women anchoring the two opposing ends. To test
this latter interpretation, the difference between mean basic interest
scale endorsements for the Men- and Women-in-General samples (Hansen
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Figure 7 Two-dimensionalscaling solution for females obtained from

the SCII Basic Interest Scale correlations

Note. Agricul = Agriculture, Adven = Adventure, Military = Military Activities,
Mechan = Mechanical Activities, Math = Mathematics, Med Sci = Medical Science,

MedSer = Medical Service, Music = Music/Dramatics, Teach = Teaching, Soc Ser =

Social Service, Domestic = Domestic Activities, Religion = Religious Activities,

Speaking = Public Speaking, Law = Law/Politics, Merch = Merchandising,
Business = Business Management, and Office = Office Practices.

Based on correlations from Manualfor the SVIB-SCII Strong-Campbell Interest Survey (4th ed.),

by J. C. Hansen and D. P. Campbell, 1985, p. 38.

& Campbell, 1985, Table 5.1, p. 37) were regressed onto the MDSstimuli

coordinates for the male and female solutions. Table 5.1 in the SCII manual

(Hansen & Campbell, 1985) displays mean scores for the 23 Basic
Interest Scales by sex. Taking the difference between scale scores for men
and women,an array of 23 scores is formed, with menscoring the highest
(mean difference in parenthesis) on, for example, Mechanical Activities

(6.6), Military Activities (6.2), and Athletics (6.2) and womenscoring the

highest on, for example, Music/Dramatics (-6.2), Art (-7.0), and Domes-

tic Activities (—8.2).
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The regression analysis for men (R = .89, p < .001) showed thatthe
vector representing gender differences in interests fits very well in the
space, whereas for women (R = .14, p > .05), there was norelation-
ship between this variable and the basic interest representation. As
depicted in Figure 6, the gender difference vector was fitted into the
basic interest representation for men using an application of the re-
gression weights (direction cosines are .997 for Dimension 1 and
—.074 for Dimension 2). Notice that this vector almost coincides with
Dimension 1. Thus, it appears that gender differences typically found
in SCII scale score comparisonsare reflected in the spatial variation
amongbasic interests for men, but not for women.

Given the abovefindings, I decided to replicate the regression analy-
sis on the coordinates of the JVIS configuration. Again, a gender-dif-
ference variable was defined by taking the differences between mean
basic interest scale endorsements for males and females, but here the
JVIS norm group wasused (Jackson, 1977, p. 8). The regression find-
ings were similar to those for the SCII: The multiple correlation was
moderate for males (R = .74, p < .001) and low for females (R = .56, p
< .0S), indicating that stereotypic gender interests are implicated in
the configuration for males. The direction cosines for the male basic
interest coordinates are .246 for Dimension 1 and .969 for Dimension
2, generating the vector plotted in Figure 4.

Gender Similarities Although gender differences have been identi-
fied, correlation of the male and female basic interest coordinates for
each measure indicates that there are also similarities between women
and men in the basic interest representations: Dimension 1 for the
JVIS (r = .99) and Dimension 2 for SCII (r = .95). This can be seen in
Table 7. Furthermore, examination of these dimensions across mea-
sures showsa similar configuration ofinterest scales, that is, a dimen-
sion that could be labeled Things/People or Investigative/Enterprising,
although neither label seems to capture the variety of interests. More
specifically, interests in pure and applied science and nature define
one pole, and business contact and verbal interests define the other
end of the dimension (cf. Waller, Lykken, & Tellegen’s ECSCALplot
of occupational interests in this volume). When viewed as a Things-
People dimension, the types of interests have more in common with
Strong’s (1943) formulations of things and people than Prediger’s
(1982) proposal.
A closer inspection of the Things-People dimension across the four

solutions (see Figures 4 through 7) shows almostidentical circular
ordering between adjacent groups of scales defining each end of the
dimension. Thescales, for example, that reference the broad area of
scientific interests are ordered (the order within groupings may vary):

Mathematics; Engineering, Mechanical; Physical Science, Science; and
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Table 7 Correlations of Male and Female Stimulus Coordinates

for the SCII and JVIS |

Male | Female

Dimension 1 2 1 2

Male

1 — .00 17 ~.20
2 .00 — ~.16 95

Female

1 99 ~.04 — 00
2 .03 13 .00 —

 

Note. SCII, Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory correlations are abovethe diagonal;
JVIS, Jackson Vocational Interest Inventory correlations are below the diagonal.

Life Science, Nature, Nature-Agriculture. The arrangement of these
scales reflects a research and applications dimension extending from

symbols and nonverbal languages (mathematics) and inanimate ob-
jects (engineering, physics) to plants and animals (biology, nature).
The verbal and business contact scales also display a consistent ar-

rangement: Technical Writing, Author-Journalism, Writing; Profes-

sional Advising, Human Relations Management, Law, Law/Politics,

Public Speaking; and Merchandising, Business Management, Business,

Sales. These scales appear to be ordered on a continuum from activi-

ties involving negotiating, recommending, and advising to those

involving managing, supervising, coordinating, and selling. The simi-

lar arrangements of interest scales for both genders and both mea-

sures indicate that it may be possible to develop a more elaborate and

definitive model of the structure of interests using basic interest scales.

Such a modelfor basic interests, however, awaits a better understand-

ing of the influence of gender on vocational preferences.

Evaluating Holland’s Order Hypothesis

Scaling the SCII and JVIS correlation matrices indicates that several

interest scales and RIASEC categories deviate from Holland’s order

hypothesis. Because of the numberof scales and the nature of these

deviations, it is difficult to determine precisely whether these depar-

tures are sufficient to reject the circular order hypothesis or to deter-

mine which of the categories deviate from the RIASEC order.

Given the above, two methodologies were used to evaluate whether
the circular order hypothesis is manifest in the scaling solutions. The

first methodology involved simply plotting the mean scale values
for the basic interest scales representing the six Holland categories.

Table 8 presents the RIASEC classification of the SCI and JVIS Basic
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Table 8 Basic Interest Scales for the SCIJ and JVIS Grouped

by Holland Category

Strong-Campbell Jackson Vocational

Interest Inventory Interest Inventory

Realistic (R)

Agriculture Nature-Agriculture
Nature Engineering

Adventure Adventure
Mechanical Activities Skill Trades
Military Activities

Investigative (I)

Science Physical Sciences
Mathematics Mathematics

Medical Science Life Science

Medical Service Medical Service

Social Sciences

Artistic (A)

Music/Dramatics Performing Arts

Art Creative Arts

Writing Technical Writing
Author-Journalism

Social (S)

Teaching Teaching
Social Service Social Service
Athletics Elementary Education
Domestic Activities Family Activity
Religious Activities

Enterprising (E)
Public Speaking HumanRelations

| Management
Law/Politics Law
Merchandising Professional Advising
Sales Sales
Business Management Business

Supervision

Personal Service

Conventional(C)
Office Practices Office Work

Finance

 

Note. SCII = Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory; JVIS = Jackson VocationalInterest
Survey.
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Figure 8 Spatial configuration of Basic Interest Scales categorized
by Holland’s classification for the JVIS and SCII by gender

Note. R = Realistic, I = Investigative, A = Artistic, S = Social, E = Enterprising, and
C = Conventional.

Interest Scales. The SCII scale classification comes from Hansenand
Campbell (1985). I assigned the JVIS scales to the Holland categories.

Mean Planar Locations Figure 8 gives the meanspatial locations for
each category by scaling solution. (To facilitate comparisons between
solutions, the configurations have been reoriented with the Realistic
and Investigative categories defining the positive end of Dimension2,
and categories are connected by lines according to their circular
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arrangement.) Overall, the Holland categories depart from the hypoth-
esized circular order for three of the four of the configurations shown

in Figure 8. The configural fit to Holland’s order hypothesis using the
numberand type of departuresas an index offit is better for men than
for women. For the men, the departures involve an order reversal of

adjacent categories (Conventional and Enterprising) for the SCII,

whereas the expected RIASEC order occurs for the JVIS. For the

women, the departures involve the Social category: A RIAECSorder

is shown for the SCII and JVIS configurations. In both cases, the So-
cial category is located opposite the Artistic type and between the

Conventional and Realistic types.

Combinatorial Data Analysis Hubert and Arabie (1989) have sug-

gested a moreprecise method for evaluating conjectures of order within

correlation matrices. Their strategy finds the best least squares fit of
the partitioned similarities matrix (here, the basic interest correlation

matrix partitioned by Holland categories), defined by maximizing the
usual squared multiple correlation:

R’=1- Sum(7, — 7.) / Sum(7;, ~7)

where r, = similarity value (correlation)
7 = average similarity value
r. = fitted value.

Under an unrestricted analysis, the similarity values are compared
with fitted values defined by the average within and acrosscell values.
In a restricted analysis, the fitted values are constrained to satisfy the
particular hypothesis under consideration (here Holland’s circular
RIASEC order). The comparison of the unrestricted R* with there-
stricted R* provides an estimate of the fit of RIASEC ordering. Ran-
dom permutations of the ordered objects are used to test the signifi-
cance of the restricted R’.

Application of Hubert and Arabie’s procedure to the SCII correla-
tion matrices for women and men showsthat Holland’s order conjec-
ture does rather poorly. The unrestricted R°-—at .50 for women and
.46 for men—wassmall in both cases, suggesting that thefit for RIASEC
partitions is less than satisfactory. A good fit, relative to the uncon-
strained analysis, was found whencircular order constraints were ap-
plied: Restricted R* was .46 for women and .43 for men, both with p
values less than .01. Nevertheless, a good fit was also found when
linear constraints were applied to the matrices: R* was .46 for women
and .44 for men. These minor differences in the magnitude of R’ for
the circular and linear constrained analyses suggest that even though
Holland’s ordered hypothesis cannot be rejected, a linear order hy-
pothesis is just as viable as the circular order conjecture for represent-

ing the internal relations of basic interest scales.
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DISCUSSION

The research bases of the circular structure of interest models comes

from studies of the relations of Holland’s six categories and indicates
that two dimensions do an adequate job of summarizing the variance.

Although Cole’s studies extended the research base to basic interests,

the research presented herein raises serious questions about Cole’s

conclusion that basic interests for men and womenare organized in a

two-dimensional space according to Holland’s circular structure of

interest. The present findings indicate a poorfit of basic interests to

Holland’s model.
The results also clearly show that there are structural similarities

and differences between men and womenin their vocationalinterests.

Three dimensions emerged across the four data sets. The first dimen-

sion found across measures and gender samples contrasts an interest

in things versus people. The second dimension found for configura-

tions based on data for female samples was interpreted as a measure

of the complexity of work tasks or a dimension that contrasts profes-

sional interests versus skilled and semiskilled interests. The third di-

mension found for configurations based on data for male samples was

interpreted as a measure of preference for activities and occupations

stereotypically associated with men versus those stereotypically asso-

ciated with women. Gender differences in the structure of interests

implies that men and womenperceivetheseinterests(in activities, oc-

cupations) along different dimensionsor attend and respondto differ-

ent aspects of these interests. It also implies that the meaningofinter-

est scales and categories may differ for women and men.Forinstance,

culturally constructed expectations for and of women may well ex-

plain why the pursuit of artistic interests (or an artistic occupation)

may be perceived by women to be more adventurous thansocial.

The basic interest configurations are consistent with previousfind-

ings that Roe’s circular arrangement of interests is incorrect. Roe’s

hypothesis indicates that Outdoorinterests are located between Tech-

nical and Science and that General Culture is located between Science

and Arts and Entertainment. Contrary to Roe’s model, the basic inter-

est configurations show that Outdooris located between Science and

Arts and that General Culture (a measure of verbal interest and prob-

ably also encompassing interests that are entrepreneurial) is located

between Service and Business Contact. In fact, Lunneborg and

Lunneborg (1975) reported exactly this ordering of Roe’s categories.

For a variety of reasons, neither the Holland Realistic nor Conven-

tional themes fared well in the analysis. The Conventional theme was

not well represented by basic interest scales, with one SCII scale and

two JVIS scales classified into this theme. It might be noted that Jack-

son avoided the problems created by Holland’s too-narrow definition
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by assigning interests typically thoughtof as Enterprising (sales, busi-
ness, supervision) to this category, which he also called Conventional
(compare also Roe’s Organizational category). The SCII Realistic scales
were scattered throughoutthe interest space and do not seem to de-
fine a coherent category. Jackson’s strategy was to develop a Practical
theme that included basic interest scales referencing Realistic scales
but also other interests that would be found in Holland’s Social (Fam-
ily Activity) and Enterprising (Personal Service) categories. However,
neither Holland’s nor Jackson’s approachhave fully taken accountof
the broad domain of semiskilled and skilled occupational activities.
A more elaborate differentiation than either has proposedis called
for and would necessarily have an impact on the circular structure
of interests.

DOES THE SUM OF THE PARTS

EQUAL THE WHOLE?

Does the whole equal the sum of its parts? Do six general interest
themes equal the whole of basic interests? An evaluation of vocational
interest structural hypotheses suggest that these questions remain open
to further discussion and examination. As I have argued,this discus-
sion would be facilitated by a basic interest catalog and research mea-
sures to assess basic interests, important benefits of which would in-
clude the developmentandinterpretation of general interest factors.
Jackson (1977), commenting on the importance of basic interest
factors, hassaid:

...(t)}he emergence of the larger numberof themesin the JVIS as
contrasted with fewer previously is no doubtattributable to the
existence of a larger numberof Basic Interest scales, as well as the
JVIS method of scale development, resulting in greater scale indepen-
dence. (p. 24)

Jackson’s larger number of themes (general interest factors), how-
ever, is not a major departure from Holland’s types or Roe’s interest
categories or, for that matter, Strong’s occupational families. Table 9
displays Holland’s types, Roe’s categories, Jackson’s general interest
theme factors, and Strong’s occupational families (the labels are from
Super & Crites, 1962, who credit Darley, 1941). Reading down the
columns, the categories have been ordered accordingto the results of
the present investigation. (Note that Table 9 is illustrative for males
only; results for females were so divergent from the Holland hypoth-
esized order that further study is needed.) Reading acrosstheclassifi-
cations, the interest categories have been listed in terms of content
similarity. The irregularities in the horizontal alignments represent an
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Table 9 Hypothesized Order and Similarity of General Interest Categories

Holland (1973) Roe (1956): Strong (1943) Jackson (1977)

Logical
Realistic Technical Technical

Practical
Physical Science

Investigative Science

Biological Science
Outdoor

Inquiring

Artistic Arts/Entertainment Expressive

Social Service Social Welfare Helping
General Culture Linguistic Communicative

Enterprising
Enterprising Business Contact Business Contact

Organizational Conventional
Conventional Business Detail

 

attempt to approximate variations in levels of generality of the
Roe, Strong, and Jackson categories with respect to the Holland
classifications.

Table 9 suggests several observations aboutthe categories and their
order. What is gained from the generality and simplicity of Holland’s
categoriesis lost in favor of precision, a bandwidth-fidelity trade-off.
Measuresof categories as broad as “realistic” may have their advan-
tages, but given that two-thirds of the occupationsin the Dictionary
of Holland Occupational Codes (Gottfredson & Holland, 1989) are
coded Realistic, they certainly do not help much toclarify a client’s
occupationalinterests. As the present results for the basic interest scales
suggest, when more narrow-band categories are proposed, they do
not necessarily line up in the relations of adjacency suggested by
Holland’s categories.

For example, content analysis of Holland’s VPI Realistic scale indi-
cates that it is composed of skilled and semiskilled occupationaltitles.
The occupations involve work in the outdoors with plants and ani-
mals (hunting andfishing guide, tree surgeon, fish and wildlife spe-
cialist), craft technology or skilled trades (airplane mechanic, auto
mechanic,electrician, electronic technician, machinist), vehicle opera-
tion (bus driver, locomotive engineer), quality control (construction
inspector), engineering technology (surveyor). In the circular struc-
ture of interests, therefore, Outdoor and Technical should be adjacent
categories, but the present findings have shown that Outdoor seems
to be located between Investigative and Artistic.
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To take another example, content analysis of Holland’s VPI Artis-

tic scale indicates that it is composed of occupationaltitles related to
music (musician, concert singer, composer, music arranger, symphony

conductor), the visual arts (commercial artist, portrait artist, cartoon-

ist, sculptor/sculptress [sic]), and literary, language, or writing occu-

pations (poet, author, freelance writer, journalist, playwright). The

expected structural order places the performingarts and the literary

arts adjacent to one another, but the findings presented here indicate

that the verbal interest categories (e.g., Roe’s General Culture and

Jackson’s Communicative) tend to be located between the Social and

Enterprising categories, whereas the performing arts are located as

expected between Investigative and Social.
The separate existence of a linguistic or verbal interest category,

like Roe’s General Culture or Jackson’s Communicative factor, has

had a long tradition in interest measurement. A verbal interest factor

wasinitially identified in Thurstone’s (1931) and Strong’s (1943) fac-

tor analytic studies. Kuder (1939), using a deductive scale construc-

tion strategy, developed the Literary scale for the Kuder Preference

Record. Verbal interest, however, has been defined in two ways:inter-

est in creative and original writing (e.g., writing by poets and novel-
ists) and interest in writing and editing reports, manuals, andarticles

(e.g., writing by technical writers and journalists). Although both types
of writing consist of an interest in the use of words and in the manipu-
lation of verbal concepts, the latter bread-and-butter writing interests
seem to be more highly related to Enterprising interests (e.g., public

speaking, law, public relations) than are creative writing interests
(Holdsworth & Cramp, 1982; see also Lunneborg’s, 1981, discussion

of General Cultural). Interests in creative writing are more similar to
performing and visualart interests.

However, this is not to suggest that in other instances the broad-
and narrow-bandcategories do not converge. Holland’s Investigative
type and Roe’s Science category, for example, are subdivided by Jack-
son into Logical and Inquiring factors, a distinction that may roughly
parallel Strong’s (1943) occupational families of Physical Science and
Biological Science. These categories are foundin the expected order.

As Jackson pointed out, we need to build broad-band categories
from studies of more narrow-band categories such as basic interests.

Thus, the mixed review discussed here maytend to support the suspi-
cion that six categories may not constitute the best representation of

the vocational interest domain. What I have wanted to suggestis that
broad-band interest categories have tendedto travel too far from the

original andstill unattainable goals of vocational interest research: to
identify basic interests and to build therefrom structures of more
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generalized categories that will prove useful to both the vocational

client and the vocational researcher. Recent factor analytic research

has expanded enormously the number and types of interests identi-

fied. Scrutiny of the available research indicates that a catalog of such

material as has been provided thus far could be begun and would

indeed prove useful. In his assessment of Jackson’s and Lunneborg

and Lunneborg’s multivariate work, Borgen (1986) has pointed out

that the “simpler models have clearly earned a place in both theory

and practice, but these lessons of greater complexity of multivariate

structure should also be applied where it is feasible” (p. 102). The

question then becomes, as Borgen also notes, one of evaluating the

trade-offs. It has been my intention to acknowledge fully the signifi-

cant virtues and efficacies of Holland’s and Roe’s models, but also to

argue that there are compelling reasons to modify the structure in the

pursuit of greater accuracy, with the hope that by doing so we will

also retain the parsimonyandutility such models have provided.

Preparation of this chapter was supported in part by a National Acad-

emy ofEducation Spencer Fellowship. I would like to thank Lawrence

Hubert for his suggestion that I use combinatorial data analysis and

for his assistance in its application. This chapter has benefited from

the comments and critiques of John Holland, Lenore Harmon,

Lawrence Hubert, Dale Prediger, Terence Tracey, and Lynda Zwinger.

Thanks are also due to Elizabeth Droz for the literature search and

data preparation.
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INTRODUCTION

Occupational interests and aptitudes have justifiably dominated the

field of vocational assessment. However, with the growing impetusto

assimilate strictly vocational phenomenaand concepts into more com-

prehensive psychological frameworks(e.g., Dawis & Lofquist, 1984),

connections between vocation-related and other individual difference

variables become important issues of contemporary vocational psy-

chology. The relation between personality and occupationalinterests

is an obvious case in point. Although Holland (1985) has declared

that interests are part of the personality domain, empirical research in

this area has not been plentiful (Borgen, 1986). In a broader frame-

work,leisure time interests and their relations to occupationalinter-

ests and personality are additional relevant concerns. Also important—

in all individual differences research—are questions of genetic and

environmentalinfluences.
In this chapter, we report findings from correlational, factor-ana-

lytic, and multidimensional scaling studies of basic dimensions of

233
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occupational andleisure timeinterests: studies of the relations among
these two types ofinterest variables and between these variables and
personality. Because our sample includes several hundred twin pairs
from the Minnesota Twin Registry, we also report estimates of the
stability and heritability of these interest variables.

Subjects

Data werecollected by mail from a large sample of middle-aged twins
and their spouses, participants in the Minnesota Twin Registry (Lykken,
Bouchard, McGue, & Tellegen, 1990), a birth record-based registry
of twins born in Minnesota from 1936 through 1955, most of whom
still reside in the upper Midwest portion of the United States. The
sample included 1,728 men and 2,286 women. The mean age ofthe
subjects at the time of testing was 39.45 (SD = 11.29) and 37.60 (SD
= 10.38) years for males and females, respectively. About two-thirds
of the sample were twins,including a total of 768 pairs who were con-
cordant in providing complete test data; 65% of the pairs were fe-
male, and 55% were monozygotic (MZ)pairs. All dizygotic (DZ) twins
were same-sex pairs. The questionnaires were also administered to 33
pairs of adult MZ twins (MZA twins) and 34 pairs of DZ (DZA)
twins whohad beenseparatedin infancy and rearedapart. This sample
is more fully described in Tellegen et al. (1988).

Instruments

Study participants were sent a test booklet that contained several in-
ventories tapping various domains of psychological functioning. In
this chapter, we focus on the interrelatedness of three of these do-
mains: (a) occupationalinterests, (b) personality, and (c) leisure time
interests. This section presents a brief description of the measures used
in the study.

Occupational Interests Inventory A 100-item questionnaire was de-
veloped to measure the domain of occupationalinterests. In develop-
ing this instrument, we reviewedthe interestliterature with the goal of
identifying the major factors of this sphere. The results of this review
suggested that 15 to 25 factors, varying in breadth, can bereliably
identified (for reviews ofthis literature, see Alley & Matthews, 1982;
Guilford, Christensen, Bond, & Sutton, 1954; Holland, 1959; Roe,
1956; Rounds & Dawis, 1979). One hundred items were written to
tap the broader factors from this review. In contrast to the college-
oriented, white-collar bias of many popular interest inventories(cf.
Alley & Matthews, 1982), some 40% of our items refer to jobs that
do not require post-secondary education.
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An objective of our study was to obtain a model of occupational

interests that was not confounded by the individual’s particulartal-

ents, abilities, education, or status needs. Subjects were therefore asked

to pretend that each occupation “provides you with the same income

and the samerespect in the community. Thenrate each activity—Like,

Indifferent, Dislike—strictly according to how much you think you

would enjoy that type of work and those working conditions. Pretend

all jobs yield equal pay, equalstatus.”

Personality Questionnaire The Multidimensional Personality Ques-

tionnaire (MPQ;Tellegen, 1982), a factor-analytically derived, 300-

item, true/false measure of normal-range personality functioning, was

used to assess 11 lower-order personality constructs with the follow-

ing scale names: (a) Wellbeing, (b) Social Potency, (c) Achievement,

(d) Social Closeness, (e) Stress Reaction, (f) Alienation, (g) Aggres-

sion, (h) Control, (i) Harmavoidance, (j) Traditionalism, and (k) Ab-

sorption. The scales of the MPQarerelatively independent of one

another and have high internal consistencies (Tellegen, 1982). Fur-

thermore, recent work by Reise and Waller (1990), using an item re-

sponse theory paradigm, has shown that the MPQ scales provide an

impressive amountofstatistical information—andtherefore provide

precise measurement—across a wide range of the trait continuum.

These properties make the MPQ desirable instrument for exploring

relations between personality andinterests.

Leisure Time Interest Inventory A 120-item questionnaire describ-

ing a wide variety of leisure time activities was developed to measure

the domain ofleisure time interests. These activities ranged from “go-

ing fishing” and “nightlife: bars, nightclubs, discos, etc.” to “volun-

teer work” and “taking a college course in some subjectof interest” to

“going on a camerasafari in Africa, Borneo, the desert, or the Ama-

zon basin” to “getting involved in controversial issues.” Most of the

items werestated rather generally—for example, “Risky pastimes: hang

gliding, mountain climbing,surfing, etc.”—a practice thatyields a richer

item contentat the risk of conflating unrelated attributes.

Because our objective was to explore the relations among expressed

interests, rather than current practices, subjects were asked, “How

often would you engagein each ofthe followingleisure time activities

if you had the time and the moneyto do what you want?... Remember,

when considering each item, pretend you are not limited by time, or

money, or by age or health. Assuming that you could do any of these
things, how often do you think that you would do them.” Responses

were obtained on a five-point scale labeled: “never—seldom—some-

times—frequently—often as possible.”
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Scaling of Item Responses

In both interest inventories, but especially with the Leisure Time In-
terest inventory (LTT), there was marked variation from subject to sub-
ject in the use of the available response categories. Moreover, most
items in both inventories correlated positively with most other items—
that is, there was a strong commonfactor in both item-covariance
matrices. Without prejudging whetherthis factor reflected a kind of
responseset that might be relatively independentof item content, or a
psychologically significant variable related to breadth of interest, we
decided to measurethis factor separately in both interest inventories
and to rescale the itemsin order to removeits effect. We reasoned that
a subject whousedthe highest rating of 5 only, say, 8 times, was ex-
pressing relatively stronger enthusiasm for those 8 items than a sub-
ject who usedthis highest rating 30 times. Althoughthelatter person
might truly be moreinterested in a greater numberofactivities than
the former person, that difference in average interest could be easily
assessed, for example, from the mean ratings. Ourrescaling of the
items was intended to bring out moreclearly our subjects’ relative
interests for, and discriminations between, items or item clusters. An
ideal subject, reacting to the 120 LTT items in such a wayas to maxi-
mally differentiate his or her reactions to the 120 leisure time activi-
ties, would use each of the five response categories an equal number
of times, that is, 120/5 = 24 times each. For such a subject having a
rectangular distribution of response category usage, the five response
categories were assigned the values .1, .3, .5, .7, and .9, with the high
and low ratings equidistant from the mean or middle scale value.

Therefore, we designed an ipsative scaling procedure that
“rectangularizes” each individual’s distribution of 120 item responses
and, in effect, computes within-subject percentile scores expressed as
proportions. For a subject who seldom uses high ratings, response
categories 4 and 5 receive values further from the mean,say, .8 and
.95, instead of .7 and .9, respectively. If that same subject overuses the
low-end categories, then responses of 1 and 2 mightbe assignedscale
values of, say, .2 and .36, instead of .1 and .3, respectively.

The algorithm to accomplish this scaling was as follows. The scale
value for the lowest category was set equal to (K1/2)/120, where K1 =
that subject’s number of uses of Category 1. The scale value for the
second response category wasset equal to (K1 + K2/2)/120, the third
to (K1 + K2 + K3/2)/120), and so on. Thus,the scaled values represent
the midpoints of intervals on the response scale, where the width of
the interval is proportional to that subject’s frequency of using that
response category. That individual’s mean response, equal to (K1 +
2K2 + 3K3 + 4K4 + 5K5)/120, was retained as a separate variable.
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The variance of scale usage wasalso retained as a variable, expressed

as a proportion of the maximum possible variance given N scale val-

ues and that subject’s mean (Vmax = —M?+ N*M — (N — 1)). In the

case of the LTI inventory, factor analysis of these scaled responses,

together with the mean and the variance, yielded much clearer and

more interpretable factors than did the analyses of the unscaled scores.

THE STRUCTURE OF OCCUPATIONAL

AND LEISURE TIME INTERESTS

Interest Inventories

A series of exploratory factor analyses was performed separately on

the item intercorrelations for the occupationalandleisure time inven-

tories in an effort to uncoverthe structure of these item sets. In these

analyses, principal axis factoring was employed with subsequentor-

thogonal (varimax) and oblique (oblimin) rotations. In each domain,

the items were analyzed separately by gender. In the case of the LT

inventory, the factor analysesof the ipsatized items that resulted in the

clearer factor structure is the one reported here. In the case of the

occupational inventory, ipsatization followed the factor analysis,

though it rescaled the computation of factor scores.

For the occupational interest items, seventeen congruent factors

appearedfor the female and male samples, while 18 congruentfactors

emerged from the analyses of the leisure time items. Because the ob-

lique and orthogonalsolutions from these analyses were quite similar,

we chose to interpret the orthogonal solutions because of the math-

ematical simplicity of these latter structures. Factor-based scales were

constructed by unit weighting the items loading most strongly on each

factor.
Table 1 displays the names of the 17 occupational interest factors

foundin these analyses, as well as a typical item from each factor.

Inspection of Table 1 suggests that the 17 factors span the major

dimensions of vocational interest that have been identified in thelit-
erature (e.g., Alley & Matthews, 1982; Guilford, Christensen, Bond,

& Sutton, 1954; Rounds & Dawis, 1979). Furthermore, a Blue Collar

factor, a dimension not well represented in the literature, was also
clearly identifiable in our analysis. In general, the occupationalinter-
est factors represent broad areasofinterests, such asinterests in people
(Personal Service, Medical) or things (Arts & Crafts, Farmer), though

somefactors, such as our Military factor, clearly represent morenar-
rowly defined domains.
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Table 1 Seventeen OccupationalInterest Factors

  

Factor Sample Item

Blue Collar Skilled trades (appliance repair, auto mechanic,
carpenter, electrician, plumber, etc.)

Writer Novelist, scriptwriter, playwright

Politics Elected public official (legislator, mayor,
alderman,etc.)

Medical Physician (general practice)

Athletics Professional athlete (basketball, baseball,
football, hockey,etc.)

Explorer-Scientist Physical scientist (astronomer, chemist,
geologist, physicist, etc.)

Numbers Person Bookkeeper, accountant, auditor

Personal Service Hairdresser, barber, cosmetician, masseur,etc.

CommissionedSales Selling (real estate, machinery, cars and
trucks,etc.)

Religion Missionary, medical missionary, evangelist,etc.
Animals Veterinarian (horses, farm animals, zoo animals)

Food Service Caterer; managerof a cafeteria, restaurant,
bakery

Arts & Crafts Maker of hand-workeditems(pottery,
embroidery, jewelry, carvings, lace, etc.)

Farmer Farmer (wheat, corn, soybeans,etc.)

Performing Arts Performing artist (actor, singer, dancer, etc.)

Law Trial lawyer, defense attorney, district attorney

Military Commissioned officer in one of the armed
services

 

Table 2 displays the namesandtypicalitems for the 18 leisure time
interest factors. As can be seen in the table, the leisure time interest
factors vary more widely among themselvesin contentspecificity than
do the occupationalinterest factors. For example, the Intellectual In-
terests and the Passive Entertainment factors clearly represent broad
areas of interests and behaviors. Other factors, however, such as
the Police Calls—Fires and Gambling factors refer to highly specific
interests.

A comparison of the occupationalandleisure timeinterest factors
reported in Tables 1 and 2 suggests that several themes are commonto
the two domains. For example, factors representinginterests in athlet-
ics, politics, religion, and the arts are clearly identifiable in both sets
of analyses. This observation led us to ask whether these cross-do-
main factors relate to one another in a meaningful fashion. To answer
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Table 2 Eighteen Leisure Time Interest Factors

Factor Sample Item

Intellectual interests Readingor rereadingliterary classics

Politics Working with others on political or social issues

Socializing Getting together with a lively group of friends

and acquaintances

Hunting-Fishing Hunting small game, rabbits, squirrels, etc.

Sierra Club Backpacking, hiking, camping out

Religion Doing work for your church or synagogue

Husbandry Rebuilding, repairing things (furniture, clothes,

cars, machines,etc.)

Domestic Working with fabrics, yarn (sewing, knitting,

crocheting, tailoring, etc.)

Passive Entertainment Watching TV adventure or comedy programs

Fitness Jogging or running for exercise

Gambling Betting on the horses, dog races,etc.

Police Calls—Fires Goingtofires

The Arts Attendinglive theater or musicals

Foreign Travel Going on a cruise ship to interesting places

Reading Reading mystery or detective novels

Sports Fan Attending sporting events (ballgames, races,

hockey,etc.)

Swinger Nightlife (bars, nightclubs, discos, etc.)

Danger Seeking Risky pastimes (hang gliding, mountain

climbing, surfing,etc.)

 

this question, we conducteda rationalanalysis of the items from these

factors.
A closeinspection of the items from the cross-domain factors sug-

gested the following model. Several of the factors from the two do-

mains define opposite poles of an active-passive or producer-consumer

dimension. For example, consider the two athletics factors, Athletics

(occupational) and Sports Fan (leisure time). In our analyses of the

occupational interest items, we uncovered an Athletics factor, which

wasdefined by the desire to be a professional athlete. This factor can

be viewed as falling on the active pole of a dimension that has the

more passiveleisure time Sports Fan factor defining the opposite end.

Similarly, our occupational Writer factor, which is characterized by

the activities of writing novels, scripts, or plays, falls on the producer

end of a dimension that has the more consumer-oriented Readinglei-

sure time factor loading on the consumerpole.
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To elucidate the empirical ties between these domains, we corre-
lated the factor scores on the 17 occupational and 18 leisure time
interest factors for our 4,014 subjects. This analysis enabled us to
determine, amongother things, whetherindividuals high on the occu-
pationalinterest factors of Politics, Religion, or Athletics, for example,
also scored high on the correspondingleisure time interest factors.
Table 3 presents the results from this analysis.

Several aspects of Table 3 warrant comment.First, note that many
of the occupational interest and leisure time interest factors correlate
substantially with one another, with some of the correlations being
more predictable than others. For example, individuals who said they
would enjoy religious occupations also expressed an interestin reli-
gious leisure timeactivities. Furthermore, many of these same people
said that they would not enjoy such hedonistic activities as Gambling
or being a Swinger. On the other hand,other relations were less pre-
dictable and are therefore more heuristic. For example, a number of
individuals who scored high on our occupational interest factor Ex-
plorer-Scientist also scored high on ourleisure time interest factor Dan-
ger Seeking.

Correlations of Interests With Personality

It is well known that two variables, A and B, can correlate with one
another because A influences B, B influences A, or because A and B
are both influencedby a third variable, C, or any combination ofthese.
It is conceivable that occupationalinterest and leisure time interests
are a reflection of more fundamental variables, such as personality
traits. Indeed, one might predict this to be the case, insofar as contem-
porary models of occupational interests, such as Holland’s hexagonal
model of vocational choice (Holland, 1959), are formulated in
personological terms. To explore this question, we correlated the scores
from the 11 lower-order MPQ scales with the factor scores from the
occupational and leisure time interest factors.

Table 4 reports the correlations among the rescaled occupational
interest factors and the 11 personality scales. As can be seen in the
table, few strong relations exist between these two domains, as mea-
sured by ourscales. Specifically, only two MPQscales, Social Potency
and Harmavoidance,relate strongly to the occupationalinterest fac-
tors Social Potency to Politics, Sales, and Law, and negatively to Per-
sonal Service; while Harmavoidance relates strongly to the factors
Numerical and Personal Service, and negatively to Explorer-Scientist.
Furthermore, several of the MPQ scales—Wellbeing, Achievement,
Stress Reaction, Alienation, Control, Traditionalism, and Absorption—
have no correlations greater than .30 with any of the interest



Table 3 Relations Among 17 Occupational Factors and 18 Leisure Time Interest Factors
ne

Leisure Time Interest Factors
a

Occupational
Interest Factors I P S H-F SC R H D PE F G PC A FT RD SP SW_ DS

Blue Collar ~25 -17 -21 62 .30 -.13 .40 -.35 -14 -.06 .16 .29 -—4A7 -.08 -.27 39 10 .23

Writer 48 29 01 -.36 -.16 -.03 -.19 .02 -.10 -.02 -.16 -.24 .34 10 .29 -.28 -.07 -.05

Politics 28 58 22 -16 -.27 .02 -.23 -.18 -.10 -00 .08 -.09 .04 .04 .06 -.04 .03 -.00

Medical 13 .03 .08 -.30 -.06 .05 -.15 .22 .06 .09 -.18 -.07 .22 .07 .13 -.27 -—.11 -.06

Athletics ~19 .01 .02 .26 .06 -—.19 -—.08 —38 -.16 .39 .22 -.01 -.26 -03 -.17 .45 .12  .20

Scientist 18 .02 -22 13 .39 —29 .08 -—15 -36 .12 —14 -.14 .08 .25 -.03 -.15 -.03  .34

Numbers ~06 -.15 .07 -.19 -.25 .19 -—03 .22 .28 -.04 -.01 .02 -.02 -.13 .14 -.04 -.06 —.26

Personal Service ~04 -.18 .14 -.45 —20 .34 -18 .57  .42 -—08 -.26 -02 .24 -13  .15 -.25 -.16 -.38

Sales ~04 15 16 .13 -.19 -.07 -.00 -27 -.03 -.03 .41 .02 -.23 -.01 -.11 .16 .11  .03

Religious 19 10 .03 —22 -14 .68 -.11 .20 .02 -.11 -—32 -.03 .23 -.09 .03 -—15 -.32 —.23

Animals ~11 -.18 -.19 .17 .51 -.14 .07  .06 -.07 .02 -.10 .00 -—07 .04 -.05 -.00 -.04  .06

FoodService ~17 -.20 .15 -.24 -20 .11 -.11 .41 .35 -10 —01 .01 .07 -.11 .11 -08 .07 -.29

Arts & Crafts 10 -.18 -.09 —29 .02 -.00 .23 .42 .05 -11 —27 —20 .43 OS .12 -.34 -.14 -.17

Farmer ~17 -.18 —20 .35 .36 .05 .20 .05 ~.06 -.08 -—.01 .08 —.24 -.09 -.16 .15 -.07 —.00

Performing Arts 13 005) 15 -45 -.23 -.00 -.27 18 10 .05 -15 —21 .59 07 15 -.32 05 -.10

Law 08 29 08 .06 -—.11 -.18 -.10 -.31 -16 .04 23 .02 —11 12 02 O05 12 «19

Military ~04 .01 -.05 .28 -.00 -.02 .08 -.25 -.05 -.07 .14 .17 —25 .00 -.08 .22 .06  .07

Note. Correlations 2 .30 in boldfaced type.
Leisure time interest factors are as follows: I = Intellectual Interests, P = Politics, S = Socializing, H-F = Hunting-Fishing, SC = Sierra Club,

R = Religion, H = Husbandry, D = Domestic, PE = Passive Entertainment, F = Fitness, G = Gambling, PC = Police Calls—Fires, A = Arts,

FT = Foreign Travel, RD=Reading, SP = Sports, SW = Swinger, and DS = Danger Seeking.
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Table 4 Relations Among 17 Occupational Interest Factors and 11 MPQ Scales (N = 4,014)eee

MPQScales

 

OccupationalInterest Factors WB SP ACH SC SR AL AGG CN HA TRAD ABSNN
Blue Collar —.07 —.12 05 -.30 -.07 16 21 —.07 -—.25 11 —.17
Writer .04 21 02 02 -.01 —.15 —.10 03 00 —.27 16
Politics 09 46 11 16 -.11 —.08 02 01 —.04 —.14 00
Medical 03 01 -.02 16 -.00 —.12 -.11 .04 .07 —.11 08
Athletics 07 17 .04 .04 —.12 -.01 17 —.07 ~.18 —.03 —.07
Scientist 01 .06 03 —.15 -.13 —.10 03 —.03 -.38 —.2.7 14
Numbers —.07 —.26 O01 —.00 12 02 —.12 16 31 19 —.12
PersonalService —.00 ~.32 —.18 25 20 —.00 —.29 08 47 16 05
Sales 09 30 11 .06 —.08 03 14 —.01 ~.03 06 ~.09
Religion 01 —.10 —.07 09 .00 —.06 —.25 11 22 26 00
Animals —.01 -.14 -.05 —.06 -.03 00 -.00 —.02 —.09 —.03 .03
Food Service —.02 —.22 -.13 11 17 .06 —.10 .02 33 11 -.01
Arts & Crafts —.03 —.20 —.07 —.02 10 ~-.01 ~.16 .06 .16 ~.05 16
Farmer -.01 —.20 -.00 —.17 .00 08 01 —.04 —.03 .16 ~.05
Performing Arts -.01 10 -.11 20 11 ~.08 —.10 —.03 12 -.15 22
Law .06 37 17 —.00 -.10 —.04 .16 —.02 —.21 —.14 ~.01
Military —.03 .08 05 —.12 —.02 08 17 —.02 -.11 10 ~.11

 

Note. Correlations 2 .30 are in boldfaced type. However, correlations of .10 are highly significant for N = 4,000.
MPQScales are as follows: WB = Wellbeing, SP = Social Potency, ACH = Achievement, SC = Social Closeness, SR = Stress Reaction,
AL = Alienation, AGG = Aggression, CN = Control, HA = Harmavoidance, TRAD = Traditionalism, and ABS= Absorption.
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dimensions. Note, however, that even the small correlationsarestatis-

tically significant with this large sample and that most of them make

intuitive sense. Thus, Aggression is correlated negatively with Medi-

cal, PersonalService, Religion, and Artistic occupationalinterests, and

positively with Blue Collar, Athletics, Commissioned Sales, Law, and

Military leisure time interests. Absorptionis negatively correlated with

Blue Collar and positively correlated with Writer, Explorer-Scientist,

Arts & Crafts, and Performing Arts. Costa, McCrae, and Holland

(1984) report sizable correlations between the Extraversion scale of

the NEO personality inventory and two of Holland’s vocationalscales,

Enterprising and Social, which accords with our findings for the So-

cial Potency scale of the MPQ. Costaet al. also found occupational

interest correlations with the NEO Opennessscale that resemble the

correlates of the MPQ Absorptionscale.

Table 5 reports the correlations among the rescaled leisure time

interest factors and the MPQscales. Once again, Social Potency and

Harmavoidanceare the twopersonality traits that relate most strongly

with expressedinterests in the leisure time interest factors. Once again,

patterns of low butsignificant correlations make sense and help delin-

eate the nature of the variables. Thus, interest in being a Swingercor-

relates positively with the MPQscales Alienation and Aggression, while

it correlates negatively with the scales Control and Traditionalism.

Multidimensional Scaling

Ouranalyses of the occupationalinterest inventory data reliably iden-

tified 17 lower-order factors. Furthermore, these factors were found

to have few strongrelations with the personality constructs measured

by the MPQ. Although popular models of vocational interests (e.g.,

Holland, 1959) are formulated on personological terms, our data sug-

gest that the domainsof vocationalinterests and personality are rela-

tively independent of one another. Nevertheless, two personality traits,

Social Potency and Harmavoidance,do correlate strongly and system-

atically with several of the interest dimensions. We therefore included

these variables in the following analysis.

To explore the higher-order structure of the occupational interest

domain, a nonmetric multidimensional scaling of the occupational

interest factor scales and the two MPQscales was performed. We note

that the scores for each of our factorial interest scales are not true

factor scores; they were obtained by selecting “marker” items and

simply summing the item scores. Although factor scales of this type

are highly correlated with the factors they represent—unlike the fac-

tors themselves—they are not necessarily uncorrelated. The scale

intercorrelations may even be substantial, reflecting systematic



Table 5 Relations Among 18 Leisure TimeInterest Factors and 11 MPQ Scales

    

MPQScales .

Leisure Time Interest Factors WB SP ACH SC SR AL AGG CN HA TRAD ABS =

Intellectual Interests OS 10 OS —.04 ~.11 -.21 -.21 16 01 -.23 .06
Politics 09 38 13 .O9 ~.14 -.10 .OO O01 —.11 ~.19 02

Socializing 11 16 —.04 AI —.03 —.05 —.03 ~.03 14 02 —.04

Hunting-Fishing —.00 .06 .06 —.18 —.09 13 29 —.13 —.31 10 —.11

Sierra Club OO —.05 O1 -.19 —.08 -.00 OS —.07 —.27 —.08 .07

Religion 03 ~.18 —.06 13 02 —.03 —.31 .16 33 AI —.09

Husbandry 03 —.05 21 —.19 —.07 .O9 02 03 —.12 .O9 —.02

Domestic .O2 —.31 —.07 OS 13 —.04 —.29 11 38 .O9 .06

Passive Entertainment —.13 —.30 —.22 .06 24 07 —.06 07 40 17 -.13 Z,
Fitness OS .04 03 .O7 —.13 —.15 —.01 02 -.11 —.11 —.02 S

Gambling —.03 .16 02 00 .O1 11 26 ~.16 ~.11 —.01 -.10 =

Police Calls—Fires ~.08 —.07 —.04 —.04 .10 15 17 —.07 —.03 18 —.09 i

The Arts O01 03 —.04 .O9 OS —.09 ~.18 .04 12 —.15 28 0
Foreign Travel .03 13 .00 O1 —.07 —.11 .OO —.02 —.15 —.12 07 S

Reading .00 -.06 —.05 -.01 .04 —.09 —.12 08 11 —.13 03 I

Sports Fan —.03 -.01 —.03 —.07 —.02 13 19 —.06 —.03 .16 —.22 a

Swinger —.11 13 —.02 —.00 .10 18 32 —.20 —.14 —.20 02 =.

Danger Seeking 01 22 14 -.16 -.10 .06 .26 -~.22 —.62 —.20 09 S

S

Note. Correlations 2 .30 are in boldfaced type. S
MPQScales are as follows: WB = Wellbeing, SP = Social Potency, ACH = Achievement, SC = Social Closeness, SR = Stress Reaction, =

aAL = Alienation, AGG = Aggression, CN = Control, HA = Harmavoidance, TRAD = Traditionalism, and ABS= Absorption.
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patterns of secondary item factor loadings(i.e., item factorial com-

plexity). Analysis of the scale correlations are of interest because they

may reveal meaningful general or higher-order dimensions.

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is an attractive complement to

factor analysis for exploring the structure of a data set. Althoughstill

not widely employed in this area of psychological research, MDShas

been used several times to study the structure of vocationalinterests.

For example, several researchers (see Rounds & Zevon, 1983, for a

review) have used MDSto investigate Holland’s model of vocational

choice. General reviews of MDS haverecently appeared(e.g., Davison,

1983; Kruskal & Wish, 1978; MacCallum, 1988), and reviews spe-

cific to counseling psychology (Fitzgerald & Hubert, 1987; Rounds &

Zevon 1983) are available.

Two different scaling programs were applied to the correlations

among the 17 occupational interest variables and the MPQ Social

Potency and Harmavoidancescales, namely, the SYSTATscaling mod-

ule (Wilkinson, 1988) and Ecscal(Tellegen, 1989). With SYSTAT, two-

and three-dimensional solutions were attempted, using the nonmetric

option that optimizes an ordinal (monotonic) relation between the

scaled distances and the observed correlations. The fit of the two-

dimensionalsolution was only modest(stress formula 1 = .26), whereas

extraction of a third dimension resulted in a degenerate case. Ecscal

produced a configuration with a reasonably goodfit (as measured by

its ownfit index; see discussion that follows). Judged visually, the two-

dimensional SYSTAT and Ecscalplots are rather similar, and only the

latter will be discussed. First, inasmuch as it is a new procedure,

the following is an informal characterization of some of Ecscal’s basic

features.

Ecscal: A Nonmetric MultidimensionalScaling Algorithm Like other

scaling methods, Ecscal (an acronym for element-centered scaling)is a

procedure for generating a spatial map from a matrix ofsimilarities

(e.g., correlations, rated similarities or dissimilarities, co-occurrences)

among objects(e.g., psychological variables, colors, concepts, foods).

The mapis to show these objects at distances representing the original

similarities.
Ecscal’s particular method is thoroughly nonmetric, more so than

other available approaches. As wewill describe,its iterative process—

which does not even start with a metrically derived configuration—

directly optimizes a monotonicfit of the scaled distances to the input

data.
Ecscal is specifically designed to generate distances that reflect the

“viewpoints” of the objects or elements included in the similarity ma-

trix. Accordingly, Ecscal is responsive only to comparative magnitudes
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of similarity values occurring in the same row of the similarity matrix
because each row fully represents one object’s “outlook” on all other
objects, and because each objectis represented by a row. In other words,
only same-row similarity relations need to be considered.

Moreprecisely, Ecscal seeks to place m objects in a Euclidean space
at relative distances that duplicate, as well as possible, the within-pair
ranks of the (7 — 1)/2 pairs of values in each row of an” Xn matrix
of observed objectsimilarities. Its procedure is designed to maximize
a basically straightforward quantity: the total net number of same-
row similarity pairs whose within-pair ranks are correctly represented
by the relative lengths of the corresponding pairs of derived distances.
To summarize, Ecscal is a program for placing the membersofa set of
objects in a Euclidean space(of specified dimensionality) in a configu-
ration approximating one that reproducesthe largest possible net num-
ber of same-row, within-pair ranks found in the matrix of observed
object similarities.

To give an illustration, suppose we wanttoscale in two dimensions
the correlations amongfive variables. Using the 5 x 5 intercorrelation
matrix as input, Ecscal will place the five objects (variables in this
case) as points in two-dimensional space. Starting from a simple ini-
tial configuration orsetting, it will move thefive objects in a sequence
in which each step increases the net numberof correctly reproduced
pairwise similarity orderings. Thus, if in row 1 of the matrix, r12 =
.5O and 713 = .40, then Ecscal will correctly reproduce the pairwise
ordering (r12, r13) if it moves object 2 closer to object 1 than to
object 3.

In our example (provided there are no ties), a maximum of (5 x 4)
/2 = 10 correlation pairs can be rank ordered correctly in any row of
the matrix, and a total of 5 x 10 = 50 pairs in the total matrix. Note,
incidentally, that amongthe similarity pairs in row i are 4 pairs con-
taining the correlation of variable i with itself, which is presumably
the highest in row i; for example, row 1 includes pairs (145 Tio)s (Nays
T13)> (Ty9 1,4)> and (r,,, 7,,). The inclusion of self similarities permits
representation of our assumption that each object is more similar to
itself than to any other object and invites a corresponding spatial
separation of each object from every other object in the scaling
solution.

Suppose nowthat in our example the final scaling solution repro-
duces 8 pairwise similarity orderings correctly and 2 incorrectly in
row 7 of the matrix. Then the net numberof correct rank orderings in
row / is computed to be 8 — 2 = 6. The corresponding representation
value of elementi equals (8 — 2)/10 = .60. The representation value of
object i, then, is the net proportion in row i of the similarity matrix of
all untied similarity pairs whose within-pair rank orderings are cor-
rectly reproduced. The average of all object representation valuesis
Brora Po indav nt {i allizdeH Try anaritar Tt trirne nit that tha TVIWMNAKrATKNE
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of the representation value formulais the same as that of gamma, Goodman

and Kruskal’s (1954) rank-order correlation index. Like gammas, repre-

sentation values range from —1 to 1, though in a good solution,no objects

should have a negative representationvalue. Unlike the widely used stress

formulas, the representation value is unambiguousbecauseit is a direct

measure of goodness of monotonic fit. An object’s representation value

can also be viewed as its nonmetric communality.

Another distinctive feature of Ecscal is that it places objects in a

discrete, rather than a continuous, space.In the two-dimensionalcase,

it utilizes an m x m grid andlimits the possible locations of the objects

to the midpoints of the m x m cells of the grid. The procedurestarts

out with a coarse 3 Xx 3 grid and, in one ofits options, placesall ob-

jects initially at the origin, which is defined as the midpoint of the

center cell of the grid. Objects are then moved in a predetermined

heuristic order, each object being moved tentatively to a number of

different adjacent cells to identify moves that would improve the fit

(i.e., increase the net numberof correctly rank-ordered, same-row sim1-

larity pairs). If such moves are found, the one that most improves the

fit is implemented, which transfers the object in question to a new

location; otherwise, the object is not moved this time around. This

process continues until no further moves result in fit improvement. At

that point, the scale coordinates of each objectare multiplied by 2; for

example, the coordinates of an object placed in the upper right-hand

cell are changed from 1, 1 to 2, 2. Because objects continue to be

moved to adjacent cells, doubling the coordinates has the effect of

superimposinga finer grid—a 5 x 5—uponthe evolving scale configu-

ration. The objects can now be deployed over a more densely spaced

set of cell midpoints and are moved aboutagain until additional moves

no longer improve the fit. The process of grid refinement followed by

object moves is repeated until further refinement fails to improve the

fit. The program then terminatesits fitting process, computes and prints

the individual and average object representation values, standardizes

and prints the final object coordinates, and plots the configuration.

Ecscal Scaling of Occupational Interests Figure 1 shows the two-

dimensional Ecscal plot of the 17 occupational interests plus the So-

cial Potency and Harmavoidance (labeled Safety Mindednessin Fig-

ure 1) variables based on their intercorrelations. The average object

representation value ofthis solution is .82, with the individual values

ranging from .59 to .96, a rather good outcome.Thefigure also shows

the results of a factor analysis. We have found that embedding factor-

analytic simple structures in scaling solutions can be illuminating; it

provides a mutual check on both dimensionalstructures and calls at-

tention to incongruities. The procedure is analogous to Shepard and

Arabie’s method of embeddingclustering results in scaling solutions

(Shepard & Arabie, 1979).
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Figure 1 Two-dimensional Ecscal plot of 17 occupationalinterests factors
and two MPQscales

Whenscaling and factor-analytic structures are shown in the same
figure, one also can hardly ignore their differing functions. Factor-
analytic results give us a indication of what kind ofscales, as well as
how many, are needed to measure adequately a person’s major char-
acteristics in a given domain. This psychometrically essential informa-
tion concerns variance sources and cannot be adequately recovered
from a scaling solution (Davison, 1985). A scaling solution, on the
other hand,can capture essential ordinalfeatures ofa similarity struc-
ture in a reduced (low dimensional) space and display these features
as an easily apprehended visual-spatial configuration.
We will now take a closer look at the details of our results, starting

with the factor analysis. The four-factor solution was chosen inas-
much as the eigenvalue slope of the principal components indicated
four major dimensions. Factor 1 opposes “tough”andstereotypically
masculine occupations to interest in occupations involvingartistic ac-
tivities. Factor 2 opposes Social Potency andinterest in cosmopolitan,
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socially enterprising occupations tointerest in farming and caring for

animals. Factor 3 opposes interest in science to a combination of

Harmavoidance (Safety Mindedness in Figure 1) and interest in social

service occupations that are presumably seen as relatively unadven-

turous. Factor 4 seemsto representinterest in professional-level help-

ing occupations.

Figure 1 shows how well the factor-analytic and scaling results com-

port with one another. We assigned each variable as a markerto the

rotated factor on whichit received its highest loading. Closed curves

were drawn around eachset of same-signed markers of the samefac-

tor. Because three of the four factors are bipolar, the enclosed subsets

numberseven. Figure 1 showsthatthe enclosed areastendto be rela-

tively compact,distinct, and nonoverlapping, and that the opposite-

signed markers of the samefactortendto be far apart, all indications

that the scaling and factor-analytic structures are generally congruent

and mutually supportive. The one exception(also foundin the SYSTAT

solution) is a markerof the artistic pole of Factor 1, namely, Arts &

Crafts, which the scaling program moved far away from the other two

markers—Writing and Performing Arts—stretching their enclosing

curve. Inspection of the correlations reveals that unlike Writing and

Performing Arts, Arts & Crafts is negatively correlated with all four

of the socially assertive positive markers of Factor 2, shown at the

bottom of the figure. The scaling process was moresensitive to these

differential correlation features than the factor analysis, which seems

to reflect our respondents’ view that Arts & Crafts hasa distinctly less

socially assertive quality than Performing Arts and Writing.

Turningto the mostsalient features of the scaling solution, the dot-

ted lines represent a rotation of the original scale vectors to mark what

seem to be meaningful major dimensions. We labeled the horizontal

dimension Social versus Technical because it clearly contrasts inter-

personally oriented with technically and physically oriented occupa-

tions. The vertical dimension impresses us as a control-manipulation-

mastery versus service-provision-care vector, and we named it Control

versus Service. This schema invites comparison with others, particu-

larly the two-dimensionalinterest structure of the widely used Unisex

Edition of the ACT Interest Inventory (UNIACT; Lamb & Prediger,

1981). The two UNIACT dimensions are thought to be the general

dimensions underlying Holland’s (1985) and Roe’s (1956) basic inter-

est types. One dimension, People versus Things, contrasts Holland’s

Social and Realistic occupations. The second dimension, Ideas versus

Data, pits arts and sciences against a variety of managerial,financial,

and record keeping business occupations, thus contrasting the Hol-

land Artistic and Investigative occupations with the Enterprising and

Conventionalones.
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Our Social versus Technical and UNIACT’s People versus Things
dimensions seem very similar, but our Control versus Service dimen-
sion clearly differs from the UNIACT Ideas versus Data dimension.
No single global schemeis likely to be sufficient for capturing the
major interest variations in all populations. For example, develop-
mental differences may be important. The UNIACT dimension may
reflect distinctive characteristics of not onlyits descriptors butalso of
the precollege population on which it was developed. Our owngen-
eral dimensionsnecessarily reflect the character of our broadly based
primary factor scales and our large adult population sample. They
provide a partially new perspective that may prove heuristically fruit-
ful in exploring individual’s vocational attitudes and the perceptions
underlying them.

The Heritability and Stability ofInterests

A total of 768 pairs of Minnesota Registry twins were concordantin
providing complete test data. Of these concordant pairs, 240 were
asked to retake the Occupational Interests Inventory and the Leisure
Time Interest Inventory between twoto three yearsafter the first ad-
ministration; complete returns were obtained from both members of
198 pairs, 53 MZ and 52 DZ female pairs plus 49 MZ and 33 DZ
male pairs. These data allowed us to investigate both the heritability
and the stability of occupational andleisure timeinterests.

Quadratic regressions on age were computedforthe interest scales
separately by sex, and norms were constructed to permit the scale
scores to be converted to age- and sex-corrected t-scores with a mean
of 50 and SD of 10. This procedure partials out the effects of age and
sex on the intraclass correlations and subsequentheritability estimates
(see McGue & Bouchard, 1984, for a justification of this procedure).

Tables 6 and 7 report the MZ and DZintraclasscorrelations, heri-
tabilities (47), and test-retest stabilities for the occupationalinterest
andleisure time interest scales from this sample. The heritabilities were
computedvia Falconer’s formula: twice the difference between the MZ
and DZ correlations. This method provides valid estimates of herita-
bility when the data satisfy the following assumptions:(a) assortative
mating is absent, (b) genetic effects are purely additive, and (c) gene-
environmentinteraction is minimal. Even when these assumptionsare
not entirely valid, minor violations of the assumptions should notvi-
tiate the general conclusions. However, when the MZ correlationsare
more than twice the value of the corresponding DZcorrelations, the
MZ correlation itself is the best estimate of heritability (these esti-
mates are shownin parenthesesin the tables). We do not present these
data asfinal estimates of heritability, but only as evidencethat genetic
factors significantly influence expressed interests.



Table 6 Heritabilities and Test-Retest Stabilities for 17 Occupational Interest Factors

  

Males Females MZA

Test- Test-

retest retest

MZ DZ hy MZ&DZ MZ DZ hy MZ&DZ h?

Factors N of Pairs: 148 119 273 228 33

Blue Collar 65 40 50 .86 55 21 (.55) 80 53

Writer 56 21 (.56) .80 AI 28 42 75 03

Politics 43 18 (.43) 78 46 20 (.46) 65 44

Medical 42 15 (.42) .76 A2 15 (.42) .68 —.04

Athletics 51 11 (.51) 83 46 23 46 72 53

Scientist 41 19 (.41) 69 39 40 (.00) 79 59

Numbers 41 7 (.41) .76 44 27 34 .80 A9

Personal Service 33 22 22 69 A7 21 (.47) 72 18

Sales 52 .07 (.52) 72 38 24 28 61 03

Religion 56 28 56 .76 50 21 (.50) 73 52

Animals 52 12 (.52) 75 AY 15 (.49) 77 36

FoodService 27 20 14 65 44 17 (.44) 65 11

Arts & Crafts 38 18 (.38) 73 37 20 34 .66 40

Farmer 47 29 36 74 44 23 42 7/8 .60

Performing Arts 54 32 44 78 56 22 (.56) 73 64

Law 36 12 (.36) 75 41 05 (.41) .70 33

Military 31 O01 (.31) 69 19 10 18 57 17

spogeneonenceccasnscasnadeaseoncoataaseasc canaraanonosgannanoR tananenbaRnanRRRRRGannRRRontOacaAnna RnROetSantanARO ROR ROARSRRDREARRARIRISEAARsORRRAaCagaRERNEOSAEROAITGAUGESORAROMISGRREARAIACIORLEANSROEROLEERECTIADISSARBISEDIROESREEERIEEERIEEEESRSAaONpecsOEUCUDOETTONIONTOD ponnoTORGANORIOLEAEROSSEREDREADERGLORALIASRARESTROAREDSABOAERGISSIGIRERRI

Note. Parenthetical figures refer to estimates based on MZ correlations.
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Table 7  Heritabilities and Test-Retest Stabilities for 18 Leisure Time Interest Factors

   

Males Females MZA

Test- Test- nm
retest retest NG

MZ DZ hb? MZ&DZ MZ DZ h? MZ & DZ bh?
Factors N of Pairs: 148 119 273 228 33

Intellectual Interests 57 20 (.57) .80 59 27 (.59) .76 54
Politics 46 .20 (.46) .70 42 27 30 .70 .16
Socializing 50 14 (.50) 67 39 21 36 .70 42
Hunting-Fishing 67 39 56 87 48 26 44 75 42
Sierra Club 51 26 50 .70 56 24 (.56) 79 53
Religion 52 36 32 83 63 28 (.63) 82 57
Husbandry .63 17 (.63) .80 41 08 (.41) .68 65
Domestic A7 25 44 73 46 21 (.46) 83 46 Z
Passive Entertainment 1 13 (.51) .68 52 18 (.52) 75 46 8

Fitness 49 13 (.49) 79 56 23 (.56) 71 Al =
Gambling 61 33 56 83 AS 35 20 .78 48 =
Police Calls—Fires 49 1S (.49) 74 44 28 32 .66 77 3
The Arts 50 18 (.50) .78 47 21 (.47) .76 22 S
Foreign Travel 2/7 —.05 (.27) 52 43 11 (.43) 57 17 S
Reading 45 07 (.45) 69 46 18 (.46) 72 .16 =
Sports Fan 51 34 34 87 46 22 (.46) 75 59 S
Swinging 43 1S (.43) 75 45 20 (.45) 77 A7 2
Danger Seeking 39 26 26 .63 43 .14 (.43) 75 46 S

S

Note. Parenthetical figures refer to estimates based on MZcorrelations. x
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The data reported in Tables 6 and 7 illustrate that the twin

intercorrelations andtest-retest stabilities for the interest scales were

quite similar for both sexes. For example, the median MZ correla-

tions for the occupational interest scales were .43 and .44 for the male

and female subjects, respectively. The median DZ correlations were

18 and .21 for males and females, respectively. The mediantest-retest

stabilities were .75 and .72. Within-pair correlations for MZ twins

reared apart (MZA)directly estimate broadheritability withoutrely-

ing on the assumptionsof the Falconer formula.It is noteworthy that

4 of the 17 occupationalinterest scales yield negligible MZA correla-

tions (.13 or less), whereas 8 of them yield substantial correlations,

ranging from .41 to .65. The average MZAcorrelation for the occu-

pationalinterest scales was .35, in contrast to .14 for 34 DZApairs.

The average MZAcorrelation for the 18 leisure time interest scales

was .45, versus .18 for the DZA twins.

The data for the leisure time interest scales mirror almost exactly

the pattern of relations found for occupational interests. The median

MZ correlation was .50 for the males and .46 for the females. The

median DZ correlations were .19 and .18 for males and females, re-

spectively; the median test-retest stabilities were .75 for both sexes.

As might be expected,less stable interests (e.g., Military or Foreign

Travel) are associated with lower MZ correlations. Put another way,

it is the stable componentof interest variance that sets the upper limit

for heritability. It may be that some of these interests are less stable

becausethey are,in fact, less traited, thatis, relatively large numbers

of people do not have well-defined attitudes toward some of these

occupationsoractivities.

Figure 2 presents multiple box-and-whiskerplots (Tukey, 1977) for

the MZ and DZ twin correlations for both the occupationalinterest

and leisure time interest scales for both sexes. The boxes envelop the

middle 50% of the distributions, whereas the whiskers represent the

distribution tails. These plots nicely illustrate that the MZ co-twins

are quite a bit more similar to one another than are the DZ co-twins,

suggesting that individual differences in interests are due, in part, to

hereditary factors. The plots also show that the average within zygos-

ity twin correlations are very similar both across sex and acrossinter-

est domains.
In summary, our data provide additional support to the growing

body of literature suggesting that expressed interests are both heri-

table (Carter, 1932; Grotevant, Scarr, & Weinberg, 1977; Nichols,

1978; Roberts & Johansson, 1974; Vandenberg & Kelly, 1964;

Vandenberg & Stafford, 1967) and stable over time (Hansen & Stocco,

1980; Hansen & Swanson, 1983; Strong, 1951; Swanson & Hansen,
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Figure 2 Multiple boxplots for MZ and DZ intraclass correlations for
17 occupational interest and 18 leisure time interest factors

 
1988). In our sample, for example, approximately 50% of the vari-
ance—andtwo-thirds of the stable variance—of the occupationalin-
terest and leisure time interest scales could be attributed to genetic
factors. Thus, the role of genetic factors in the development and main-
tenance of expressed interests appearsto be of about equal magnitude
as it is in the domain of personality (Tellegen et al., 1988).

DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we have explored relations among three domains of
individual differences: (a) occupationalinterests, (b) leisure time inter-
ests, and (c) personality. Although each of these domains has been
explored in the past—sometimesin great detail—our work represents
one of the few attempts to look at these domains simultaneously in a
large sample.

Because of our design and ourinclusion of twin data, we were able
to consider questions that few researchers are given the opportunity
to ask. For example, Hansen (1984) notes that

most major theorists [of occupationalinterests] (Berdie, 1944; Darley
& Hagenah, 1955; Strong, 1943; Super, 1949) have included five
determinants of interests in their theories: (a) Interests arise from
environmental and/or social influences; (b) Interests are genetic; (c)
Interests are personality traits; (d) Interests are motives, drives, or
needs; (e) Interests are expressions of self-concept. (p. 100)
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Our data allowed us to examine the veracity of three of thesestate-

ments.
Are interests largely genetic or environmental? When we looked at

the role of heredity in the expressionofinterests, we found that more

than half of the stable variance on many of these traits was attribut-

able to genetic factors. Thus, the proposition that “interests are ge-

netic” was clearly supported by our data. However, the fact that less

than half of the variance of some traits for one or both sexes could be

accounted for by genetic factorsalso suggests that “interests arise from

environmental...influences.” Rather than frame the question in either-

or terms, psychologists should instead ask, Whatare the complemen-

tary roles of genetic and environmental factors in the development

and maintenance ofinterests?

Are interests personality traits? Our data suggestthat the answerto

this question is no. When wecorrelated the 17 occupationalinterest

and 18 leisure time interest scales with the 11 personality scales of the

MPQ,wefoundthat only twopersonality scales, Social Potency (domi-

nance) and Harmavoidance,related strongly to the interest dimen-

sions. Other researchers have reached similar conclusions. Hansen

(1984, p. 117), for example, notes that “for the most part, correla-

tional studies betweeninterest scores and personality scores have been

extremely disappointing.”

Our data show that many occupational interest and leisure time

interests are stable, genetically influenced person variables that are

relatively independent of personality. Thus, although genetic factors

accountfor at least 50% of the stable variance in both the domainsof

personality (Tellegen et al., 1988) and interests, our data suggest that

these genetic factors are not the same in the two domains. This brings

us back to the title of this chapter. Are occupationalinterests, leisure

time interests, and personality three domains or one? Ourfindings

largely indicate the former. Nevertheless, in the following discussion,

we reason that personality factors are relevantto leisure time interests

and occupationalinterests, and to vocationalchoice.

First, our data do show several clear associations between person-

ality and interests, involving especially the Social Potency and

Harmavoidancetraits. These correlations not onlytell us that certain

occupationalinterests are directly trait related, but also indicate that

respondents’ perceptions of these occupationstend to be consensual.

Our respondents must have been in some agreementthat

a

political

job calls for assertiveness andentails visibility, that scientific pursuits

are adventurousand exciting, and that social service occupations tend

to be less socially assertive andless physically adventurous than other

vocations. Without shared occupational perceptions of this sort, no

correlations with personality could have been obtained.
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The numerouslow correlations between personality andinterests
are more ambiguous.It may bethatcertain interests are not relevant
to personality, as we defined it with ourinventory, or that the occupa-
tions in questionare perceived differently by different people. The low
personality correlates of the Medical and Military occupational inter-
ests scales, for example, mayreflect differences among respondentsin
how importantthey believe the social service, achievement, job secu-
rity, or prestige features of these occupations are. Attitudes toward
most occupations are formed withoutdirect job experience and may
reflect idiosyncratic appraisals. If these idiosyncratic appraisals are
personality related, additional substantial correlations between occu-
pational interests and personality traits should be demonstrable. One
could ask respondentsto rate their interest notonly in Occupation O
but also in variousspecific activities actually required for occupation
O. Personality correlates may be stronger for a composite based on
the O-relevantactivities than for the direct ratings of O itself, which
mayreflect idiosyncratic perceptions. On the other hand, the job per-
ceptionsthat are more consensual mayalso be the moreaccurateones,
perhaps underlying morerealistic preferences. But we know of no data
in this area and we may underestimate the influence of inaccurate ste-
reotypes(e.g., “scientists” lives are full of excitement”).

In any case, vocational psychologists undoubtedly encountercli-
ents whose job preferences are inappropriate, either becausetheir job
perceptionsortheir self-perceptions are inaccurate, or both. Correc-
tive vocational information can be usefully augmented with system-
atic assessments of personality characteristics and of leisure time in-
terests and activities. One can think of examples: Someone whois a
good chef might think of starting a nouvelle cuisine restaurant. But
this person might notrealize that one’s own appetite for risk taking
and long hours are not quite strong enoughfor this competitive line of
work,or that one’s conscientiousnessand affiliativeness could be real
assets in a more social-service—oriented career. A would-be psychiatric
social worker, though motivated to work with people, might in the
long run be temperamentally more suited for a less bureaucratic and
more entrepreneurial occupation. A would-be experimental chemist,
though genuinely interested in the sciences, may have underestimated
the patience required for repetitive laboratory work.

So far in our discussion, the problem of improvingthefit of people
and vocations has been posed too simply as merely one of making
better choices, of choosing jobs or people better. To be sure, obvious
examplesof this can be addedtothe earlier ones; shy people are gen-
erally not well suited for sales jobs; highly stress-reactive people are
generally not ideal for high-pressure managerial positions. But we also
find in the same occupation people with very different personalities
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doing very well: Some successful salespersonsare ebullient extroverts

and someare soft-spoken; although mostsuccessful psychologists like

people, some don’t; notall successful lawyers are aggressive; and a

few happy Trappist monks are loquacious. Thesedistinctive traits in-

fluence the particular work roles people undertake. Workersoften find,

or fashion, or are ultimately provided, a niche in their job environ-

mentthat is personality congruent,that is, conducive to personal ful-

fillment and jobstability. Insofar as people’s jobs are in fact structured

in accordancewith their personalities, we encounterin the work sphere

(including areas of low correlations between personality variables and

measured occupationalinterests) a process of trait-situation matching

(Tellegen, 1989; Waller, Benet, & Farney, 1994), resulting in person-

environmentcorrelation (Buss, 1984) and, thus, also in gene-environ-

ment covariation. Whethera particular person-environmentfit is adap-

tive or dysfunctional or lacking, personality assessmentcan help clarify

not only the what of vocational preference and choice but also the

how of vocational adjustment.
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discrimination of speech sounds familiar to speakers of American En-
glish that are confused by nonnative listeners (/r/ and /I/ sounds as
they are heard by Japaneselisteners) and the origins of such confusion
in perceptual reorganization in infants (occurring at about the end of
the first year, when infants are also learning to producethefirst speech
sounds). They find that training directed at improving the perception
of /r/ and /I/ in nonnative speakers yields only modest improvement.
They also discuss how individual differences—in addition to stimulus
materials, criterial tasks, and orienting tasks—affect the perception of
nonnative speech sounds.



Chapter 10

 

Interpersonal
Influence Theory

The Situational
and Individual Determinants

of Interpersonal Behavior

Stanley R. Strong
Virginia Commonwealth University

RESOURCE EXCHANGEIN SOCIAL INTERACTION

People are social animals. They spend most of their lives interacting

with others. The moststartling fact of biological evolution is the emer-

gence of Homosapiensas social creatures, creatures eminently equipped

to wrest survival from the physical environment through collective
action. The difference between the Neanderthal and Homosapiens
was not cranial size but the cranial organization that gave Homo

sapiens superior abilities to communicate with one another. Experts
surmise that these superior abilities supported complex andeffective
collective action among Homosapiens, an effectiveness that may have
contributed to the rapid extinction of the Neanderthal (Bailey, 1987).

People are inclined to affiliate with others. Through collective ac-
tion, people generate the materials and conditions that facilitate their
survival and growth. Effective group action requires specialization of
member contributions and coordination of their efforts. To maintain
the members’ contributions to the group,the fruits of the group’s ef-
fort must be distributed among them.Affiliation with others, highly
developed abilities to communicate with others, and the complex and
structured systemsof social exchange thus allowed are endemic to the
human condition.

263
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Like other living creatures, people act on their environmentto ren-
der it hospitable to their needs. Their environmentis largely composed
of other people whose actions control most of the materials and con-
ditions—the resources—they need to survive and grow. Thus, much of
human behavioris intended to influence others to behave hospitably
to one’s needs. People form, maintain, and alter relationships with
others whom theyperceive to control resources they need.In relation-
ships, people exchange behaviors intended to influence each other in
order to adopt and maintain behaviors that are hospitable to their
needs. Each tailors his or her interpersonal (social) behavior to the
opportunities and dangers that the other’s behavior poses to need
fulfillment.

In interpersonal interactions, people negotiate the resources they
will makeavailable to each other and the needsto befulfilled through
their relationship. They exchange resources as they reach consensus
aboutthe structure of their relationship. People base their behaviors
on their impressions of the resources they and the other control and
the needs they and the other have. Their vulnerability to each other’s
influence is a joint function of (a) their needs that correspondto(i.e.,
that can befulfilled by) the resources they perceive the other to con-
trol and (b) the needs they perceive the other to have that correspond
to the resources they control. People influence each other’s behavior
by affecting each other’s impressionsof resources and needs.Interper-
sonal behaviors convey information about the person’s characteristics
and aboutthe person’s perception of the other’s characteristics. The
information is intended to affect the other’s impressions of resources
and needs, thereby influencing the other’s behavior.

Emotional Resources

The basic human needis to affiliate with fellow creatures and ex-
change emotional resources such as liking, care, support, and affec-
tion. The needfor affiliation is part of our heritage as mammals. The
most important evolutionary change from reptiles to mammals was
the emergence of extended carefor and affiliation with offspring. Pri-
mate social systems are based on kinship and arise from brain struc-
tures that equip mammals withaffiliative emotions(Bailey, 1987). The
powerofaffiliation needs in humanbehavioris intensified by people’s
reliance on collective action to generate material resources for sur-
vival and growth. The need for and exchange of emotional resources
is the glue that forms and maintainssocial groups. People are intrinsi-
cally inclined to seek, respond to, and exchangepositive affiliation
behaviors. Negative or hostile behaviors deny emotional resources and
threaten the successful formation or continuance of social groups.
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Thus, people are highly responsive to hostile behaviors such as indif-

ference, rejection, and harm. Such behaviors threaten their affiliation

needs and threaten the formation or continuation of needed social

groups.

Material Resources

Effective group action requires that the contributions of group mem-

bers be specialized and coordinated and that the benefits of collective
action be distributed among the members. The highly developed cor-
tex of the humanbrain, a heritage of primate evolution, allows people
to communicate with one another in complex ways. Communication

abilities enable humans to form highly structured and complex social
groups. The specialization and coordination of individual contribu-
tions to group activities are shaped and maintained bythe distribution
of the material resources collective action generates.

The distribution of material resources in social groups is closely
related to the perceived value of member contributions to the success
of group efforts. Coordination skills and scarce contributionsthat are
critical to group successare highly valued, whereas contributionsthat
are less scarce or critical are less valued. Members who coordinate
activities or makecritical and scarce contributions receive favorable
shares of the material resources the group generates. Those who offer
more commoncontributionsare less favored. The result is the emer-
gence of status hierarchies in human groups. High status (dominant)
members coordinate activities, control the distribution of material re-

sources, and makescarce andcritical contributions. Low status (sub-

missive) members contribute their energies and efforts to more com-
monactivities in obedience to dominant members.
When people are forming relationships, the first order of business

is to determine the structure of their relationship in terms of their
contributions to and benefits from group effort. The relationship struc-
ture that evolves reflects the participants’ perceptions of the material
resources each controls. Material resources are the materials, skills,

abilities, and knowledge required to accomplish the purposes under-
lying the formation of the relationship. As a working consensus
emerges, the relationship is consummated and maintained throughthe
exchange of material and emotional resources. At any point, one or
both participants may becomedissatisfied with the structure of the
relationship and launchefforts to change the other’s impression of the
distribution of resourcesin the relationship. If a new working consen-
sus is not achieved, the relationship may be abandoned.In anycase,
relationships are maintained only as long as they serve the needs of
their members.
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CLASSIFICATION OF INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR

Interpersonal behaviors are intended to manageother people’s impres-
sions of the distribution of emotional and material resources and needs
in relationships. They carry information about the emotional resources
I offer and need and the onesyou offer and need, and about the mate-
rial resources I have or need and that you have or need. The basic
information about emotional resourcesidentifies the extent to which I
offer (or give) emotional resources. The messages vary from “I give”
to “I do not give” and define the emotional resource dimension of
interpersonal behavior. The basic information about material resources
identifies the extent to which I control scarce resources. The messages
vary from “I have (I control)” to “I need (I do not control)” and de-
fine the scarce material resource dimension of interpersonal behavior.

The emotionaland scarce material resource dimensionsare orthogo-
nal and define the Cartesian plane presented in Figure 1. The emo-
tional resource dimension is the horizontal axis presented at the bot-

tom ofthe figure, and the material resource dimensionis the vertical
axis presented on theleft side of the figure. Each point on the plane
represents a different combination of basic information aboutresources
and needsin the relationship. The other messages on the plane expand

the implicit meaning of the combinations of basic messages; they pro-
vide additional information about the distribution of emotional and
scarce material resourcesin the relationship. For example, the implicit
meaning of the combination of the basic messages “I do not give emo-

tional resources” and “I need scarce material resources” is conveyed

in the message “You do not need (or want) scarce material resources”;

the combination “I give emotional resources” and “I have scarce ma-

terial resources” is expanded with “You need scarce material

resources.”

In Figure 1, interpersonal behaviorsclassified toward the poles of

the emotional resource axis focus on information aboutthe distribu-
tion of emotional resources and needs. Behaviors that inform the other

that “I give emotional resources”areclassified as ingratiation, whereas
those that inform the other that “I do not give emotional resources”
are classified as intimidation (Jones & Pittman, 1982). Within ingra-

tiation, murturant behaviors additionally inform the other that “You
need emotional resources,” whereas cooperative behaviors add “I need
emotional resources.” Within intimidation, critical behaviors add “I

do not need emotional resources,” whereas distrustful behaviors add
“You do not want emotional resources.”

Behaviorsclassified toward the poles of the scarce material resource
axis in Figure 1 focus on information aboutthe distribution of mate-
rial resources and needs. Those that inform the other that “I have
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Figure 1 Resource messages of interpersonal behaviors

scarce material resources” are classified as self-promotion, whereas
those that inform the other that “I need scarce material resources” are
classified as supplication (Jones & Pittman, 1982). Within self-pro-
motion, leading behaviors add “You need scarce material resources,”
whereas self-enhancing behaviors add “I do not need scarce material
resources.” Within supplication, docile behaviors add “You have scarce
material resources,” whereasself-effacing behaviors add “You do not
need scarce material resources.”

Figure 2 presents representative behaviors that embodythe infor-
mation aboutresources and needs within each class of interpersonal
behavior (Strong & Hills, 1986). Behaviors on the right side of the
classification model attempt to influence the other’s impressions by
presenting positive information aboutthe distribution of resources and
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Figure 2 Classification of interpersonal behaviors

From Interpersonal Communication Rating Scale, by S. R. Strong and H.I. Hills, 1986, Depart-

ment of Psychology, Virginia Commonwealth University. Unpublished work.

needs within a positive emotional climate. They propose the exchange

of contributions and benefits in a context of liking, consideration,

appreciation, care, support, respect, and affection. Behaviors on the

left side of the model attempt to influence impressions through the

negation and denial of aspects of resources and needsin a context of

indifference, self-denigration,dislike, disdain, bitterness, rejection, and

withdrawal. They attempt to induce the other toalter the distribution

of contributions and benefits not only by denying certain resources

and needs but also by threatening the existence of the relationship.

The behaviors threaten withdrawal if proposed changes are not ac-

cepted. The threat to abandontherelationship intensifies the impact

of demandsfor change.
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DETERMINANTS OF INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR

Interpersonal behaviors are attempts to influence the other’s impres-

sions of the distribution of material and emotional resources and needs

in relationships. They also embody the exchange of resources that fa-

cilitate fulfillment of participants’ needs. The interpersonal behaviors

a person employs reflect one’s impression of the opportunities and

dangers for need fulfillment present in a relationship. Thus, the two

categories of determinants of interpersonal behavior are (a) the fea-

tures of a relationship that influence a person’s perception of the dis-

tribution of resources and needsin the relationship and (b) the charac-

teristics of the person thatdefine features of relationships as opportu-

nities or dangers.

Thefeatures of relationships that influence a person’s perception of

the distribution of resources and needs are the behaviors the other

employs and the extent and nature of one’s own and the other’s de-

pendence onthe relationship. The characteristics of the person that

define features of relationships as opportunities or dangers are needs

and beliefs about how features of relationships relate to need fulfill-

ment. Individual differences in interpersonal behavior are a function

of differences in thesebeliefs.

The Other’s Interpersonal Behavior

If the proposed classification of interpersonal behaviors in terms of

the information they present about resources and needsis valid, then

the relative perceptual and behavioral impacts of interpersonal behav-

ior on interactants should systematically reflect the structure of the

classification model. Stronget al. (1988) tested this proposition in an

experiment in which oneofthe participants in two-person groupsper-

sistently employed behaviors from oneofthe eightclasses of interper-

sonal behaviorspresented in Figure 2 (shownin bold-faced type in the

figure). College women volunteered to participate in a study adver-

tised as “an investigation”of how women negotiate consensus in a

creative story construction task. Each subject was paired with a con-

federate subject who wastrainedto follow a scripted role containing a

high frequency of oneof the eight classes of behaviors. The subjects

worked together for 16 minutes to generate stories for two Thematic

Apperception Test (TAT) cards. They were instructed to develop a

story for each card individually and then sharetheir stories and create

and agree on the mostcreative story for each card. After the experi-

mentalinteractions, subjects described their perceptions of their part-

ner (the confederate) using the Impact Message Inventory (IMI; Perkins,

et al., 1979). The interactions were videotaped and the behaviors of

the participants were coded into the eight classes of interpersonal
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behaviors using the Interpersonal Communication Rating Scale (Strong
& Hills, 1986).

Item responses on the IMI are scored on 15 scales that form a
circumplex pattern alongstatus andaffiliation dimensions. The scales
are combinedinto four cluster scores, one for each pole of the dimen-
sions. To determinetherelative perceptual impacts of the eight inter-
personal behaviors, the differences in perceptual impact of each be-
havior, as opposed to the impact of the other seven behaviors, were
assessed with a priori contrasts in an analysis of variance of each clus-
ter score. For each behavior, the F values on the dominant and sub-
missive cluster scores were combined, as were those on the friendly
and hostile cluster scores. The results of these Operations were two
values for each behavior that indicated its relative perceptual impact
on the IMIstatus andaffiliation dimensions. These values were used
as coordinates on the status and affiliation dimensions, and vectors
drawn from the origin to the point on the plane defined by the coordi-
nates graphically depicted the relative perceptual impacts of the
behaviors.

Figure 3 presents therelative perceptual impactvectors ofthe eight
interpersonal behaviors. The direction of each vector indicatestherela-
tive effect of the confederates’ behavior on the subjects’ perception of
the confederates. The length of the vector indicates the intensity of the
effect. The relative positions of the perceptual impact vectors corre-
spondexactly to the positions of the behaviors relative to one another
in the model. The vectors reveal that the perceptual impacts on the
status dimension were strongest for the most hostile behaviors. It was
proposedearlier that the threat to abandon therelationship conveyed
in behaviors on theleft side of the modelintensified the impactof
demands for change in the distribution of material resources in the
relationship. The greater perceptual impacts of hostile behaviors on
the status dimensionis consistent with that proposition.

Stronget al. (1988) organized the ratings of the women’s behaviors
in each interaction in confederate stimulus/subject response pairs. They
eliminated the data pairs in which the confederate stimulus was not
classified in the category of behavior emphasized in the confederate’s
role. They then determined for each subject/confederatepair the pro-
portion of the subject’s total responses that wereclassified in each of
the eight behavior categories and transformed the proportionsinto a
normally distributed variable. They determined the effect of each con-
federate behaviorrelative to the effects of the other seven behaviors
with a priori contrasts in an analysis of variance for each subject be-
havior. The analyses resulted in eight F ratios for each confederate
behavior that indicated its relative impact on each subject response
behavior.
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Figure 3. Relative perceptual impact vectors of interpersonal behaviors

To generatestatus and affiliation dimension coordinatesofthe be-

haviors’ relative impacts on subjects’ response behaviors, the eight F

ratios for each confederate behavior were linearly combined twice

using the geometric properties of the classification model. One combi-

nation weighted the F ratios to derive a coordinate for the status

dimension; the other combination weighted the F ratios to derive a

coordinate for the affiliation dimension. Vectors drawn from the

origin to the point on the plane defined by the status andaffiliation

coordinates graphically depicted the direction and intensity of each

confederate behavior’s relative impact on the subjects’ overall response

behavior.
Figure 4 presents the relative behavioral impact vectors of the eight

interpersonal behaviors. The direction of each resultant vector
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Figure 4 Relative behavioral impactvectors of interpersonal behaviors

indicates the bias or underlying thrust the confederate behavior gener-
ated in the overall pattern of subject response behavior (subject be-
haviors encouraged and,inversely, discouraged). The length of each
vector indicates the strength of the resultant effect. As can be seen in
Figure 4, behavioral effects systematically reflected the structure of
the model. Submissive behaviors encouraged dominant responses and
discouraged submissive responses. Dominant behaviors encouraged
submissive responses and discouraged dominant responses. Friendly
behaviors encouraged friendly responses and discouraged hostile re-
sponses. Hostile behaviors encouraged hostile responses and discour-
aged friendly responses. The only exception to this pattern was for
self-effacing behaviors. Self-effacing behaviors encouragedself-effac-
ing responses. Other research (Gergen & Taylor, 1969; Gruszkos, 1986)
suggests that this inversion of expected effect was a consequence of
the subjects’ instructions to cooperate and achieve consensus.
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The overall pattern of behavioral impacts correspondsclosely to

the expected effects of the behaviors’ resource messages presented in

the model. The pattern is also consistent with the major hypothesis of

interpersonal theory, complementarity (Carson, 1969; Kiesler, 1983;

Strong, 1986). Complementarity proposes that responses to another’s

behavior in an interaction will be reciprocal on the status dimension

(submissive behaviors encourage dominant behaviors andvice versa)

and correspondentontheaffiliation dimension (friendly begetfriendly,

and hostile, hostile). However, the relationships Strong et al. (1988)

observed between specific behaviors did not conform well to

complementarity. Of the 24 significant relationships they reported

between specific confederate and subject behaviors, only seven con-

formed to the expectations of complementarity. Ina review of research

on interpersonal behavior, Orford (1986) concluded that

complementarity as a guide to the exchange of specific behaviors in

relationshipsis faulty at best. Different behaviors result in different

effects in different relationships.

Strong et al. (1988) concluded that, while how a person behaves

toward another profoundly influences how the other behaves toward

the person,

a specific interpersonal behavior does not impel a specific response

from the other. Rather, the person’s behavior...biases the other’s

responsesin a particular direction, a direction that is evident in the

other’s overall pattern of responses but may not be apparent in

specific responses. (p. 809)

The behaviors a person employs profoundly and systematically in-

fluence the other’s behavior.

Relationship Dependence

The impact of another’s behavior on a person’s behavioris qualified by

the person’s perception of his or her own and the other’s dependence on

the relationship. People form, alter, and maintain relationships to obtain

the emotional and material resources they need. A person’s dependence

on a relationship is a function of howcritical the resourcesit provides are

to the person’s needs and the extent to which the resources cannot be

obtained in otherrelationships. A personis highly dependentona rela-

tionship when the resources it provides are critical and cannot be ob-

tained readily through anotherrelationship. A personis less dependent

on

a

relationship when the resourcesit provides are not very important or

whenthey can beobtained readily through anotherrelationship. Because

people have strong needs for emotional resources and are highly depen-

dent on social groups to meet their material needs, their behavior is con-

strained by needsto be liked and receive approval.
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it. However, relationships are never one sided. The other Participates
in the relationship to service the other’s own needs. Thus, the otheris
dependentat somelevel on the person’s continuedparticipation in the
relationship. Dependence on the person inclines the other to give
emotional resources and conform contributionsto the person’s needs.
The effect of relationship dependence on interpersonal behavioris a
function of the person’s perception of the extent and relative degree of
his or her own and the other’s dependence on the relationship. Inter-
personal behavioris a function of interdependence.

Interdependence has the following effects on interpersonal
behavior:

¢ When a person perceives his or her own dependence to be high
and the other’s dependenceto be low, the person gives emotional
resources and conforms contributions to the needs of the other.
As described above, these behaviors are intended to encourage
the other to maintainthe relationship. The person avoidsdisputes
about the exchange of material resources in the relationship as
long as sheor he perceives the needed resources may be received
throughthe relationship.

¢ When a person perceives his or her own dependenceto be low
and the other’s dependenceto be high, the person exchanges
emotional and material resources with the other as long as the
other conformsto his or her wishes. The person doesnot hesitate
to threaten to abandontherelationship if the other does not fully
conform. These behaviors reflect the person’s perception that the
otheris easily replaced. The person gives the minimum resources
the other wants only as long asthe otherfully satisfies the needs
the person seeksto fulfill in the relationship. If the other’s behav-
ior is not fully satisfactory, the person counts on the other’s
greater dependenceto render him orher responsive to demands
for change.

¢ When a person perceives both his or her own and the other’s
dependenceto be low, the person gives emotional resources and
conforms to the other’s wishes as long as the exchangeis satisfac-
tory. However, with minimaldissatisfaction, the person threatens
to abandontherelationship. Because the person perceiveslittle
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dependence ontherelationship, little dissatisfaction is tolerated

before demanding change in the exchange.If the otheris likewise

less dependent ontherelationship,it dissolves. If the otheris

more dependentthan the person had perceived, the other con-

forms to the demands, and the person changeshisor her percep-

tion of the interdependence balance in the relationship. Because

relationships with little interdependence dissolve readily in face of

dissatisfaction, those that continue are marked with satisfactory

exchanges of emotional and material resources. The resources in

any case are easily found in other relationships or are not particu-

larly important to either party.

© When

a

person perceives both his or her own and the other’s

dependenceto be high, the person gives emotional resources and

conformsto the other’s wishes as long as the exchange is reason-

ably satisfactory. However, with moderate dissatisfaction, the

person demands changesby threatening to abandontherelation-

ship. These behaviorsreflect the person’s efforts to maintain an

importantrelationship, butalso his or her perception that the

other’s high dependence renders the other vulnerable to demands

for change. If both perceive the other to be highly dependent and

both are themselves highly dependent, dissatisfaction leads to

strident and caustic efforts to induce the other to change within a

relationship both are reluctant to abandon. Such relationships

spawn behavioral dysfunction. Both participants, such as two

partners or parentand child, are trapped in persistent and caustic

behavioral exchanges that debilitate both self and other.

Three factors affect dependence on

a

relationship: (a) the resources

the other controls that facilitate fulfillment of needs, (b) the availabil-

ity of alternative relationships that could provide the same resources

as the current relationship, and (c) accountability and responsibility

to people outside the relationship.

Resources the Other Controls All people control resources valuable

to others. Because of people’s intrinsic need to affiliate, the other’s

emotional resourcesare valuable to them. Beyondthis, effective group

action requires a diversity of material resource contributions,not only

coordination andcritical specialized skills, but also a host of less spe-

cialized skills that nearly anyone can contribute. Armies need the con-

tributions of foot soldiers as much as those of generals. Families need

lawn mowers, dishwashers, grocery shoppers, child care providers,

housecleaners, garbage emptiers, and cooks as much asthey need co-

ordinators and incomegenerators. The nature of the needs to be met
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in a relationship determines the nature and diversity of resource con-
tributions needed from members.

Although all people have resources of value to others, all resources
are not of equalvalue. Our needs impartvalue to the other’s resources.
We seek and enterrelationships only with people whocontrolthe spe-
cific resourcesthatfulfill the specific needs that motivate our search
for relationships. In addition, some resources are more scarce and criti-
cal to group success than others. Knowledgeof social psychology and
skill in imparting that knowledge to others is more scarce than the
skills of sitting still, listening, taking notes, reading books, and taking
tests. Skills that allow one to bring home a large paycheck are more
scarce thanskills that allow one to bring home a small paycheck.Skills
in determining the tasks necessary to accomplish a group goal and
coordinating the specialized efforts of group membersare morescarce
than skills in moving dirt with shovels, putting parts on a machine,
typing reports, and so on. Althoughallof the skills are necessary for
group success, some are more scarce and morecritical to group
success.

The level of our dependence on anotheris a joint function of (a)
howcritical the resources the other controls are to our survival, growth,
and well-being and (b) the scarcity of the resources the other controls.
The other’s dependenceonusis a function of the samefeatures in the
resources we control. Thestructure of a relationship reflects the mem-
bers’ perceptionsofthe relative criticalness and scarcity of the resources
each controls:

e A person whoperceives the other’s resources to be morecritical
and scarce than his or her own is more dependent andwill tend
to employ submissive behaviors.

e A person whoperceives the other’s resourcesto beless critical
and scarce than his or her ownis less dependent and will tend
to employ dominant behaviors.

e A person whoperceives his or her own and other’s resources to
be of equal value will tend to employ a mixture of behaviors,
none of which are extremely dominant or submissive.

In laboratory group experiments,subjects’ perceptions of the rela-
tive values of member resources to group goals have been manipu-
lated by providing such information directly or by controlling one
member’s behaviorsuchasto imply possession (or lack of possession)
of valuable resources. Simpson and Strong (1987) told subjects paired
with confederates in a creativity story construction task that either
they or the confederate was more creative and thus should lead.
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Subjects complied more with the confederate’s ideas when they

believed the confederate was morecreative (and the leader) than when

they thought they were the more creative (and the leader). Jones and

Jones (1964) found that subjects conformedto the opinions of other

subjects who were appointed leaders and were to evaluate them.

Fleischer and Chertkoff (1986) found that when they told pairs of

subjects that one of them had strong abilities relevant to their task,

that member wasusually accepted as the leader. Gintner and Lindskold

(1975) demonstrated the sameeffect in larger groups. People whotalk

a lot in groupstendto be selected as leaders. Bavalas, Hastorf, Gross,

and Kite (1965) found that when they induced members who talked

little initially to talk a lot, these members were seen as the leaders of

the groups. In the Strong et al. (1988) study, subjects responded to

confederate self-enhancing, leading, and nurturant stimuli with docile

and cooperative responses. Subjects responded to confederate docile

and cooperative stimuli with nurturant and leading responses.

In a field correlational study, Howard, Blumstein, and Schwartz

(1986) explored therelationships of a number of indices of social power

to the use of influence tactics by members of couples in committed

relationships. They asked subjects to identify the behaviorstheir part-

ners employed when the partner “wants you to do something you do

not want to do.” They found that members whoreported themselves

to have less income, be less physically attractive, and be more depen-

dent than their partners, and those who were partners of men were

perceived by their partners to use more supplication (plead,cry,actill,

helpless) and manipulation (hints, flattery, seductiveness, reminding

of past favors). On the other hand, they found that men were seen to

use more disengagement(sulk, make the partner feel guilty, leave the

scene). Cowan, Drinkard, and MacGavin (1984) asked sixth-, ninth-,

and 12th-grade childrento list “how I get my way” with their friends,

mothers, and fathers. With their friends, they reported using direct,

bilateral, strong, and bargaining strategies. With their fathers, they

reported using indirect, unilateral, weak, positive affect, asking, and

eliciting reciprocation strategies. Similarly, Raush and his colleagues

(Raush, 1965; Raush, Dittmann, & Taylor, 1959a; Raush, Dittmann,

& Taylor, 1959b; Raush, Farbman, & Llewellyn, 1960) found that

boys in in-patient treatment and matched “normal” boys tended to

use dominant behaviors with each other and submissive behaviors with

adult staff members.

When people are uncertain of their partner’s resources, they are

inclined to employ supplication. The womenin the Strongetal. (1988)

study employed moreself-effacing and docile behaviors in the first

half of the interactions than in the second half. People are also
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inclined to employ supplication when they perceive their partner to
control superior resources that the partner is likely to withdraw or
that the partneris likely to become hostile in response to displeasure
with the person’s behavior. Carlsmith, Lepper, and Landauer (1974)
found that children obeyed adults whom they perceived to be threat-
ening more than onestheyperceived asnice. Strong et al. found that
subjects employed more docile, distrustful, and critical responses to
critical confederatestimuli than to otherstimuli. The critical responses
suggest that the subjects did not entirely accept the confederates’ as-
sertionsof superiority carriedin their critical behaviors. Theliterature
on self-handicapping can be understood partially as self-effacing be-
haviors intendedto forestall criticism from others (Kolditz & Arkin,
1982; Smith, Snyder, & Handelsman, 1982). Weiner, Amirkhan,Folkes,
and Verette’s (1987) study of the excuses people give for broken social
contracts showsthat people are well aware of, and readily use, the
responsibility avoiding features of self-effacing behavior. The value of
supplication in the face of criticism (and potential criticism) is sug-
gested by Strong etal.’s finding that subjects were more likely to em-
ploy nurturant behavior in response to confederate supplication than
to any other confederate behavior.

Alternative Relationships With varyinglevels of difficulty and cost,
all relationships can be replaced. The resources potentially available
through onerelationship can be obtained through another. However,
establishing anotherrelationship entails costs. It takes effort to find
an appropriate potential participant whois interested in the resources
we have to offer. We are often uncertain whether another could pro-
vide the samelevel of resources as the current partner. We are uncer-
tain about the contributionsthe potential others will demand from us
to fulfill their needs. Also, we often incur costs in other relationships
with people who havea stake in the continuation of the relationship
in question.

Thibautand Kelley (1959) introduced the conceptof the compari-
son level of the alternative. They hypothesized that the availability of
alternative relationships limits the level of dissatisfaction people will
tolerate before they abandona relationship. The more access we have
to alternative relationships (the less the costs of forming a new rela-
tionship), the less dissatisfaction we tolerate in a current relationship.
Thus, the availability of alternative relationshipslimits the extent to
which our needs for the resources the other controls incline us to give
resources and conform to the other’s wishes to secure the other’s con-
tinued participation in the relationship. On the other hand,the avail-
ability of alternative relationships likewise constrains the other’s
behavior. Theless access the other hasto alternative relationships, the
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more we can demand adjustment in resource exchange to suit our

wishes in the security that the other’s lack of alternatives encourages

him or her to conform to our wishes in order to secure our continued

participation in the relationship.

In the research laboratory, the subject’s relationship with the ex-

perimenter often constrains the subject’s access to alternative relation-

ships. When the experiment requires multiple contacts with another

subject, the subject’s dependence on the relationship with the other

subject is increased. Subjects respond with increased ingratiation and

supplication. For example, subjects conform more to the opinions of

others whom they do not like when they believe they must continue

working with them than whentheydo not (Kiesler, Zanna, & DeSalvo,

1966; Pallak & Heller, 1971). Subjects self-efface more in communi-

cations to moderately self-effacing others when they anticipate inter-

acting with them than whenthey do not (Gergen & Wishnov, 1965).

Subjects moderatethe self-serving bias in their accounts of responsi-

bility for group outcomes when they anticipate meeting with the oth-

ers again and know that the others will see their accounts (Forsyth,

Berger, & Mitchell, 1981; Norvell & Forsyth, 1984).

In their study of committed couples described earlier, Howard,

Blumstein, and Schwartz (1986) found that spouses who reported

higher commitment to the relationship than did their partners were

perceived to use more manipulation(hints, flattery, seductiveness,re-

minding of past favors) andless bullying (threats, insults, violence,

ridicule) than were their less committed partners. The presence of chil-

dren in a relationship should intensify relationship dependence be-

cause of the costs to the children of severing the relationship. Consis-

tent with this hypothesis, Howard, Blumstein, and Schwartz (1986)

found that women with children were reported to use autocracy less

frequently (insisting, claiming greater knowledge, asserting authority)

than were women whohadnochildren.

The other side of the effect of availability of alternative relation-

ships on interpersonal behavioris reliance on the other’s dependence

on a relationship to make him or her responsiveto demandsfor change.

The caustic interpersonal behaviorsdissatisfied spouses exchange dem-

onstrates this effect (Billings, 1979; Gaelick, Bodenhausen, & Wyer,

1985; Nutall, 1987; Rusbult, Johnson, & Morrow, 1986). For ex-

ample, Nutall asked satisfied and dissatisfied couples to exchange views

about several standard scenarios of couple problems and reach con-

sensus about who in the scenario was responsible for the problem.

Husbands and wives were givenslightly different information to en-

sure that they would havedifferent opinionsinitially. The 15-minute

interactions were videotaped and the members’ behaviors were rated

using the Interpersonal Communication Rating Scale. Nutall found
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that dissatisfied spouses used morecritical and fewer cooperative
behaviors than did satisfied spouses. They responded to their part-
ners’ docile and cooperative stimuli with more critical andless leading
and cooperative behaviors thandid satisfied spouses. Theinteractions
of dissatisfied spouses were also marked with frequent exchanges of
critical behaviors and nurturant behaviors. The exchange ofcritical
behaviors seldom occurred betweensatisfied spouses, and the exchange
of nurturant behaviors never occurred.

The high frequencyofcritical behaviors were caustic efforts to in-
fluence the other, efforts allowed by the other’s determination to re-
main in the relationship. The exchange of nurturant behaviorsis puz-
zling. Perhaps it represented the dissatisfied spouses’ desperate efforts
to maintain their troubled relationships. Perhaps it represented the
spouses’ efforts to appear caring, magnanimous, and blameless for
conflict to themselves and their partners and to the experimenter. What-
ever the meaning of the exchange of nurturant behaviors, Nutall’s re-
sults are consistent with the notion that low availability of alternative
relationships to the other encourages the person to engage in caustic
efforts to stimulate change in the face of dissatisfaction.

Accountability and Responsibility Seldom are the members of a re-
lationship the only ones who have

a

stake in the process and outcome
of their relationship. Parents want to know whotheir children form
relationships with and whatthey doin the relationships. Spouses have
the same concernswith each other. Children are concerned about how
their parents relate to each other. Middle managers focus much of
their attention onfirst-line supervisors’ relationships with workers.
Deans have muchatstake in professors’ relationships with students.
Law enforcementofficers and judges take special interest in certain
relationships amongcitizens. Experimenters are deeply interested in
subjects’ relationships with each other. It is difficult to imaginea rela-
tionship in which someoneoutside the relationshipis not interested in
and affected by the process and outcomeofthe relationship.

People (the outsiders) whoare interested in other people’s (the mem-
bers) relationships make the members accountable and responsible to
them throughtheir relationships with the members. Outsiders moni-
tor the process and outcome of the members’ relationships and make
the availability of their resources to the members contingenton their
satisfaction with what they see. Thus, the members’ behavior is con-
strained by their interdependence with the outside person. The amount
and nature of constraint is a function not only of the nature of the
members’ interdependence with the outsider but also the degree to
which the outsider can observe the process and outcomeof the mem-
bers’ relationship. At any given level of interdependence with the
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outsider, constant observation of the members’ interaction maximizes

its constrainingeffects on their behavior, whereaszero ability to monitor

vitiates its effects. Members of a relationship manage the outsider’s

impressions of their performance through whatever meansattheir dis-

posal—through their behavior toward each other if they are being

observed, throughself-reports to the outsider if that is the outsider’s

only source of information. Experiments on equity theory show the

shaping effect of the form of monitoring on members’ behavior (Adams

& Jacobsen, 1964; Lawler, 1968).

The effect of interdependence with an outsider on behavior in a

relationship depends onthe nature of the outsider’s interest in the re-

lationship (putting monitoringaside). If the outsider holds one mem-

ber accountable for producing a desired outcome through the rela-

tionship, and if the memberis constrained to do so with a specific

partner, the memberis rendered highly dependent on the partner. The

partner’s actions controlthe member’s ability to fulfill the outsider’s

expectations. If the memberis not constrained to work with and can

easily replace the specific partner, the memberis much less dependent

on the partner. In either case, the partner may be highly or less depen-

dent on the member as a function of the member’s constraints and

needs. If the outsider holds both members responsible for the

outcome, then they are rendered highly interdependent.

Outsiders often specify the nature of contributions members of a

relationship are to make to one another and thus constrain the pro-

cess of the members’ relationship. For example, upper management

determines whowill lead and whowill follow in work groupsin busi-

ness, military, educational, and most other organizations. Men have

traditionally been expected to take the leadership role in families. In

the laboratory, experimenters may designate who will lead and who

will follow in groups of subjects. Assignment to a specific role con-

strains the behaviors the member can appear to employ in the rela-

tionship andstill fulfill the outsider’s expectations. When assigned to

lead, the memberis reluctant to appear to be obedient to the partner’s

demands. When assignedto follow, the memberis reluctant to appear

to lead.

Subjects’ dependenceon relationships with each otherin the labo-

ratory is largely a function of their desire to ingratiate and impress the

experimenter. When the experimenter holds one memberofan inter-

action responsible for a desired outcome that requires contributions

from the member’s partner, the member’s dependenceon the partner is

enhanced. The memberis constrained to behave in whatever ways are

required to encourage the partner to behave in ways that allow the

member to deliver the desired outcome to the experimenter. When

both members are held responsible to achieve a particular outcome,
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the behaviors of both are constrained. When they are instructed to
interact, but no particular outcomeis specified, their dependence on
each otheris lower.

These features of experiments accountfor the differences Strong et
al. (1988) and Shannon and Guerney (1973) reported in subjects’ re-
sponses to a self-enhancing other. In the Strong et al. study, subjects
were instructed to work together and achieve consensus. In keeping
with the high level of relationship dependencethese instructions im-
parted, subjects responded to their partners’ (a confederate) self-en-
hancing with cooperation. Shannon and Guerney (1973) had college
women in groups of six exchange views on a numberofissues. Al-
though their interaction was in compliance to the experimenter’s
instructions, they were not constrained to achieve a particular out-
come. In keeping with the lowerlevel of relationship dependencethese
instructions imparted, they responded to each other’s self-enhancing
statements with self-enhancing andcritical statements of their own.

Gruszkos (1986) demonstrated the constraining effect of an
outsider’s specification of responsibilities in a relationship. In an ex-
perimental situation similar to that described earlier for Stronget al.
(1988), Gruszkos appointed either the subject or the confederate to
lead the interaction and select the best stories for the pictures. The
other member was appointed to assist the leader as best she could.
When workingwith a self-effacing partner(confederate), subject leaders
employedhigh frequenciesofself-effacing; subject assistants employed
high frequencies of nurturant behaviors. Strong et al. found that sub-
jects instructed to reach consensus used high frequencies of both
self-effacing and nurturant behaviors in response to self-effacing
confederates.

Makingtheleader subjects responsible for the outcomeoftheinter-
action intensified the subjects’ dependence on the others’ effective con-
tribution to their work. Their self-effacing was probably intended to
dispel the others’ apparent perceptionthat they hadsufficient resources
to carry out the assignment alone. They were attempting to generate
greater contribution from the others by denying the resource advan-
tage the others’ behavior implied. On the other hand, subjects restrained
from assisting resisted assuming leadership in the face of the leader-
ship vacuum theleader’s abdication into helplessness created. Instead,
they focused on attempting to reassure and encourage the otherto be
more confidentof her abilities through nurturant ingratiation. Gergen
and Taylor’s (1969) results are consistent with this interpretation of
Gruszkos’ leaders. Gergen and Taylor found that whenthe leaders in
pairs of ROTC men wereinstructed to seek cooperation (solidarity)
with their partners, they employed high levels of self-effacing. When
they were instructed to focus on productivity, they employed high
levels of self-promotion.
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In a field setting, McGillicuddy, Welton, and Pruitt (1987) found

that disputing parties cooperated more and conflicted less while work-

ing out their dispute when they were in the presence of a mediator

who would reach thefinal decision than whenthe mediator was not

present. These results suggest that the disputants’ dependence on the

arbitrator increased their dependence on each other and thus encour-

aged efforts to ingratiate each other and the arbitrator.

Individual Differences

The characteristics of the person that define features of relationships

as opportunities or dangers are needs and beliefs about how features

of relationships relate to need fulfillment. Interpersonal behavioris at

base a function of the needs people seek to fulfill through relation-

ships with others. Beliefs about how features of relationships relate to

need fulfillment result from how other people’s actions have impacted

on needsin past and currentrelationships. Beliefs are the basis of evalu-

ating whether features of a relationship pose opportunities or dan-

gers. The resulting perceptions of opportunities and dangersare the

immediate determinants of interpersonal behavior.

Differences in beliefs about how relationship featuresrelate to needs

‘5 the source ofindividualdifferences in interpersonal behavior. People

with different beliefs respond differently because they perceive differ-

ent opportunities and dangers in the features of relationships. These

belief differences can be assessed only indirectly. People are not aware

of the beliefs that guide their behavior unless their attention has been

directed to their behavior andits significance. Assessing people’s be-

liefs directly by asking them whattheyareis ineffective. At best, people

are unevenly awareoftheir beliefs. Assessing beliefs indirectly by ask-

ing people to describe how they behave in certain situations 1s more

profitable, but people can only report the behaviors they have no-

ticed. The behaviors they have noticed have beensignificant enough

for others to have directed their attention to them. In anycase, self-

reports are interpersonal behaviors. They reflect the reporter’s efforts

to manageothers’ impressionsof the reporter's characteristics in terms

of the opportunities and dangers the reporter perceives in the

situation.

The only reliable way to detect individual differences in interper-

sonal behavioris to observe how people behave in standardized situa-

tions. Differences among their behaviors reflect differences in their

perceptions of the opportunities and dangers in the standardizedsitu-

ation and thusdifferences in their beliefs about howits features relate

to their needs. Self-reports obtained under standardized conditions

are not accurate accounts offeelings, thoughts, and actions but are

presentations ofself that reveal aspects ofself of whichthe person1s
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aware. Self-reports in standardizedsituations are intended to affect
others’ impressions in ways that benefit the person in that situation.
Differences in self-reports reveal differences in awareness andbeliefs.
Differences in self-reports in standardized situations reveal differences
among people that may be manifest in other interpersonalsituations.
However,the relationship between self-reports and behavior in other
situations is by no meansstraightforward. Interpersonal behavior in
all situations reflects the person’s efforts to manage others’ impres-
sionsandis sensitively attuned to the person’s perception of the dan-
gers and opportunities the situations present.

Several studies of relationships between personality and interper-
sonal behavior have used self-reports or partners’ reports to assess
interpersonal behaviors in relationships. Although these studies in-
form us about the behaviors people are aware of and are inclined to
report,they yield

a

stilted picture of interpersonal behavior. For ex-
ample, Buss, Gomes, Higgins, and Lauterbach (1987) gathered per-
sonality data and self-reports and partners’ reports of the “manipula-
tion tactics” members of dating couples used in their relationships.
The tactics subjects reported were highly notable behaviors heavily
loaded with hostility. Total scores on the Tactics ofManipulation ques-
tionnaire correlated negatively with six of the eight friendly scales and
positively with six of the eight hostile scales of the Interpersonal Ad-
jective Scale. Four of the six tactics and total scores had significant
positive correlations with the Neuroticism scale of the Eysenck Per-
sonality Questionnaire. The pioneering work of Falbo and Peplau
(1980) and those who have followed their lead (Cowan, Drinkard, &
MacGavin, 1984; Howard, Blumstein, & Schwartz, 1986) suffer from
the samebiases. These studies suggest the conditions that make people
aware oftheir attempts to influence others andreflect the impression
management pressures on self-reports (Hastie, 1984; Holtzworth-
Munroe, & Jacobson, 1985; Johnson, 1981).

The relationships between individual differences in self-reports and
in interpersonal behaviorare explored below in termsof the following
characteristics: (a) dominance, (b) sex,(c) affiliation, and (d) relation-
ship dissatisfaction and psychopathology.

Dominance Stronget al. (1988) had subjects complete the Interper-
sonal Check List (ICL; LaForge & Suczek, 1955) after their interac-
tions with confederates. Inasmuchas the experimental conditions had
no differential effects on the students’ scores on the ICL, we can ex-
aminethe relationship of the subjects’ scoresto their responsesto con-
federates. Subjects in two conditions—self-enhancing andself-effac-
ing—were given different instructions for the ICL than those in the
other six conditions. Therefore, the analysis includes only 60 women
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subjects, 10 in each ofthe six consistent conditions. For each subject,

the eight ICL scale scores were combined using the procedure Leary

(1957) suggested to generate Dominance and Affiliation dimension

scores. Subjects in each experimental condition were divided into equal

higher and lower groups (N = S in each group) bytheir scores on the

Dominance and Affiliation dimensions. Because subjects were not as-

signed to experimental conditions on the basis of the scores, the cut

scores varied from condition to condition. The significance of differ-

ences amongsubjects’ percentages of responses (transformed)as a func-

tion of their Dominance andAffiliation scores (high or low) wereas-

sessed in eight two-way analyses of variance with repeated measures

(time), one for each response behavior. Inasmuchas the analysis was

exploratory rather than hypothesis testing, the same analyses were

carried out within each condition. The small Ns and multiple analyses

(56) certainly capitalized on typeI error.

Table 1 shows the F ratios and mean percentages of response be-

haviors that weresignificantly different between high and low groups

on the Dominance dimension and on the Affiliation dimension. Sub-

jects higher on the Dominance dimension employed more nurturant

behaviors overall, especially in responseto critical and nurturant con-

federate stimuli. They also employed morecritical responses to coop-

erative confederate stimulus behaviors and they increased self-effac-

ing in time to persistent confederate leading stimulus behaviors.

Whatis striking about these results is that they present the same

pattern Nutall (1987) found to distinguish the behaviors of dissatis-

fied spouses from satisfied spouses (see earlier discussion). This im-

plies that more dominant women were more dissatisfied with confed-

erate dominant behaviors(critical, nurturant, and leading) than were

less dominant women.Like dissatisfied spouses, they contested with

the confederates using nurturant counters to critical and nurturant

stimuli. Perhaps they were expressing their greater commandof the

situation by being magnanimousintheface ofa rigid and domineer-

ing other.
The more dominant women’s increase in self-effacing behavior over

time is also striking in light of the overall reduction of self-effacing

behavior over time in the experiment. Self-effacing behavior commu-

nicates the impression that the other appears not to need one’s

resources. More dominant women’sincreasinguseofself-effacing be-

havior in time may have been attempts to encourage the other to be

less leading by accenting the status differential that the leading cre-

ated. Gergen and Taylor (1969) and Gruszkos (1986) found that when

leaders were constrained to cooperate, they self-effaced to diminish

status differences. Perhaps the more dominant womenwereusingthis

principle to encouragethepersistently leading confederates to become
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Table 1 F Value and Mean Percentages of Behaviors for Subjects
High and Low on Dominanceand AffiliationEe

scOe

    

Dimension Dimension Over Time

Overall Response F M High M Low M High M LowBehaviors and ————
(Stimulus Response) F T1 T2 T1 T2

Dominance

Nurturant 6.31 21.0 12.1

(to critical) 17.41 17.7 4.8
(to nurturant) 6.79 21.1 7.1

Critical

(to cooperative) 12.37 6.0 1.8
(to nurturant) 11.72 0.0 3.9

Self-effecting

(to leading) 8.19 2.5 11.1 3.2 3.6

Affiliation
Self-enhancing 9.78 3.5 9.4 5.00 3.3 2.9 5.7 13.1
(to leading) 6.36 0.0 8.0
(to docile) 6.44 0.0 13.8

(to distrustful) 15.27 12.5 6.7 7.3. 32.0
(to nurturant) 8.36 1.8 4.2 102 2.2

Cooperative

(to distrustful) 6.45 6.7 14.5
Docile

(to cooperative) 6.65 7.7 3.6 1.7 6.5
Critical 8.26 12.0 4.5
(to cooperative) 16.83 6.9 0.9

Leading
(to critical) 7.74 23.0 54 24.0 20.1

 

Note. All ps <.05; “p < .01.

aware of their inappropriate responseto the instruction to cooperate.
In all, these results suggest that high dominant women were moredis-
satisfied than low dominant women with the confederates’ unyielding
dominant behaviors and expressed their dissatisfaction in the same
waysothersdoin highly interdependent but dissatisfying relationships.

Other studies have found that the memberof a group whohasthe
highest dominance score on the California Psychological Inventory
(CPI) is the mostlikely one to be chosen by other membersto lead the
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group (Fleischer & Chertkoff, 1986; Megargee, 1969; Nyquist &

Spence, 1986). Nyquist and Spence (1986) found that women with

high dominance scores who were not chosen to lead mixed-sex groups

were less satisfied with the interactions than were women with low

dominance scores. Self-reported dominance correlates with dominat-

ing behaviors in groups, behaviors that encourage others to employ

submissive behaviors.

Sex When men and womeninteract, the men are likely to be chosen

as the group leaders regardless of their relative dominance scores on

the CPI (Fleischer & Chertkoff, 1986; Megargee, 1969; Nyquist &

Spence, 1986). Numerousstudies of mixed-sex groups have foundthat

men are perceived to be and tend to act more dominant and compe-

tent in task management, whereas women are perceived to be and

tend to act more conformingandaffiliative (Buss, 1981; Eagly & Wood,

1982; Instone, Major, & Bunker, 1983; Wood & Karten, 1986; Wood,

Polek, & Aiken, 1985). However, with information indicating status

relationships or competencyin task relevant areas, perceptions, leader

nominations, and behavior become consistent with the information

and do notreflect sex (Eagly & Wood, 1982; Fleischer & Chertkoff,

1986; Wood & Karten, 1986). These results suggest that sex differ-

encesin interpersonal behaviorreflect perceived competence andsta-

tus differences between men and womenthatarise from the positions

of men and womenin traditional social structure rather than differ-

ences directly associated with having an X or a Y chromosome.

Recent experiments by Nutall (1987) and Hawks (1987) arerel-

evant to this issue. Nutall (described earlier) compared the interper-

sonal behaviors and response contingencies of husbands and wives

(N = 40 couples) in 15-minute standardized interactions with one an-

other. She found that husbands employed more leading behavior than

did their wives, whereas the wives employed more nurturant and doc-

‘le behaviors than did their husbands. Husbands responded with lead-

ing behavior to their wives’ self-effacing behavior much more often

than wives did to husbands’ similar behavior. Compared with hus-

bands, wives responded more withcritical behavior to their husbands’

docile behavior, more docile to leading behavior, and more nurturant

to critical behavior. These differences in interpersonal behavior be-

tween husbands and wivesreflect the historically traditional structure

of marriages, with husbands more dominant and wives more submis-

sive andingratiating. The contingencypatternsthat differentiated wives

suggest that they actively encouraged their husbands dominance by

punishing docility and responding submissively to leading. Their use

of nurturant behavior to husbands’ critical behavior is the now famil-

iar pattern of disagreement constrained by high interdependence.
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Hawks (1987) observed the interpersonal behaviors of men and
women in same-sex pairs in an experiment procedurally identical to
Strong et al. (1988). The subjects responded to same-sex confederates
who employed high frequencies of either self-enhancing orself-effac-
ing behaviors. She had subjects describe their partners’ characteristics
on the Impact Message Inventory after the interactions and coded the
interactants’ behaviors using the Interpersonal Communication Rat-
ing Scale. She found nosignificant differences between male and fe-
male subjects in their perceptionsof the characteristics of their same-

ates. There were, however, highly significant differences in subjects’
perceptionsandinterpersonalresponsesto the self-enhancing andself-
effacing others, the same differences Strong et al. (1988) found(self-
enhancing generated more docile and cooperative responses;self-ef-
facing generated moreleading, nurturant,andself-effacing responses).
Hawks’ and Nutall’s findings, and those reviewed earlier from other
experiments, support the conclusion that sex differences in interper-
sonal behaviorreflect the different status positions of men and women
in the social order rather than genetic predispositions to respond dif-
ferently to others.
Hawks (1987) and Hills (1986) examined the relationship between

interpersonal behavior andtraditional and androgynoustypes based
on the Bem Sex-Role Inventory. Hawksstudied both men and women,
whereas Hills examined only women. They both coded interpersonal
responsesto self-enhancing and self-effacing confederates in standard-
ized situations similar to that described for Stronget al. (1988). Nei-
ther found differences between traditional and androgynoussubjects
in interpersonal perception or interpersonal behavior.

Affiliation Subject behaviors that were significantly related to scores
on the Interpersonal Check Listaffiliation dimension in the Strong et
al. (1987) study are shownin Table1. Compared with women who
reported themselves to be highly affiliative, low affiliation women
employed self-enhancing behavior more overall, and did so increas-
ingly over time. They self-enhanced to leading and docile confeder-
ates. High affiliation women did not do soatall. They dramatically
increasedtheir self-enhancing behavior over time and employed more
cooperative responsesin the face ofpersistently distrustful others. High
affiliation womendecreased self-enhancing behaviorovertimeto dis-
trustful others. Low affiliation women initially self-enhancedin re-
sponse to confederate nurturant stimuli, but dramatically decreased
doing so as the interaction progressed. High affiliation women em-
ployed hardly anyself-enhancing behavior with nurturant others. On
the other hand,highaffiliation women, compared withlowaffiliation
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women, used morecritical responsesoverall, especially with coopera-

tive partners. Their use of leading behaviorin the face of criticism

(critical behavior) deteriorated rapidly in time. Criticism did not af-

fect low affiliation women’s leading behavior.

Strong et al. (1988) reported that their subjects’ use of self-enhanc-

ing responses increased in time overall. This finding was entirely a

function of women low in affiliation. High affiliation women used

little self-enhancing behavior and indeedslightly decreased its use over

time. Self-enhancing behaviors communicate that one has more than

sufficient resources to do the job. They strongly distance or separate

from the other and assert self-sufficiency and superiority. They claim

low dependenceonthe other’s material resources. In a highly interde-

pendentsetting, a highly dependent other is inclined to attempt to

ingratiate the superior other in an effort to maintain the relationship.

High dependence on another restrains the use of self-enhancing. Ap-

parently, high affiliation subjects perceived themselves to be more

dependent on the relationship than low affiliation subjects and thus

did not employ self-enhancing behavior. Low affiliation subjects per-

ceived themselves to be less dependent on the other and were thus

morefree to assert their abilities, especially when the other implicitly

impugned them (distrustful behavior).

The rapid retreat from leading behaviorin the face of criticism for

high affiliation women supports the notion that they perceived them-

selves to be more dependent on the other than did the lowaffiliation

women.Their higher overall level of critical responses seems to con-

tradict this, until we note that they were morecritical when the other

was behaving as if she was more highly dependent (cooperative be-

havior). In the safety of the others’ apparent high dependenceon the

relationship, high affiliation women were free to express their unease

with the confederates’ inflexible behaviors. Highself-reportedaffilia-

tion appearsto be associated with perceiving high dependencein rela-

tionships. High dependencerestrains the person from behaving in ways

that seriously threaten the continuanceof the relationship. Lower self-

reported affiliation appears to be associated with perceiving lower

dependencein relationships. Less dependent persons in highly inter-

dependentrelationships are morelikely to assert their superiority and

claim dominancein the relationships. Self-reported affiliation corre-

lates with avoidance of behaviors that generate emotionaldistancein,

and threaten the existence of, relationships.

Relationship Dissatisfaction and Psychopathology

The interpersonal behavior correlates of self-reported dissatisfaction

were presented earlier in terms of the relationship of marital
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dissatisfaction with the interpersonal behaviors dissatisfied spouses
exchange. Dissatisfaction reflects the cost of maintaining a current
relationship. The cost of maintaining a current relationship dimin-
ishes the cost of seeking an alternative relationship: Thereis less to be
lost. If the dissatisfied person in a relationship perceives the other to
be highly dependent on the relationship andtheself to be less depen-
dent, efforts to lever the partner into a more agreeable exchangewill
be launched with hostile dominant behaviors (self-enhancing andcriti-
cal behaviors). If the person perceives the other to be highly depen-
dent on the relationship but less dependent than the self, efforts to
lever the other into a more agreeable exchange will be launched with
hostile submissive behaviors (self-effacing and distrustful behaviors).

Hostile dominant behaviors deny the need for the other’s resources
and denigrate their value. They attempt to stimulate the other into
submissive andingratiatingefforts to increase one’s value to the domi-
nant intimidator. Submissive hostile behaviors inform the other that
the other’s failure to provide needed resourcesis damagingthe person,
and thus imply that the otheris uncaring, selfish, and personally and
socially irresponsible. If these charges are not dispelled, the person’s
value, not only to the other but to others as well, is diminished. The
danger the submissive intimidator poses is experienced as guilt. The
objective is to stimulate the other into ingratiating dominance, which
places the other’s resources at the ready disposal of the person. The
behaviorsare also intendedto intensify the other’s dependence on the
relationship. The other’s value as an interactantis impugned. Lack of
consideration for others implied by the charges suggest that she or he
is not an attractive candidate for alternative relationships.
When a person launches a hostile campaign to stimulate change,

the partner’s costs in the relationship are increased.If the partner per-
ceives the person to be highly dependent, dissatisfaction resulting from
the increased costs will stimulate the partner to launch a counter cam-
paign to encourage the person to change. The form of the campaign
reflects the partner’s perception of the interdependence balance in the
relationship as described earlier. If both partnersare highly dependent
on the relationship, the result is a hostile and caustic relationship that
will profoundly affect both members.

Beyond providing the members abundantpractice and highly de-
velopedskills in making others miserable, prolonged struggles pro-
foundly affect the members’ beliefs about how others’ behaviors af-
fect need fulfillment. Holtzworth-Munroe and Jacobson (1985) and
Fincham, Beach, and Baucom (1987) have shown that distressed
spouses developself-serving attributional patterns in which they see
their partner as perniciously intending to harm andsee themselvesas
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blameless for their own negative behaviors. Whereas spouses may or

may not containtheir attributionsto their relationship with each other,

children are often triangulated into the conflict. They enter into their

parents’ conflict and use intimidation behaviors of their ownto influ-

ence their parents for their own benefit. Because interdependencebe-

tween children and parents is profound, the effects on the children’s

beliefs about the meaning of others’ behaviors to their needs are

profound.
Raush andhis colleagues (Raush, 1965; Raush, Dittmann, & Tay-

lor, 1959a, 1959b; Raush, Farbman, & Llewellyn, 1960) studied the

interpersonal behaviors of six boys placed in a residential treatment

center due to intolerable behaviors. The boys’ interpersonal behaviors

were marked by hostile behaviors, especially dominanthostile behav-

iors. They respondedto others’ behaviors, whetherfriendly or hostile,

with hostile behaviors. Clearly, they perceived many of the interper-

sonal behaviors of others to pose dangersto needfulfillment andre-

sponded in ways intended to intimidate others into ingratiation and

conformity. A striking characteristic of their behavior was thatit was

notsituationally differentiated. They tended to respond with hostility

in all situations, and thus their behavior was inappropriate much of

the time. After several years of treatment, Raush and his colleagues

foundthatthe boys’ behaviors more nearly approximatedthatof “nor-

mal” boys in a matched sample. Not only were the boysless hostile,

but their behavior also became moresituationally differentiated.

Strong (1986) compiled client and therapist behaviors in psycho-

therapy reported by Cutler (1958) and Swensen (1967). He found that

client interview behavior was marked with high percentages of self-

effacing (32.1%) and distrustful (16.5%) behaviors. In an analysis of

the relationships among client and therapist behaviors that Mueller

(1969) reported, Strong (1986) also foundthatthe relationships among

client and therapist behaviors changed betweeninitial andlater inter-

views. The changesrevealed that clients employed distrustful andself-

effacing behaviors less and docile and leading behaviors more over a

range of therapist behaviors. These results, in combination with those

of Raush andhis colleagues, suggest that psychopathologyis not the

extreme and rigid employmentof just any interpersonal behavior, but

the extreme and rigid employmentof hostile interpersonal behaviors.

Psychopathologyresults from beliefs that others are pernicious and

that much oftheir interpersonal behavior poses dangers to need ful-

fillment. These beliefs are generated in highly interdependentrelation-

ships in which the members employ caustic behaviors in efforts to

stimulate each other to change, in which neither will give in, and in

which neither will leave. Self-reported dissatisfaction correlates with
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hostile behaviors in relationships. Psychopathologyis a result of dis-
satisfaction in highly interdependentrelationships.
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Individual Differences
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WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

Native speakers of any language are familiar with the fact that most

people who grow up speaking a different language have whatis typi-

cally called a “foreign accent.” For instance,it is rare to find a person

wholearned Englishlate in life (or who learned English from a nonna-

tive speaker) whosestyle of speech does not reveal that English is not

his or herfirst language. It is commonly assumed that the accentre-

sults from an articulation problem,that is, that the habits of speech or

even the motorpatterns of pronunciationare resistant to change. Only

recently have investigators begun to ask whether nonnative English

speakers “hear with an accent” as well. This chapter sketches series

of studies that explore the perception of speech in a nonnative lan-

guage and then goes on to ask, If a perceptual problem exists, what

are its roots and what can be done aboutit?

The problem that we have chosen as an example of learning a non-

native languageis the well-knowndifficulty that native Japanese speak-

ers experience when learning the American English /r/ and/I/. Of course,

this difficulty is by no meansrestricted to native Japanese speakers.

297
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Speakers of many languages—for example, Cantonese, Korean, and
Vietnamese—havesimilar problems. The distinction between /r/ and
/l/ is important in the English language becauseit is phonemic, mean-
ing that this distinction differentiates many otherwise identical words
(e.g., “rock”vs. “lock,” “grass” vs. “glass,” “correct”vs. “collect”).
Native speakers of American English makethis perceptual differentia-
tion easily and accurately underall sorts of listening conditions. The
distinction is not a phonemiccontrast in Japanese, however. Thereis a
speech sound in Japanesethatis referred to as /r/ butit is a “flapped-
r.” To Americanears, it sounds mostlike a “flapped /d/,” such as the
sound of /d/ in the word “rider.” Most important, there is no contrast
in Japanese between this sound and anything that resembles an /I/
sound. When Japanese speakers hear an American/tr/ or /I/ at the be-
ginning of a syllable, they may perceive the sound as the Japanese
/w/, presumably because that speech soundis the only one in Japanese
thatis similar to either of the /r/ or /I/ sounds in American English.

As an aside, we should note that the American /r/ and /I/ may be
unusually difficult speech soundsto articulate even for native speak-
ers of American English. The mastery of these sounds, in fact, devel-
ops late in children’s productions and perception (Sanders, 1972;
Strange & Broen, 1980), and /r/ is one of the most commonly mispro-
nounced sounds in adult speech. A commonsubstitution for/r/ by
youngchildren is /w/, as in their pronunciation of “wed” for “red” or
“wabbit” for “rabbit.” It is possible that this class of speech sounds,
called liquid glides, is an especially sensitive candidate for the exami-
nation of the hypothesis of “hearing with an accent.”

Production and Acoustic Structure of /r/ andII/

The first surprising feature of the two speech soundsof/r/ and /I/ is
that there is no one wayofarticulating the sounds. Delattre and Free-
man (1968) pointed out that there are four quite different ways of
producing an American English /r/. These different articulations, how-
ever, yield almost indistinguishable results in terms of the speech sound
that the listener hears. Common methodsof producing these sounds
when they occurat the beginning of a syllable are as follows. For/r/,
the tongue tip turns up against the hard palate just behind the dental
ridge with the lateral edges of the tongue in contact with the sides of
the palate, but without the middle of the tip forming a closure.
This tongue position,incidentally, is referred to as a retroflex, palato-
alveolar central position. Thesyllable-initial /l/, on the other hand,is
made with the tongue tip in contact with the middle of the dental
ridge, but with the lateral edges of the tongue lowered and notin
contact with the hard palate. This positionis referred to as an alveolar
lateral position. If the American reader will pronounce “rock” and
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“lock” and pay attentionto the position and action of the tonguetip,

these verbal descriptions maybe easily associated with a propriocep-

tive experience.

An acoustic analysis of /r/ and /I/ shows that change in the fre-

quency spectrum, mainly in the higher frequencies,is the chief, though

not the only, difference between these two sounds. Figure 1 shows

spectrogramsof a male voice saying “rah” and “lah.”’ The most sa-

lient acoustic difference between “rah” and “lah”is in the third major

resonance of the vocaltract, called the third formant. As can be seen

in the figure, the third formantrises rapidly from a low frequency for

the /r/ but is almostlevel for the/I/. This was the acoustic variable that

we chose to examinein ourfirst study of the perception of /r/ and /I/

by native Japanese speakers.

PERCEPTION OF /R/ VERSUS/L/

BY AMERICAN AND JAPANESE LISTENERS

Cross-Language Study of Adults

The first study of Japanese and American listeners was carried out as

a collaboration of investigators at the University of Minnesota, Haskins

Laboratories in New Haven, and the University of Tokyo (Miyawaki,

Strange, Verbrugge, Liberman, Jenkins, & Fujimura, 1975). The tech-

nique employed was one that had been developed by the Haskinsre-

searchers for the study of the critical physical variables in speech per-

ception (see Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy,

1967). Typically, speech stimuli were synthesized on a special device

that permitted control of the acoustic parameters involved in each

syllable. This made it possible to create speech syllables that differed

from each other in a knownandprecisely controlled way. A common

form of the experiment used a series of syllables that interpolated

between one speech syllable and another in physically equal steps.

Tokens from this series were then presented to listeners, who then

identified them as one speech sound or another. Thelisteners’ responses

then revealed the critical physical parameters that marked the bound-

ary between the two speech sounds. Thestimuli also permittedtests of

discriminability, that is, the extent to which listeners could tell one

token in the series from an adjacent token, or a token twosteps apart,

or three steps apart.

A spectrogram displays time on the abscissa and frequency onthe ordinate. Thus,

like musical notation, it showsthe pitch of the various componentsof the speechsig-

nal as they change over time. The spectrogram has proved to be one of the most infor-

mative ways of displaying the acoustics of speech.
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Figure 1 Spectrogram of a male voice saying “rah” and “lah”

For the experiment weare exploring here, a series of 13 synthetic
speech stimuli was developed at Haskins Laboratories. The syllable at
one end of the series was modeled after a good instance of an Ameri-
can English syllable, “rah,” /ra/. The syllable at the other end of the
series was modeled after an American English “lah,” /la/. The stimuli
at the beginning and endof the series are shownin Figure 2. Forinter-
mediate synthetic syllables, moving along the series from /ra/ to /la/,
the third formantoriginated at a higher frequency, starting at a posi-
tion about 167 Hz (cycles per second) higher for each step. All other
acoustic parametersof the stimuli were held constant. Thus, the onset
and frequencytransition of the third formant wasthe only difference
amongthe stimuli. Somewhere between the seventh and eighth stimu-
lus, the synthetic stimuli began to soundlike /la/ to the Americanlis-
teners and continued to soundlike /la/ to the end oftheseries.

The Americanlisteners in the study performed the following three
tasks:

e Syllable Identification. The 13 stimuli were presented 10 times each
in random orderfor a total of 130trials; listeners were asked to

ce 9d “| 33

oJlabel each syllable they heard as beginning with “r” or
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e Syllable Discrimination. Listeners were asked to detect differences
between stimuli in an oddity discrimination task. In this task,
three syllables were presented in eachtrial. Two of the stimuli
wereidentical and one wasdifferent (AAB, ABA, BBA). The
listener’s task was to determine whetherthe different syllable
occurredin thefirst, second, or third position. The oddsyllable
always differed by three stepsin the series (e.g., 1-4, 2-5, 3-6).
Thus,all discrimination pairs differed in third formant frequency
onset by the same amountin acoustic terms.

e Isolated Third Formant Discrimination. Listeners were asked to
perform the oddity discrimination task when only the third
formantofthe syllables was presented. This task was exactly
parallel to the syllable discrimination task, except that the
remainderof the syllable context (the first and second formants)
was removed. The stimuli soundedlike high frequencyglides, not
like speech. Thus, the listener heard three gliding tones and was
asked to decide whether the odd syllable wasthe first, second, or
third glide. The glides were also taken from stimuli that were
three steps apart alongtheseries (e.g., 1-4, 2-5, 3-6).

The Japaneselisteners were asked to perform only thesyllable dis-
crimination andisolated third formantdiscrimination tasks. Thus, they
were not required to label or identify either set of stimuli; they only
had to detect the physical difference in third formant, both in and out
of the speech-syllable context.

The results are shown in Figure 3. The syllable discrimination re-
sults for American listeners show the typical findings of categorical
perception, that is, the pooled identification function shows a sharp
break, called the phonetic category boundary, between/r/ and /l/ choices
(between the sixth and eighth stimuli). At the same time,the discrimi-
nation function showsa peakofrelatively accurate discrimination at
the category boundary(i.e., for pairs whose membersare from differ-
ent phonetic categories), but relatively poor performance within the
phonetic categories(i.e., pairs whose membersare from the same pho-
netic category). This finding is typically found for consonants; it shows,
rather surprisingly, that discrimination is little better than absolute
identification. This means that Americanlisteners readily detect the
acoustic difference in the third formant when it marks the difference
between phonetic categories but fail to detect a difference of the same
physical magnitude whenit falls within a speech category. (See
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Libermanetal., 1967, Repp, 1984, and Strange & Jenkins, 1978, for
discussions of categorical perception of speech.)’

In sharp contrast, the pooled Japanese discrimination function for
these synthetic speech stimuli is relatively flat—only slightly above
chance—and showsnodiscrimination peak in the vicinity of stimuli
6, 7, and 8. This suggests immediately that the Japaneselisteners’ dif-
ficulty with /r/ and /l/ is not merely a labeling or production problem.
As surprising as it may seem to a speaker of American English, the
Japanese listeners do not hear the difference between the /r/ and /l/
that is so readily apparent to the Americanear.
When one examinesthe discriminationof the isolated third formant

series, however, a very different outcome is found, as can be seen in
Figure 4. Both the American and Japanese listeners showed highly
accurate discrimination of all comparison pairs. This meansthat per-
formance on the syllable discrimination test was not a result of some
physical inability to discriminate the relevant acoustical differences,
but, rather, that these differences did not function as meaningful cues
when they were in the acoustic complex of speech. Thus, even though
the Japaneselisteners can readily discriminate the differences in third
formant patterns when the soundsare presentedin isolation,theyfail
to discriminate speech syllables that differ in exactly that respect.

Discrimination of/r/ and /l/ by Infants

At the same time that Miyawakiet al. (1975) were conducting their
study, Eimas (1975) engaged in a similar study with infants in the
United States, employing the identical series of synthetic stimuli. Us-
ing a conditioning technique to test the infant’s discrimination of a
sound change from onestimulus to another, Eimas showed that two-
and three-month-old babies growing up in an English-speaking envi-
ronmentcould discriminate synthetic speech syllables that crossed the
American English-speaking adult /r/-/l/ phonetic category boundary

*The finding that discriminationis constrained byidentification is what distinguishes
categorical perception from continuousperception. Continuous perception is the more
typical finding in psychophysical experiments.It is characterized by the independence
of identification and discrimination, that is, subjects are able to discriminate stimuli
regardless of the labels they attach to them. Perception of pitch and color are examples
of stimulus dimensions that are continuously perceived.

“It could be argued that the lower formants mask the third formant when the sounds
are combined in a speech syllable and thus prevent Japanese listeners from utilizing
their ability to discriminate the third formant. However, this argument seemsunlikely
on several grounds. For our purposeshere,it is sufficient to point out that American
listeners do discriminate the speech stimuli that differ in terms of the third formant
only at the phonetic category boundary. Thus, physical masking of the third formant
cannotbe responsible for the difference in performance of the two groupsof subjects.
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but did not discriminate syllables from within a phonetic category.

That is, the infants discriminated stimulus 5 and stimulus 8 but did not

discriminate stimulus 1 and stimulus 4 (both of which adults labeled /r/)

or stimulus 9 and stimulus 12 (both of which adults labeled /I/).

When Eimastested infants’ discrimination of the isolated third

formant stimuli—the nonspeech condition—noneof the stimuluspairs

were discriminated. Although these data cannot support the notion

that infants hear the speech soundsin a truly categorical manner, they

do supportthe interpretation that there is an innate sensitivity to acous-

tic differences in speech patternsthat are utilized in some languagesto

distinguish phonetic categories.’

If one assumes, as we do, that all normally developing humanin-

fants have essentially the same sensory equipment, it is reasonable to

suppose that Japanese infants have the sameinnate sensory capabili-

ties as U.S. infants. And, of course, we know that Japanese-Americans

raised in this country have no difficulty acquiring unaccented

‘It is important to notice that a parallel sensitivity is not found with the nonspeech

stimuli, even though these stimuli contain the only acoustic componentthat is chang-
ing in the speech stimuli. This fact suggests that the perception is dependent on some

relational properties of the acoustics of the syllable that are exploited by the speech

system. It also argues against the hypothesis discussed in Footnote 2 that the third

formant differences in the syllables are masked by lower frequency components.
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American English. The lack of exposure to a language with the /r/-/I/
distinction, as was the case for Japanese adults, must markedly affect
the individual’s perception of these complex soundslaterin life.
Thus, the question arises: What happensto the infants’ ability to dis-
criminate these speech soundssothatit is not available to Japanese
adults, like the ones that we studied in Tokyo?Is it irrevocably lost
or is it a matter of reeducating the attention or reshaping perceptual
habits?

The Relation of Production and Perception

At the time that these studies were conducted, we assumed, as did
mostinvestigators, that reliable production of a speech contrast was a
guarantee ofits perception. It seemed reasonable to assumethatif one
could produce a contrast reliably, one must be able to perceive it. On
the other hand, it seemed reasonable to suppose that while one might
be able to discriminate a nonnative speech contrast reliably whenlis-
tening to the speech tokens, onestill might not be able to produce the
contrast accurately. A search ofthe literature on this topic, however,
failed to confirm these beliefs. Goto (1971) performed a study of na-
tive Japanese speakers who had learned English as a second language.
He evaluated both the production and perception of the American
English /r/ and /I/ in natural speech. He found that someof his Japa-
nese subjects who could produce good/r/ and/I/ tokens (as judged by
a panel of native American English listeners) did not perform as well
in perceptually differentiating these sounds when they were produced
by American speakers. Indeed, the Japanese subjects were not highly
successful in classifying their own recorded productions when they
were played back to them!

Sheldon and Strange (1982) repeated and extended the research of
Goto with a small sample of Japanese college students who had been
in the United States for at least one year and who werereported by
their professors to have good English languageskills. In the first phase
of the experiment, the students were asked to pronounce English words

93 66 99 66that formed minimalpairs with /r/ and/I/ (e.g., “glass”-“grass,” “rock”-
“lock,” “correct”-“collect”). These productions were recorded and
later evaluated by a panel of Americanlisteners. The results confirmed
that five of the students were in good command of English produc-
tion; the American judgescorrectly identified 99% of the words as the
speakers intended. One monthlater, in the second phase of the experi-
ment, the Japanese subjects were tested on identification of recorded
words spoken by the American speakers, and the wordsthey had spo-
ken. As expected, even these Japaneselisteners with a good command
of the English language made moreerrorsidentifying the Americans’
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productions (11% errors in contrast to 1% errors) than did the Ameri-

can listeners. When these Japanese listened to their own productions,

the results confirmed Goto’s finding. Although the Americanlisteners

made only 1% errors, the Japanese made 10%errors. And when each

subject was scored only on the perception of his or her own produc-

tions, the error rate was 7%.

The Sheldon and Strange study also examinederror rates in terms

of the position of the /r/ or /l/ in the syllable. The error rates were
99k

highest in prevocalic consonantclusters (e.g. “grass” - glass”),

intervocalic positions (e.g., “berry”-“belly”), and in syllable initial po-

sition (e.g., “rock”-“lock”). There were very few errors on /t/ and /I/

at the end of the syllable (e.g., “bar” - “ball”). Thus, their study made

several things clear. First, accurate production of nonnative phonemes

does not ensure that perceptual differentiation has been mastered.

Second, notall syllabic locations of /r/ and /l/ are equally difficult

perceptually.
The finding with respect to the differential errors in different syl-

labic positions was verified in Goto’s (1971) data and has been con-

firmed in further studies of Japanese speakers in the United States by

Mochizuki (1981) and by Pisoni and his colleagues (Pisoni, Lively, &

Logan, 1994; Logan,Lively, & Pisoni, 1991). This suggests, of course,

that the accurate perceptualclassification of/r/ and /l/ is not a matter

of detecting and classifying a simple acoustic constant of somesort

but, rather, is a matter of attending to a complex of acoustic variables

that differentiate the phonemesin a variety of context-sensitive ways.

HOW DO PERCEPTUAL CATEGORIES CHANGE?

The Role of Experience and Training

Both commonsense and data suggest that at least some adults can

learn to perceive and produce the phonemesof a second language as a

function of practice and exposure to speaker-listener interactions in

the language. In the case of the Japanese perception of /r/ and /I/,

MacKain, Best, and Strange (1981) have provided relevant experi-

mental data. Their study, conducted wholly in the United States, ex-

amined identification and discrimination abilities of Japanese adults

with different amounts of experience with American English.

To prepare for their study, the investigators developed a new /r/-/I/

series at Haskins Laboratories, using the spoken words “rock” and

“lock” as the endpointsof the series. This 10-step series sounded more

natural than the series used in the earlier studies and varied on more

parameters: onset andtransition of the third formant(as before), on-
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set andtransition of the second formant, andtherate of change of the
first formanttransition. All these acoustic parameters vary systemati-
cally in natural speech, although they may notall be necessary for
native American English speakers to perceive the difference.

MacKain et al. (1981) divided their Japanese subjects into two
groups on the basisof three criteria: length of time they hadlived in
the United States, amountof intensive conversational English train-
ing, and amountofinteraction with native speakers of American En-
glish. They also tested a group of native speakers of American English
for comparative purposes. All subjects were presented with threetasks:

e Identification. This consisted of identification of each stimulus
in the synthetic series as “rock” or “lock”; as before, the stimuli
were presented repeatedly in random orders.

¢ Oddity Discrimination. As in Miyawakiet al. (1975), three
stimuli were presented (two identical and onedifferent) and the
listener had to determine which oneof the three wasdifferent.
All comparison pairs differed by three steps alongtheseries.

e AXB Discrimination. Thelistener’s task was to determine
whetherthe second of three stimuli was identical to the first one
or to the third one. As in the oddity task,all pairs differed by
three steps. (The AXBtask is presumed to beeasier than the
oddity task because both stimulus uncertainty and memory
load are reduced in such a task.)

Figure 5 summarizes the results of the study. The findings for the
American subjects are again typical of those showingcategorical
perception. The pooled identification function shows an abruptcross-
over at the phonetic category boundary, and the discrimination func-
tions show marked peaksof relatively accurate discrimination in the
neighborhoodof that boundary.

In sharp contrast, the group of Japanese whohadlittle experience
with and instruction in spoken English showed identification func-
tions that were nearly flat; that is, they respondedlittle better than
chance whentheyweretrying to identify the synthetic stimuli as “rock”
or “lock.” Further, these subjects showedlittle ability to discriminate
syllables at any point along the series. Even on the easier of the two
discrimination tasks (AXB), they had greatdifficulty. Performance was
not above chancein either discriminationtest.
On the other hand, the Japanese with intensive conversationaltrain-

ing and more exposure to and interaction with native speakers of
American English producedfairly clear boundaries on their identifica-
tion functions. Their ability to identify these synthetic syllables was
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little different from that of the Americanlisteners, suggesting that these
Japanese were, so to speak,listening without an accent. In addition,
these subjects showed considerable ability to discriminate cross-cat-
egory stimuli and displayed a peak in discrimination at the phonetic
category boundary. Although these listeners had not achievedthelevel
of performance of the American speakers, their discrimination perfor-
mance wassignificantly better than the Japanese group withlittle ex-
perience. As MacKainetal. (1981) concluded, “The results are most
encouraging, for they demonstrate that native Japanese speakers learn-
ing to converse in English as adults can achieve phonetic categoriza-
tion of /r/ and /I/ that approximates the categorization behavior of
native English speakers” (p. 387).

Perceptual Training in the Laboratory

Strange and Dittmann (1984) attempted laboratory training of the
/r/-/V/ distinction with eight native Japanese speakers. They used a syn-
thetic stimulusseries in an extensive course ofdiscriminationtraining.
The stimulus series simulated a male voice and varied concurrently on
several acoustic parameters from “rock” to “lock.” Training involved
a same-different discrimination task in which listeners attempted to
discriminate series members against a standard “r” and a standard
“|.” Listeners received immediate feedback on eachtrial over an ex-
tensive training period (14 to 18 sessions with a total of approximately
2,500 trainingtrials).

Gradual, but substantial, improvement in discrimination perfor-
mance was observed during the course of training. Seven of the eight
subjects showedgeneralization of training to more demandingidenti-
fication and oddity discrimination tasks, although performance was
still not nativelike.

Pre- and posttraining performance on a different synthetic series
wasalso studied. These tests examined the identification and discrimi-
nation of a “rake”-“lake” series, which wasacoustically different from
the “rock”-“lock” series, both because it simulated a female voice and
also because it involved a different vowel context. Performancealso
improved (but to a lesser extent) for five out of seven subjects. How-
ever, the effects of training did not generalize to the identification of
natural productions of words containinginitial /r/ and/I/.

Considerable individual variability was noted both at pretests and
in response to training. To capture these differences, overall perfor-
mance onidentification and oddity discrimination pretests and posttests
was described by Strange and Dittmannusing the following categories:

¢ Chance. The subject’s responses conformed to a chancepattern,
and the subject could notreliably identify any stimulus more than
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80% of the time or discriminate any pair of items more than

58% of the time.

e Inconsistent. The subject’s responses showed irregular or
nonmonotonic functions, but performance was above chancein

labeling stimuli at some points along the series. Discrimination

results were not predictable from identification boundaries.

¢ Continuous. The subject’s identification functions showed a

steady change in labeling probabilities across the series with at

least three of the four endpoint stimuli correctly identified more

than 80% of the time. Discrimination was above chance for some

of the stimulus pairings.

¢ Categorical. The subject’s responses showeda pattern ofidentifi-

cation and discrimination muchlike that of a native speaker.

Of the seven subjects who completedall of their testing, one subject
changed from continuousto categorical perception on both the “rock”-
“lock” and “rake”-“lake” series as a function of training. Three sub-
jects changed from inconsistent or continuous perceptionto categori-
cal perception on the “rock”-“lock” trained series and continuousper-
ception on the “rake”-“lake” transfer series. Two subjects changed
from chance or inconsistent to continuous perception on bothseries.
Finally, one subject’s inconsistent perception at pretest did not change.
Considering the extensive training involved in this study, Strange and
Dittmann (1984) concluded that modification of perception of the
/r/-/\/ contrast in adults appears in general to be “slow and effortful.”
They further recommendedthat future studies be designed in such a
way that subjects

learn to abstract the relevant parameters whichdifferentiate the
phonemes while ignoring the acoustic and phonetic contextual
variations that are not distinctive with respect to the contrast. This
would include training of the contrast with more than oneset of
stimuli and in more than one phonetic context. (p. 141)

In a dissertation by Underbakke (1987) and in subsequent work by
Miranda, Underbakke, Strange, and Micceri (1989), several strategies
of training the perception of /r/ and /l/ were employed in a factorial
design. Onefactor investigated differential effects of the training task:
identification (“Label this as rock or lock”) or discrimination (“Are these
twosyllables the same or different?”). A second factor compared gradi-
ent training, in which stimuli closer to the phonetic boundary were pre-
sented on successive training days, versus prototype training, in which
the series endpoints or “clear cases” were used throughouttraining. A
third factor compared training on only one stimulus context at a time
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59 ee(“rook”-“look”training, then “rake”-“lake”training, and,finally, “rock”-
“lock” training) versus training on mixed contexts, where all three series
were presented in each training session.

Native Japanese speakers whohadlittle experience with American
English were again the trainees. Several pre- and posttraining produc-
tion and perception tests were administered, and every training ses-
sion was followed bya brief identification test to chart the progress of
learning. Thirty-minute training sessions were given each day for a
total of nine training days.

The training resulted in improvementin the identification of the
clearest instances of/r/ and /I/ for all training subjects. However, the
observed improvements showednooverall differences based on types
of training used. Furthermore, production of /r/ and /l/ by the subjects
in the training groups improved significantly, whereas it did not for
control subjects, who received no training. Again, there were no dif-
ferences between groupsof subjects experiencing the different types of
training. However, for subjects with the poorest pretraining percep-
tion, training on prototypes appeared to lead to the greatest improve-
ment in production.Finally, there was slight improvementforall train-
ing groups in the identification of /r/ and /l/ in samples of natural
speech, but the differences were notstatistically different from the
control group. Overall, it seems clear that small gains in perception
and production can be obtained from intensive perceptual training,
but that no particular type of training seems to be favored, and the
transfer from synthetic training materials to the perception of natural
speech appearsto be limited.

Studies of the training of /r/ and /I/ are currently being conducted in
several laboratories. Logan, Lively, and Pisoni (1991), for example,
reported the work of the Speech Research Laboratory at Indiana Uni-
versity on this very issue. To summarize the workbriefly, these inves-
tigators have trained native Japanese speakers on the perception of/r/
and/I/ with identification procedures rather than discrimination pro-
cedures. In addition, their training materials were real words spoken
by several different speakers (instead of synthetic stimuli) and included
words with /r/ and/I/ in several different contexts. Overall, they found
an improvementof about 8% (from about 78% correct to about 86%
correct) as a result of three weeksof training. Interestingly, they found
no improvementin the perception ofinitial /r/ and /I/ (e.g., “rock”-
“lock”), which remained at about 80% correct. The largest improve-
ment (from about 59% correct to about 79% correct) was in the iden-

tification of /r/ and /I/ in the context of a word-initial consonant
cluster (e.g., “glass”-“grass”), where identification was poorest in the
pretests.
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In general, it appears that the results of training experiments di-

rected at improving the perception of/r/ and/l/ seem to be modest.

Changesin perception tend to be specific to the materials used in the

training setting, and overall improvements in accuracy of identifica-

tion seem to hoverin the neighborhood of about 10%. Atthis point,

we must ask whetherthese findings are specific to this particular con-

trast or whether they serve as a demonstration of a more generalstate

of affairs. A brief review of the role of experience in shaping the per-

ception of speech categories therefore is in order.

REORGANIZATION OF PERCEPTUAL

CATEGORIES BY LINGUISTIC EXPERIENCE

Infant Studies

Developmental research supportsthe idea that very young infantsstart

life with the ability to discriminate almost all phonetically relevant

acoustic differences. Numerousstudies using synthetic speech series

have shown thatinfants differentiate stimuli that constitute different

phonetic categories in some language, but infants generally fail to dif-

ferentiate stimuli that are not differentiated in any language (seere-

views by Aslin, Pisoni, & Jusczyk, 1983; Eimas, 1975; Kuhl, 1978;

Werker & LaLonde, 1988). Unlike adults, infants can discriminate

phonetically relevant contrasts regardless of whether they are phone-
mic in the languagethey are being exposedto (Laskey, Syrdal-Laskey,

& Klein, 1975; Streeter, 1976; Werker & Lalonde, 1988; Werker &

Tees, 1983). Thus, infant speech perception appears to be phoneti-

cally relevant, but language universal (Werker, 1989).

A critical question, then, is when doesthis universal pattern of per-

ception changeto the language-specific pattern of perception shown

by adults? In a recent series of studies using natural speech stimuli,
Werker and her colleagues have gathered data on speech perception
from different age and language groups (Werker, Gilbert, Humphrey,

& Tees, 1981; Werker & Tees, 1983, 1984a, 1984b). This research

provides strong evidencethat this “reorganization” of speech percep-
tion occurs around the infant’s first birthday.

The research tested speech contrasts from English, Hindi, and Salish,

a Canadian-Indian language. (None of the Hindi or Salish contrasts
used in the study are phonemic in English.) In both cross-sectional
and longitudinalstudies involving subjects six to 12 months old, Werker
and her colleagues showedthatthe ability to differentiate non-English
consonant contrasts among infants growing up in English-speaking
homesdeclined; by age 11 to 12 months, the English-learning infants
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no longer differentiated the Hindi and Salish contrasts, although they
continued to perform well on the English contrast. Additionally, they
found that 12-month-olds from Hindi- and Salish-speaking environ-
ments continued to discriminate the Hindi and Salish contrasts, re-
spectively.

In another study, Tees and Werker (1984) showed that English-speak-
ing children aged 4, 8, and 12 were also unable to differentiate the
nonnative contrasts under the same testing conditions. Werker con-
cluded that perceptual reorganization takes place as children learn the
phonological structure of their first language. This reorganization ap-
pears to occur by the end ofthefirst year, about the same time that
children typically begin to producetheir first words.

Second-Language Learning

Investigators have also studied changes in speech perception during
the course of second-language learning (e.g., MacKain et al., 1981).
Williams (1980) examined perception of stimuli varying in voice on-
set time(e.g., the difference in English between /b/ and/p/) by children
who werenative speakers of Puerto Rican Spanish learning English as
a second language. (Spanish and English differ in the timing of the
voicing boundary.) The children varied in both age (8- to 10- vs.
14- to 16-year-olds) and in their amount of exposure to English (0 to
6 months, 1.5 to 2 years, 3 to 3.5 years). The six groups of children
were tested on both identification and discrimination of a /b/-to-/p/
series in the categorical perception paradigm.

The boundaries in identification functions for all the children fell
between the boundaries observed for monolingual English speakers
and monolingual Spanish speakers. The boundaries for Spanish chil-
dren with more exposure to English were shifted more toward the
English monolingual crossover. Also, within groups with equal amount
of exposure to English, the shifts toward English boundary values were
greater in the younger children than in the older children, although
this trend wasnotstatistically reliable. Thus, as in the study by MacKain

et al., the amount of language experience appeared to be an important
factor influencing the modification of speech perception during the
course of second-languagelearning.

Whether the age at which children are exposed to this experienceis a
factoris unclear. Tees and Werker (1984) found that exposure to Hindiin
the first two years oflife (with no subsequent exposure) enabled college

students taking beginning Hindi to perceive Hindi contrasts after only

two weeks of study, whereas students without such early exposure who
had a full year of Hindi instruction were not able to perceive the most

difficult Hindi contrast. Flege and Eefting (1987) reported that 9- to 10-

year-old Spanish-speaking children who began learning English at 5 to 6
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years of age were able to identify a /d/-to-/t/ synthetic series, just as mono-

lingual English-speaking children could. They also producedthe English

/d/ and/t/ without a noticeable accent. Thus, it appears that exposure to

a second languagein the preschoolyears leads to more nativelike patterns

of perception and production of a second language than exposure later in

childhood.

CURRENT VIEWS ON

CROSS-LANGUAGE PERCEPTION

When weattemptto assess the current state of our knowledge and

plan for future experimentation,it is useful to employ the tetrahedral

model advanced by Jenkins (1979) to describe the factors influencing

the perception of nonnative speech sounds. Jenkins’ model reminds us

that in order to determine the outcomeof any particular experimental

study, experimentation in any cognitive domain must consider four

interacting factors: (a) stimulus materials (e.g., natural vs. synthetic

speech), (b) criterial tasks (e.g., identification, discrimination), (c) ori-

enting tasks(e.g., instructions, cognitive strategies, training regimes),

and (d) differential characteristics of the subjects (e.g., particular na-

tive language, age, degree of experience with the nonnative language).

Next, webriefly consider someissuesraised in specific areas and sug-

gest someof the possible interactions among these variables.

Stimulus Materials

The research reviewed earlier has drawnattention to the question of

whether we should train with natural or synthetic materials. In part,

the answerto that question depends on the nature of our overall ob-

jective. If we are pursuing a particular hypothesis about the process of

perceptuallearning(e.g., whether particular cues should be madesa-

lient in training and then faded as training proceeds), then we must

choose synthesized or electronically altered materials (Jamieson &

Morosan, 1989). If, on the other hand, weare largely concerned with

achieving a perceptualskill that will be useful in day-to-day discourse,

the choice may well be to use natural stimuli and multiple talkers (sev-

eral different speakers of the language to be learned).

There is, however, a more subtle interest in a different aspect of the

stimuli, namely, how the phonemesin the second languagerelate to

the phonemesin the first language. The research to date, of which

only a little has been reviewedhere, strongly suggests that some speech

sound contrasts are relatively easy to learn for some people, while

other contrasts are especially difficult. Best (1994; Best, McRoberts,

& Sithole, 1988) has recently proposed a systematic description of the

role of phonemic status and phonetic similarity in the perception of
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nonnative contrasts. Best arguesthat attention is focused on the pho-
nemic (functional) level during ordinary speech perception and that
listeners perceptually assimilate nonnative speech soundstotheir na-
tive phonemic categories wheneverpossible. Four types of perceptual
assimilation patterns have been suggested:

¢ Type 1, Single-Category Assimilation, in which both phones of
the nonnative contrast are assimilated as(i.e., heard as) variants
of a single native phonemecategory

¢ Type 2, Two-Category Assimilation, in which the contrasting
phonesare assimilated into different native phoneme categories

¢ Type 3, Category Goodness Difference Assimilation, in which
one phoneis better assimilated to a native category than the
other, that is, one is heard as a good native speech sound and the
other is heard as a poor version of the same sound

¢ Type 4, Nonassimilation, in which both phonesare phonetically
dissimilar to any native category and therefore are not processed
as phonologically relevant speech soundsatall; in this case, the
soundsare heard as being outside of speech

Usingthis classification scheme, Best predicts that when nonnative
contrasting phones are both assimilated to a single native category
(Type 1), it will be difficult to learn to differentiate the phones. Fur-
ther, she predicts that the ability to discriminate this contrast will de-
cline early in infancy, if the contrast is not phonemic in the language
being learned. Differentiation of nonnative phones that are assimi-
lated in the other three waysis predictedto beless difficult. Perceptual
differentiation should be observed in adults after a limited amountof
training, and the ability to discriminate the contrasting phones should
not decline markedly during infancy. These predictions assume that
the second andthird patterns of assimilation exploit phonetically rel-
evant informationthatthelisteners use to differentiate the nonnative
phones. For Type 2, nonnative phones that are assimilated as oppos-
ing category contrasts will be perceived as analogousto a native pho-
nemic contrast. Phones assimilated according to their goodnessoffit
(Type 3) will be differentiated on the basis of the degree of their per-
ceived similarity to a single native phonemecategory. Finally, phone
pairs that are nonassimilated are predictedto bedifferentiated readily
by adults if they can be discriminated in terms of acoustic properties
without reference to native phonemic categories. Whether they would
be integrated in ordinary speech perception, however,is not clear.

Returning to the chief example in this chapter, we would argue that
perception of the /r/-versus-/l/ contrast by Japaneselisteners represents
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a single-category type of assimilation. Because/I/ does not occur in

Japanese and the Japanese/r/ is not phonetically similar to the Ameri-

can English /r/, Japanese listeners probably perceive both the English

/r/ and/\/ as instances of the single category in Japanese—perhapsthe

glide sound /w/. Whether perception of /r/ and/I/ by Japanese infants

declines during infancy has not yet been determined.

Best and Strange (1992) found a considerable difference between

perception of an American English /r/-/l/ series and an American En-

glish /w/-/r/ series by Japaneselisteners. Perception of the /w/-/r/ series

by Japanese listeners was more categorical than perception of the

/r/-/\/ series. The difference can be accounted for within Best’s frame-

work. Best and Strange predicted that the /w/-/r/ series was an ex-

ample of category goodness assimilation, that is, Japanese listeners

would recognize the American English /w/ as quite similar to the

unrounded Japanese /w/ and would recognize the /r/ as a poorer

instance of the same /w/ category.

Another reason for paying particular attention to the stimuli em-

ployed in our studiesis that certain classes of speech sounds may sim-

ply be more difficult than others for adults to learn to perceive. In

part, this may be theresult of intrinsic differences in salience of acous-

tic-phonetic and articulatory-phonetic properties. The perceptual dif-

ficulties experienced by Japaneselisteners in perceiving /r/ and/I/, even

after extensive laboratory training, suggest that nonnative place con-

trasts are particularly difficult. (Such contrasts are discriminated pri-

marily by differences in the frequency spectrum that are associated

with differences in articulatory position and gesture, cf. Strange &

Dittmann, 1984.) Conversely, training studies involving voicing con-

trasts have shown that perception of nonnative voice onset time cat-

egories can be improvedrelatively easily with laboratory training,at

least for selected subjects (Pisoni, Aslin, Perey, & Hennessy, 1982;

McClaskey, Pisoni, & Carroll, 1983). (Voice onset time is a temporal

cue for voicing of stop consonants associated with the timing of the

laryngealgesture.) It is notable that the only study that reported trans-

fer to natural speech oftraining with synthetic speech involved a voic-

ing contrast (Jamieson & Morosan, 1986).

The suggestion that place and voicing contrasts differ in intrinsic

difficulty is further supported by Tees and Werker (1984). These in-

vestigators used naturally produced stimulus materials to train En-

glish speakers to differentiate natural (unedited) consonant-vowelpro-

ductions of two Hindi contrasts. To train the subjects, they used a

category change procedure; they allowed the subjects to switch back

and forth between samplesof the contrasting categories whenever they

wished. After every 50 subject-determined changetrials, the subjects

weretested ontheir ability to detect experimenter-determined category
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changes. One group of subjects was trained on a Hindi place contrast;
another group wastested on a Hindi voicing contrast. Fourteen of 15
subjects reached criterion performance on the voicing contrast by the
end of 300 training trials, and 11 of these subjects demonstrated
retention of this ability when tested 30 to 40 days later. The Hindi
place contrast was more difficult. Only 7 out of 15 subjects reached
criterion by the end of 300training trials, and only three retained the
ability to differentiate the contrast whenretested at the later date.

It is apparent that training perception of nonnative contrasts in a
linguistically relevant manneris not equally difficult for all kinds of
speech contrasts. Some contrasts are harder to acquire than others.
(For further discussion, see Burnham, 1986.)

Criterial Tasks

In manytraining experiments, the focus is on improvementin the ex-
perimental task andthespecific material on which the subjectis being
trained.It is obvious, however, that a moregeneralgoalis appropriate
if we are concerned with learning to perceive the sounds of a second
language in a natural context. Thereal goal is the ability to identify
the relevant classes of speech sounds that make a difference in that
language.Ideally, one shouldstrive for rapid and effortless categoriza-
tion of the speech soundsso that the lexical, syntactic, and semantic
levels of language processing may proceed unhindered. Thus, one may
argue that the most appropriatecriterial task is speedy identification
of phonemic categories in the varied contexts of natural speech. Of
course, as westrive to perfect training techniques, otherpartial goals
may be appropriate to evaluate the progress of the work and thepar-
ticular virtues of one training approach or another. In the long run,
however, we take it that the perception of natural speech is our most
commongoal.

Orienting Tasks

An important question of current concern in cross-language speech
perception studies is, What types of training tasks can provide the
kind of perceptual experience that will generalize to those criterial
tasks that are akin to natural language processing? Thatis, Whattypes
of instructions, displays, activity, feedback, rewards, and the like lead
to optimal learning? Current attemptsto train subjects to differentiate
nonnative speech contrasts reveal the limits of our understanding of
this aspect of speech perception.

Consider, for example, the effect of feedback, which, by tradition,
one wouldsuppose has an importantrole in training. Surprisingly,
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research that directly examines the role of feedback in this area of

perceptuallearningis sparse. Werker and Tees (1984b) compared per-

formanceof two groupsof English subjectsin differentiating the Hindi

retroflex/dental contrast in an AX (“same” or “different”) discrimi-

nation task with a short (250 ms) interstimulus interval. One group

received feedback during thefirst block oftrials, while the other group

did not. Although there was a nonsignificant trend in favor of the

group that received feedback, both groups improved during the course

of the AX task. Werker and Tees concluded that while providing feed-

back may havefacilitated performance,it was not the operative vari-

able in the subjects’ improvement. Since the effect of feedback may

well be different in particular training tasks, the role of feedbackin

other orienting tasks (e.g., in identification or categorization tasks)

should also be examined.

Jamieson and Morosan (1986) discussed possible reasons why most

cross-language training studies done prior to 1986 may have failed to

show positive results (see also Pisoni, Lively, & Logan, 1994). These

critiques emphasizedthe selection of an appropriate task for training.

They maintainedthattraining should involve identification tasks rather

than discrimination tasks. Jamieson and Morosanpoint outthat al-

though previous researchindicated that subjects show substantial im-

provement in accuracy during discrimination training, this improve-

ment rarely transfers to the categorization of nonnative speech con-

trasts. They maintain thatthe discrimination training tasks that have

been used in most training studies have the undesirable effect of en-

hancing sensitivity to within-category differences. Such sensitivity to

intraphonemic differences is not relevant in the perception of catego-

ries and mayinterfere with category formation by focusing the subject’s

attention on the very information that should be ignored. Jamieson

and Morosan recommendidentification tasks because such tasks fo-

cus the subject on categorization of a stimulusset, which requires both

accurate discrimination of relevant between-category differences and

recognition of within-category similarities.

Even here, however, it is not clear that one recommendation will

suffice. Neither Jamieson and MorosannorPisonietal. directly com-

pared identification anddiscrimination. Thereis a possibility, suggested

by Underbakke (1987) and Strange (1992), that beginning learners

might profit most from discrimination training, whereas advanced

learners might be best served by identification training. Thatis, for

beginning learners, discrimination tasks that emphasize differentia-

tion of types are needed. After subjects can differentiate clear cases of

each type, then identification tasks that emphasize the elaboration of

categories (the abstraction of similarities among tokens of a type) may
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be optimal. If this is indeed the case, the hypothesized two-wayinter-
action, 2 (beginning vs. advancedlearners) x 2 (discrimination vs. iden-
tification training), constitutes the type ofinteraction that Cronbach
(1957, 1975) has encouragedresearchersto identify and respect.

Individual Subject Variability

Substantial individual differences in cross-language speech perception
have been noted by researchers in this area, yet the role of individual
differences has not been explicitly addressed and the bases for indi-
vidual differences in speech perception are not well understood.Indi-
vidualdifferences have received someattention in the second-language
learning literature as part of the general interest in assessing language
aptitude. However, measures of language aptitude often assess pho-
netic ability by using imitation tasks that fail to distinguish between
perceptual and production skills (Flege, 1988). Thus, they do not
explain the underlying variables that may be involved.

Tees and Werker (1984), as mentionedearlier, found that individu-
als who were exposed to Hindi up to the age of two (and notthereaf-
ter until they took courses in Hindi in college) were able to learn to
perceive the Hindi retroflex-dental contrast after brief exposure,
whereas subjects without such early experience could not perceive the
contrast even after a year of Hindi languageinstruction. Such findings
have important implications for understanding differences in cross-
language perception and strongly suggest that we should look to early
experience as one important source of individual differences.

It is also important to notice that in almost every study reported
above, there have been impressive unexplained individualdifferences.
In the original study by Miyawakiet al. (1975), three Japanese sub-
jects (out of a sample of 22) had peaks of high accuracyin their dis-
crimination of /r/ and /I/ stimuli. Two of the subjects were female, each
of whom hadspent four years of her adolescence in countries where
either English or German wasspoken. Each wasconsideredfluent in
her second-language.It is presumedthat this extensive exposure and
second-language learning accounted for their performance. The re-
maining subject, however, was a 43-year-old male whose English train-
ing had taken place entirely in Japan, where emphasis was placed on
reading and writing. No explanation was given for his superior dis-
crimination performance. Similarly, in the study by MacKain etal.
(1981), one subject in the inexperienced group showed high peaksof
discrimination for which no explanation was given. Strange and
Dittmann (1984) also found highly variable perceptual performance
and widely different results of training amongtheir subjects. Although
these cases again implicate the role of experience, it appears that there
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must be other variables that contribute to perceptual performancein

‘dentification and discrimination of foreign speech sounds.

In current work in our laboratories, we have begun studies aimed

at teaching U.S. subjects to discriminate and categorize the Hindi ret-

roflex-dental contrast (see Polka, 1989, 1991, 1992; Pruitt, Strange,

Polka, & Aguilar, 1990; Strange, 1992). In the studies thus far, we

have found a small number of subjects who seem to grasp the con-

trast. In the courseof theirfirst two training trials, their errors dropped

to less than 10%. The majority of subjects showed gradual improve-

ment over the course of training. Finally, another group showed no

evidence of learning at all, making the samescoresat the end oftrain-

ing as they did in the beginning. At present, neither gender nor

age seem to be implicated. We cannot identify the source of these

differences.

FUTURE RESEARCH

This chapter began by asking whether people learning a second lan-

guage “listened with an accent.” The answerto that question appears

to be a resoundingaffirmative. It appears to be generally the case that

some phonemic contrasts may be exceedingly difficult for speakers of

another language to master. In spite of high motivation and greatef-

fort on the part of the second-language learners, some new contrasts

are extraordinarily hard to perceive with the sameeffortless skill of a

native speaker of the language.

Experimental procedures aimedattraining listeners to achieve the

relevant perception have had modest degrees of success. Skill in

pronunciation is no guaranteethatthe perceptual skill has been mas-

tered. High degrees of practice on training materials lead to improve-

ment, but gains tend to be quite specific to the training materialitself

andresist generalization to the variety of contexts present in daily life.

Nevertheless, it is clear that over a long period of time, experience

with the second language leads to increasingly nativelike perception

of the new language contrast.

The evidence from developmental perception studies shows that

prelinguistic infants are sensitive to all or most of the differences in

speech soundsthat functionto define phonetic classes in the languages

of the world, implying that they are universal perceivers. By the time

they are one year of age, however, it appears that infants are able to

discriminate easily only the speech sounds that are important in the

language that theyare learning naturally, the language that surrounds

their lives. Important questions, then, are, What kinds of reorganiza-

tion take place in the perceptual system? How doesthis reorganiza-

tion take place? What is the mechanism of reorganization? And how
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may the organization be altered by further manipulation of experi-
ence and circumstances?

In this chapter, it has been suggested that learning to perceive for-
eign speech sounds involves complex phenomenathat have manydif-
ferent sources and many manifestations. We cannot expect a simple
answerto the questions raised here; therefore, we must conduct our
research in a way that enables us to investigate several variables and
their interactions systematically. In particular, it is suggested that we
employ the tetrahedral model of training studies to guide our experi-
mental investigations. If we wantgeneralization, then we must exam-
ine a variety of stimulus materials produced by a variety of speakers
using a variety of contexts. We must be sensitive to the fact that
notall contrasts behave in the same way.If Best’s assimilation model
(Best, 1994) is correct, for example, there may be several different
relationships to consider, depending on the characteristics of the par-
ticular native language and second languagethat are involved. In ad-
dition, there may beclasses of contrasts or soundsthat are especially
easy or difficult to perceive because of their acoustic or gestural

We will surely wantto try out new training tasks as our knowledge
of perceptual learning matures. The debate aboutthe relative good-
ness of discriminationtasks versus identification tasks is not yet settled,
and the possibility exists that different tasks may be mostsuitable for
learners of different skill levels.

Finally, we need more informed anddetailed study of the individual
differences that learners bring to a given situation.It appears thatall
normally developed children learn their native language with no obvi-
ouseffort, assimilating the language or languages around them. Learn-
ing a second-language, however, seemsto be a very different matter.
Wearetypically ill informed about second-language learners’ percep-
tual problems because perceptual competenciesare rarely tested (al-
though production competencies are usually painfully obvious).
We need to launch a thorough campaignofstudy that examines back-
groundvariables,the ability variables, and the cognitive variables that
underlie the ability to acquire the phonological system of a nonnative
language.

Preparationofthis chapter was supported in part by a grant from the
National Institute of Deafness and Communicative Disorders, DC-
00323, with Winifred Strange andJames Jenkins as coprincipalinves-
tigators. Much ofthe work discussed herein also owes a debt to Haskins
Laboratories and to the support given to Haskins Laboratories by the
NationalInstitute of Child Health and Human Development.
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Part Five

Commentaries

We end this volumewith three provocative pieces. In Chapter 12, David
Premack proposesthe surprising thesis that individual differences would
have caused the human race to fragment were it not for three
countervailing forces: (a) pedagogy—the ability of humans to teach
one another, which promoted conformity (not just among people, but
also between generations) and enabled human innovationto survive;
(b) the predisposition to “share experience,” which allowed language
and pedagogy to evolve; and (c) the relative lack of creativity in the

humanrace, which slowedtherate of fragmentation.
In Chapter 13, Howard Tinsleycasts a critical yet sympathetic eye

on Minnesota psychology. To Tinsley, the distinctive hallmarks of Min-
nesota psychology are an individual differences/developmental view-
point, methodology, integration, and application. Heillustrates these
hallmarks by drawing on the chapters by Betz, Campbell, Rounds,
and Waller, Lykken, and Tellegen in this volume, and his work with
DianeTinsley onleisure. Tinsley points out that individual differences
psychologyis interested in more than just status, that it examinesori-
gins and causesas well as implications. But Tinsley also does nothesi-
tate to point out that preoccupation with methodology and multivari-
ate data-analytic procedures can easily obscure the goal and lead to a
form of fixation or addiction; that quantity of research cannot substi-
tute for integration andcanresult in the kind of intellectual dead end
that Betz describes in the case of masculinity-femininity in her chap-
ter; and that the application of science to the amelioration of human
and societal problemsis of the utmost importance.

In Chapter 14, John Holland provides a vigorous defense of the
neobehaviorist, evidence-oriented view of science, that is, Minnesota
“dust-bowl empiricism.” He attacks the current establishment
that seems to favor complexity over simplicity, explanation over
description, theory over data; an establishment that is ruled by
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interlocking editorships and editorial boards, which prizes respect-
ability and correctness, and avoids controversy; an establishmentthat
unduly depends on grants, fosters “grantsmanship,” and thwarts un-
conventional and creative initiative. Holland’s piece was the featured
address at the 40th anniversary celebration of counseling psychology
at Minnesota—a fitting conclusion to this Festschrift for the founder
of the Counseling Psychology Program at the University of Minnesota’s
Department of Psychology—Lloyd H. Lofquist.



Chapter 12

On the Control of Human
Individual Differences

David Premack
University of Pennsylvania and

Laboratoire de Psycho-biologie de |’Enfant, Paris

Let me begin by observing that the University of Minnesota was a
highly appropriate place for the study of individual differences. Un-
like a certain school in a neighboring state, where a party line sum-
moned everyone to the sametruth, at Minnesota in the early 1950s
there was no established truth—only the pursuit of truth by widely
different paths, with no guarantee of safe arrival. In manyrespects,
there were not even guides; one was supposedto take the trip alone.
To be sure, some of the liberty resulted more from neglect than an
explicit policy—clearly the case with the experimental curriculum—
yet even the better-defined clinical curriculum did not impose a uni-
tary view. Although I have found many campusesover the years where
I preferred the weather (not to mention the architecture), I have found
few whereI preferred theintellectual climate.

The Minnesota policy was not an idealistic one, however; it was,
for reasonsthat I will makeclear in this chapter, quite realistic, though,
at the same time, somewhat dangerous. Realistic because, in fact,
individual differences among human species are enormous—greater
than in any other species. Humansare not only moreintelligent than
other species, more talkative, more this, that, and the other, but also
more different from one another than are membersof any other spe-
cies—a difference thatis far less observed. A comparativeatlas of brains
would, I believe, show clearly that human brains differ from one an-—
other more than do brains of any other species. Hence, an educational
policy that fostered disparate views is well suited to the
human species; whereas one that promulgated a monolithic view is
less well suited and would fit other species better.
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THE THREAT OF HUMAN

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

But I have made two claims about Minnesotapolicy: not only thatit

wasrealistic, but also that it was dangerous. Before dealing with the

latter claim, let me digress to say I regret the lack of data that prevents

demonstrating the uniqueness of human individual differences in a

more quantitative manner. While I am convinced that human minds

differ in far greater degree than do the mindsof otherspecies,thisis

still a clinical impression based on 40 years of comparing different

species. The only data that comes to mindis Tyrell’s celebrated failure

to breed intelligence in rats. Has it since been discoveredthat he pro-

ceeded incorrectly, or is it rather that, as I suspect, the variability in rat

intelligence is too small for breeding to producesignificantly different

strains?

In lieu of data, one can also argue that individual differences must

be proportional to complexity and that the complexity of human mental

machinery certainly exceeds that of all other species; therefore, hu-

manindividual differences must exceed that of other species. Butthis,

too, is only argument.
The absence of data also keeps us from appreciating some of the

problems that would arise in attempting to make the comparisons.

What measures should be used in comparingthe individual differences

of rats and people? Perhaps we should test both species on the same

(size-adjusted) maze, and then comparethe variance of their scores?

But if we did, humans might show less variance than rats, proving

only perhaps that the maze is too simple and doesnotbring into play

those human resources for which individualdifferences are large. Sim-

ply comparing the two species on a common apparatusis notsuffi-

cient; we must compare them ona set of problems covering a broad

range of difficulty. As problem difficulty increases so should the vari-

ance of the scores of each species, but at a markedly greater rate for

humansthanfor rats. Notice that this approach presupposestheories

of both rat and human competence, theories sound enough to permit

judiciously choosing the problems on which to test each species. This

may largely explain why the data are missing.

Whyis the Minnesotapolicy, thoughrealistic, nonetheless danger-

ous? Because, it seems to me, a society composedof individuals whose

brains are as different as are those of a group of humansis in danger

of coming apart. The centrifugal force arising from the combineddif-

ferences of that magnitude must be enormous! (Or do some difter-

ences annul others?) In any case, something must be doneto hold such

a group together. Therefore, an educational policy that notonlytoler-

ates but also even encourages different views must be something of

a danger.
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To get a sense of the humanpotential for disunity, we need not look
at pictures of humanbrainsor read theories about their development
(e.g., Edelman, 1987)—theories that in emphasizing developmental
rather than genetic factors help explain some of the individualdiffer-
ences—instead, we can test young children. Even the simplest oftests
will reveal the diversity of children.

For example,sit on the floor with a child, draw a chalk oval on the
floor, and then lay out parts of a face before the child—cardboardeye,
nose, and mouth shapes—implicitly inviting the child to assemble the
face inside the oval. Many children eagerly seize the pieces, forming
them into a face, attacking and solving the problem immediately.
Others turn the pieces over, discovering the blank undersides, and then
play with the unindividuated pieces to form “towers.” Still others,
whom I will turn to in a moment, make a face and then modify it. A
few becomepale, glance about nervously, and never touchthe pieces.
The problem is too unstructured for them because they have not been
told what to do—thus, they panic, glancing about for a wayto escape.
Andyetstill others respond in different ways. The individual differ-
ences broughtout by even this simple experimentare striking!

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

AND THE ABUSE OF POWER

Immorality has many sources, individual differences, as we shall see in
this section, among them. But consider first two other basic factors
that contribute to immorality: We live in a world of limited resources
and we strongly prefer some resources over others. This combination
already makes it likely that some individuals will be susceptible to
control by others, for reasonsthatI will clarify shortly, though it does
not by itself make immorality inevitable. We could share the limited
resources equitably. Indeed, there is some suggestion that during the
Pleistocene, our ancestors approximated this benign condition, not
with everyone, of course, but at least among other group members.
Contemporary hunter-gatherers have been observed to share in this
manner; moreover,the distribution of power between the sexes in some
of these groupsis remarkably equitable (Lee & Devore, 1976). How-
ever, with the event of pastoralism and, especially agriculture, posses-
sion and power became concentratedin the hands of a few. The ineq-
uity did not come from the practice of agriculture per se but from the
large populationsthat it made possible. Sharing is more likely to oc-
cur among membersof a band than of a large group.

Those having power gained control of access to preferred items,
putting them in a position to force others to “work” to obtain these
items. That people will work—thatis, do more of a nonpreferred act
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than they would normally—to obtain accessto preferred itemsis noth-

ing more than applied reinforcement theory. A preferred item made

contingent upon respondingto less preferred item leadsinevitably to

an increase in respondingto theless preferred item (Premack, 1959,

1965). Work is reinforcement theory in action.

Interestingly, we are the only species that works, that is, the only

species in which some control others by work,that is, by gaining ac-

cess to preferred items and requiring others to carry outless preferred

acts to gain access to more preferred ones. Whyis this so? Whatprin-

ciples apply to humansthat do not apply to nonhumans?It cannot be

reinforcement—all vertebrates are subject to the control by reinforce-

ment. Nor canit be preference, or the fact that nonhumansdonotlive

in worlds of limited resources.
Of course, pastoralism and agriculture are not found widely. Ex-

cept for social insects (Wilson, 1975), they are found only in humans.

To engagein agriculture, one must haveeither the right instincts(ants)

or knowledge of biological principles, which we have reason to be-

lieve has its origins in the domain-specific knowledge of the infant or

child (cf. Carey, 1995; Keil, 1995). So nonhumans do not work and

do not control one another by applied reinforcement theory, in part

because of cognitive factors.

But individual differences play a role in bringing about work. Lim-

ited resources and preference are a highly catalytic pair, but add mas-

sive individual differences to this pair and work—thecontrol of one

individual by another—is all but inevitable. When differences in abil-

ity are as great as they are among humans,it is virtually certain that

power will come to be distributed inequitably, that some will gain

access to preferred resources, and,therefore, that others will be forced

to work to gain access to these captive resources. Limited resources,

preference, reinforcement, massive individual differences—this com-

bination assures “work”—the control of one individual by another

and repeated opportunity for abuse of power or immorality.

A society made up of individuals so different must have a great

potential for disunity. Human groups must have mechanismsthatserve

to reduce the differences among their members and thus protect them

against disunity. Consider four mechanismsfound in humansthat could

in principle serve to counteract individual differences and help bind

humanstogether.

IMITATION AND PEDAGOGY

Most species rely on learning to produce uniformity across genera-

tions. Because nonhumananimals do not make fundamental changes
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in their environment, each generation growsup in the same world.

Therefore, each generation learns largely the same things. Humans,

however, operate vigorously on their environments, changing them

continually, virtually assuring that parent and child will not grow up

in the same world. Therefore, learning alone will not produce confor-

mity across generations in humans.

Imitation

Imitation is the first of two devices that compensate for the inability

of learning to assure continuity across generations in the humancase.

Humansimitate virtually from the time of birth (Meltzoff & Moore,

1983), but nonhumanprimates do not. “Monkey see, monkey do”is

a misleading adage. And monkeys are notalone in their failure to

acquire new modes of problem solving by observing a model; wild

chimpanzees evidently share this inability (Visalberghi & Fragaszy,

1990). Only when reared by humans do chimpanzees imitate exten-

sively (Premack & Premack, 1994).

Pedagogy

Pedagogy, the teaching of one individual by another, is the major de-

vice by which humansachieve conformity, both within and between

generations. Though onefinds precursors of pedagogy in nonhuman

animals (e.g., Premack, 1984, 1991), the full-fledged version is found

only in humans. Only the humanparenttrains his or her child over

and over until the child’s behavior conforms with a well-defined stan-

dard. Interestingly, while the failure of most species to do this can be

readily explained on cognitive grounds, the failure of the chimpanzee

cannot be so explained. The chimpanzee has the major cognitive

prerequisites for pedagogy, including a theory of mind, that is, the

attribution of mental states to others, and yet it does not engage in

pedagogy. It seems necessary to explain the chimpanzee’s failure on

conative or motivational grounds.
Two motivational factors are weak or lacking in the ape. Oneis an

aesthetic factor. Strong in humans,this factoris either weak or absent
in animals. For instance, humansnotonly train others, they also train

themselves (Premack, 1984, 1991). They spend hours practicing, hon-

ing their skills, not for extrinsic reward but to bring the skill (or the
artifact produced bythe skill) into conformity with an aesthetic ideal.
Moreover, the same standardsthat guide an individual’s practice also
guide his or her pedagogy. These standards are responsible for the
compunctious character of human pedagogyandfor the fact that hu-
man intervention is not desultory, as it is in the chimpanzee, which
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may occasionally correct an offspring once or twice, but is pursued
relentlessly until the child attains the standard. Practice, the training
of self, and pedagogy, the training of others, go hand in hand. Oneis
not found without the other. By and large, in the nonhuman animal,
onefinds neither, not the honing of personalskills nor the training of
the other (see Premack, 1991, for the occasional exception).

Pedagogy is more certain to bring about conformity between par-
ent and child than is either learning or even learning combined with
imitation. A parent does many things that a child cannot acquire
through either learning or imitation. This is true not only of modern
skills—reading, writing, arithmetic—butalso of ancient ones—lithic
tool making (in which the construction ofa toolis carried out in three
or four stages). To teach these skills, the expert cannot rely on the
novice’s observation but must also observe the novice (unlike imita-
tion, where only the novice observes the expert) and then judge and
correct the person. Therefore, there is a need for pedagogy in the
humancase, not only because humanscontinually changetheir envi-
ronment, which greatly limits the contribution that learning can make
to conformity, but also because certain humanskills simply cannot be
acquired without the judgment and intervention of a second party.
Human conformity depends on pedagogy.

Nonhumananimals have no skills that depend uponthe interven-
tion of a second party. For instance, there is nothing an adult chim-
panzee does that a young chimpanzeedoes not acquire on the basis of
learning (and perhapsimitation, though in the wild chimpanzee, even
the imitation is in doubt).

Pedagogy makes a further contribution to human conformity. It
contributes to the survival of innovations by gifted members of the
population. Again, the disparity of humanintelligence is such that the
innovation of a specialist is unlikely to be acquired by nonspecialists
unless they are given pedagogic assistance. By specialist, 1 mean not
only scientists and mathematicians butalso, for example, household
cooks. Some innovations may be simple enoughto be acquired on an
observational basis, but even a good household cook can invent pro-
cedures that only another expert could acquire without instruction.

Indeed, the very concept of expert or specialist applies only to hu-
mans. Specialized competence comes in part from the modularity of
humanintelligence, which is far more marked in humansthan in other
species andis itself a source of individual differences.
When in human or protohuman history did “exceptional” tools,

tools that bore the mark of an expert and that stood out from others,
first appear? Whateverthe date, the occurrence wasa likely harbinger
of fundamental changes in humanculture. For division of labor—more
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basic even than that which is based on sex—lay ahead. Notice that in

most species, sex is the only major source of diversity—that andage.

Whereas in the human, though sex and age are major sources of diver-

sity, competence(i.e., the variation in competence)is yet another fun-

damentalsource.
In brief, human groups need pedagogyso that children will acquire

adult skills, so that the innovationsof gifted memberswill be perpetu-

ated, and so that potentially different minds will acquire the same

beliefs and conform to the same traditions. There is no surer way to

produce conformity than toteachit.

THE DISPOSITION TO SHARE EXPERIENCE

A seconddevice that can serve to keep humanindividual differences

under control is a disposition to share experience. This disposition,

which is part of the general humansocial competence, is detectable

from early infancy. For instance, a six-month-old infant clinging to a

teddy bear makes eye contact with an observer, then glances at his

teddy bear, inviting the observer to share with him the presence of the

bear and the child’s possession ofit. In the child of 11 or 12 months,

whois likely to possess a few words, the evidence takes a more con-

spicuous form. The child points excitedly at an object, almost always

calling out its name repeatedly, and at the same time avidly seeking

eye contact with her observer (Bates, 1976; Premack, 1990).

The child is not requesting the object, as tests have shown (Premack,

1990), but rather is inviting the recipient to share the excitement of

the object the child has encountered. No comparable behavior has

been reported in chimpanzees, neither visual behavior analogous to

that of the preverbal child nor combined visual-verbal behavior (in

the language-trained animal) analogousto that of the older child.

The disposition to share experienceis likely to have played a key

role in the evolution of the human species. Language and pedagogy

being independent—one does not need language to teach another—

the combination of these two competencies could haveresulted in four

kinds of species: those with both language and pedagogy, those with-

out either, and those with one or the other. However, we do notfind

“mixed” cases, that is, species having language without pedagogy or

having pedagogy without language. Rather, we find species with

either both competenciesor neither.
This restriction on the logical possibilities can be explained by the

disposition to share experience. Given this factor, both language and

pedagogyarelikely to evolve; withoutit, neither is. The common code
or sharing symbols that language presupposes is unthinkable without
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a disposition to share experience. Such a disposition seems equally
essential for the evolution of pedagogy, for pedagogy involves
bringing others into conformity with the standards oneapplies to one-
self. The absence of this disposition might well explain the absence of
both language and pedagogy in the chimpanzee. A high price to pay
for what on the surface would appear to be a secondaryfactor!

CREATIVITY

A third factor that may counter individual differences and keep hu-
mans from fragmenting is the fact that, contrary to commonbelief,
humansare only a modestly creative species. Though humanscherish
creativity—sometimeseven characterizing themselves as the inventive
species—they are not as inventive as they suppose, as I will show in
this section. They are not, I would argue, because they cannotafford
to be. Perhaps if individual differences among humans were not as
great as they are, humans could then be more creative. But under the
circumstances—dangerouscentrifugal force of high individual differ-
ence—eventhelittle creativity in which humans engage may pose a
risk,

Three pieces of evidence pointto serious limitations in humancre-
ativity. The first comes from a venerable study (for which I can no
longerfind the reference) showing the small percentage of professional
chemists who engage in publication, that is, who have gone on to
publish workafter their thesis (something less than 10%). Moreover,
publication itself is at best a necessary condition for creativity. What
proportion of published work can honestly be called creative? Evenif
we estimate this in a most generous fashion, wearestill left with the
fact that, say, more than 95% of chemists do not engage in creative
chemistry. Is this peculiar to chemistry or, as our next example
suggests, more representative than peculiar?

Mathematics is a field that has an unusual relation to creativity.
Because of its formalnature, stricter judgments of creativity are more
possible in math than in other fields. As a consequence, a creative
contribution for the Ph.D. in math is a serious requirement, not sim-
ply part of the doctoral rhetoric as it is in most fields. The result has
been a chronic shortage of Ph.D.s in math—a shortage that has come
to public attention becauseit results in a shortage of teachers. A doc-
torate is required to teach math at the university level, and there are
too few candidates to meet university teaching needs. People have
considered awarding two degrees—onerequiring creativity, the other
merely competence with regard to existing math—and then
accepting both as qualification for university-level teaching.
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For our purposes, the interest in the math example is the comment

it makes about humancreativity. In a field in which creativity is sub-

ject to serious judgment, the proportion of specialists who can meet

the criterion is so small that a practical problem exists. We may ask

the same question of mathematics that we asked earlier of chemistry.

Is math peculiar? Or, suppose creativity could be judgedasstrictly in

other fields as it can be in math. Would the teacher shortage then be

confined to math? Thisis not, I think, the kind of pickle that a highly

creative species would everfinditself in.
The third piece of evidence returns us to children and the simple

test we consideredearlier. In the course of reassembling the face, some

percentage of children improvise. Having begun with a veridical re-

construction—placing the mouth,nose, and eyes in proper positions,

which is the modal order of reassembly—they transform the face,

changingit into something noncanonical. For example, they may place

both eyes on theleft side of the face or interchange eyes and mouth or

produce a squashed face by pushing the features together.Still others

abandonthe face and make figures that would rarely be interpretable

were it not for the child’s accompanying remark, “Nowit’s a bug,”

“Now it’s a snake,” and so on.

When making noncanonical faces and when “changing the topic”
by converting the face into a bug, children show a decided heightening

of affect. Facial expression and affective tone are like those found in
humoror wit. They laugh, giggle or smile, and increase eye contact,as

though they were saying to the observer, We both know that I know
better and that I’m now engaged in anotherenterprise.

The percentage of children who made such transformations, in a
sample of 55 five- to seven-year-olds, was about 9% (roughly the same
percentage of chemists who publish). We tried to increasethis figure,
but could find no way to do so (short oftelling the child to make such
changes). We did, however, succeed in increasing the rate of improvi-
sation in children already identified as transformers from earlier tests
by changing the stimulus material that was given to them (Premack,
1975).

Although humans regard themselves as an inventive species, and
even characterize themselvesin this light, the evidence noted here sug-
gests that the level of creativity in humans is modest. A minority of
chemists publish, so few mathematicians can meetstrict standardsof
creativity that a shortage of teachers has resulted, and few children
improvise, most simply reconstructing veridical figures. I did not
select these cases from a largerset, leaving out others that would sup-
port the opposite conclusion. Indeed, I should like to know of other
cases that could be used to estimate creativity in humans.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Amongthe features that distinguish the humanspeciesare, I believe,
individual differences of an unusually large magnitude. Humansdif-
fer more from one anotherin intelligence and other mental capacities
than do other species. Although, regrettably, this claim is based on
clinical impression rather than data,if data were seriously sought there
are excellent reasons for supposing that they would be found. For
example, attemptsto breedrats differing in intelligence failed, whereas
humandifferencesin intelligence are well established. Further, human
intelligence has a modularity or degree of modularity that is lacking
even in the chimpanzee. There is no question that complexity and
individual differences go hand in hand and that human mental com-
plexity exceeds that of other species. I have taken the apparent dispro-
portionate magnitude of humanindividual differences for granted and
have asked what are the consequencesof this condition.

I have assumed that a species whose membersdiffer from one an-
other in the degree that humans dois in danger of fragmentation.
Perhapsthis is a faulty assumption. Perhaps a group of markedly dif-
ferent individuals will have a smoother course than a groupof similar
individuals; the latter may get on one another’s nerves, whereas indi-

viduals who contrast may find one another stimulating. However, I

doubtit. The integrity of a group depends on uniform traditions, and
the imposition or acceptance of uniformity by highly different minds
seems far more problematic than the imposition or acceptanceby highly
similar minds.
On the assumption that humans, because of their marked differ-

ence from one another, are in danger of fragmenting, I looked for

-mechanismsthat could counter this condition. I found four: imitation,

pedagogy, a disposition to share experience, and a measureofcreativ-

ity more modest than humansusually credit themselves with.

The first three of these mechanismsare either not found in other

species or are found only underspecial conditions (imitation in hu-

man-reared chimpanzees). Each of these mechanisms may have evolved

for independent reasons, yet working together they could suppress

human individual differences and promote human uniformity. The

differences that separate one human from anotherappearto be vastly

greater than those that separate membersof otherspecies. Individual

differences of this magnitude maybea greater threat to disunity than

meets the eye.

THE EFFECT OF EXPERTS

Humans, because of massive differences in intelligence, are more

affected by experts than any otherspecies. The species is pulled ahead
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by its experts; the advantages are so clear, they scarcely need com-

ment. But are there no disadvantages? Nonexperts lead lives deter-

mined by factors beyond their grasp. Are they confused? Orrather,

how does the confusion affect them? The experts are a tiny minority.

Yet theyfill the lives of the majority with ever-changingalternatives.

Morethanis true for any other species, a majority is led by a minority.

Perhaps the masses of nonexperts behaveirrationally as a consequence.

If their lives were less affected by experts, would they behave as

aberrantly?
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Chapter 13

The Minnesota
Counseling Psychologist

as a Broadly Trained
Applied Psychologist

Howard E. A.Tinsley
Southern Illinois University

The history of psychology at the University of Minnesota involves a
large cast of characters and a lengthylist of accomplishments. Lashley
began his work on the localization of brain functions at Minnesota
and Skinner wrote The Behavior of Organisms. It was at Minnesota
that Festinger developed the theory of cognitive dissonance, Meehl
developed construct validity theory and wrote his treatise onstatisti-
cal prediction, and Paterson, Williamson, Darley, Berdie, and Hagenah
created thediscipline of counseling psychology; it was where Hathaway
and McKinley worked on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality In-
ventory, where Campbell worked on the Strong Interest Inventory,
and where Lofquist and Dawis worked on the theory of work adjust-
ment. Thelist of signal accomplishments by Minnesota scholars seems
endless.

Borow (1990) has described the training model and development
of the counseling psychology program at the University of Minnesota
in an insightful and interesting treatment. Counseling psychology was
not narrowly focused ontraining students to provideserviceto clients
on a one-to-onebasis, nor wasit conceptualized as a subdiscipline of
clinical psychology. Instead, counseling psychologists were trained as
scholars and expert problem solvers who were prepared to function
effectively in industrial/organizational and humanservices settings.
The Minnesota counseling psychologist in the late 1960s was broadly
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trained as an applied psychologist with a thorough groundingin the
basic science of psychology. Added to this were interventionskills that
allowed them to usetheir scientific training effectively in attempting
to solve important problems confronting society. The cornerstones of
their education were the Minnesota differential/developmental phi-
losophy and its emphasis on methodology, integration, and applica-
tion. The chapters by Betz, Campbell, Rounds, and Waller, Lykken,
and Tellegen in this book and my own workall bear the Minnesota
stamp.

PHILOSOPHY

Differential psychology and a developmental perspective form the

philosophical cornerstone of the Minnesota psychologist’s education.
Differential psychology might be characterized as the studyofall the

waysin which individuals differ. This includes not only a focus on the

individual as unique, but also an examination of potential moderators

of individual differences such as sex, age, social class, culture, race,

and specialtalents (intellectual or artistic). Concern for the genesis of

these differences in genetic or environmentalfactors is a hallmark of

differential psychology, as is an emphasis on the development of new

methods for analyzing these issues.
Betz’s review of work on gender-related individual difference vari-

ables and Campbell’s study of brigadier generals in this bookillustrate

the concern of differential psychologists for individual and groupdif-

ferences. Campbell’s focus on an extraordinary group of individuals

brings to mind Terman’s study of genius (Terman, 1925; Terman &

Oden, 1947, 1959) and Getzels and Jackson’s (1962), Guilford’s (1950),

Roe’s (1953) and Torrance’s (1962) studies of creativity and eminence.

Campbell’s summarystatistics depict the typical brigadier general, but

even with so specialized a group,he often finds this generic view to be

inadequate: “Averages conceal the individual richness and the enor-

mousrangeof individualdifferences in these patterns.” This also speaks

for Betz’s position on gender-related differences, and it articulates a

central tenet of differential psychology.

Waller et al.’s (this volume) efforts to determine the extent that

behavior is influenced by nature and nurture continues a line of re-

search initiated by differential psychologists such as McNemar(1933)

more than half a century ago. Minnesota psychologists have made

important contributionsin this quest (e.g., Gottesman, 1963; Moloney,

Bouchard, & Segal, 1991). Waller et al.’s focus on the heritability of

career andleisure interests, and the relation of these to personality,

represents an integration of research emphases long identified with
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Minnesota psychologists. Lofquist and Dawis (1978) have written
extensively on work values as an important aspect of the work per-
sonality. Holland’s (1985) conceptualization of career interests as an
expression of personality stimulated a majorshift in the way psycholo-
gists viewed vocational interests. Gottesman’s (1963) early work on
the heritability of personality and intelligence helped to establish
Minnesotaat the forefront of research on behavior genetics.

In his chapter, Roundsfocuses on individual differences among oc-
cupational environments rather than people. His effort to identify
groupsof occupations,the relations amongthese groups, and therela-
tionships of individuals to occupations continues a long and proud
Minnesotaintellectual history. This intellectual tradition encompasses
both work done at Minnesota (Paterson and the EmploymentStabili-
zation ResearchInstitute, Clark and the Minnesota Vocational Inter-
est Inventory, Campbell and the Strong Interest Inventory, Lofquist
and Dawis and the theory of work adjustment) and work done by
Minnesota graduates (Holland and the Self-Directed Search, Krumboltz
and social learning theory).
A major focus of Rounds’investigation is on sex differences, a tra-

ditional inquiry of differential psychologists. Rounds examines the
extent to which Holland’s hexagon is adequate as a model of therela-
tions amongbasicinterests. He concludes that the model is adequate
for men, whereas I judge his data as suggesting it is inadequate. We
do agree, however, that the modelis inadequate for women and that
the results suggest that the structural relations among occupationsare
different for men and women.

Rounds concludes that for men, occupationsdiffer on a continuum
from masculine to feminine, an unfortunate terminology that tends to
perpetuate stereotypic views of gender-appropriate occupations. As
Betz notes in her chapter, these constructs have not been defined ad-
equately in a theoretical sense and very little progress has been made
in explicating a nomological network within which they can beinves-
tigated. Further, the bipolar dimension harkensback to the single fac-
tor model, which is now discredited (see Betz, this volume).I interpret
Figures 4 and 6 in Rounds’ chapter to suggest the presenceofinstru-
mental-expressive and people-things dimensions. Occupations such as
engineering, office practices, and agriculture require direct action to
accomplish outcome-oriented objectives. In contrast, occupations such
as Music, art, writing, and performanceactivities place a premium on
the ability to express oneself, with the desired objective being skillful
participation in a process.

The results for women seem to vary along a dimension connoting
differences in professional skill and socioeconomiclevel. Law, music,
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math, and writing require highly specialized skills and confer upon

the worker a considerable level of socioeconomicstatus. Fewer or more

easily acquired skills are needed for occupations such as those found

in personalservice, office practices, and domestic occupations, and a

lower socioeconomic status is afforded these workers by society.

The finding that men and women’s basic interests are configured

differently is familiar yet important. They suggest some support for

the frequently voiced view that men tend to view the world aspresent-

ing a series of problemsorsituations that are dealt with most effec-

tively by a direct attemptto find solutions. Figures 4 and 6 in Rounds’

chapter suggest that the basic interests expressed more frequently by

men(e.g., agriculture, military activities, math)are highin this regard,

whereasthose they express less frequently (writing, teaching, domes-

tic work) require expressive qualities. The observation that women

tend to view the world in terms of powerrelationships is also sup-

ported (Rounds,this volume,Figs. 5, 7). Basic interests that are asso-

ciated with less power or a lower socioeconomicstatus(e.g., personal

service, family, domestic work, and office activities) are more often

held by women.
The seeming “rightness” or face validity of these results may blind

some to the fact that they raise more questions than they answer. In

her chapter, Betz notes that the lack of logical definitions of the con-

structs of masculinity and femininity went unnoticed because scholars

assumed they “knew intuitively” what constituted them. As with the

initial development of the Bem Sex-Role Inventory and Personal

Attributes Questionnaire, these empirically discovered gender-related

differences represent atheoreticalfindings. I think they are important,

but the lack of a theoretical context to guide their interpretation in-

vites interpretations based on commonlyheld stereotypic beliefs. I echo

Betz when I emphasize the need for theory to give direction to and

increase the interpretability of research on gender-related differences.

The chapters by Betz and Rounds remind me of my graduate school

tutelage under Lloyd Lofquist, René Dawis, and David Weiss. Under

their leadership, the Work Adjustment Project was developing instru-

ments to measure the major constructs of the theory of work adjust-

ment. These instruments were designedfor use, bothin validating their

theory and in facilitating the work adjustment of workers. An espe-

cially laudatory feature of the project wasits applicability to blue-

collar workers and workers who had mentaldisabilities, in addition

to workers in professional and managerial occupations. Their approach

stood in marked contrast to the emphasis at that time on professional

and managerial occupations, most of which require a college

education.
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Rounds’interest in the relations among occupations and Campbell’s

interest (this volume) in differences among an already select group—

brigadier generals—areparallel in many waysto issues I have investi-

gated in mystudies ofleisure. Diane Tinsley and I have attempted to

identify the attributes, benefits, and causes ofleisure experience (Tinsley

& Tinsley, 1986, 1988). Our inquiry focuses on the impactofleisure

and work activities on the individual rather than on the externally

obviousattributes of these activities. Our concern is with individuals’

perceptions oftheir leisure and work experiences and howthese per-

ceptionsinfluencetheirlives.

A study by Tinsley, Colbs, Teaff, and Kaufman (1987) illustrates

the fruitfulness of investigating individual differences, even among a

relatively select group of people. Using canonical analysis, we exam-

ined therelations of the psychological benefits derived from participa-

tion in 18 commonly chosenleisure activities to the personalattributes

of 1,449 people who were 55 to 75 years of age. Three significant

canonical variates were identified, as can be seen in Table 1. Older

women(those over 65) of lower socioeconomic status with relatively

low morale were most likely to seek companionshipin their leisure

activities. Younger women(those 55 to 65 years of age) placed greater

importanceonleisure activities that provided them with some form of

recognition. Older men and women from higher socioeconomic

backgrounds were more likely to seek leisure activities that

gratified their need for power.

Minnesota counseling psychologists are interested in more than the

current status of the individual. How the individual or group arrived

at their current status and how they might be expected to develop in

the future are other issues that enjoy their scrutiny. Identifying the

relevant factors and their position in the developmental chain are

special concernsillustrated in the work of Waller et al. and Campbell.

Waller et al. are interested in the relations between leisure and oc-

cupationalinterests, and the relations of these factors to personality.

They also examine theheritability of these interests and their stability

over time. Their goalis to identify the factors that influence the devel-

opmentof interests. They conclude that approximately 50% of the

variance in vocationalandleisure interests (and two-thirds of the stable

variance) is attributable to genetic factors. This is comparable to ear-

lier findings of Betsworth et al. (1994) regarding vocational interests

and Tellegen, Lykken, Bouchard, Wilcox, Segal, and Rich (1988) re-

garding personality.
In his chapter, Campbell argues that the nature of brigadier gener-

als results from an interaction of the person and the system in which

the person operates. Selection and acceptanceplay a limited role, but
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Table 1 Correlation of Psychological Benefits and Personal Characteristics
With Canonical Variables

 

Canonical Variates?

 

Variables I II ila

Psychological benefits
Affiliation 60 05 25
Cooperation 52 04 08
Nurturance 56 —12 18
Security 36 10 18
Supervision 50 34 21
Advancement 18 36 08
Reward 22 37 24
Self-esteem 13 40 09
Sentience OS 34 15
Creativity 14 30 46
Ability utilization —05 22 43
Authority 04 -12 66
Dominance 10 —20 44
Responsibility 18 ~09 38
Social service 34 04 54
Social status 19 —13 53
Achievement 18 13 29
Activity 11 18 22
Aggression —0S —08 —09
Catharsis 28 —06 —13
Compensation 25 —28 12
Exhibition —26 —16 00
Independence 07 —02 09
Play 16 24 08
Sex —02 07 04
Understanding 20 28 29
Variety 11 19 11

Personal characteristics
Gender 48 85 21
Age 80 —38 43
Socioeconomic status —65 QO2 72
Morale —30 07 26
Physical health 26 -15 11

Canonical correlation 47° 26° 23°
Eigenvalue 22 07 05

 

“Decimal points have been omitted.
°» < 0.001.

From “The Relationship of Age, Gender, Health, and Economic Status to the Psychological
Benefits Older Persons Report From Participation in Leisure Activities,” by H. E. A. Tinsley, S.
L. Colbs, J. D. Teaff, and N. Kaufman, 1987, Leisure Sciences, 9, p. 60, Washington, DC:

Taylor & Francis. Reprinted with permission. All rights reserved.
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the organization shapesthe individual. “It is not sufficient just to se-
lect good people,” according to Campbell. “you have to put them in
an environment where quality is appreciated and nurtured.” Campbell
speculates that our 200-year history of democracyis one of the impor-
tant variables that shape the expression of these generals’ possibly
instinctive tendencies.

Campbell is careful to label these ideas as his own thinking, an
importantqualification that I would have preferred he emphasize even
more. Campbell describes these generals as very dominantindividuals
who wantto be in control and who havea strong aversion to being
controlled. This description seems inconsistent with his suggestion that
youngofficers’ training occurs in a very controlled environmentthat
strongly influences their adult personality. An equally plausible inter-
pretation is that brigadier generals achieve their rank precisely
because they are dominant, aggressive individuals who have very strong
needs to be in control, and their military education haslittle influence
on these qualities.

Campbell has studied brigadier generals in the U.S. Army, but he
acknowledges that individuals of comparable rank in the air force,
marine corps, and navy maydiffer in significant ways. Studies of gen-
erals from other branches of the service would help toilluminate his
findings and establish the limits of their generalizability. Further, cross-
cultural research onthis issue is of worldwide significance and would
make an important contribution to humankind.

Regardless of whichinterpretation you believe has the most merit,
Campbell’s focus illustrates a developmental perspective. Questions
such as how these individuals came to be this way, what the social
costs of their being this way are, and how and whetherthis situation
should be modified demonstrate a clear appreciation of the impor-
tance of the developmental process.

METHODOLOGY

A concern about (some might say a fascination with) psychological
measurementandits close cousins, assessment and multivariate analy-
sis, is the methodological cornerstone of the Minnesota counseling
psychologist’s education. Walleretal.’s use of factor analysis followed
by multidimensional scaling has the ring of a Minnesota psychologist.
The fact that the multidimensionalscaling algorithm is homegrownis
diagnostic of the Minnesota approach. Rounds’ workalso reveals a
high degree of multivariate eclecticism. Holland’s (1985) structural
hypothesis is tested using ALSCAL and SINDSCAL, andthefit of
the Strong Interest Inventory’s Basic Interest Scales and the Jackson
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VocationalInterest Survey to thecircular structure proposed by Hol-

land is tested using nonmetric multidimensionalscaling analysis.

ManyMinnesota psychologists seem to believe that the path to truth

must lie through multivariate space. In her chapter, Betz traces the

growing complexity of models of gender-related individual differences

from the first simple univariate model to the current agreementthat a

multivariate model is needed that includes attitudes, behaviors,

information processing, and social interaction. Campbell is a well-

known exception, but most of us find multivariate techniques to be

indispensable. Certainly, this belief is evident in my own work(Tinsley,

Bowman, & York, 1989; Tinsleyet al., 1987) and in my exhortations

to other researchers (Tinsley, 1984, 1990).

Rounds’ chapter provides a goodillustration of the kinds of contri-

butions Minnesota counseling psychologists have been able to make

over the years because of their facility with multivariate techniques.

His evaluation of the adequacy of Holland’s structural model in ex-

pressing the relations among vocationalinterests using data-ideas and

people-things dimensions reveals Holland’s model to be good but not

optimal. Rounds’analysis ofthe relative fit of instruments measuring

Holland’s personality type to Holland’s hexagon provides

important information about the applicability of these instruments.

His analysis of the adequacy of Holland’s hexagon in explaining the

domain of basic interests convincingly demonstrates the need for an

octagon. Theseare three importantfindings that should be of interest

to all scholars concerned with vocationalinterests.

My own work has madeeffective use of multivariate techniquesat

times(e.g., Tinsley et al., 1987; Tinsleyet al., 1989). Hayes and Tinsley

(1989) factor analyzed 33 scales measuring perceptions of and expec-

tations about counseling, as can be seen in Table 2. Factors 1 (Expec-

tation of Facilitative Conditions), 3 (Expectation of Counselor

Expertise), and 4 (Expectation of Personal Commitment) replicated

factors reported by Tinsley, Workman, and Kass (1980) in an earlier

factor analysis of the Expectations About Counseling. The other three

factors indicated latent dimensions pertaining to Perceptions of Coun-

selor Attributes (Factor 2), Perceptions of Facilitative Conditions

(Factor 5), and Perceptions of Counselor Effectiveness (Factor 6).

These results demonstrated conclusively the independenceofthese

constructs. Even expectation and perception factors pertaining to some-

what similar constructs were essentially uncorrelated in the oblique

rotation, that is, r (Factors 1 and 5) = -.13 and r (Factors 3 and 6) =

~.08. These findings lend empirical support to the contentions of

Duckro, Beal, and George (1979) and Tinsley, Bowman, and Ray

(1988) that investigations that fail to distinguish adequately among

these constructs are hopelessly flawed. This study has important
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methodological implications for scholars investigating expectations
about counseling, the interpersonal influence process and help-seek-
ing behavior.

Despite the obvious importance of a thorough grounding in psy-
chological measurement, assessment, and multivariate techniques, the
techniques must be used judiciously. I think that sometimes we play
with these toys too much.In both Waller et al.’s and Rounds’ chapters
(this volume), the focus on the substantive issues is obscured at times,
as yet another analysis or new technique is described. Some of my
own work muststrike readers in the same way (Trafton & Tinsley,
1989). Gelso’s (1979) bubble hypothesis suggests thatall research ap-
proaches have their weaknesses. This is also true of the methodologi-
cal techniques often used so effectively by Minnesota psychologists.
Our challenge is to use these approaches meaningfully while avoiding
addiction.

INTEGRATION

The importance ofintegrating theory and knowledgeacross the arbitrary
boundaries within psychology was emphasized throughout the Minne-
sota graduate education. This emphasis is the third cornerstone. Betz (this
volume) calls for multifactor conceptions of gender-related differences
that includeroles, attitudes, and behaviors. Campbell’s (this volume) analy-
sis of U.S. military commandersin his chapter involves an assessment of
their intelligence, personality, vocationalinterests, and values. Betz calls
for a moratorium on instrument developmentandforthe detailed postu-
lation of a nomological network. Most urgently needed, according to
Betz, are integrative theories. Campbell’s assessmentof brigadier generals
across a variety of domainsandhisintegration ofthis information to gain
a cohesive understandingof these individuals is characteristic of the Min-
nesota counseling psychologist.

Waller et al. also emphasize integration, examining the relations
amongpersonality, leisure interests, and work interests. Many career
theorists have regarded vocational choice as an expression of the
individual’s personality (Holland, 1985; Lofquist & Dawis, 1984) or
self-concept (Super, 1963). Manyleisure psychologists view leisure
choices as a function of the individual’s personality (Neulinger, 1974;
Tinsley & Tinsley, 1986). Scholars such as Super (1980) and Tinsley
and Tinsley (1988) regard leisure and work as two important roles
that individuals assume across the life span. Waller et al.’s search
for commonality amongtheselife roles illustrates the Minnesota
psychologist’s emphasis on integration in the study of human
behavior.
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Table 2 Factor Pattern Matrix
enn

2

 

Factor

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6

Counselor Rating Form

Expertness -.08 80 04 -—10 --.04 -.07

Trustworthiness 09 74 -12 -.07 22 -.15

Attractiveness 11 78 -.13 .O1 07 -.13

a
Counselor Effectiveness Rating Scale

Expertness —.09 90 09 03 —.04 13

Trustworthiness —.10 84 09 0S .06 02

Attractiveness —.12 72 02 13 12 .06

I

Counselor Effectiveness Scale

Counselor Effectiveness 10 76 -18 -03 --—13 -.14

I

Personal Attributes Inventory

Negative Attitudes 02 67 09 -.08 17 O1

NN

I

Counselor Evaluation Inventory

Counseling Climate -.08  -.03 03 -.01 -.10 Al

Counselor Comfort 11 -08 -.09 .06 O01 39

Client Satisfaction 10 57 -13 -.11 25 31

I

Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory

Level of Regard —.06 37 -.06 04 64 —-.03

Empathetic Understanding 03 37 03 02 9 O01

Congruence —.02 26 03 -.08 71 03

Unconditionality of Regard -.05 -.13 02 -.03 54 -.08

Willingness to Be Known 07 22 --.11 O1 64 -.04

I

I

Myresearch with DianeTinsley onleisurereflects the value placed

on integration that we learned at Minnesota. Early views of leisure

and work regarded them as mutually exclusive. The residual defini-

tion of leisure, ascendant at the time we began our program ofre-

search, defined leisure as the time remaining when the work responsi-

bilities and the maintenance activities of the individual had been ac-

complished. Any residual time left. over was considered leisure time.

Thus, leisure was defined as a nonentity, orthogonalto work, having

no positive distinguishing attributes.

We began our research by focusing onthe individual’s psychologi-

cal experience. This line of work has led to the identification of

a cluster of attributes that we have tentatively labeled the leisure
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Table 2 Factor Pattern Matrix (continued)

Factor

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6

Expectations About Counseling—Brief Form
Motivation —.13 .03 12 79 05 O01
Openness .06 02  -.06 I1 -.03 -.02
Responsibility 32 -.04 -.20 69 -05 -.11
Acceptance 79 00 11 .O1 04 17
Confrontation 65 —O1 19 17 =-.05 .03
Directiveness 09 -—.03 7S 0S 04 -.10
Empathy 12 -.03 75 O01 O01 -.05
Genuineness 89 06 -—.09 02 -—11 -.11
Nurturance 69 —-.05 25 0S O1 —-.05
Self-Disclosure 17 .06 56 -04 -.03 .04
Attractiveness 01 01 .08 79 -.04 15
Expertise 52 -.05 .44 09 02 -.07
Tolerance .68 .04 .16 10 -.09 .08
Trustworthiness 89 -.06 02 .07 09 05
Concreteness 64 -.06 20 17 -04 -—.15
Immediacy 01 -.02 -.02 92 -.01 01
Outcome 16 -.04 -.10 84 -00 -.04

 

Note. Factortitles are as follows: 1 = Expectation of Facilitative Conditions, 2 = Per-
ception of Counselor Attributes, 3 = Expectation of Counselor Expertise, 4 = Expecta-
tion of Personal Commitment, 5 = Perception of Facilitative Conditions, and 6 = Per-
ception of Counselor Effectiveness.

The signs for all loadings on Factors 3 and 5 were reversed to facilitate the interpreta-
tion of those factors.

From “Identification of the Latent Dimensions Underlying Instruments Measuring Perceptions of
and Expectations About Counseling,” by T. J. Hayes and H.E.A. Tinsley, 1989, Journal of Coun-
seling Psychology, 36, p. 497. Copyright © 1989 by the American Psychological Association.
Reprinted with permission.

experience (Tinsley & Tinsley, 1986, 1988). As we understandit at
this point, the attributes of leisure experience include:

¢ Feelings of freedom

¢ Intense concentration on or absorptionin the activity at hand

e Enriched perception of objects and events

e Increased sensitivity to and intensity of emotions

e Increased sensitivity to bodily sensations

¢ A forgetting of self and a lessening of cognitive processing

e Decreased awarenessof the passage of time
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Webelieve that four causal conditions are prerequisite to this expe-

rience. Individuals must perceive the activity as freely chosen and en-

gaged in becausetheactivity itself is intrinsically enjoyable. Individu-

als must experience optimal stimulation (i.e., not so stimulating as to

be upsetting, nor so lacking in stimulation as to be boring). Finally,

a commitment to the activity is necessary (i.e., individuals must

engage themselves psychologically in the activity rather than simply

dallying).
We believe that experiencing leisure is absolutely essential to the

individual because every individual has someneeds for whichleisure

experience is the only source of gratification. We view leisure experi-

ence as satisfying psychological needs of the individual at all five

levels of Maslow’s (1970) hierarchy. The satisfaction of psychological

needs has a salutary effect on mental health, physical health, andlife

satisfaction, as Figure 1 helpsillustrate. These factors, in turn, have a

beneficial effect on personal growth. Chronic deprivation of leisure

experience is detrimental to the physical and mental health of the indi-

vidual and results in a reduction oflife satisfaction and a lack of per-

sonal growth.

Our current work is directed toward gaining a more complete and

precise understandingofthe attributes of leisure experience. Once these

attributes have been shown to covary as an identifiable experience

that occurs frequently in leisure, we plan to investigate their occur-

rence in other aspects of the individual’s life. For example, this

approach allowsus to identify commonalities in the way individuals

experience work andleisure. Machlowitz (1980) describes workaholics

as having a neurotic adjustment to work. We have no doubt that some

workaholics have a neurotic adjustment to work, but webelieve that

other individuals who would be labeled as workaholics by external

observers are experiencing leisure during their work. That is, these

individuals are so well suited to their work that the essential experi-

ences manyof us obtain in leisure are readily available to them in their

work. The long hours these individuals spend at their work is not

indicative of a sense of compulsion or inadequacy. Instead, these indi-

viduals find their work to be the most enjoyable andfulfilling activity

they know.

APPLICATION

The final educational cornerstone of the Minnesota counseling psy-

chologist is an appreciation of the importance of applying this knowl-

edge to the amelioration of the problems of society. A concern for

practical application is discernible in my efforts to assist counseling
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Figure 1 Causaleffects of leisure experience

From “A Theory of Attributes, Benefits, and Causes of Leisure Experience,” by H. E. A. Tinsley

and D.J. Tinsley, 1986, Leisure Sciences, 8, p. 20. Reprinted with permission.

psychologists in preparing for test interpretation (Tinsley & Bradley,
1986, 1988), in my evaluations with Diane Tinsley of leisure counsel-

ing models (Tinsley & Tinsley, 1981, 1984) and explication of our

own leisure counseling model(Tinsley & Tinsley, 1982).
Campbell’s (this volume) rationale for use of the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicatorillustrates an informed stance about the need for practical
application. I believe far too many practitioners are at the opposite

extreme from Campbell—empathy run amok.Interesting-sounding
assessment devices seem to be adopted on the basis of how well they
fit one’s preconceived notions, while little attention is given to the
psychometric qualities of the instrument. Campbell’s use represents
the more informed position, which springs from the scientist-practi-
tioner dialogue. Instruments having psychometric limitations may be
useful whenthe scholar has a clearly articulated practitioner objective
in mind for which an instrumentwith these limitations is appropriate.

Rounds’ chapter (this volume) also reveals an appreciation of the
distinction betweenstatistical and practical significance. Although the
ALSCALconstrained analysis accounted for 9% less variance than
the unconstrained analysis, he questions the practical importance of
this difference. Given the widely demonstrated heuristic benefits of
Holland’s model, the sacrifice of 9% of the variance in the name of
practical application and useability has proven to be a good bargain
over the years. Rounds’ analysis of the degree to which interest inven-
tory results fit Holland’s hexagon reveals a further concern for practi-
cal application. The results suggest that Holland provided the
conceptualization, but scores on the Strong Interest Inventory and the
Unisex Edition of ACT Interest Inventory (UNIACT)fit his model

more precisely. The Career Assessment Inventory—Vocational,
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Career Assessment Inventory, extended, and the Career Decision-Mak-
ing Inventory yield scores that provide relatively poor fits to the
hexagon.

Psychologists seldom prove anything. Unfortunately, counseling
psychologists cannot afford to wait for all answers to be known. The
stronger the demandfor immediate application, the greater the liabil-
ity experienced by psychologists. Campbell recognizes the necessity of
making recommendations for military training, but he is careful to
distinguish his personal views from those findings he can document.
Campbell notes that the military can impose seemingly senseless
policies and practices on itself. So, too, can scholars, and one such
policy is that of forever deferring attempts to address problems of
practical significance until research has revealed definitive answers.
I think Minnesota counseling psychologists recognize this more clearly
than others.

A MINNESOTA COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGIST

These educational cornerstonesserve as values that influence both my
scholarly and practitioner activities. Whatever the issue confronting
me, I am aware that my search for an answerinevitably takes me
across the subdisciplines of psychology(e.g., personality, social psy-
chology, geropsychology) and sometimes into disciplines such as
sociology, economics, and anthropology. Constructs from disparate
disciplines, multiple measures, and multivariate analyses frequently
are involved, always accompanied by an awareness that thereally
important and interesting findings may lie in the differences among
individuals and groups.Finally the questions, What does it mean? and
Whatare the practical implications?, quickly spring to mind as the
answer emerges. In short, these values direct my search for solutions
to the problems confronting society. The amalgam of these influences
has produceda scientist-practitioner whois personally most interested
in the science of the discipline but ever mindful of the importance of
applying this science to the amelioration of society’s problems.
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Chapter 14

My Life With a Theory

John L. Holland
Professor Emeritus,

Johns Hopkins University

 

I had manydifficulties in preparing this little talk.’ I didn’t like the
program chairman’s suggestions, and he didn’t like mine. For example,
he wanted a nostalgic account of counseling psychology in the 1940s
versus the 1980s. That topic had formidable problems.

First, | was ambivalent about my graduate experience.I felt like
quitting at the end of the second year, but I had no desirable alterna-
tive, nor could I face my father, my banker, who had already told his
neighbors about his son, who was about to become a Ph.D. Mywife
was supportive, but she expressed no enthusiasm for my quitting, so I
stayed on. Second,I retired in 1980, so I know verylittle about gradu-
ate life in the 1980s. So muchforthattopic.

The program chair’s advice on style—“Be broad-brush and don’t
get too technical”—I could easily follow. If you are as statistically
challenged as I have been for myentire career, this was welcome ad-
vice. My other handicapsinclude an inability to even add or subtract
in a reliable fashion and a complete computer deficiency, despite nu-
merous Computer consciousness-raising efforts made by well-meaning
friends.

I toyed with giving an old but polished talk—“Mylife with the
Self-Directed Search (SDS)”—but I found that I wastired of talking
about the SDS.I also tried to create several new talks.

For instance, “My Philosophy of Science Is Better than Yours.” If
you have been following the recent philosophical wars, you knowthat

‘Based on a talk given at the University of Minnesota on the 40th anniversary of
its counseling psychology program (Minneapolis, 1993).
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logical positivism has been out for some time and almost anything else

is in. These philosophical shifts have concerned me, because while my

theory continues to be a fruitful enterprise, it does have some old-

fashionedphilosophical ideas. My personality types are arbitrary con-

structions without substance. My deductivelogic is interesting, butit

provides a misleading accountof howtheories are actually constructed

or should be constructed.

In short,it is important to distinguish a theory’s origins, thatis, the

discovery process, from its public testing process. I have toyed with a

retraction in which I attribute my theory to my mother’s ideas—that

she wasa bright, caring, insightful woman whotold me whatto write.

Another idea was to have her write nasty letters to critics from her

nursing home.

At any rate, Howard Kendler (1992) has written a book chapter

clarifying the role of behaviorism, positivism, and psychology in ev-

eryday science. He rebuts some common misconceptions about these

topics. If you are afflicted with a neobehavioristic, evidence-oriented

view of science, you will enjoy this chapter. If you are afflicted with

one of the new philosophies of science in whichsocial action, imagi-

nation, or promissory notes are sometimes more important than

evidence, you will find this chapter disconcerting.

Lalso considered abstractinga little book about research for gradu-

ate students that I have been daydreaming about. Some chapter head-

ings will give you the flavor. They include “Getting Started,” “Finding

Your Style,” “Coping With Critics and Controversy,” “Copyrights,

Lawyers, and Psychometric Burglary,” “Living with the Highs and

Lows (my mental health chapter), “Learning to Write,” and “Publish-

ers, Publishing, and Editorial Encounters.” The problem with telling

you aboutthis book is that it has no text.

This search for a suitable topic led finally to a unifying idea: “My

Experience in Developing and Revising a Typology.” (I also consid-

ered lengthening these introductory commentsto the point where there

would be no timefora talk.)

CONTROVERSIAL AND DESTRUCTIVE TRENDS

I have received a 40-year internship that has shaped my beliefs and

biases about counseling, training, practice, and research.It has also

shaped my competencies—so muchso I can now cope more skillfully

with controversy than with support.

At any rate, I wish to comment on a few of my experiences and

impressions of some controversial and destructive research trendsin

counseling psychology.
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What are these trends?

1. We have moved from simple data analyses that communicate to
most psychologists to hyperanalytical treatments that communi-
cate only to a sophisticated few. Research reports often fail to
report simple orienting information such as means, standard
deviations, simple correlations, or proportions.

2. There is a decline in the publication of simple empirical studies
to searchforinitial information about neglected or unexplored
problems.

3. This decline in empiricalfishing expeditions has been accompa-
nied by an increasing worship of theory. Theories are two-sided
tools. They can focus ourvision in useful ways, but they can also
blind us to new data and other more useful explanations.

4. There is an increasing disparity between our favorite interven-
tions andsocietal needs. Years ago,clinicians used to say that“if
all the psychiatrists trained in the next 50 years were available
today, they couldn’t take care of the people who need help.”If
you substitute counseling psychologists for psychiatrists, you
would reach to the same conclusion today. To make matters
worse, counseling psychologists are acting like psychiatrists, rush-
ing into private practice and relegating career assistance to the
bottom of the practice barrel. In contrast, thereis little interest
in preventive education or groupinterventions.

5. The shift to private practice has been accompanied by a shift to a
wide range of counseling topics as well as a host of new topics.
These topicsincludesports, the elderly, recreation, people of color,
and women. These shifts have also been accompanied by a
neglect and denigration of career interventions. Thisis especially
unfortunate because ourcareer interventions have a long history
of positive evaluations and the needfor suchservices by people
of all ages is extensively documented. Equally important, we have
a wide range of individual and group treatments that are cost
effective.

This indiscriminate investment in old and new research topics is
spread so thin over those in thefield thatlittle progress can be ex-
pected. For instance, there are only 2,300 counseling psychologists.
About 2,000 are not engagedin research except as spectators or com-
mentators, another 100 to 200 do an occasionalpiece of research, and
fewer than 100 havefull-time research careers. If there are only 10
major research problems or about 10 people per topic, these groups
are hardly a threatto scientific ignorance.
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Factors Influencing the Trends

Now I want to speculate about the environmental forces that drive

these research andservice trends. These influences are both benign

and destructive. I will focus on destructive influences because they

need exposure and because most people focus on the benign influ-

ences.

Grantism The securing of research grants is a mixed bag. Without a

grant or a rich relative, some kinds of research are simply not pos-

sible. Unfortunately, grant activities have great status among peers

and administrators, leaving students with the impression that they

cannot do good work unless they have a grant. At Minnesota, accord-

ing to my mail, students can’t even get to a convention withouta grant.

Apparently, they haven’t heard of carpooling or writing for papers.

Focused Editorial Power In counseling psychology, our journals are

dominated by conservative beliefs about research, resulting in little

risk taking. Conservative evaluations are desirable biases—otherwise,

journals would contain more worthless material than they do now.

These conservative biases, however, are accentuated because authors

see the same club of old boys and girls no matter where they turn.

Defensive editors occasionally publish analyses that show how well

their consulting editors agree. They should—the editor selected them

or had them certified by right thinkers. In short, the focusing of edito-

rial power limits the range of acceptable research within a single jour-

nal, and because editors and consulting editors serve on multiple

journals, authors have trouble finding a fresh, second opinion. Be-

cause authors have no union,they do nothing. To cry too much about

rejections is a sign of low status. I have converted low status to high

status by claiming that I have more rejections than most people have

acceptances. Notonly that, but poor journals reject my workasfre-

quently as good journals.

Destructive Training Most graduate training in researchis devoted

to how to collect and process ideal data (representative of something

and preferably with a large N) throughstatistical sieves so that a de-

fensible report emerges. Or research training focuses on the evalua-

tion of information, so goodideasprevail and bad ones are suppressed.

This kind of training is of major importance, for it distinguishes a

scientific discipline from a cult, among other groups.

The problem with this aspect of training is that the processes of

problem finding, speculation, and theorizing are neglected. Students

usually leave graduate work with a few well-developed technical

muscles, but with many underdeveloped problem-findingskills, along

with little experience or confidence in their speculations or theorizing.
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Graduate schools cannotbefinishing schools with endless curricula,
but they do neglect the subjective side of science. At the same time,it
Is easy to see how students come to believe that useful inventories,
scales, and theories comeonly from careful, explicit research activities
rather than from multiple sources. Careful research is one source. For
instance, the Strong Interest Inventory came from considerable em-
pirical thrashing around by Strong and others. The Kuder Occupa-
tional Interest Survey came from

a

factor analysis. The Self-Directed
Search came from looking at multiple factor analyses, a primitive theory,
reading Strong’s book, looking at correlational matrices, and so on.
Incidentally, the use of six rather than some other number of types
was cemented in the theory when a psychiatrist, whose hobby was
numerology, told me that “six was a good number.” Thatdidit.

Conservative Views ofJournals Journals and funding agenciesrein-
force manyofourtraining biases, because theyare usually populated
by people with conservative views of science. Put another way, jour-
nals and funding agencies covetscientific respectability, which trans-
lates as “don’t fund or publish deviantor fragile projects.” Decision
making aboutsuch projectsis difficult because it is often hard to see
the difference between a creative idea and a psychotic one, yet it is
important to keep these gates open to some innovative work.

Finally, over the last 40 years, my impressionis that there has been
a marked decline in open discussion and writing about controversial
topics. Research and writing about ethnic minorities, women,the eld-
erly, people with physical disabilities, and so on has becomebalkanized:
Womentalk to women, white males talk to white males, and so on, so
there is little constructive feedback. Different groups have acquired
some inaccurate, in-and-out group beliefs about one another, but be-
causethereis little open discussion, some crazy ideas receive no cor-
rective feedback or simply no response.A kindofpolitical correctness
cloud seems to hang over sometopics and despite the public appear-
ance of concern andsensitivity, many (how many?) simply no longer
voice an opinion.
A similar division or void exists between the developmentalists and

the structurally oriented career researchers. They have avoided any
constructive interaction for more than 40 years. The only interaction
occurs in journals in which one side implies that the other view of
careers is simplistic, evidence deficient, or some other scientific slur

POSSIBLE REMEDIES

I have someideasfor softening these destructive trends and influences.
These remedies are arranged in order of their increasing difficulty to
achieve. For some problems,I have no usefulsolutions.
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First, our focused editorial power could easily be decentralized or

dispersed by asking people to serve on a single journal. Asit stands,

manyserve two or more journals. We have editors for a single journal

who also serve as consulting editors for other journals. We can’t do

anything about book publishers and funding agencies.

Limiting people to serving on a single journal would also create

more opportunity for minorities, women,as well as the young and the

old. I also forgot—it may also be wise to limit editors to serving on

one journalperlifetime. This idea may represent overkill.

To get things started, we need someone who does not intend to

publish research, run for office in the American Psychological Asso-

ciation (APA), or need tenure, and has some engrossing hobbies and a

supportive social group. A report would be required that documents

the overlap amongtherelevant journals. A computer, however, is not

required; three-by-five-inch cards will do. Publication could be achieved

by submitting a minority report at an APA Division 17 business meet-

ing. The rejection of the report could then be used to attract attention

to a convention program with a purpose thatis disguised with a de-

ceptive title such as “Improving the Research Climate.”

How to cope with grantism, model gazing, theory worship, and the

decline in empirical fishing expeditions poses a very complex array of

problems, as they require an understanding of the developingself in-

teracting with a cultural environmentthatis undergoing dramatic shifts.

At anyrate, that’s what some of our colleagues might say. I see these

problemsdifferently.
It might be helpful to encourage more people to perform research

without grants. Data processing is no longer a substantial expense,

except for a very atypicalproject, but data collection can be an expen-

sive barrier. One solution is to find a school, a company,

a

religious

institution, or a group thatwill trade consulting services for access to

research participants. Anotherstrategy 1s to provide psychological or

educational materials in exchange for access. Data entry work for small

samples (N < 250) can be performedby the preteen children of faculty

members. They are less expensive to employ than graduate students,

and they worry more about making errors than abouta project’s sci-

entific merit. The only problem I have encountered was in one in-

stance when I raised a student’s hourly rate because of good perfor-

mance. Her mother complained that her daughter’s allowance hadlost

‘nfluence. Another time, I used psychiatric patients to do item analy-

ses—they are also moreefficient than graduate students.

I have been doing small-scale research for the last 18 years. The

out-of-pocket costs to me have always been small. I barter to secure

data, consultation, data processing, and typing. Currently, reprints are

my largest single expense.
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I am not saying that my wayis the best or only wayto get research
done. I am saying that more people should consider using their social
skills, ingenuity, and professional capital to do research. Atfirst, this
strategy may seem like a lot of work and a waste of time, but compare
a few research andsalesvisits to likely sources with the time spentin
preparing grant proposals that often fail. In the do-it-yourself strat-
egy, you can take great risks (empirical or theoretical fishing); in a
grant proposal, you have to work hard to create the impression that
your proposal is important andinfallible.

Another funding strategy is to knuckle under and get grants while
at the same time engaging in cheap, empirical or theoretical fishing
expeditionsto learn what you can. Thisis, of course, what most grant-
addicted researchers do,butit is a stressfullife for many and tends to
focus one’s work onsafe designs of popular topics.

I have no promising ideas for improving research training. When I
read some of the imaginative articles written by psychologists who
believe evidenceis a dirty word, I think we need more of the same old
traditional training that I have been knocking.

I also have no promising ideas for more open and constructive dis-
cussions about research and social problems. If psychologists can’t
organize their professional concerns in a single institution, it is
unlikely that they can have more constructive and open discussions.
Psychologists cannot escape American culture: Weissue credit cards;
we now havea stylish corporate logo; and we havea flourishing cadre
of professional politicians—even one in the House of Representatives.
Being cool has become more important than being frank.

SO WHAT?

I don’t have a big windupfor myideas, but I do have a few cautionsin
thinking about my remarks:

¢ They represent my impressions of what’s going on. At no time
did any data appear.

¢ As one of myfriends said: Beware of mature (old) people
bearingintellectualgifts.

¢ lignored the positive qualities of journal editors, traditional
research training, and other benevolentinfluences.

Finally, if you feel the urge to respond,let me rest at the cocktail
hour, and wait until you can pay your own wayto the next celebra-
tion. There will always be opportunities for speakers who can give
rather than receive.
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